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The Religious Economy of the West Indian Ocean, 1840–1915
As a thriving port city, nineteenth-century Bombay attracted migrants
from across India and beyond. Nile Green’s Bombay Islam traces the
ties between industrialization, imperialism and the production of religion to show how Muslim migration from the oceanic and continental
hinterlands of Bombay fuelled demand for a wide range of religious
suppliers, as Christian missionaries competed with Muslim religious
entrepreneurs for a stake in the new market. Enabled by a colonial policy of non-intervention in religious affairs, and powered by steam travel
and vernacular printing, Bombay’s Islamic productions were exported
as far as South Africa and Iran. Connecting histories of religion, labour
and globalization, the book examines the role of ordinary people – mill
hands and merchants – in shaping the demand that drove the religious
market. By drawing on hagiographies, travelogues, doctrinal works and
poems in Persian, Urdu and Arabic, Bombay Islam unravels a vernacular modernity that saw people from across the Indian Ocean drawn
into Bombay’s industrial economy of enchantment.
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For Nushin

Bombay is not a good place for ghosts. There is too much activity,
too many people, and too great an amount of gas and electric light.
James Douglas, Bombay and Western India (1893)

Samandar dariya4 se 4 ba4wa4 ja4n da4na4 awliya4.
Baba took from the seas and oceans and gave life to the friends of
God.
Murja4n Sı3dı3 Nangası3, Afro-Indian prayer song (c. 1890)
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Bombay Islam did not begin in Bombay, but like the religious ‘firms’
whose activities it traces, it set out from Tehran and Hyderabad on the far
fringes of what in the nineteenth century became Bombay’s wide religious
marketplace. There, tracing histories of Muslim organizations which I
originally understood in terms of the regional and national, I pursued the
peregrinations of men such as Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h and Habı3b ‘Alı3 Sha4h, whose
own trails would ultimately lead me to Bombay. And so, over the course
of more than a decade, what began as a search for neglected regional sidelights on the Muslim nineteenth century became an inter-regional survey
converging on a city which, were it not for the persistency of my sources
in drawing me towards it, I would never have recognized as the religious
centre it became from the mid-1800s. When the penny farthing dropped
and the focus of the project turned to Bombay itself, I was pushed to
other directions in turn, from the dockyard shrines of Bombay proper to
their reproduction across the ocean in the distant port of Durban. Linked
as it was to these outlying markets by vernacular print and the steamship,
Bombay offers the urban historian as large a canvas as might be managed. While tracing case studies in Iran and South Africa of Bombay’s
links to a larger maritime market of faith, I hope to have at least drawn
an outline on enough of that canvas to give a sense of the steam-driven
pulse of ‘Victorian’ Bombay and the responses to those rhythms at every
node of its capillaries. That said, the book is deliberately restricted to the
Muslim experience of Bombay. Partly this is justified because so little has
been written about Bombay’s Muslims; partly because for all its neglect
by historians of Islam, Bombay was a crucial oceanic hub for Muslims
navigating the age of empire and industry. But if Islam is the major theme,
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Introduction

A Rumour of Miracles
At 10.15 on the night of 31 May 1903, the D-block of the recently
completed Sita Ram Building in Bombay ‘suddenly came down with a
crash’.1 Most of the multi-storey building was unoccupied, but on the
ground floor was a saloon bar which over the past months had done a
brisk and boozy trade with the port’s many British sailors. It was mainly
the customers of the bar who made up the dead and injured when the
building collapsed. Because the Windsor Bar stood right across the road
from the shrine of a Muslim saint, rumours spread quickly that the disaster occurred through an insult to the holy man by the Hindu bar-owner
and his bibulous Christian patrons. But for all his defence of the antialcoholic norms of sharı‘a
3 , the saint in question was himself something of
an oddity. His name was Pedro, and according to urban legend he was a
Portuguese sailor who had converted to Islam two centuries earlier. This
Pe4dro4 Sha4h was no more commonplace a saint than his feat of levelling
a tower block was an act of everyday grace. From his shrine’s location in
the heart of Bombay’s bazaar district, his spectacular miracle was symptomatic of the larger pressures of cosmopolitan modernity that helped
create a marketplace of religions in the city surrounding him.
The implications of Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4
story – that the moral life of the
metropolis was regulated by supernatural policemen, that capitalist cosmopolitanism could be undone at the whim of a dead Muslim – have profound implications for the ways in which the trajectories of religion in the
nineteenth-century Indian Ocean should be understood, and it is the goal
of Bombay Islam to unravel these implications. The fact that rumours of
1

2
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righteous supernatural indignation causing Sita Ram Building to collapse
spread so quickly tells us something important about the moral landscapes
and vernacular imagination of a city which at the turn of the twentieth century stood at the vanguard of industrialization in both India and the Indian
Ocean. For Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4 cult was not the superstitious detritus of an earlier
age, but part of a larger supply of religious productions being generated by
the experiences of modern urban life. If such supernatural interventions
as that seen in the punishment of the Windsor Bar drinkers are not part
of the familiar story of the industrial city, then, like the internationalized
Yoga of Swami Vivekananda in Chicago and the scientific table-tappers of
Victorian London, they comprised the ruptures and reprises of culture that
accompanied the ascent of the no less invisible powers of capital.2
At the same time that, in London and Manchester, Marx and Engels
were attempting to identify the vast but hidden forces that governed the
industrializing process, the labourers and merchants of Bombay were
developing their own readings of those powers. Just as the two overseas
Germans made their models from the building-blocks of their continental intellectual heritage, so did the Muslims who gathered in Bombay
from all around the Indian Ocean resort to their own cultural resources
to make sense of their brave new world of cotton mills and dockyards.
With its saints and miracles, its theologies and pamphlets, its festivals
and schools, Bombay Islam was no less a response to industrial change
than the leftist ideologies and working-men’s clubs that form the familiar stock-in-trade of the labour historian. If the Methodist, Spiritualist
and other alternative Christianities of the proletarian Atlantic are now
well known, this book tries to draw from their shadow a parallel oceanic
Islam of the industrial era.3
While the collapse of Sita Ram Building was an unusually dramatic
intervention of enchanted agency in the humdrum life of the city, it was
unusual in scale and not kind. For in Bombay and its continental and
maritime hinterlands, the new social conditions of modernity were highly
receptive to an Islam of holy men and their strange powers. The survival –
indeed, the increasing production – of such ‘old’ religious forms in the
industrial epicentre of the Indian Ocean demands a reconsidering of industrial modernity and the ways in which Muslims responded to and experienced it. If the story here is one of Bombay, then it is one of a Muslim city
which has long stood in the shadows of other Bombays, whether British,
Maharashtrian or Parsi.4 It is also a story of the oceanic reach of Bombay
Islam that through railways to Hyderabad and Gujarat and steamships to
Iran and South Africa found markets far beyond the city’s own platforms
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and quays.5 As the rumours of a Portuguese Muslim imply, the picture
painted by Bombay Islam also differs from familiar depictions of other
globalizing Asian or African cities of the nineteenth century, where the
social and intellectual forms of modernity have been read through secular or national trajectories.6 Seated similarly in the second carriage is the
colonial, for Bombay Islam is constructed in the main from indigenous
materials that, in reaching beyond the colonial archive, question the scale
of imperial influence on the urban lower classes. In focusing on the Indian
products of Bombay’s ‘economy of enchantment’, the following chapters
place Muslim writings in the trans-regional languages of Persian, Urdu
and Arabic at centre stage to explore an industrial and cosmopolitan environment that was at the same time enchanted with imaginaries and energies that industrialization did as much to empower as suppress.
With shipping routes connected together from every direction, such
was the city’s status as travel hub of the west Indian Ocean that even
Muslims making the hajj from Africa, Central Asia or Iran found themselves on layover there.7 Muslim Bombay was to maritime itineraries in
the second half of the nineteenth century what Dubai would become to
aeroplane journeys in the second half of the twentieth. All underwritten by
commerce, these steamship and sailboat networks ferried in African deckhands and Iranian merchants to add to this character as Islam’s industrial
carrefour. Drawing Muslims from far and wide, in the mid-nineteenth
century Bombay emerged as the cosmopolis of the Indian Ocean, a global
city in which Muslims were forced to deal with the competitive pressures
that also shaped its Atlantic counterpart, New York.8 Bombay’s industrialization was signalled to these Muslims in many different ways. Its
mechanical advances offered urban visions of a progressive future; its iron
printing-presses produced books in Persian and Arabic, English and Urdu,
Malay and Swahili; its steam-fed factories created a jostling of new Muslim
proletarians; its sheer size allowed Muslims to alternatively discover the
collective unity of the umma or to learn instead that they were above all
‘Indian’. By the mid-nineteenth century, not only was Bombay urbs prima
in Indis (as its proud citizens were fond of calling it), but also a primary city
of Islam.9 While in the same period Istanbul, Alexandria and Beirut experienced comparable patterns of demographic and cosmopolitan expansion,
in scale and speed none could compete with Bombay’s industrialized pace
of growth, and the oceanic rather than Mediterranean remit of its pluralism. From Africa, India and the Middle East, Bombay attracted Muslim
industrial workers; from the small towns of the Konkan came others in
their tens of thousands, along with shiploads of Iranian pilgrims whose

4
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journeys to Mecca now involved a stopover of weeks or even months in
Bombay. For the Muslim aristocracy of landlocked Hyderabad, Bombay
served as a window to the world; for Iranian political and religious exiles
as a place of refuge. For a new breed of Muslim missionaries the city’s
demoralized workforce offered fertile ground for proselytization, while
the wealth of its Muslim merchants lent these missionaries the routes and
resources to expand beyond Bombay. The city brought together far more
linguistically and ethnically diverse Muslim groups than the smaller dar4
al-Islam
4 of the ports of the Mediterranean.
In the earliest major source on Bombay Islam, the Persian Ja4n-e
Bomba4’ ı 3 (Bombay soul), written in 1816, the port was already presented
as the crossroads of the world. In addition to the English, Portuguese,
Greeks, Dutch, Zoroastrians, Jews, Chinese and the many ‘sects’ (farqa) of
Hindus described as residents of the city, Ja4n-e Bomba4’ ı 3 spoke of a bewildering range of Muslim groups who also lived there: Arabs and Turks,
Iranis and Turanis, Sindis and Hindis, Kabulis and Qandaharis, Punjabis
and Lahoris, Kashmiris and Multanis, Madrasis and Malabaris, Gujaratis
and Dakanis, Baghdadis and Basrawis, Muscatis and Konkanis.10 These
Muslims did not collapse themselves into an indistinguishable and uniform religious community, and the author of Ja4n-e Bomba4’ ı 3 tells us that
each group deliberately made themselves appear different through their
forms of dress: ‘Every one of them has invented an attractive and different style of tying their turbans (dasta4r) and of curling the locks of their
hair in individual ways.’11 Drawing Muslims from Iran and Iraq, Central
Asia and Arabia, as well as every corner of the Indian subcontinent, with
its wide pull of visitors Bombay came to serve as the mercantile shadow
of Mecca that would in time produce its own Islams in boisterous counterpoint. Bombay’s structures of migration were moreover unique in
channelling the mass movement of an industrial Muslim workforce and
not the smaller flows of technocrats, ideologues and merchants attracted
from mid-century to the likes of Istanbul and Alexandria. The gravity of
capital thus ensured that the full medley of Muslims from Bombay’s vast
maritime marketplace was represented on its streets and wharfs. As one
of the city’s residents described the dazzling assortment of Muslims visible there in 1912:
There, mark you, are many Bombay Mahomedans of the lower class
with their long white shirts, white trousers and skull-caps of silk or
brocade . . . Arabs from Syria and the valley of the Euphrates; half-Arab,
half-Persian traders from the Gulf, in Arab or old Persian costumes and
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figure 1. Many kinds of Muslim: Samples of Bombay Muslim headdress

black turbans with a red border. Here again comes a Persian of the old
school with arched embroidered turban of white silk, white ‘aba’ or
undercoat reaching to the ankles, open grey ‘shaya’, and soft yellow
leather shoe; and he is followed by Persians of the modern school in
small stiff black hats, dark coats drawn in at the waist, and English
trousers and boots. After them come tall Afghans, their hair well-oiled,
in the baggiest of trousers; Makranis dressed like Afghans but distinguished by their sharper nose and more closely-set eyes; Sindis in many
buttoned waistcoats; Negroes from Africa clad in striped waist cloths,
creeping slowly through the streets and pausing in wonder at every new
sight; Negroes in the Bombay Mahomedan dress and red fez . . . Malays
in English jackets and loose turbans; Bukharans in tall sheep skin caps
and woollen gabardines, begging their way from Mecca to their Central
Asian homes, singing hymns in honour of the Prophet, or showing plans
of the Ka’aba or of the shrine of the saint of saints, Maulana Abdul
Kadir Gilani, at Baghdad.12

The attractions of the city to these Muslims is self-evident: between 1840
and 1915 Bombay became the third-largest city in the British Empire, the
largest port in Asia and, after overtaking Calcutta, the industrial centre
of all India and the economic centre of the west Indian Ocean.13 From the
beginning of its great expansion around 1840, Bombay drew Muslims as
diverse as the merchants and political exiles of Iran and the rural poor of
the surrounding country in the Konkan and Gujarat. From mid-century
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onwards, its growth came to rely on migrant labour from its continental hinterland, creating not only a Muslim labour force but huge market
demand for religious productions. In 1850 Bombay was already home
to around 100,000 Muslims.14 By 1872 the number had grown to some
137,000, around one-fifth of the city’s overall population, and by 1901
over 155,000 Muslims lived there.15 This position in turn afforded the
city’s producers and consumers of Muslim religious forms an impact on
religious consumption across this vast region. Yet Bombay was not an
indiscriminate Muslim melting pot in which difference was dissolved
into a single Muslim community demanding a single formation of their
faith. In its cosmopolitan environment, different Muslims protected their
customary community boundaries; and in the period with which we are
dealing, the idea of an Indian Muslim ‘nation’ or a collective Pan-Islam
was still a minority discourse of the privileged and few. Bombay’s distinct
mohalla quarters housed separate jama4‘ats or communities of Mongol,
Irani, Habashi, Konkani, Pathan, Hadhrami, Me4mon, Bohra and Kho4ja
Muslims, who married among their own and kept their working and
religious lives in similarly communitarian distinction. The city’s mosques
were typically affiliated to these community groups: Bombay’s oldest, the
Jami‘ Masjıd
3 (founded 1217/1802), was ruled by an exclusive board of
Konkani old families, while the Zakariyya Mosque (founded 1238/1823)
served only the Me4mon community.16 In the eighteenth century the many
Iranian Shi‘ites who gathered in Bombay founded their own mosque
in turn, shipping ceramic tiles from their homeland as a visual symbol
of their separation. Other Muslim communities had their own distinct
places of worship. In such circumstances, Pan-Islamic visions of a single
umma under Allah were insubstantial indeed, and visions that, in circumstances of increasing religious production, comprised only one of many
Islams on offer.
The period between 1840 and 1915 was therefore not only the heyday of Bombay’s commercial and industrial dominance over its oceanic
and continental hinterlands; it was also a period in which the fracturing
effects of a new kind of pluralizing and competitive religious marketplace
emerged. For as different Muslim individuals and groups migrated to
Bombay, they realized (often for the first time) how different they were
from other Muslims. The responses to this predicament with which this
book is concerned are not the solutions of the Muslim Nationalists or the
Pan-Islamists, even though in the persons of Muhammad ‘Alı3 Jinna4h and
Jama4l al-dın
3 ‘al-Afgha4nı’3 the cosmopolitan pressures of Bombay have a
claim to the origins of both ideologies.17 Instead, the main subject of this
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book is the process by which distinctive and often mutually competitive
Islams were produced or refined in Bombay, and in some cases exported
from there to the far regions of the west Indian Ocean. While Bombay’s
economy of Islams did not disappear in 1915, as the year before the
Bombay lawyer Muhammad ‘Alı3 Jinna4h became president of the Muslim
League, that year forms a symbolic end point for our survey. From that
period, the new imperatives of nationalism and the search for a unified Indian Muslim ‘community’ symbolized by Jinna4h pulled Bombay’s
Muslims in other directions, whether seen in their participation in the
nationalism of the Muslim League or the internationalism of the Khila4fat
movement. The point at which these larger and self-consciously national
or transnational visions of community sought to draw together and
‘monopolize’ Bombay’s plural marketplace of Islams marks the beginning
of a different age in the history of the city and the ocean’s Muslims. And
so, with Jinnāh’s rise to political prominence, the symbolic date of 1915
marks a point of closure for this survey. Unlike the leaders of the PanIslamist Khila4fat movement and the Islamic nationalist Muslim League,
the organizations scrutinized in the following chapters had no interest in
toppling the colonial government or creating a new Muslim state, and
confined their activities to what, in its ideological and legal contours,
colonial modernity had rendered as the private and thereby unregulated
sphere of ‘religion’.18 By promoting religious productions that did not
contradict the colonial formulation of religion as the private business of
individual conscience and community custom, the individuals and groups
discussed in the following chapters drew their success from being located
in this sphere of ‘religion’ rendered distinct from ‘politics’. Unlike the
political activities of the Jinna4hs and the al-Afgha4nıs,
3 the ‘Wahhabis’ and
the Pırs
3 of Pagaro, which became so thoroughly registered in the imagination and archive of empire as to offer historians the double attraction of
being automatically ‘important’ and abundantly documented in colonial
records, the Muslims discussed in Bombay Islam left no such imprint in
the colonial register and, comprising hagiographies and etiquette manuals, poems and travelogues, prayer-books and contracts, the documentation they left is their own. In this sense, their place in nineteenth-century
history is raw: their motivations and status have not been preordained by
the colonial information order and its long echoes in academia.19
If the production of such unproblematically non-political forms of
‘religion’ passed under the radar of the colonial state, their neglect belies
the efficiency of their producers’ response to the displacement and anomie of a new Muslim working class and the moralities and anxieties of an
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ascendant Muslim middle class. For, as the earliest steamships in the Indian
Ocean entered Bombay’s waters in 1825, the first train in Asia departed
the city in 1853, and its streets were illuminated by gas lamps a decade
later, this oceanic urban herald of industrialization produced forms of
enchantment that were no less modern than the ectoplasmic enthusiasms
of metropolitan London.20 What the following pages offer is therefore
not an account of the kind of Islamic modernity – global and deracinated,
rational and individualist, disenchanted and ‘Protestant’ – that has long
been the familiar face of the Muslim nineteenth century.21 For the swifter
and cheaper travel of the nineteenth century that enabled this plurality
of Islams had only one trajectory in the direction of Pan-Islamism, and
the Reformist Islam of a small class of intellectuals was in turn only one
response to the new social conditions.22 While Bombay did help produce
such Pan-Islamist and Reformist Islams, the greater number of religious
productions to emerge there were made of the same stuff as the towerblock-busting Pe4dro4 Sha4h.23 Looming large over a market that stretched
between Durban, Tehran and Hyderabad, Bombay produced and exported
a bewildering supply of Muslim cults and services whose chief attractions
were the promise of miracles, intercession and patronage.24 As late as
1911 an Arab Christian observer could still note of Bombay’s Muslims
that, ‘to the practice of white magic, soothsaying, and the procuring of
luck-charms and amulets, they have, like other Moslems, no objection’,
adding, in a pointer to the economic dimensions of such services, that
‘their advisors in soothsaying and witchcraft are poor Saiyids’.25 In the
industrial heart of the west Indian Ocean, such enchanted practices and
the ‘entrepreneurs’ and ‘firms’ that produced them found a ready market
of consumers: among not only the Indian and African workers in the cotton mills and dockyards, but through networks of commerce and labour
as far as the towns of Iran and the sugar fields of Natal. For as the following chapters detail, Bombay’s Islams were not limited to Bombay itself
and, produced by the largest player in a maritime marketplace, spread
from the northern to the southern reaches of an oceanic economy of religious exchange.

Bombay’s Religious Economy
As an interpretative model which analyses the holistic interactions of the
‘producers’ and ‘consumers’ of religion in a given environment, religious
economy (or the economy of religion) offers a way to track the relations
of the large numbers and varied types of religiosity that typify complex
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modern societies.26 To use such a model of religious economy is not to
make judgements on the ontological or epistemological value of religion, nor is it to reduce religion to solely material or financial forces. In
this respect, it is important to bear in mind that the model of religious
economy is a product of sociological rather than economic thought. The
general principle of such analysis is that the complexities of religious
activities and interactions are like commercial activities and interactions in their capacity to be rendered intelligible through the interpretive model of economy. Further, religious economies are like commercial
economies in that they constitute a market of potential ‘customers’ or
‘consumers’, a set of ‘firms’ competing to serve that market, and the
religious ‘products’ and ‘services’ produced or otherwise made available
by those firms.27 As a product of sociological thought, religious economy is concerned with the social life of religion, and as such addresses
such fundamental questions as why one type of religiosity flourishes
in a certain environment and not another, and how different types (or
rival versions of the same type) of religiosity compete with one another.
Religion is in this sense conceived as a social and collective enterprise,
the result of interactions between different persons. One of the most
important aspects of religious economy is therefore the way in which it
brings together both the production and consumption dimensions of the
social life of religion: the careers of thinkers, prophets or miracle-workers are held to be inseparable from the responses (or lack thereof) of
those around them. The model of religious economy also has the advantage of being equally capable of explaining very different trajectories of
religious development. In being fundamentally data driven and capable
of envisaging a multiplicity of outcomes from the interaction of the participants within its purview, unlike certain forms of classical (particularly Weberian) sociology it avoids teleological explanations of religious
development. For these reasons, the model has rich potential for making
sense of the social history of religion, particularly in periods and places
characterized by religious variety.
Theoretical models are meant to explain complex data and render
it comprehensible. Since the model of religious economy was originally
developed to explain highly pluralistic religious environments, it is particularly useful in making sense of the vast plethora of Muslim religious
organizations or ‘firms’ that have emerged since the nineteenth century.
The latter has usually been seen as a period in which a new Muslim conscience of ‘reform’ emerged and became increasingly hegemonic as the
century progressed.28 As research has excavated the range of voices and
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positions in these nineteenth-century debates, it has become increasingly
difficult to discern clear defining positions between them. The implicit
heuristic model typically used to map this fracture between ‘tradition’ and
‘reform’ is one of a dialogue in which two polemical parties can be distinguished.29 But as research on the range of parties involved has unearthed
a cacophony of voices between which no clear dividing line can be discerned, the model of a dichotomous dialogue seems less and less helpful.
It is here that the model of religious economy proves its usefulness. For
as the cumulative research of recent decades has demonstrated, what we
see in the nineteenth century is not the emergence of a smaller number
of dominant religious ‘movements’ among India’s Muslims and of agreement between a small number of theological ‘parties’, but on the contrary
a bewildering array of new religious ‘entrepreneurs’ and ‘firms’ whose
positions on different subjects overlapped as much as they contradicted
one another. The model of dialogue, or two-way debate, simply does not
fit the evidence, and has the additional disadvantage of reflecting the
self-proclaimed Reformists’ own rhetoric by collapsing their opponents
into the static and monolithic category of ‘tradition’. While standardizing, nationalizing and even globalizing organizations did emerge by the
1900s, so did increasing numbers of sectarian, dissenting and localizing
organizations.
In focusing on the city’s many Muslim productions – indeed, its many
Islams – Bombay Islam is concerned with the way in which this larger and
newly competitive religious economy both created and exacerbated fractures within what are too easily assumed to be either pre-existing religious
communities of ‘Muslims’ or newly unified ones of Muslim Nationalism
or Pan-Islamism that emerged in the nineteenth century. While the following chapters do occasionally touch on the more familiar topic of inter-religious competition (as with Bombay’s famous Hindu–Muslim riots) they
are more concerned with challenging the notion that modernity created
more standardized – ‘uniform’, ‘global’ or ‘national’ – forms of Islam.30
Far from creating such a standardized or homogenous Islam, in the period
from 1840 to 1915 at least, in the most industrialized city in the west
Indian Ocean, industrialization and capitalist modernity encouraged the
creation of an ever-increasing diversity of religious producers and consumers, with the latter made more demanding through their exposure to
a growing marketplace of religious products and services. Bombay Islam
was not one kind of religious production, but many.
What is seen overall in the nineteenth century is therefore a massive
increase in Muslim religious production. In part, as in the case of Bombay,
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this came through the availability of new technologies of communication
and reproduction (steam travel, printing) and the creation of new and
old forms of social organization (missions, associations, brotherhoods).
What emerged from this increasing production of religious sites, texts,
persons, practices and organizations is not the clarity of the dialogue but
the cacophony of the marketplace. In contrast to Weberian sociology or
modernization theory, the principles of religious economy maintain that
whether scriptural or charismatic, individualist or collectivist, none of
these different Islams was intrinsically any more ‘modern’ than its competitors. Unlike in the formulations of classical sociology and its heirs in
contemporary globalization theory, the model of religious economy helps
explain the persistence of forms of religiosity that appear to contradict
the familiar trajectories of socio-historical development. For in the most
industrialized, technological and cosmopolitan city of the west Indian
Ocean, the most successful religious productions were not ‘modern’, disenchanted, ‘Protestant’ Islams, but cults that were enchanted, hierarchical
and ritualistic. They were neither uniform in characteristics nor cosmopolitan in outlook, but highly differentiated and parochially communitarian. They were neither reformed nor modernist, but customary and
traditionalist. While conventional theory fails to explain their success –
indeed, expansion – the model of religious economy at least offers the
elegance of simplicity: they succeeded because they satisfied the demands
of a wide range of consumers.
Since religious economies emerge from the interactions of the religious
‘producers’ and ‘consumers’ in any place and period, the model of religious economy could also be applied to maritime and continental India
before the nineteenth century. Different religious economies – monopolistic or liberal, active or stagnant, closed or connected – emerge in different
periods and places. What this book argues was specific to the period and
place it surveys was the emergence in Bombay from around 1840 of a
new kind of pluralistic, competitive and ‘liberal’ religious economy. This
new nexus of production, interaction and consumption – or, more simply, this marketplace – emerged through the collusion of several distinct
but overlapping factors. The primary enabling factor in the emergence
of Bombay’s new religious marketplace was the colonial deregulation of
religious interactions. In theory at least, the colonial government operated
according to the liberal principle of non-interference in religious affairs.
Having its origins in the mercantilist attitudes of the East India Company,
the principle was gradually formalized in legislation that culiminated in
Act XX of 1863, which formally banned the colonial government from
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direct support or control over religious institutions. In terms of social
(that is, market) administration, this official policy of non-interference
shaped a religious economy in which the state promised and largely
appeared not to intervene to favour one competitor in the marketplace
over another. This was a significant factor, for as the sociologist Rodney
Stark has noted, ‘to the degree that a religious economy is unregulated, it
will tend to be very pluralistic’.31 If the subtle religious pressure or indirect interference of the colonial administration has been well charted by
various scholars, this was not the same as overt control; and when it did
intervene in the market in Bombay the goverment was as likely to do so
on behalf of indigenous religious parties as British ones. While the colonial government was therefore not always true to its liberal principles,
except in exceptional circumstances (when, as in Chapter 5, colonial law
could be called on to assist Muslim no less than Christian groups), the
state was not a significant visible player in the economy.
This was particularly true of Bombay compared to the role of the colonial state in such cities as Delhi or Lucknow, where pre-colonial histories of
Muslim settlement and rule had created waqf endowments and other forms
of financial support. The lack of a substantial pre-colonial history of Bombay
left little such legacy for the state to interfere with by way of religious buildings or endowments. By the same token, this laissez-faire policy did enable
the entry into the Indian marketplace of sophisticated and wealthy foreign
‘firms’ by way of Christian missionary societies possessing new forms of
religious technology in terms of organizational infrastructure and vernacular
printing equipment. As the missionary firms expanded in Bombay from the
1820s onwards, their conception of ‘religions’ as having relational exchange
values in which the characteristics, ethics and even utilitarian value of different ‘religions’ could be compared and chosen between by the rational religious consumer acted as both an ideological and organizational catalyst that
furthered the degree of competition in the religious economy.
In this way, the foreign missionaries triggered responses from indigenous religious firms, whether old priestly families or new reforming
associations, who borrowed the Christians’ techniques and methods,
particularly with regard to vernacular printing. The outcome of this dual
pattern of governmental deregulation and the arrival of missionary firms
was not only the increasing pluralism of a religious market from which
none were excluded, but also the competitiveness brought by missionary
polemic and counter-missionary apology. Initiated by the vexed collusion
of liberal colonial rules on religious toleration and missionary conceptions of the exchangeability of religious affiliation, Bombay’s religious
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marketplace became an increasingly plural and competitive arena as the
nineteenth century progressed. Given the dominant role of India – and
particularly the commercial and administrative elites of Bombay in an
Indian Ocean that has been conceived as a sub-imperial ‘Indian Empire’
in its own right – this blend of imperial deregulation and evangelical
opportunism reached beyond the shores of India herself.32 Whether in
British domains in East and South Africa, or in independent regions such
as Zanzibar and Iran, through the increasing interactions of the nineteenth century and the role of Bombay within them, to a greater or lesser
degree the Bombay religious economy was replicated and its productions
exported overseas. By way of example, at the northern and southern ends
of this oceanic marketplace later chapters take as case studies Bombay’s
religious traffic with Iran and South Africa. While it is not the aim of
this book to portray Bombay as the sole agent in the creation of a religious economy that transformed every corner of the west Indian Ocean,
it hopes to present Bombay as the largest urban player in a religious economy that was inter-continental in its extent.
After the ‘liberal’ colonial conditions and the arrival of missionary ‘catalysts’, the other major factor in the creation of Bombay’s religious economy
was the concentration there of a diverse body of religious producers and
consumers.33 The Muslim demographic of this religious economy reflected
the sheer volume of Muslim migration to the city from a catchment area
that stretched from Gujarat and Hyderabad to Mombasa, Mecca and
Shiraz. For the emergence of the city as the economic centre of the west
Indian Ocean created a complex pattern of demographic change, concentrating Muslim capitalists in a new industrialized setting at the same time
that it attracted a vast rural workforce to its mills and dockyards and created a new middle class of professionals and compradors. It was not only
occupation and wealth that divided Bombay’s Muslims, but language, ethnicity and place of origin. As one Bombay Muslim explained to readers of
The Times of India in 1908, ‘the most essential fact to be learnt about the
Mahomedan community of Bombay is that there is no such community.
There are various communities in this city which profess this religion.’34
After the ‘deregulation’ of the economy and the ‘kickstart’ entry of the
missionary firms, the third major element in the creation of this plural
and competitive religious economy was therefore the presence of a large
and diverse market of Muslim religious consumers, whose tastes lent shape
to the city’s religious productions emerging from the supply side. Moving
into Bombay in large numbers, and distanced from the religious products
of their homelands, the decisions made by these religious consumers and
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the responses of the producers who supplied them were the crowning factor
in the creation of a thriving religious economy.
With so many Muslims brought together in this way (many of them
from socially and religiously homogeneous village environments),
Bombay’s cosmopolitanism afforded new possibilities of comparison
between the many different beliefs and practices on display there. The
step between the social visibility of religious variety and individual acts
of inspection and comparison can be seen in action in as early a source as
the 1816 Persian Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı,3 which included in its panoptical survey
of Bombay keen descriptions of the religious practices of each of the city’s
religious groups, before comparing and commenting on their respective
degrees of enlightenment and civilization.35 Such acts of comparison were
even more powerful between members of what were nominally the same
but in practical terms quite different religious groups. Illusions of Muslim
social or theological unity quickly dissolved when different Muslim communities came together in Bombay. Whether between ‘co-religionists’ or
members of more transparently different religious communities, these
acts of everyday comparison were an important factor in the creation of
a more plural and competitive religious economy. For to compare is to
relativize, to make subjective judgements of value and ultimately to make
choices. The sum total of such individual acts of comparison fed the
motors of competition that led in turn to further religious production.
These issues of comparison, choice and competition point towards the
changes being wrought in nineteenth-century Bombay that separate its religious economy from those of earlier periods. For while modernity should
not be simplistically equated with individualism, a variety of factors did
emerge in the period covered in this book that placed religion increasingly
into the hands of individuals as both wage-earning consumers and ‘entrepreneural’ new producers.36 In this, there were many factors at work.
Partly this individualization emerged through the petty surpluses of cash
that new wage-earners could spend on religious products and services;
partly through Christian missionary promotion of an ideology of religious
choice and individual conversion. Partly it emerged through the spread of
printing and private access to religious texts and ideas; partly through the
arrival in Bombay of religious entrepreneurs supplying new productions
and services. The aggregate of these new social forces encouraged an individualization of patterns of religious ‘consumption’ in the metropolis that
was guided by thousands of private acts of comparison and choice. The
majority of changes in patterns of religious consumption that Muslims
made were between different Islamic productions rather than changes
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(‘conversions’) between the larger ‘brand groups’ of Islam, Christianity
and Hinduism, even though each of these ‘brands’ was itself characterized
by increasing and pluralizing production in Bombay.37 The relatively small
number of ‘conversions’ that vexed the Christian missionaries therefore
belied the larger pattern of comparison and change that occurred within
such larger ‘brand groups’ as Islam. For as more and more Islamic products and services became available in Bombay, Muslims ‘consumed’ them
as rational agents, comparing different religious products or services on
the basis of their explicability or usefulness to their own lives.38
If this diverse Muslim population speaks to the demand and consumption side of the economy, then what were the religious ‘products’ and
‘services’ that were generated in Bombay, and who were their ‘producers’
and ‘suppliers’? In outline, products and services could take the form of
pilgrimages and rituals, printed books and preachers’ doctrines, moral
consolations and bodily cures, as well as the persons and cults of the
intercessionary holy men whose charisma was no less the production of
the new economy. For in a context of diverse patterns of religious consumption, religious producers increasingly differentiated their persons no
less than their products and services as offering rival paths to salvation
in the hereafter – or, no less often, in the here and now. As the following chapters show, their miraculous productions and charismatic marketing techniques appealed to the demands of the industrial labourers
and expatriate merchants brought to Bombay by the lure of capital. The
production and distribution of these new religious products and services
also relied on the industrial technologies of steam travel and vernacular printing, technologies which offered new avenues of propaganda and
advertisement for holy men and their impresarios. If for heuristic purposes the main religious productions discussed in Bombay Islam can be
grouped together beneath the larger market ‘trends’ towards Reformist
and Customary Islam described below, at ground level these ‘firms’ comprised a fourfold spectrum of organizational formats.
Seen over the following chapters are four basic types of religious firm
operating from Bombay. Despite the rhetoric that the more self-consciously Modernist of these firms supplied, the vast majority of firms operated on the family business model, in which control over their symbolic
and capital resources was shared primarily along the horizontal stratum
of brothers and male cousins, and transferred along the vertical stratum
of fathers and sons. For the sake of brevity, the four major types of firm
can be labelled the anjuman, jama4‘at, brotherhood and shrine. The anjuman or ‘association’ was the newest organizational type of firm, typically
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governed by a board of directors and supported by subscriptions or other
modes of formalized charity. The jama4‘at or ‘community’ comprised a
customary form of an endogamous religious group over which one or
more different leaders might struggle for hereditary or, more rarely, elective leadership. Most often associated with the Sufi orders, the brotherhood (or tarıqa
3 , literally ‘way’) was a customary form of voluntary
association characterized by the authoritarian and charismatic rule of a
living holy man who (depending on his success) expanded the reach of
his firm through the distribution of ‘deputies’ (khulafa4) to attend to his
different constituencies of followers. Finally, shrine firms were centred on
the mausolea of saintly holy men (often, but by no means always, Sufis)
and, depending on the degree of success that a particular descendant of
the saint had over other descendants, were controlled by one or more
descendants of the saint in question. Since shrines represented the most
concretely localized type of firm, they were often also linked to brotherhoods as a means of expanding the geographical reach of the shrine
towards wider consumer bases. However, in densely populated urban
environments, shrines had the advantage over other types of firm of having a highly visible and recognizable physical presence which, when combined with long-standing beliefs that such Muslim saints distributed their
charisma equally to all, allowed them to potentially attract larger and
more religiously diverse sets of consumers than any other firm.
Despite the kin-based popularity of the family business model, the
organizational format and strategies of outreach that these firms applied
varied considerably, and these were important factors in their relative
success. While anjuman firms comprised new kinds of modern associations with formal agendas, philanthropic programmes, membership dues
and newsletters, the organization of shrine firms ranged from individual entrepreneurs who established ‘franchise’ shrines connected to parent
shrines elsewhere to larger pilgrimage centres and communities of charisma organized on the model of the hereditary family business. While
the services of individual wandering faqır3 mendicants did contribute to
the religious economy, more effective were those holy men associated
with the organizational framework of the brotherhood, whose customs of hierarchy and discipleship are seen in following chapters providing an effective framework for expansion between Bombay, Durban
and Tehran. Through using new technologies and techniques to reach
the vast Muslim marketplace in the city and its hinterlands, it was ultimately such customary religious firms of individuals and families operating through charismatic shrines and brotherhoods that emerged as the
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most successful and characteristic firms of Bombay’s Muslim religious
economy.
The success of these customary firms points to the fact that market
conditions do not necessarily favour innovation. Even if in his essay on
‘The Harms in the Observance of Customs’, the great Indian Reformist
Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n declared around 1875 that ‘the observance of customs is everywhere an obstacle to progress’, when faced with the entrepreneurial deployment of familiar religious customs, the sheer novelty of the
Reformists’ Islam was an impediment to success.39 In a competitive marketplace, the familiarity and security of custom therefore served to recommend certain religious productions as ‘tried and tested’, playing into
the hands of the customary intercessors and holy men rather than the
Reformists, even if many of these customary individuals and firms were
entrepreneurial arrivistes in their own right. So there was nothing contradictory in the fact that so many of Bombay’s religious consumers preferred
the familiarly enchanted forms of their forefathers to the disenchanted
productions of the Reformists. It is on this basis that Bombay’s religious
economy can be characterized as an ‘economy of enchantment’.
Finally, it is important to note that whatever the confines of the present
study, the processes it maps did not apply uniquely to Bombay’s Muslims.
While the colonial administration applied its laissez-faire policy to all
regions of India under its control, its enabling role in the creation of a
plural and competitive religious market in Bombay was all the greater for
the vast influx to the city of different religious groups from around the
Indian Ocean no less than India itself. The unprecedented level of interaction afforded by the cosmopolitanism of what was by the early 1900s a
million-strong industrial city affected every group that came there, Hindu
and Zoroastrian no less than Christian, Jewish and Muslim. Through
such organizations as the Manav Dharma Sabha, founded in 1844 by
Durgaram Mehtaji Dave (1809–76), the Arya
" 4 Samaj,
4 founded in 1875 by
Dayanand Saraswati (1824–83) and the many lesser-known organizations
that spread out to the Hindu diaspora in Africa no less than Gujarat and
Maharashtra, Bombay was as important to the new Hindu religious economy as it was to the Muslim.40 As Jews from various regions in India, Iran
and the eastern provinces of the Ottoman Empire seeking refuge or commerce converged in Bombay, the city also came to play an important role in
the reconstruction of Jewish religiosity in the city’s wider oceanic arena.41
As shown in Chapter 4, the city was also the source of an unprecedented
level of Zoroastrian religious productivity, which was in turn exported
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to Iran.42 Bombay’s Muslim religious economy, then, was part of a larger
multi-religious economy from which it borrowed in various ways.

Labels for an Economy of Islams
Where the collective weight of scholarship suggests that the nineteenth
century belonged to the Muslim Reformists, Bombay Islam places these
players into the same marketplace alongside the customary purveyors of
enchantment who were no less attuned to the industrial age. In place of
the term ‘Sufism’, the following chapters use the category of ‘Customary
Islam’ to refer to the patterns of Muslim religiosity that, while evolving in the centuries before the emergence of the more competitive religious economy of the nineteenth century, still held sufficient – and indeed
expanded – appeal in the new conditions so as to be successfully reproduced for new sets of consumers. Yet in Bombay’s competitive religious
economy, such reproducers of custom could not pass on their Islam
unchanged. The model of custom put to use here echoes E. P. Thompson’s
understanding of the customary idioms of English labour groups, for
whom custom was less a static entity than a ‘pool of diverse resources’
whose various usages placed custom in a creative tension of perpetuity
and change.43 In industrializing India likewise, change was an integral
part of even the reproduction of custom, in some cases by ensuring larger
public approval through self-consciously ‘Islamic’ behaviour when visiting shrines or emphasizing the harmony between custom and sharı‘a
3 .44
In the rapidly changing urban environment of Bombay, there was therefore never any simplistic perpetuation of custom, and the strategies and
mechanisms of its reproduction by Customary Islamic firms are examined in the case studies of the following chapters.
Against a historiographical drama in which Reform has long held centre
stage, Bombay Islam argues that in industrializing oceanic India, Reformist
Islam was only a marginal player in the period under scrutiny. As a result,
in Bombay and its wider marketplace relatively few Customary Islamic
firms felt the need to expressly respond to the ‘threat’ of Reform, and for
these generally later organizations the label ‘Counter Reform’ is adopted.
The picture was different in continental North India, arguably because,
stuck with a diminishing economy of agricultural landholdings and a rural
or provincial service class clientele, Customary Islamic trends there lacked
the oceanic economy of industry and commerce that in Bombay sustained
the market for Customary Islam so well.45 It was therefore in the north
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that from the 1880s the most important Counter Reform organization
began to emerge by way of the ‘Barelwi’ madrasa network established by
Sayyid Ahmad Riza4 Khan
4 of Bareilly (d. 1340/1921).46 A classic example
of the logic of Counter Reform, his Ahl-e Sunnat organization has been
described as ‘reformist in the self-consciousness of its practice, and in its
insistence on following the sunna of the Prophet at all times’.47 While
through such organizations Counter Reform became an important element in India’s overall religious economy by 1900, and some of Bombay’s
Muslim reproducers of custom similarly voiced its apologetic and selfmodificatory logic, for the most part what flourished in Bombay was an
economy of enchantment in which Customary Islam felt little competition
from the city’s limited number of Reformists.
While the labels Customary, Reformist and Counter Reformist Islam are
helpful, they should not be reified as constituting coherent ‘movements’,
and are used here as heuristic labels to designate widespread but often
quite disparate and internally competing ‘trends’ within the market. Such
was the competitive logic of the new economy that, despite the similarities
they pose to the observer, Reformist firms frequently opposed one another,
as did Customary Islamic firms. What can be observed therefore remained
first and foremost a marketplace of many distinct competing organizations
and individuals, albeit a market in which certain larger trends towards
Reform and Customary Islam can be observed from the outside.

The Economy of Religion and the History of Labour
Compared to the more richly culturalist historiography of labour that
has developed over the past half-century with regard to Britain and the
United States, for the nineteenth century at least the literature on Indian
labour history presents a far less detailed picture of the interface between
labour and culture. Although excuses can be made about the relative paucity of sources for India rather than the Anglosphere, the fact is that
India’s industrialization in the nineteenth century led to the production of
an unprecedented array of printed materials in almost every vernacular
language of the subcontinent. While many of these emerged from the bailiwick of the middle class, there were also large numbers of chap-books
produced for those lower down the social scale. This was particularly
the case in large Indian urban environments, where the mid-1800s saw
the emergence of thriving print markets geared towards the tastes of the
urban masses.48 If Bombay offers a similar abundance of such printed
and otherwise written materials, then written documentation is not the
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only source material that the city offers onto the religio-cultural imagination of its workforce. For while texts were one kind of religious production that emerged from Bombay’s religious economy, from festivals
and musical gatherings to healing practices and new forms of sociability,
there were also many other kinds of religious production that emerged in
the city in response to the demand of the urban masses. It is here too that
the model of religious economy proves its value, for in showing how religious products are the result of the interaction between consumer groups
and the suppliers competing for their support, the model presents a variety of evidence for the cultural life of the city’s labouring groups by way
of religious productions created in response to the demand of the lowerclass consumer.
Given the fact that the greater proportion of Bombay’s Muslims consisted of the new industrial workforce that the city pioneered, the study of
the religious consumption of a new Muslim working class contributes to
long-standing debates in labour history, in particular on the place of ‘custom’ in labour culture. For the religious idioms that appealed to the Muslim
labour groups that emerged in Bombay during the nineteenth century were
writ through with customary hierarchies that governed the metaphysical
no less than the social and political imagination.49 The patterns of the
inheritance and reproduction of Indian labour culture were quite different
from those imagined by Marx and the early E. P. Thompson: this was not
the egalitarian inheritance of the ‘liberty tree’ that Thompson saw behind
the English workers’ movements of the nineteenth century.50 In spite of
this distinction, the religious productions consumed by Bombay’s Muslim
labourers did hold in common with English labour culture an emphasis
on custom, which the later Thompson saw as the labourers’ ‘rhetoric of
legitimation for almost any usage, practice or demanded right’.51 From a
comparative perspective, it is this shared idiom of the customary rather
than its distinct egalitarian or inegalitarian expressions that appears as the
more general characteristic of labour culture.
Yet the customary idioms that appealed to Muslim labour groups were
not the sole resource of the labourer, and were often most effectively mobilized by wealthy religious entrepreneurs and merchant groups. Such was
the hierarchical character of the symbolic resources of custom (dastu4r,
‘a4da4t, rasm) that the production of a metaphysically elevated ‘leader’ (and
not a ‘representative’ primus inter pares) was a necessary element of customary productions, whether they originated among labour or merchant
groups. One of the key contentions of this book is that the religious productions, and thereby the larger history, of such groups cannot be easily
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separated. For as the following pages show, in an economy of religious
enchantment relying on the client–patron ties of the devotee and saint,
the religious economy of both labour and merchant groups was typically
interactive – and at times mutually dependent. The empowerment lent to
such inegalitarian customs by the capitalist enterprises of Bombay helps
explain the survival among workers in colonial Calcutta of the ‘precapitalist, inegalitarian culture marked by strong primordial loyalties of community, language, religion, caste and kinship’ that was problematized by
Dipesh Chakrabarty.52 For such customs did not simply ‘survive’: in the
religious economy of an industrializing environment they were reproduced more efficiently than ever. By pointing towards the continuing, if
protean, importance of custom among the Muslim workers of Bombay,
Bombay Islam therefore hopes to move beyond the search for emblematically ‘modern’ forms of labour organization that until recently typified
the study of Indian labour.53 Seen in this light, the body of vernacular
materials drawn together in this book provides the kind of index and
archive of nineteenth-century working-class life that has so far eluded
historians of Indian labour.54
By inspecting the Muslim corner of one of the most productive religious
economies to emerge in the nineteenth century, Bombay Islam suggests
that the conditions of industrial modernity did not necessarily lead to
fewer ‘Reformist’, ‘uniform’ or ‘globalized’ religious forms any more
than they favoured processes of rationalization and disenchantment.55
Looking at a specific religious economy that centred on Bombay demonstrates how industrialization created a range of social conditions for
its different participants that in turn shaped a diverse and often contradictory set of religious demands. While an English-educated comprador
class demanded a ‘Protestant’ Islam of scripture and sobriety, the workers
in their warehouses sought a religion of carnival holidays and practical little miracles.56 The increasing social complexity of a cosmopolitan
and class-differentiated capitalist city thus found expression in increasing religious production and diversification rather than standardization.
But among the many religious productions that emerged from Bombay’s
oceanic shipyard of modernity between 1840 and 1915, the most successful trend to emerge was that of Customary Islam. Despite having
roots in the pre-industrial past, the reproductions of custom created by
Bombay’s Customary Islamic ‘firms’ spread widely due to their resonance
with the working conditions of industrial capitalism and its broken social
landscape of individuals uprooted from their ancestral backgrounds. For
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many Muslims, a world with no helper other than a distant Allah was a
lonely world indeed. With their shrines and lodges near the cotton mills
of Bombay and the plantations of Natal, the charismatic shaykhs who
form the focus of Bombay Islam were infinitely closer to their clients
than a faceless and absent God. Led by spiritual aristocrats, patronized
by wealthy merchants and consumed by labourers, the religious productions traced in the following chapters were not simply ‘popular Islam’,
and expressed themselves in a plethora of modern printed genres, from
newspapers and travelogues to biographies and guidebooks. Powered by
the new social and technological forces of labour migration and steam
travel, they were not merely ‘local Islam’ either. Like the maritime cults
of Muslim Tamil migrants in colonial Singapore, the stories of European
vampires that followed African labourers into the mines of the Copper
Belt, and the movement of fortune-telling promoters of the ‘refugee god’
Wong Tai Sin to Hong Kong harbour, these were forms of religion that
were inseparable from the mass labour migrations that transformed Asian
and African societies in the nineteenth century.57

1
Missionaries and Reformists in the Market of Islams

Christianizing Catalysts: The Impact
of the Missionary Societies
Before turning towards the new Reformist firms that emerged among
Bombay’s Muslims in the mid-nineteenth century, we must first trace
the activities of the ideological and organizational catalysts in the city’s
transformation into a competitive and pluralizing religious economy.
These were the Christian missionary organizations whose great assault
on the religions of Bombay formed the background to the emergence of
the first Parsi, Hindu and Muslim Reformist groups in the city. While
the Christian missions did not influence every group among the city’s
Muslims alike – Bombay’s Iranian Muslims, for example, remained
largely unaffected – their importance cannot be overlooked for the earlier
part of the century, when the missions were the first substantial importers
of unfamiliarly new religious productions to the city’s growing populace.
In triggering a set of defensive responses from Reformist organizations
from across the spectrum of Indian religions, the missionaries played a
key role in triggering the increasing pluralization and increasing production that would typify the religious economy of Bombay Islam. As an
imperial port city, Bombay was intrinsically connected to developments
in the imperial centre, even as its parallel existence as an Indian Ocean
port ultimately held the potential to wash colonial influences beneath
stronger tides of more regional cultural provenance.1 In religious terms,
the most important example of these interconnections between Britain
and its empire was the development of the missionary society. While the
importance of the missionary societies for religious developments in the
24
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North Indian ‘bridgehead’ of Calcutta is well known, this chapter argues
that the arrival of the Christian missionary societies in Bombay from
the early 1800s was similarly crucial to the development of dozens of
new religious entrepreneurs and organizations among each of the city’s
groups. In turn, these indigenous Reformist organizations expanded
from Bombay into the city’s wide continental and oceanic hinterlands,
to Gujarat and Maharashtra, Iran and South Africa.2 As the nineteenth
century progressed, there emerged in response to the decision to allow
Christian missionary organizations to operate in British India in 1813 an
unprecedented level of competition between the various Muslim, Hindu,
Sikh, Jewish and Parsi Reformist organizations.
As catalysts in the creation of the competitive religious marketplace
with whose Muslim participants we are concerned, the missionary societies provided two crucial elements in the ‘liberalization’ of the region’s
religious economy. The first was ideological: the revolutionary idea that
religious identity and the social affiliations that came with it were freely
changeable through an act of individual choice based on private conscience. The second was organizational: the ‘missionary’ forms of social
and communicational technology that propagated Christianity and castigated its competitors. The point here is not to argue that the missionaries
were the sole agents in ‘freeing’ their marketplace to new levels of competition. Competition and comparison between socio-religious norms
were an inevitable result of the influx of so many different peoples to
Bombay, and the greater agency here was in some senses the basic cosmopolitan lure of capitalism. If they were not sole agents, the missionary
societies were important for the novel way in which their very model
of conversion rendered religious identity changeable through individual choice, lending ‘religion’ as such an immediate and simple exchange
value. Empowered by the industrial apparatus which in the period of the
dawn of Indian-language publishing disseminated hundreds of thousands
of printed tracts and scripture portions, the missionary societies were
ultimately more important for their ideology of free religious exchange
than for their actual success in converting Indians to Christianity.
Transforming industrial printing into a polemical publicity machine, they
provoked alternately self-critical and defensive responses from Bombay’s
various Indian communities. In turn, these methods and the ideology they
expressed found their echo among the new religious organizations that
developed among each of Bombay’s communities.
Based on critique, comparison and free exchange, this new ideology
of religious exchange or ‘conversion’ was further amplified through new
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organizational forms of religious outreach by way of schooling, public
preaching and organized charity. It was through this growing number
of individual, family and associational organizations that the Bombay
religious marketplace became not only more diverse but also more competitive. As the formative background to the spread of the ‘enchanted’
Muslim religious productions explored in later chapters, this chapter
traces the emergence of the Christian missionary firms in Bombay, and
the first Indian – and among them Islamic – responses to them. In this
respect, it is important to note here the ‘Protestant’ character of not only
the Christian missions but also of their immediate Reformist responses
from indigenous groups. For, as we will see, a disenchanted and egalitarian religiosity based on scripture, reason and salvation ultimately held
less appeal to the mass of proletarian consumers than more familiar customary religious products based on miracles, rituals and the intercession
of charismatic saviours.
For Bombay, the most important of the British missions were the
Scottish Missionary Society (SMS, founded in 1796) and the Church
Missionary Society (CMS, founded in 1799), whose foundation marked
a turning-point in the relationship between Britain’s society at home and
that of its empire in Asia. Of comparable importance, particularly early
in the century, was the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions (ABCFM, founded in 1812). The Evangelical movement that
these organizations exemplified was a response to the new cosmopolitan
pressures brought by the increasing circulation of personnel and knowledge between Britain and India.3 Under leadership of the missionaries
Gordon Hall, Samuel Nott and Samuel Newell, the ABCFM arrived in
Bombay within months of the lifting of the East India Company’s ban on
Christian missions in 1813.4 Working on the frontline of the Evangelical
revival, these men were fully committed to the eradication of ‘heathenism’
in any shape in which they found it.5 As heirs to the Enlightenment they
were also pioneers of English education, which would become a filter for
their ideas among the merchant middle classes of Bombay, and so to the
modernist wing of Muslim Reformism. By 1816 the ABCFM was teaching
three thousand pupils in Bombay, and in 1824 opened a pioneering school
for Indian girls. While its pedagogical interests were mainly among the
city’s Hindus, as pioneers of the city’s printing infrastructure the ABCFM’s
impact was ultimately far wider. Having begun printing in Marathi as
early as 1816, the ABCFM gradually expanded its output of polemical
tracts and scripture portions into the Gujarati, Urdu and Arabic languages
familiar to the city’s Muslims.6 The game was afoot.
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While the ABCFM was the earliest of the pluralizing catalysts of competition, the Reverend John Wilson (1804–75), the most influential missionary to work among Bombay’s Muslims, served as a pioneer of the
journal publishing that created the public sphere of information on religious products and services that a competitive liberal market required.
He established the Oriental Christian Spectator magazine in 1831. Sent
to Bombay as the representative of the SMS in 1829, Wilson spent the
next forty-seven years preaching and printing in refutation of native religions.7 As with all of the city’s missionaries, his impact was felt among
every community present in Bombay, triggering cumulatively pluralizing
responses from Hindus and Parsis as much as Muslims. Within a year of
his arrival he was preaching in Marathi, but more importantly for our
purposes, over the following years Wilson improved his linguistic arsenal
by learning Persian, Urdu and Gujarati, as well as the scriptural languages
of Arabic and Sanskrit.8 As early as 1830 he began what would become a
long series of public disputations with Indian religious leaders, beginning
with Narayan Rao, who in an early instance of local competitive productivity wrote a response to Wilson’s tract An Exposure of Hinduism.9 A
teacher of English at the Raja of Satara’s school, Narayan Rao reflects the
class and occupational profile of the city’s Modernist Muslims discussed
below, many of whom were similarly linked to Anglicizing educational
institutions. Wilson’s investigations of Zoroastrian texts and critiques
of contemporary Zoroastrian practices also prepared the way for the
exchanges with local Parsis that laid the ground for the production of the
Reformist Zoroastrianism discussed in Chapter 4.10
The responses to such attacks did not manifest themselves merely in
the sphere of ideas, but also in their modes of production and in terms
of the greater impact on the marketplace; the medium was ultimately
more important than the message. For in 1828, in response to attacks on
Zoroastrianism, the Bombay Parsi Mulla4 Firoz4 bin Mulla4 Kavus
4
became
possibly the first Indian to acquire one of the new lithographic presses and
to turn it towards publishing in both Gujarati and Persian. The text in
question was Risala-ye
4
istishhada
4 t4 (Book of certificates), which sought to
defend Zoroastrianism against various polemical charges by publishing the
certificates or rulings of various Muslim as well as Parsi scholars.11 Printed
in Persian from one side and in Gujarati from the other side of the book,
Risala-ye
4
istishhada
4 t4 was a remarkably early and significant step in the
adaptation of the new industrial technology of lithography for publishing
in Asian scripts.12 As the transfer of a colonial and missionary technology
for local religious production, Mulla4 Firoz’s
4 Risala-ye
4
istishhada
4 t4 shows
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just how tangible the catalytic effects of missionary activity were. For as
Chapter 3 traces in more detail, over subsequent decades the spread of
lithography among Bombay’s other religious firms widely distributed one
of the religious economy’s most important means of production.
The effects of Wilson’s attacks were not only felt in the Zoroastrian corner of the emerging marketplace. Not content to criticize only Hindu and
Parsi practices, Wilson went on to print a whole series of tracts in the languages of Bombay’s Muslims attacking the ‘licentiousness and imposture’
of Muhammad.13 The first of these ‘Refutations of Muhammadanism’
appeared in 1833 in Urdu (as Musulma4nı3 dın
3 ka radiyya) and Persian
(as Rad-e dın-e
3
musulma4nı).
3 14 In 22 short chapters of 120 pages of neat
lithography printed at a time when the new technology and its imported
Bavarian stones were still very new to the city, Wilson’s scripture-based
‘refutation’ dealt first with the purity and truth (pa4kı3 aur sacha4’ı)3 of the
Torah and Gospels.15 The text then went on to attack the crooked morality of the Prophet Muhammad over several chapters and then, by exegetical method, demonstrate the ‘contradictory phrases of the Quran’ (qur’a4n
ke4 ikhtila4f aqwa4l) and the false reports the scripture made on Alexander
the Great (Sikandar Ru4mı)3 so as to deny that the Quran was a ‘heavenly book’ (a4sma4nı3 kita4b) like the Bible.16 In what was still a very early
period in printing in the Muslim languages in India – the first indigenous
Muslim text only being printed in around 1820 in Lucknow – Wilson’s
tracts were widely distributed, and had an impact whose gravity drew
on the power of the new technologies of religious production and distribution that missionaries had at their disposal through their mechanized
presses and colporteurs.17 Bombay’s Muslim scholars were triggered into
defending Islam in both the discursive terms and informational medium
set by their polemical interlocutor. One of these defenders in Bombay
was was Ha4jjı 3 Muhammad Ha4shim, a learned mawlwı3 originally from
Shiraz or Isfahan, who responded to Wilson by publishing a long tract
in Persian and Gujarati in defence of the Quran.18 Reaching a still wider
public marketplace, their ongoing dispute was carried into the pages of
the city’s emergent Indian-language newspapers.19
This brief outline of Wilson’s career tells us several things. First, that
the better-known pattern of Evangelical printed polemics and public
muna4zara debates that spread from Calcutta to such North Indian cities
as Delhi, Lucknow and Agra in the 1820s and 1830s were also characteristic of Bombay.20 Indeed, Wilson’s 1833 Persian and Urdu publications pre-dated by six years the Indian printing of the famous Miza4n
al-haqq (Balance of truth) by which Karl Gottlieb Pfander (1803–68)
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triggered Muslim responses in the north.21 Second, that as with the emergence of Islamic Reformism in North India, its appearance in Bombay
must be understood as at least in part a product of competition with
scripturalizing Protestant Christians.22
The American and Scottish missions were by no means the sole
Protestant ideologues in Bombay. In 1820 the CMS began operating there under Reverend Richard Kenney. Another educational pioneer, Kenney had within six years opened ten schools catering to some
three hundred pupils; he had also translated and printed the Psalms
and Liturgy into Marathi.23 After Kenney returned to England in 1826,
the CMS mission in Bombay was taken over by William Mitchell and
S. Stewart, who founded more schools and began the CMS outreach to
the city’s Muslims.24 From mid-century the CMS thus continued what
Wilson had initiated among the Muslims of Bombay. Beginning in 1859
with Reverend J. G. Deimler, who led the mission until his retirement in
1895, its targeted outreach to Bombay’s Muslims continued to operate
until 1907 under Reverend Henry Smith, who had begun his career as a
preacher among the working men of Birmingham.25 Deimler and Smith
were not alone in this work, and the social reach of the CMS mission was
expanded through the help of Indian preachers and the establishment
of a women’s zana4na mission under the leadership of Deimler’s wife.26
In the combined high and low point of Deimler’s career he converted a
Bombay Muslim called Mirza4 Sulayma4n ‘Alı3 Gho4r, who claimed to be a
grandson of the last Mughal emperor, before being unmasked as a fraud
after Deimler announced his success.27 Worse was to come, and local
opposition to the CMS’s attempts to capture public space was given violent vent when Da’u4d Mukham, another of Deimler’s Muslim converts
and a native catechist, was stabbed and seriously wounded in a Bombay
street.28 While the sociological impact of the mission is clear enough from
such violent protests, in terms of the development of a new kind of religious economy it was the more efficient new modes of religious production and distribution represented by such foreign firms as the CMS
that were to have the longer-lasting effects. Deimler’s description of these
activities illustrates the multiple levels on which the religious productions
of the Christian missionaries infiltrated Muslim society in Bombay. The
CMS mission’s modes of distribution included:
receiving Native visitors and inquirers; attendance at meetings of various societies; examination of Urdu tracts presented for publication; the
superintendence of a [book distributing] colporteur to the Mussulmans;
occasional duty in the Society’s English Church; instruction of inquirers
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and converts; the superintendence of the Society’s catechist; a weekly
service in Urdu; visiting shops, houses, the Native hospital, the poor
house, the Sipahis’ [Indian soldiers’] lines, the gardens, the bunders
[dockyards], the Native hotels, street preaching, translational work.29

Along with their new modes of proselytizing distribution, which Muslim
isha‘at (outreach) or tablıgh
3 (preaching) firms would later copy, what
was most distinctly modern about the missionary societies was their turn
towards the urban labour communities that had emerged with industrialization. Pioneered by the homeland missions in cities such as Manchester
and London, and the subsidiary missions to specific groups of ‘demoralized’ workers such as perennially licentious Navvies, in the second
half of the nineteenth century Christian missionaries also began working among colonial labour groups. As in Britain’s cities, from around
the 1870s the rapid development of labourers’ quarters or chawls in
Calcutta and Bombay had not taken account of the need for religions or
other social institutions, and it was into this gap – concretely architectural as much as abstractedly spiritual – that the mission houses inserted
themselves. While historians have drawn attention to the emergence of
trade unions and political parties in Bombay, such hallmark criteria of
‘modernity’ have overshadowed the missionary dimension to industrialization that was present among the mills of Bombay as much as those
of Manchester.30 What was new about this religious modernity in terms
of social relations was its positioning of the middle-class missionary as
the moral tutor of the working class. In India in particular, we must
not underestimate the radicalism of the idea that a man of gentle birth
should plunge himself on a daily basis into the company of the lowliest
in society; not merely the country folk (who in both India and Britain
acted with the deference of those who knew their place), but the unruly
labourers of the city. In India as in Britain, this radical idea lit the fuse
for the explosion of indigenous missionary firms – Christian, Muslim,
Hindu – that so characterized the second half of the nineteenth century.
In a sense, the activities of Mr and Mrs Deimler represented the ‘family
business’ model of religious production that is seen in later chapters as
characterizing several of the new Muslim cults that emerged in Bombay.
But while there was a familial element in the day-to-day running of the
Christian missions, they are better conceived as the religious counterparts to transnational corporations such as the East India Company, if
forced to operate without the protection of a monopoly. Supported by
capital raised overseas and equipped with social and mechanical technologies developed in the cities of industrializing Britain and to a lesser
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extent United States, the Christian missionary firms represented new and
characteristically modern ways of both producing and organizing religion. If, as is seen in later chapters, the missions were by no means the
only religious import into an entrepôt located in an ocean with longer
associations with Islam than Christianity, the missions still introduced
innovations and resources that it took local groups some years to master
and muster. But this they surely did; and as we will now see, the results
were to bring new Muslim firms into a marketplace which would in turn
become more plural and fragmented.

Reformist Responses: New Religious Productions
Combining with the widespread collapse of Muslim political power
in India in the previous half century, the extensive polemics in which
the Christian missionary societies engaged from 1813 fed an existing
Muslim crisis of conscience, on the back of which a range of new piety
organizations were able to spread their messages. The emphasis on isla4h
(mending, reforming) and tajdıd
3 (renewing) that characterized the pietism of these firms was accompanied by a stern critique of prevailing
custom (dastu4r, ‘a4da4t, ‘urf ), particularly that associated with shrines
and holy men, the old ‘firms’ against which the new Reformist firms
would ultimately have to compete to establish themselves in the Muslim
corner of the marketplace. It was around these issues that in the second half of the nineteenth century there came about a parting of the
ways between Custom and Reform. In Customary Islamic terms, the
dead saints and their living representatives were the keystone of the
bridge between God and his creatures. In a context of mass illiteracy
and manuscript rather than print production, the use of scripture as an
intermediary between man and God was of very limited value. More
important – more accessible, reliable and downright reassuring – was
the tangible, talkative and emotive presence of God’s mercy made manifest in the persons of his living representatives. But as the old social
order of religious notables broke down and the spread of printing made
book-religion practical on a new scale, there emerged a trend towards
the disenchantment of the social world of holy men and miracles. At the
behest of a growing number of Reformist organizations, books replaced
bodies as both the bridge between man and God and as the prime locus
of religious authority.
One of the most important characteristics of the new Muslim organizations that from the mid-nineteenth century promoted this ideology
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of Reform was their adaptation of the new social technology of the
mission to the local conditions of religious marketplaces which they ultimately knew better than the foreign mission firms. Recent scholarship
has argued that one of the key facets of Bombay’s modernity is to be
located in its role in the spread of associational culture.31 In its religious
expressions at least, this new culture cannot be separated from the organizational example of the Christian missionary associations. The organized voluntary associations that emerged in Bombay from around 1850
have been seen as Indian parallels to the explosion of clubs and societies
that, in the wake of Jürgen Habermas, have been seen as crucial to the
emergence of a modern public sphere.32 Nineteenth-century Bombay was
indeed characterized by the spread of voluntary associations, beginning
around 1840 through the efforts of its small Anglophone Indian elite,
particularly the section of society that Christine Dobbin described as
Bombay’s Indian ‘intelligentsia’.33 By this time the Christian missionaries
had been operating in Bombay for several decades, founding their earliest schools there in 1813, and with the CMS having almost five hundred
students on its school registers in Bombay by 1840.34 Bombay’s wealthier
Indian merchants were spurred to react to the critiques and innovations
of the Christians, and from the 1840s began founding rival associations
that with all the logic of market competition absorbed much of their
Protestant competitors’ critique of Indian religious customs. As with the
‘Bengal Renaissance’ that had emerged from this same infrastructure of
transnational Christian religious firms in Calcutta a few decades earlier,
the Indian response in Bombay was predominantly by way of religious
firms aimed at the reform of customary religious practices.35 This was a
development that first emerged among the city’s Parsis and Hindus, and
took several decades before it reached the Muslims of Bombay.
The wealthy comprador elite at the heart of Bombay’s Parsi community
were among the earliest and most effective responses to the Christian catalysts of the marketplace.36 Their intentions were paradigmatic of the larger
Reformist project that also emerged among Hindus and Muslims: ‘the
restoration of the Zoroastrian religion to its pristine purity’.37 Largely
drawn from former students at Bombay’s Elphinstone College, in 1851 the
Parsi Reformists founded the Rahnuma’i Mazdayasnan Sabha (Religious
Reform Association) under the leadership of Naoroji Furdoonji.38 Already
exposed to the Christian missionary polemics that catalysed the new era
of religious competition, the Rahnuma’i Mazdayasnan Sabha had three
principal aims: to present Zoroastrianism as a form of pure monotheism; to place the text of the Gathas as the sole religious authority; and to
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eradicate all forms of customary ritual without sanction in the Gathas so
as to create a religion based on ‘original pure belief’.39
Teachings such as Khorshedji Rustamji Cama’s Parsi Reformism also
evolved in contact with Protestant scholarship and European notions of
‘true religion’ more generally. On his return to Bombay from Europe,
Cama began teaching the Gathas in the ‘Protestant’ mode that he had
learned by studying with European scholars in 1859. Aiming to slough
off centuries of custom, Cama sought to educate a new kind of Parsi
priest who would lead the community through mastering scripture, modelling himself on the ‘original’ virtues it expressed.40 Naturally enough, the
critics of the new priests labelled them ‘Parsi Protestants’, and the influence on them of Christian Protestants was quite clear through the acts of
visible comparison that the Bombay marketplace offered.41 However, it
would be a mistake to see the changes among the Parsis as affecting only
themselves. For as some of the wealthiest men in the city, the ideas and
institutions promoted by the Parsi merchant elite had widespread effect.
While in Chapters 4 and 5 we see their Reformist doctrines reaching as
far as the towns and villages of central Iran, their most notable early
impact on wider religious competition in Bombay occurred when an article on the Prophet Muhammad appeared in a Parsi Gujarati newspaper
accompanied by a ‘hideous picture’ of the Prophet, leading to the bloody
Parsi–Muslim riots of September 1852.42 As with the Christian missions,
the productions of the new Parsi associations were similarly powered
by the new technology of vernacular and, in this case, also illustrated
printing. Here was the negative social equity of Parsi life in the oceanic
cosmopolis.43
In the wake of the Christian missions, a range of Hindu Reformist
associations also contributed to Bombay’s new forms of religious production. Among these other early non-Muslim Reformist societies were
the Paramahamsa Mandali (Society for the Supreme Being, founded in
1847), the Prarthana Sama4j (Society of Liberal Religionists, founded
in 1867) and eventually the more famous A"rya4 Sama4j (Noble Society,
founded in 1875), which went on to become the most important of the
new Hindu missionary societies.44 Just as Parsi Reformism would reach
out across Bombay’s oceanic arena to Iran, so would the city’s Hindu
Reformists quickly establish franchise operations in the city’s continental
hinterland in Gujarat and Maharashtra and, by the century’s end, through
the ‘Hindu’ diaspora in its oceanic hinterlands in East and South Africa
as well.45 In line with the theology of the Christian missionary firms by
which they were influenced, the indigenous Reform associations were
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characteristically ‘Protestant’ in expression, promoting such causes as
religious rationalism and modern education while suppressing the ‘superstitious’ mediation of customary rituals and holy men not legitimized
in the scriptures. In a classic expression of the scripturalist character of
Reformism, the A"rya4 Sama4j set itself the ‘object of effecting social and
religious reform on the authority of the Vedas’.46 Led by the comprador
elite among Bombay’s merchants, the distinctive mechanisms that these
Reformist ‘association’ firms were able to develop through their mobile
representatives, school-building and journal-printing was intimately connected to the transformation of the city’s economy as a whole. While they
were never simply reducible to one another, the religious and the material
economies of Bombay were always connected.
It is therefore important to position the religious pluralization of
Bombay Islam within this broader pattern of Reformist productivity that
affected every religious group in the region, from Hindus and Zoroastrians
to neo-Buddhists and Jews. In response to the wider transformation of
Indian society concomitant with the creation of a competitive religious
marketplace, the new religious products designated under the heading
of Reform were trans-religious in their remit.47 In order to salvage local
religious products from the attacks of the new Christian firms, the indigenous Reformist associations sought to discard the pernicious influence of
‘superstition’ to leave what they presented as a pristine form of their own
religious brand. In the urban marketplace, one of their key attractions
was their amenable stripping away of custom to render them more adaptable to the aspirant lifestyles of an emerging middle class. One important
aspect of this was the attack on the pan-religious forms of customary
community organization that are usually designated as ‘caste’, customary structures which were no less common to Bombay’s Muslims than its
Hindus.48 Other middle-class attractions included the Reformists’ promotion of such causes as female education, scientific and English medium
instruction and the easing of taboos on social interactions, each with
their implications for bourgeois mercantile and civil careers in the modernizing colonial cosmopolis.

Producing Reformist Islams
Bombay’s Muslims were similarly active, if slower, in founding such
Reformist associations, the emergence of which must be seen as part of
the same competitive marketplace, triggered by the Christian missions,
in which their Hindu and Parsi counterparts operated. With their access
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to English-medium education and their closer interactions with British
Christians, it was Bombay’s Muslim comprador and bureaucratic middle
class that first moved towards the production of the self-consciously ‘modernist’ Islam that was one pattern of the wider trend of Reform. In large
part, Bombay’s Muslim Reformists were also responding to the Christian
missionaries, but, within the increasingly pluralistic religious economy
of the 1870s, they were also responding to the new religious productions of the Parsi and Hindu middle class. The most important of these
new Muslim firms was Bombay’s Anjuman-e Isla4m (Islamic Association),
its very associational structure a pointer towards the influence of the
missionary and educational societies from which it took inspiration.49
Established in 1876, the founder and leading figure in the Anjuman was
Badr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı3 (1260–1324/1844–1906), a Bohra Muslim and high
court judge.50
Tayyibjı3 was reared in a family deeply exposed to British ideas, and
his own father had written a book in Gujarati-inflected Urdu, Gulbun-e
hida4yat (Rosebud of guidance), defending Islam against the criticisms of
Christian missionaries.51 At the age of fifteen, Tayyibjı3 junior was sent
to study law at London’s Highbury College and subsequently at the
Middle Temple, before returning to Bombay to begin his career at the
bar.52 While his father’s response to the missionary critique was primarily intellectual and textual, Tayyibjı’s,
3 a generation later, was practical
and institutional, in effect creating a means of religious productivity to
mirror the schools and missionary presses of the Christians. From the
late 1860s Tayyibjı3 began to involve himself with a range of social issues
affecting Bombay’s Muslims, a pattern of activism that culminated in his
founding of the Anjuman-e Isla4m. Tayyibjı3 himself served as its secretary
for around sixteen years, though other members of the civil service and
merchant elite of Gujarati Kho4ja and Bohra Muslims were also active in
the organization, including his brother Qamr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı,3 who served
as the Anjuman’s president (sadr) from 1876 to 1889.
Working towards the same ends as Tayyibjı3 was another Muslim
figure from the city’s Konkani Muslim community. This was Ghula4m
Muhammad Munshı,3 who earned his living through official appointments
teaching Hindustani Urdu to British civil servants. In 1869 he published
two Urdu pamphlets in Bombay, in which he urged his co-religionists to
seek modern forms of education; he eventually rose to the position of vicepresident of the Anjuman-e Isla4m.53 In 1880, after petitioning wealthy
Muslims and the colonial administration in Bombay, he finally succeeded
in opening the first Anglo-Hindustani (here, English-Urdu) school in
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the city.54 In the words of a report on his motivations in the newspaper
Native Opinion, his efforts drew on the middle-class Muslim dilemma
that ‘the greater [the] efforts of the Government to civilize the people,
the deeper do the Mahomedans seem to sink, socially and morally’.55
In some ways, the joint Urdu–English medium schools that Ghula4m
Muhammad founded were less a gesture towards vernacularization than
an attempt to promote a common language among the city’s linguistically divided Muslims. In this, Ghula4m Muhammad and the Anjuman
echoed the proto-nationalist efforts of such North Indian Modernists as
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n, who was a personal friend and correspondent
of Badr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı.3 But, as we will see in the Urdu-spreading efforts
of the customary firms examined in later chapters, Modernist firms such
as the Anjuman-e Isla4m held no monopoly over the growing production
of Urdu, which had cosmopolitan and enchanted dimensions no less than
its better-known nationalist and Reformist trajectories.
Like many other Reformist associations, the Anjuman-e Isla4m was
chiefly concerned with the provision of what it regarded as a modern
education. Part of its success with the colonial administration on this
front came through its official policy of separating social issues from
political ones.56 According to the statement of aims (maqa4sid) composed
for its first Annual Report for 1876, the Anjuman aimed in general for
the ‘progress of the Muslim community’ (apnı3 qawm kı 3 taraqqı),
3 and saw
the means of achieving this as being through the spread of the ‘new civility’ (tahzıb-e
3
no4) by way of education in ‘science and the arts’ (‘ilm aur
hona4r).57 As a charitable association on the model of Bombay’s earlier
Parsi anjumans, the Anjuman-e Isla4m did gradually move into a range
of activities, from managing its own new charitable endowments (such
as the Sir Sayyid Memorial Fund) and more traditional Muslim waqf
endowments to trying to raise the marriageable age for Muslim girls and
attempting to ensure that irresponsible poor hajj pilgrims bought return
tickets before embarking on steamships to Mecca.58
In order to assess the impact of the Anjuman’s and wider colonial
educational initiatives among Bombay’s Muslims, it is helpful to turn
to the statistics on Muslim education that emerged from an official
Director of Public Instruction survey in 1880–1.59 The survey revealed
that in terms of higher education, among 175 students at Bombay’s
Elphinstone College (founded in 1856), only 5 were Muslims, while
St Xavier’s College (founded in 1869) reported a single Muslim among
the 71 students enrolled there.60 The Government Law School and
Grant Medical College counted 6 Muslims between them from a total of
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434 students.61 The figures for high school education were scarcely better,
with a total of 36 Muslims among the 1,470 pupils at the Elphinstone and
St Xavier’s high schools. Given that Muslims made up around 20 per cent
of Bombay’s population, these participation figures of between approximately 1.5 and 2.5 per cent were strikingly low. Neither did the figures
point to any unusual dip around 1880, for among more than 1,500 students who had passed the Bombay university matriculation examination
between 1859 and 1881, fewer than 50 were Muslims.62
This is not to say that no system of education existed among Bombay’s
Muslims, but rather that they were not participating in the modernizing education system established by the colonial state, the missionaries
and the Reformists. In terms of primary education, in 1880 there were
104 traditional maktab schools operating in Bombay’s various mohalla
quarters, in which the pupils were taught Quran reading, Urdu, sometimes Persian or Gujarati, and basic arithmetic.63 Similarly, in terms of
higher studies, there were six Arabic-medium madrasas funded by waqf
endowments and teaching the dars-e niza4mı3 (Nizami syllabus) that had
emerged in early eighteenth-century Lucknow, rather than the curriculum
associated with the Deoband madrasa network.64 Most of these institutions had emerged in the period from around 1840, so forming indigenous Muslim responses to the spread of the city’s Christian missionary
schools in the same decades. For the period until 1880 at least, this
shows the relative importance in Bombay of the private customary maktab and madrasa as opposed to the missionary or government schools,
a pattern that has echoes in the larger growth of madrasas throughout
British India.65 Unlike the sponsors of the self-consciously Islamic curriculum of the maktabs and madrasas, the founders of the Anjuman-e Isla4m
sought a new Modernist curriculum, and after the 1880 report immediately set about raising funds for an at least partially English-medium
school that would teach young Muslims the forms of knowledge that
the Anjuman’s fathers considered essential for the modern age. In 1880
the Anjuman’s first school was opened, in a building belonging to the
Zayn al-‘A"bidın
3 ima4mba4ra4 or mourning hall, its teaching supported by
grants of 300 and 500 rupees per month from the Anjuman members
and the Bombay Municipality respectively.66 Its syllabus sought a ‘liberal
Islamic education’ by combining Quran reading, Urdu and Persian alongside English, mathematics, history and geography, each subject defined
by specially designed textbooks.67 Reflecting the self-conscious Islamic
Modernism envisaged in educational terms at the Mohammedan AngloOriental College founded at Aligarh by Sir Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n in 1875,
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figure 3. Discipline and reform: The Anjuman-e Isla4m High School (completed
1893)

the Anjuman school thus taught the classical Islamic languages of Arabic
and Persian alongside English and modern science.68 Like Aligarh in the
north, the Anjuman school in Bombay would produce several generations of students imbued with a newly rationalistic faith in which the
customary Islam of shrines and holy men held no attraction. A new Islam
was in manufacture.
A year after the school opened in its ima4mba4ra4 lodgings, in an echo of
the new institutional apparatus that the Anjuman espoused, a new ‘committee’ (komıtı
3 )3 was set up to raise funds for a proper building for the
school. The methods of funding employed to establish this most famous
of Bombay’s Muslim schools reveals the economic strategies that the
Anjuman used to spread its ideas. First, with the close contacts its leaders
had with the city’s administration, the Anjuman prevailed on the Bombay
government to commit an annual grant of 6,000 rupees for the project,
before building on this pledge to persuade the Municipal Corporation to
promise a further annual grant of 5,000 rupees.69 Second, well-known
non-Muslim philanthropists such as the Parsi lawyer and municipal commissioner Sir Pherozeshah Mehta (1845–1915) were offered key positions
in the committee.70 Third, the associational structure of the Anjuman
itself was put to work by raising the tremendous sum of 110,000 rupees
from its members for the actual construction of the school and an additional 50,000 rupees by way of an endowment.71 As one ‘progressive’
pledge led to another in the philanthropic competition of fundraising, the
Bombay government agreed to grant a free site for the school, along with
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an additional 38,000 rupees towards final construction costs. Opened in
February 1893, the new Anjuman-e Isla4m High School on Hornby Road
voiced an impressive visual statement of the place of this new Islam in
the urban landscape. As D. A. Pinder’s 1904 Illustrated Guide to Bombay
described it,
The building is in the Saracenic style, the modern requirements for the
construction of a school, and the harmonising of it with the several public buildings surrounding it being borne in mind. The school has three
turrets, surmounted with domes of Porebunder stone, two of them being
erected at the southern, and one at the northern facade of the structure.
The tower is 125 feet high, and is capped with a dome having a circumference of 16 feet. The facade of the building, as also the tympanums
and drums of the domes, the lower frieze and the arched wings of the
several windows, are ornamented with coloured tiles. The general facing is of dressed blue stone, the several columns and the arches being
made of Porebunder and yellow Coorla stones, relieved in places by
red Hemnugger stone. The capitals of the front columns bear carvings
of various pretty designs. Over the windows are placed stones carved
in various geometrical designs. On the ground floor are four large and
two small class-rooms, there being also apparatus, library and masters’
rooms. On the first floor there are four class-rooms and a large hall
measuring 63 feet long and 37 feet wide, with a gallery above it. The
second floor has four class-rooms, which are very lofty and airy. There
is no lack of ventilation in the school, which has spacious verandahs on
either side of it.72

With the attractive school buildings now tangible enough to appeal to the
parental private investors willing to commit money to their own family’s
future, the fund was finally able to subsist on subscriptions and fees from
the families of its pupils. In this joint enterprise of bringing together government grants with associational fundraising and private subscription,
the Anjuman-e Isla4m school was the most successful project of the new
organizational and financial methods that Bombay’s Reformists drew
on. Yet the fact of the matter was that the Anjuman High School could
only educate a tiny proportion of the city’s Muslims, and those few were
drawn from the ranks of the upper middle class at that. Under the care of
thirteen teachers, in its first year the school enrolled some 429 students,
40 per cent of whom were Gujarati Bohras, with Konkani and Deccani
Muslims making up around 15 per cent each.73 Amid a Muslim population in the city that was approaching 200,000 by this time, the few hundred boys being educated at the school at any given time were a drop in
a much larger ocean. Despite the liberal opinions of the Tayyibjı3 family
itself, the Anjuman did not, aside from small primary schools, involve
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itself with girls’ education in any significant way until after 1915.74
As Benjamin Fortna has argued with regard to the modernizing Ottoman
schools of the same period, the impact of the Anjuman school was therefore ultimately very limited beyond a small social stratum.75 While the
Anjuman-e Isla4m and its school were significant in the production of a
Modernist Islam among the city’s small middle class, their school lessons had to compete with a much larger economy of enchantment that
appealed to the wider sections of Bombay’s working-class Muslim population. While its embrace of English education was unusual among
Bombay’s Muslims, the Anjuman-e Isla4m conceived of its activities
through the same language of moral (akhla4qı)3 improvement shared with
a range of religious firms that viewed the moral degradation of industrial
urban life with disdain.76
For all its conspicuous modernity, this middle-class and modernist
profile of Reform was only part of a broader set of reactions by Bombay’s
Muslims to the problems created by modern urban life. The same years
that saw the creation of the new associational culture exemplified by
the Anjuman-e Isla4m also saw the growth of a Traditionalist pattern
of Reformism, seen most vividly in the foundation of new madrasas in
Bombay that had an older history than the high schools associated with
the Anjuman. The Konkani merchant Muhammad Ibra4hım
3 Muqba had
founded madrasas in the Bombay districts of Kalura, Thora, Mazagaon,
Mahim and Nagpada in the first half of the century, and this proliferation of new madrasa schools continued in Bombay into the 1900s.77
As with the comprador Parsi Reformists and the Traditionalist ‘ulama4
Reformists of Deoband in North India, Muhammad Ibra4hım
3 Muqba’s
project emerged in contact with both colonial ideas of proper education
and the missionary critique of Muslim superstition. He had served on
the first board of directors of the Bombay Native Education Society, and
in 1839 was a signatory to a letter to the Chief Secretary of the Bombay
government complaining about the ‘outrageous attacks of missionaries
on Indian religions’.78 Later Konkanis founded other types of madrasa in
Bombay, such as Mawlidı3 Abu4 Ahmad Dın,
3 who established his Ghaws
al-‘Ulu4m madrasa in the suburb of Kamatipura.79 While these were not
self-consciously ‘modern’ or ‘Anglo’ institutions promoting English and
technical education like the anjuman schools, the proliferation of these
Traditionalist Reform networks of madrasas was very much a part of
modernity as a process.80 In several such ways, Christian organizations
such as the CMS therefore acted as catalysts for the Muslims’ own educational and missionary ventures. As Prashant Kidambi has noted, in
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terms of their methods and organization many of Bombay’s new religious
societies ‘clearly derived their inspiration from the activities of Christian
missionary societies’.81 As the Christian missionaries were themselves
aware, part of the reason for their failure lay in the Muslims’ effective
response to what had been the Christians’ innovations.82 An example was
the foundation of schools itself: one CMS missionary specifically cited
the Anjuman-e Isla4m’s grand High School opposite the Victoria Terminus
train station as such a stumbling-block to Christian success.83 But the
new shrines, madrasas and khanaqahs examined in later chapters show
that Customary Islamic firms were no less responsive. For all the Gothic
architectural splendour of its mission to defeat superstition with scripture and science, the Anjuman was ultimately a small player in the larger
urban landscape of dockyards and shrines, and amid the more enchanted
Islam that they produced between them.
Typified by Badr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı3 and Ghula4m Muhammad Munshı,3 it
was the mercantile and bureaucratic middle class who initiated the production of Muslim Reform in Bombay by creating the new associational
organizations, schools, publishing ventures and fundraising initiatives
that lent their ideas means of production and distribution that were ultimately borrowed from the Hindu and Parsi Reformists and the Christian
missionary associations before them. Other middle-class Muslim philanthropists sponsored the foundation of modern schools for their own
jama4‘at (communities), as when the Gujarati Me4mon businessman Se4th
Cummu4 Ja‘far Sulayma4n founded a school for Me4mon girls in Bombay
in 1880, so (in the pluralizing logic of the marketplace) diluting the drive
of the Anjuman towards standard schools for all groups of Muslims.84
Upper- and middle-class Konkani Muslims established their own schools
in this way too, further splintering religious productivity by way of their
own curricula, producing adult Muslims imbued with variant models of
Islam. Schools aside, other Reformist Muslim associations such as the
Konkani Club and the Anjuman-e Arba4b-e Safa4 (Society of the Lords
of Purity), were also founded. On the ideological if not always practical
level, Bombay’s relative proximity to the great Muslim princely state of
Hyderabad also saw the spread of ideas of Modernist Reform from there.
In many respects the Reformism that Hyderabad exported to Bombay
was a southern version of that developing in North India, which had
reached Hyderabad through the employment of North Indian Muslims
(many of them Aligarh graduates) in the Nizam’s civil service. The most
significant example of this was Mawlwı3 Chira4gh ‘Alı3 (1844–95), another
Modernist civil servant who, after failing to find gainful employment in
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the colonial administration in his native North India, moved to Hyderabad
in 1877 and on the recommendation of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n rose
through a number of positions before reaching the office of finance secretary. Although he wrote widely for the new Urdu journals of the period,
including Sir Sayyid’s Modernist Tahzıb
3 al-akhla4q (Moral reform), it was
Chira4gh ‘Alı’s
3 English work, The Proposed Political, Legal, and Social
Reforms in the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammadan States, that
offered the clearest synthesis of his ideas.85 Published in Bombay in 1883
in reply to an article by Reverend Malcolm MacColl in the Contemporary
Review of August 1881 entitled ‘Are Reforms Possible under Mussulman
Rule?’, Chira4gh ‘Alı’s
3 Reforms offered the classic statement on Islamic
Modernism:
I have endeavoured to show in this book that Mohammadanism as
taught by Mohammad, the Arabian Prophet, possesses sufficient elasticity to enable it to adapt itself to the social and political revolutions
going on around it. The Mohammadan Common Law, or Sheriat, if it
can be called a Common Law, as it does not contain any Statute Law, is
by no means unchangeable or unalterable. The only law of Mohammad
or Islam is the Koran, and only the Koran.86

Arguing for a purifying recreation of Islam based on the rejection of custom by means of a renewal of religious law through the exercise of ijtiha4d
(legal reasoning), Chira4gh ‘Alı3 helped create the intellectual framework
for producing new Islams for the modern age. For in essence, the doctrine
of individual ijtiha4d opened the intellectual means of religious production beyond the old ‘ulama4 scholars to any Muslim equipped with reason
and a knowledge of scripture. Religious justifications and doctrines in
general could in this way be generated by a far wider range of producers, beyond the traditional biopoly of scholars and saints, and so setting
in motion the manufacture of a series of new doctrines, organizations
and – ultimately – new forms of Islam. As with Bombay’s homegrown
Modernists whom he influenced, Chira4gh ‘Alı3 was thus able to create
‘Islamic’ justifications for such classic liberal causes as women’s education
and monogamy rather than polygamy (causes which in turn point to the
catalytic role of Christian missionary critiques in the emergence of such
Reformism). What the formation of a Reformist Islam represented was
not so much a picture of Weberian ‘religious change’ in which new disenchanted versions of Islam came to replace customary forms, but rather a
picture of new religious productivity in which new religious firms began
to compete with, and in turn trigger changes among, pre-existing firms
operating in the same marketplace.
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In other strategies of Reformist entry to the marketplace, Hyderabadi
Reformists visited Bombay to spread their ideas in person rather than
print, using the city’s new civic institutions to give public speeches. This
method was exemplified in the Urdu lecture on the classic Reformist
theme of the decline of India’s Muslims made by the Hyderabadi civil
servant Nawwa4b Muhsin al-Mulk in 1891. Muhsin al-Mulk was another
close associate of Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n and subsequent joint secretary of
the new Muslim political party, the All India Muslim League, founded in
1906 as the nationalizing heir to the associational organizations of the
previous generation.87 As with other Reformist groups’ modes of distribution, the lecture was translated into English in Bombay, and printed
for distribution there.88 In classic Reformist mode, Muhsin al-Mulk identified the principal reason for Muslim decline as the misapprehension
of the Quran’s true teachings.89 As with Ja‘far Sulayma4n and Ghula4m
Muhammad Munshı’s
3 attempts to promote an education that was at
once ‘modern’ and ‘Islamic’, here was an attempt to cure the varied social
maladies faced by Bombay’s Muslims through rejecting the ‘superstitious’ customs that the city’s Muslim workforce brought with them from
their former rural and small town homes. As expressions of a new kind
of middle-class religiosity in India, the scripturalist and anti-syncretistic
opinions of Bombay’s Reformist Muslims thus bore much in common
with those of other middle-class groups, Hindu no less than Muslim, in
northern Indian cities at the same time.90 Like Muhsin al-Mulk’s speech,
agendas found new written outlets in vernacular print. In the last decades
of the century the Konkani Club, for example, published a magazine,
Risa4la-e Kawkab-e Konkan (Konkan star), which included regular articles on social and religious reform, particularly the writings of its philanthropist founder, Muhammad Hasan Muqba.91
By seeing the various versions of Reform as new productions operating
in an increasingly dynamic religious economy, we are able to make sense
of the fact that, rather than any ‘replacement’ model of change taking
place, what actually occurred was a pluralization of types of Islam available, each of which was perpetuated and sustained through its particular
appeal to different sections of the population. In the increasing plural
religious market that emerged in complex urban environments such as
Bombay, the Modernism of men such as Mohsin al-Mulk, Muhammad
Muqba and Chira4gh ‘Alı3 appealed to a middle-class set of patrons and
consumers who sponsored schools and sent their children to them, while
nonetheless remaining only one Islam among a wider set of religious productions that appealed to other sectors of society. The model of religious
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economy therefore helps us understand the fact that while Modernism
interacted with customary forms of Islam through competition and the
product adjustments we usually term as ‘influence’, in the long run what
we see is coexistence rather than replacement. In other words, a modernity characterized by an increasing pluralization, rather than a progressive standardization, of religious forms.
If the Christian missions failed to convert significant numbers of
Bombay’s Muslims, this is not to say that the Christian missionary societies failed to make an impact on the city’s religious economy. As we
have seen, Christian missionaries pioneered a number of innovations in
the technology of religious production and distribution, placing preachers into new social spaces and among new social groups in a way that
was largely without precedent. For schools and education formed only
one way in which Bombay’s religious economy became more productive
through the responses of indigenous Reformists to the critiques and techniques of the Christian missionaries. The new ideology of the exchangeability of religious identity and affiliation – the conceptual cornerstone of
the mission – also found expression in the creation of Muslim missions
as well as schools, so affecting innovations in the distribution of new
religious productions that reached beyond the relatively small audience
of the class room. With the assurance of their bourgeois certainties, in
India the Christian missionaries initiated a programme of outreach that
brought their message to such new settings as the factory and such older
but closed settings as the female domestic quarters. In both cases, what
Christian missionaries pioneered, the Muslims continued with greater
success. It would be a mistake to see the Christian effort as solely a white
man’s endeavour, and much of the work of cultural transfer – of passing
on the missionary model and its methods no less than its message – was
done by the ‘native catechists’. In many cases it was these Indian converts
who were chosen for the infiltrative excursions to the workplace and
home. It was these intermediary men and women who were the most
effective exponents of the Christian message and, more importantly, of
the social technology of its dissemination: the mission.
In Bombay such native catechists included the converted Hyderabadi
Muslim Reverend Ja4nı3 ‘Alı,3 who after his conversion in 1855 spent almost
two decades preaching in Bombay and Calcutta.92 While not of Muslim
background himself, another such native preacher in Bombay and its
surrounding towns was Samuel Rahator (1866–1936). From the 1880s
much of his work in Bombay was conducted among its factory workforce
of rural migrants.93 Among the hyperbole of his biography, we get a vivid
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sense of the broad reach of the native preacher in Bombay’s cosmopolitan milieu:
No man ever had a more varied audience. Pathans, Sikhs, Arabs, Jains,
Jews, Parsees, Hindus of all castes and no caste, Moslems of every order,
wanderers from every corner of Asia, brigands and budmashes [villains]
rubbed shoulders as they listened to this eloquent Indian declaring the
Gospel of God’s seeking and saving love.94

In response to such conversions as that of Janı
4 3 ‘Alı,3 Bombay’s Muslim religious leaders made greater efforts to maintain their own market share, and
rejoiced at the news of anyone converting to Islam from Christianity. When
the American consul at Manila, Muhammad Alexander Russel Webb, gave
a public lecture at Bombay’s Framji Cowasji Institute in 1892 on the reasons for his conversion to Islam, an audience of over five hundred of the
city’s Muslim notables turned out to greet him. Making maximum capital of the conversion, his speech was converted into Urdu and printed
by ‘Abd Allah
4 Nur,
4 the leader of one of Bombay’s new Muslim missionary organizations, the Majlis-e Daw‘at-e Islam
4 (Council for the propagation of Islam).95 Similar publications greeted the news of the conversion
of the Englishman William Abdullah Quilliam (1856–1932) in the connected port city of Liverpool. Printed in Bombay in 1891 for the North
Indian Anjuman-e Isha‘at
4 al-Islam
4 (Society for the propagation of Islam),
the Moslem Guide stated that it was written because ‘the far off town of
Liverpool, in England, has responded to the voice of the Arabian prophet,
and it is hoped that others will soon see the truth of a faith and doctrine
that claims to be catholic and universal’.96 Consisting of basic instructions
on the faith and practice of a Reformist Islam stripped down to ‘reasonable
precepts which immediately recommend themselves to philosophic minds’,
in connecting Bombay to Liverpool the Moslem Guide is testament to the
range of missionary agendas in which Bombay’s Muslim firms also became
involved. Conversion – the voluntary and individual act of private, rational conscience – had now become an important feature of Muslim public
life: here was the market’s operation as public competition.
It is in this emergence of a cosmopolitan and competitive religious
economy in Bombay that we must see the most crucial religious development of the nineteenth century. For it was this newly ‘liberal’ and
pluralizing market that lay behind the emergence of the new ways of
organizing, comparing and ultimately producing religion that characterize the period. The implication of this is that we should not consider some organizations of the period as inherently more ‘modern’
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than others, whatever their own rhetoric and self-representations.
Like the Customary Islamic firms discussed in later chapters, each of
the Reformist associations that developed in Bombay was in this way
a response to the same development: the creation of a liberal religious
marketplace and the incentives garnered by its competitiveness towards
the evolution of new technologies of production and distribution. What
we have seen over the previous pages is that despite their own presentations as providing ‘rational’ and ‘modern’ forms of religiosity, in terms of
gathering followers the direct impact of both Christian missionaries and
Muslim Reformists was ultimately limited in Bombay. Even as late as
1911, missionary intelligence could offer the following assessment from
its informants in Bombay: ‘Reform has not found a strong echo in the
hearts of Bombay Moslems. The reformer who comes from North India
or elsewhere does not find a good reaping in Bombay, where each head
of a Moslem community only exercises influence over his own community and is never recognized by members of another division.’97 Instead,
the Reformists’ impact came in triggering an increasing level of religious production by a range of new firms. The Christians were likewise
more successful in catalysing the foundation of Muslim Reformist firms
than in converting Muslims to Christianity. And with its limited appeal
beyond a comprador elite and bureaucratic middle class for whom
European style, manners and scientific educations had some degree of
applicability in their lives, the Modernist trend that most characterized
Bombay’s Muslim Reformists had its greatest effect in the similarly indirect terms of increasing competitive production among other Muslims.
As we will see in Chapters 6 and 7, despite the limited direct success of
the Reformists, by the end of the nineteenth century these other forms of
production included the more explicitly Counter Reformist Customary
firms that sought to defend Customary Islam from the critiques of
Christian missionaries and Muslim Reformists alike.
The larger effect of the missionaries and Muslim Reformists was not
only to help create a more competitive religious economy, but also to
encourage new methods of religious production and distribution. This
competitive productiveness was enabled by the ‘free market’ conditions
created by the legal freedom of religion that was a central tenet of the
colonial state’s claims to progressive modernity. Life in Bombay thus confronted the believer with an unprecedented number of religious possibilities, possibilities which the polemical public culture of critical missionaries
and apologetic Reformists encouraged the believer to compare. Of course,
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this was by no means a perfect free market, and the personal histories of
Indian converts to Christianity, shunned by their friends and families on
conversion, speak eloquently of the social constraints on free consumer
choice. At its most effective, the religious marketplace did not therefore
operate most effectively through ‘conversion’ in its traditional sense of
the outright rejection of one religion for another, but rather in the range
of possibility, comparison and competition it created between producers
of alternative versions of the ‘same’ religion.
Like other agents in the marketplace, religious consumers are often
conservative in their ‘brand’ and ‘product’ loyalty, such that shifts of allegiance in market behaviour tend to be marginal rather than drastic. Faced
with multiple Islams as well as multiple religions per se, what Bombay’s
marketplace offered its Muslims was not solely the unattractive option of
rejecting their ancestral faith entirely. It also presented the possibility of
choosing between a range of Islams. The intervention of the Reformists
did therefore not bring about a unification of Bombay Islam, but in a
cosmopolitan context of so many different Muslims only added further
to the increasing pluralization of Islams in the marketplace. We have seen
how Bombay’s Reformist organizations produced rationalized forms of
Islam based on stripped-down versions of scriptural religion freed of the
constraints of customs re-read as ‘superstition’. Yet the Muslim middle
class to whom Bombay’s Modernist Reformers appealed was only a small
minority of a much larger Muslim labouring population attracted to the
city by the demand for cheap labour, and this larger demographic felt little attraction towards the Islam of the Reformists. Instead, the labouring
classes preferred the rituals and enchantments associated with a more
firmly established class of religious producers and suppliers: the saints
and holy men associated with the familiar ‘brands’ of well-known Sufi
orders. The Christian missions were themselves quite aware of the relative importance of the different Muslim players in the religious marketplace. Using their Muslim converts to gather this market data, we see this
recognition of the relatively greater importance of the customary Muslim
forms associated with Sufi holy men in such texts as the autobiographical
Wa4qi‘a4t ‘Ima4diyya of the Punjabi Muslim ‘Ima4d al-dın,
3 published by the
CMS in 1874.98 For in the conversion narrative of his journey towards
Christianity, ‘Ima4d al-dın
3 did not reject the Reformists, but rather the
Sufis; and it was they whom missionary organizations such as the CMS
rightly recognized as the more important obstacles to their success in
the religious marketplace. ‘Ima4d al-dın
3 graphically described the practices
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associated with the Customary Islam that competed so successfully with
Christian missionaries and Muslim Reformists alike:
As soon as I was entangled in this subtle science I began to practice
speaking little, eating little, living apart from men, afflicting my body,
and keeping awake at nights. I used to spend whole nights in reading the
Koran. I put in practice the [litanies of] Qasıda-e
3
Ghawsiyya, the Chihil
Qa4f, and the Hisb al-Baha4r, and constantly performed the Mura4ghaba-e
Muja4hida, and the special repetitions of the Koran, and all the various
special penances and devotions that were enjoined. I used to shut my
eyes and sit in retirement, seeking by thinking on the name of God to
write it on my heart. I constantly sat on the graves of holy men, in hopes
that, by contemplation, I might receive some revelation from the tombs.
I went and sat in the assemblies of the elders, and hoped to receive grace
by gazing with great faith on the faces of Soofies. I used to go even to
the dreamy and intoxicated fanatics, in the hope of thus obtaining union
with God. And I did all this, besides performing my prayers five times a
day, and also the prayer in the night, and that in the very early morning
and at dawn; and always was I repeating the salutation of Mohammed,
and the confession of faith. In short, whatever afflictions or pain it is in
the power of man to endure, I submitted to them all, and suffered them
to the last degree; but nothing became manifest to me after all, except
that it was all deceit.99

Even if ‘Ima4d al-dın
3 was ultimately disillusioned with this enchanted
Islam, as we see in the following chapters, to the larger demographic
of Bombay’s working-class Muslims these old customary ways still held
great appeal. In the midst of industrialization, the conditions of workers’ lives led not to a large demand for self-consciously modern schools
that exchanged ‘superstition’ for science, but instead to a demand for
the foundation of shrines that provided the kinds of customary services
that the urban poor found more useful and pleasurable. Among the vast
majority of Bombay’s Muslims who could not enter the new schools and
for whom scripture portions and controversial tracts offered little intelligible solace for their hardships, those firms that could supply the tangible
rewards of miracles and the easy enjoyment of carnivals were far more
likely to receive their support.

2
Cosmopolitan Cults and the Economy of Miracles

Shrines for a Migrant Workforce
The self-conscious modernism that was symbolized by the hybrid
Anglo-Oriental architecture of the Anjuman-e Isla4m School ultimately
played a limited role Bombay’s religious economy. For the members of
the labouring classes who made up the majority of the city’s Muslims the
appeal of a scientific and scriptural Islam was limited, and their own patterns of religious consumption were as distinct as they were widespread.
For many of these labourers from rural and small town backgrounds, the
growing number of shrines that emerged in Bombay as the nineteenth
century progressed offered the chance to reconnect with the secure roots
of custom and so enter a more reassuring cityscape enchanted with the
powers holy men made available at their gravesides. This chapter traces
the role played in the increasing religious productivity of Bombay by
migration from the city’s continental hinterlands in Gujarat and the
Konkan, whence most of its Muslim labour force originated.1 On the
trail of these demographic shifts, ‘franchises’ of older inland pilgrimage
centres in Gujarat and the Konkan were established in Bombay, some
of which were especially associated with particular ethnic groups such
as Afro-Indian Sıdı
3 s,
3 others with specific activities that typified the city’s
new way of life, such as the specialist ‘traveller shrines’ beside the sea and
railways. As Rodney Stark has observed, ‘To the degree to which a religious economy is pluralistic, firms will specialize.’2 In this way, Bombay
saw both the production of new shrine firms appealing to unfamiliar
urban experiences and the reproduction of older ones catering for established but relocated clienteles from the provinces.3 What we see in both
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the range of shrine buildings and the distinct narrative and ritual ways
in which they marketed their miraculous services is not the more standardized or disenchanted form of Islam more usually associated with
modernization, but instead a pattern of increasing diversity and product
differentiation in which customary and enchanted religious forms performed especially well.
In 1914 one Bombay resident proudly asked his fellow citizens, ‘Is it
not literally true that in modern Bombay we witness a truly cosmopolitan
population in which every nationality is represented . . . ?’4 Yet rather than
conceiving of the Muslim shrines that were founded in response to the
demands of migrant labourers as ‘tolerant’ spaces of urban harmony, the
following pages explain how shrines also expressed the tension between
the cosmopolitanism pressures and possibilities caused by mass migration and their relationship in turn with the pluralizing tendencies of the
religious marketplace. Most famously seen in the Hindu–Muslim riots
that repeatedly rocked Bombay in the 1890s and 1900s, these tensions
found more discreet expression in stories associated with the city’s saints
and shrines and the tensions surrounding its Muslim carnivals. By tracing
these more subtle expressions of cosmopolitan urban pressures, the chapter draws attention to the conflicts surrounding the Muharram carnival
and the rumours associated with shrine cults created in Bombay through
the immigration of Muslims from many different regions. Here the chapter explores paradoxes that have been neglected in the recent celebratory
literature on cosmopolitanism. Looking at the rumours that surrounded
urban carnivals and ‘cosmopolitan’ migrant cults, it draws attention to
the at times chauvinistic and communitarian narratives that surrounded
certain shrines at the same time that other Muslim shrines in Bombay
attracted followers from every religious background. In doing so, the
chapter explores the social fault lines of a city whose religious pluralism
was founded on the competitive logic of the marketplace. If Bombay was
above all an urban market of labour and goods, of morals and life-ways,
then in rumours of vengeful miracles no less than communal riots we see
the fractured promises of the cosmopolitan that were themselves the religious productions of a competitive economy of interaction.
What we explore in this chapter are the implications of this cosmopolitanism in a religious economy in which different migrant groups participated. For Bombay’s diverse ‘communities’ of Muslims were made up of
Indian groups as different as Memons
4
from Gujarat and Pathans from the
far north, or African and Arab lascars who manned the many ships that
crossed the ocean. The collision of the customary forms of Islam these
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migrants brought with them to Bombay led to still greater diversification
through certain ‘entrepreneurial’ migrants’ production of new religious
sites and shrine firms. Comparative and competitive, the logic of the marketplace favoured increasing ‘product distinction’, and while certain ‘standards’ emerged among its many productions (particularly with regard
to legalistic observance and public propriety) the overall picture was of
increasing diversity. While later chapters focus on case studies of brotherhood firms, in this chapter the focus is on the tangible impact of the
religious economy on the physical topography of the city. These concrete
expressions of the religious economy took the form of the shrines that
created an enchanted cityscape whose alleyways teemed with the rumours
of miracles.
Examining the city’s shrines and popular festivals brings with it certain openings as well as closures. It opens to us the religious world of the
lowest classes of the city in a way that even their preachers and moralists,
examined in later chapters cannot. But at the same time, it closes the possibilities of direct access permitted by the writings of men such as Habıb
3
‘Alı3 and his literate class of deputy preachers to whom Chapter 6 will
turn. This is not to say that we are left with no sources, but rather that the
sources are different: they consist of rumours and stories of holy men who
often lived centuries ago but whose cults were imported to Bombay with
the migration of their followers from Gujarat, the Deccan and the Konkan.
Wherever possible, evidence is drawn from written sources, typically the
cheap print hagiographies long associated with India’s Muslim shrines.
But in other cases, with shrine firms that never found written expression,
we must rely on oral traditions in which the legends of the saints are preserved.5 In drawing on these sources, the chapter aims not only to further
demonstrate the range of Islams available in the Bombay marketplace, but
also to explore the inherent tensions in its product diversity, tensions that
not only separated Muslims from one another but also from the Hindus
who made up the far greater proportion of the city’s inhabitants. As Luise
White has noted with regard to rumours of vampires in colonial Africa,
‘stories and rumors are produced in the cultural conflicts of local life;
they mark ways to talk about the conflicts and contradictions that gave
them meaning and power’.6 Here in Bombay, we will see the dual effects
of the rumours of miracles whose narrative forms attracted the support
of a religiously diverse clientele while at the same time cementing older
fractures between Muslims and their ‘idol-worshipping’ Hindu others. Yet
the fact remains that the shrines that emerged beside Bombay’s markets,
mills and dockyards were the production of a distinctly modern religious
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economy of proletarian consumers who earned precarious but nonetheless
cash wages that by way of petty patronage, gift-giving and the consumption of goods sold at the shrine carnivals was invested into a religious
economy of enchantment.7

From Mills to

MAZA 4 Rs

By the 1840s Bombay’s ruling classes had embarked on a programme
of civic improvement that lent the face of Bombay a physiognomy more
fitting with its ascent in the world of commerce.8 While colonial architectural ventures in Lucknow and Cairo saw ‘oriental’ cities being rebuilt as
architectonic symbols of European modernity, the burghers of Bombay
were able to create a public architecture for a city that had little by way of
an older history to compromise.9 The city’s new dockyards in Mazagaon
were among the great architectural projects of the age. As nineteenth-century travellers remarked, in monolithic basalt or carefully whitewashed
plaster, Bombay’s seaward public face could scarcely offer travellers a
greater contrast to the mud-brick walls and date-palm dwellings of the
older ocean ports of Bushire and Muscat.10 As time went on, new forms
of social technology were adopted from the civic improvement schemes
of Birmingham and Manchester to police the city’s morals in the name
of public order and hygiene.11 Bombay was not only a modern city in
a material sense, but also by writ of its administrative fabric. And yet
amidst these transformations there also emerged an Islamic architecture
of enchantment – of shrines (darga4hs) and pilgrimage places (maza4rs) –
whose development was the religious collateral brought by the recruitment of a Muslim labour force.12
Despite the recent emergence of urban history in India, the importance
of this geography of shrines to the new colonial cities of the nineteenth century has been largely neglected.13 Yet these sites were no less an aspect of
the workings of the modern city than the train stations and writers’ buildings that have traditionally defined the era. Even if the customary powers
of Bombay’s saints were located in humbler architectural settings than the
great palaces of steam power, for thousands of urban dwellers such mazar4
shrines were no less important a factor in the smooth operation of urban
life. This expansion of the city’s sacred spaces was coeval with the demographic expansion of Bombay, a process which was intimately entwined
with its industrialization. As Dipesh Chakrabarty and Arjan de Haan have
argued with regard to Calcutta, the influx of rural labourers to that city’s
jute mills was accompanied by an influx of religious practices and social
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bonds.14 The same forces were at work in Bombay, and in the Muslim case
this meant affiliation to an Islam based around Mausoleum shrines, and
holy men and the miraculous services they gave access to. Here was a certain historical irony. For while on the one hand the emergence of an educated Anglophone intermediary class in the great colonial cities such as
Bombay and Calcutta laid the ground for religious firms promoting selfconscious modernization, the transition of these cities from bureaucratic
into industrial centres caused an influx of rural labourers for whom ideas
of disenchanted rational religion had little appeal or even meaning. The
evolution of the city’s saintly shrines thus forms the neglected counterpart
to the modern associations and trade unions with which Indian urban
historians are more familiar. Like the suppression of the foundational role
of the opium trade in the city’s development in favour of a ‘progressive’
picture of industrialization and the cotton trade, the growth of Bombay
was not only coeval with train stations and factories but also with sites of
the anti-scientific power associated with relics, rituals and holy men.15

The Workers’ Carnival of Muharram
All around the Indian Ocean, shrine foundation had been part of the
migration process long before the nineteenth century, and the onset
of industrial labour migration brought continuity with this older pattern.16 Although the expansion of Bombay’s religious topography also
occurred in terms of the mosques and madrasas discussed in Chapter 1,
it was the city’s saintly shrines and processional routes that formed the
most important medium of its urban enchantment. The role of processional routes in symbolically claiming urban territory is well known to
anthropologists, and even nineteenth-century European observers noted
how Bombay’s Muharram processions formed a potent reversal of colonial public order.17 Although in principle a period of mourning for the
Prophet’s martyred grandson, with its colourful floats bearing the stylized
ta4bu4ts (coffins of Husayn) and the frenzied drumming and dancing that
accompanied them, Muharram was effectively the city’s great Muslim
carnival. This picture of the cityscape was widely reproduced on chromolithographic postcards of thoroughfares crammed with marchers. As one
local observer described the scene,
From morn till eve the streets are filled with bands of boys, and sometimes girls, blowing raucous blasts on hollow bamboos, which are
adorned with a tin ‘panja’ – the sacred open hand . . . Youths, preceded
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by drummers and clarionet-players, wander through the streets laying
all the shopkeepers under contribution for subscriptions . . . while a continuous stream of people afflicted by the evil-eye flows into the courtyard of the Bara Imam Chilla near the Nal Bazaar to receive absolution
from the peacock-feather brush and sword there preserved. Meanwhile
in almost every street where a ‘tabut’ is being prepared, elegiac discourses (‘waaz’) are nightly delivered by a maulvi . . . while but a little
distance away boys painted to resemble tigers leap to the rhythm of a
drum, and the Arab mummer with the split bamboo shatters the nerves
of the passer-by by suddenly cracking it behind his back.18

Far from being a narrowly Shi‘ite event, the festive – and often licentious –
atmosphere of Muharram attracted celebrants of many religious backgrounds, particularly young working-class men. Like other reproductions
of custom for the religious marketplace, the carnival held great appeal
for a certain clientele at the same time that the competitive character of
the religious economy compelled other Muslims to condemn it. Although
this carnivalesque form of Muharram had pre-colonial antecedents elsewhere in India (particularly in the Hyderabad Deccan, from where it was
probably imported) its re-creation in Bombay involved a transformation
of the festivity in distinctly modern ‘disciplinary’ ways.19 First, the proletarianization of a previously rural workforce rendered Muharram a
working-class carnival that had as much in common with the processions

figure 4. Custom in print: Postcard of Muharram carnival in Bombay, c. 1880
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of industrializing cities such as Barcelona and New York as with the old
agrarian fairs of the Indian interior where it had originated. The social
make-up of its supporters now comprised the anonymous workers of the
metropolis rather than the familiar neighbours of village society, and its
spatial setting now lay between factories and coal depots rather than amid
the huts and havelis of former times. Second, the routing of Muharram
processions through the cheek-by-jowl neighbourhoods housing Hindu
no less than Muslim workers made the carnival a focus for the growing
phenomenon of the communal riot, pointing to the fractious potential
of the religious economy’s productions.20 Over time, the combination of
these factors led to two further and disciplinary developments by way of
the legal regulation of processions by the city police and their moral regulation by the city’s Muslim Reformists.
As in other regions of the British Empire to which carnival similarly
spread through the movement of Indian labour, the old custom of carrying the blessing-laden symbolic coffin of the dead Husayn through the
streets of the living was regarded with suspicion by policemen, missionaries and Muslim Reformists alike, each of whom attempted to control its
riotous reversal of public order.21 The decorated and artfully constructed
ta4bu4ts were set up in dozens of streets throughout the city, from which
points they were carried in procession throughout the surrounding areas.
In such ways, customary processions were vehicles of an entanglement of
competing and discordant interests. Vilified by these varied critics, for its
participants Muharram brought the blessing of Husayn’s re-created coffin to the streets where they lived and worked. But crucially, like the death
anniversaries of saints which were celebrated in the forms of ‘wedding’
or ‘urs described below, the Muharram festival was similarly conceived
of as a festival of life no less than death, an affirmation symbolized in the
vows of many participants to act as the dulha4 (bridegroom) during the
festival. Linking festive action and its enchantment of urban space to the
bodies of the participants themselves, these dulha4s would often enter a
state of ecstasy, the blessings of which would be in turn transmitted to
their friends and fellow proletarian participants:
Then on a sudden the friends rise and bind on to the Dula’s chest a pole
surmounted with a holy hand, place in his hand a brush of peacock’s
feathers and lead him thus bound and ornamented out into the highway. Almost on the threshold of his passage a stout Punjabi Musulman
comes forward to consult him. ‘Naya jhar hai’ (this is a new tree), meaning thereby that the man is a new spirit-house and has never before been
possessed. A little further on, the procession, which has now swelled to a
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considerable size, is stopped by a Mahomedan from Ahmednagar, who
seeks relief. He places his hand on the Dula’s shoulder and asks for a
sign . . . So the Dula fares gradually forward, now stopped by a Kunbi
with a sick child, now by some Musulman mill-hands, until he reaches
the Bismillah shrine, where he falls forward on his face with frothing
mouth and convulsed body. The friends help the spirit which racks him
to depart by blowing into his ear some verses of the Koran.22

The peacock-feather morchchal fan, the double-headed zu4’l-fiqa4r sword,
the five-fingered panja hand, the brightly painted ta4bu4t of Husayn’s mausoleum: every element of the hardware of sanctity charged urban space
with an energy more benevolent than that which powered its gas lamps
and steam engines. Through procession and possession, the Muslim lower
classes of Bombay used the minimal resources of their own bodies and
ritual implements of bamboo and tin commodities to channel the infinite
power of the sacred into their hands and channel it to their friends and
co-workers. If Muharram afforded this opportunity only once per year,
then for the rest of the time there were the shrines that contained the no
less empowered bodies of the saintly dead. Here the new shrine firms and
their entrepreneurs entered the economy.

Oceanic Patterns of Shrine Production
One of the most important aspects of the expansion of Bombay’s religious
economy was the development of a series of saintly shrines, both within
the city itself and in its hinterland. The products of movement to Bombay
of both saintly families (on the supply side) and a larger urban workforce
accustomed to a shrine-centred Islam (on the demand side), the shrines
were products of the religious economy itself. In turn, they became important centres for religious production in their own right by way of rituals
and festivals, medicines and talismans, healing and miraculous services and
the hagiographies that ‘advertised’ these products. This enchantment of
the city’s topography was a process that was helped through the development of sacred spaces in the very urban fabric of Bombay, mazar4 s consisting of holy graves and domed mausolea that served to render permanent
the blessing power of the saintly body. Each of the shrines to the holy dead
tapped into the financial economy of the city in a range of different ways,
whether through the donations of pilgrims, the fees paid for particular services or the selling of what were by this period mass-produced pilgrimage
souvenirs, such as blessed roses and ‘atr perfumes, talismans and textile
shawls, chap-books and chromolithographic postcards. In this sense the
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shrines served as outlets for a range of religious products and services.
By 1915 the city had come to possess a large number of such Muslim
shrines.23 Since the villages that Bombay’s nineteenth-century expansion
swallowed already possessed a number of minor Muslim pilgrimage sites,
some of these graves were older than the metropolis itself. Anchored into
the earth and pre-dating the movement of most of the Konkani, Gujarati
and Hyderabadi Muslims into Bombay, these graves served as topographic
evidence for historical and aetiological charters that staked the Muslim
presence in the city in the firm foundation of the past. The influx of large
numbers of Muslim workers lent a special significance to these older sites
as purported evidence of Bombay’s ‘Islamic’ rather than ‘Hindu’ roots.
The initial foundation (if not flourishing) of most of Bombay’s shrines
dated to the last decades of the eighteenth or the opening decades of the
nineteenth century. An account of the Muslim shrines of the city as they
existed in around 1820 is found in the Persian Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı3 (Bombay
soul). As the earliest Persian text on Bombay Islam – indeed, on British
Bombay’s religiosity in toto – the evidence of Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 3 is crucial in
allowing us to date the main period of shrine expansion in the city. For
while Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı 3 describes a series of Muslim pilgrimage places as
already being active in the city in around 1820, with the exception of that
of Makhdu4m ‘Alı3 Paro4, which was described as possessing a dome (gumbad), the specific terms that the text used to describe the city’s pilgrimage
places refer to them as graves (marqad, maqbara), simple ‘places of visitation’ (maza4r) or retreat huts (chilla) rather than using the language of the
fully developed shrine (darga4h, qubba).24 Several of the saints discussed
below – such as Shaykh Misrı,3 Bismilla4h Sha4h and Pe4dro4 Sha4h – were
already referred to in Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 ,3 pointing to the familiar importance
of temporal precedence in the success of any given shrine firm, positioning the saints as urban founder figures from the era of the city’s prehistory.25 While the concrete architectural presence of Bombay’s shrines seems
to have been largely limited to enclosed graves rather than the more
elaborate mausolea that were built over them as the nineteenth century
progressed, Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 3 does suggest that the ritual life of their pilgrimage cults was already in production. The text refers to several saintly
wedding or ‘urs festivals, expressions of Customary Islam that as we see
below would become vastly popular with the city’s proletarians as its
population expanded. It was as purveyors of such pleasurable and festive
forms of custom that these often rudimentary sites were patronized and
expanded as the city’s Muslim population grew through the migration
of labour to its factories and dockyards. The old, small religious shrine
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firms described in Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 3 as already present in the city around
1820 were thus to find a new body of consumers for their services. Yet
the process was by no means automatic, and each of these firms required
effective and sometimes entrepreneurial management in order to capture
the interest of the growing population. Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı3 is in this respect
no less important for the number of Muslim pilgrimage sites it described
in 1820 that were subsequently never able to gather the following and
investment to transform themselves into proper mausolea, and in some
cases disappeared from the city’s historical memory altogether. Like the
grandest of the saints, Makhdu4m ‘Alı,3 being buried first in the city was
certainly a cultic advantage; but in a competitive marketplace in which
many religious entrepreneurs were active, such temporal precedence was
only one factor in a saint’s posthumous success.
As their biographies maintained, many of Bombay’s local saints were
in fact foreign bodies, the enchanted remains of men born in distant parts
of the city’s oceanic and continental hinterlands.26 The stories of sea journeys in previous centuries that were related for each of Bombay’s saints
help explain their appeal in forming aetiological myths that provided the
comfort of vicarious roots and past parallels for the Muslim migrants
who listened to them in latter-day Bombay. In the north-east of Bombay
Island was the shrine of Shaykh Misrı,3 who, as his name suggested, was
believed to have come to Bombay from Egypt around the fifteenth century, though as with many of the city’s other shrines, by the nineteenth
century that of Shaykh Misrı 3 was maintained by a more local Konkani
family firm. Other shrines grew from the old graves of the city’s cemeteries, such as the three neighbouring shrines of Sayyid Qa4dir Sha4h, Sharaf
al-dın
3 Sha4h and Baha4’ al-dın
3 Isfa4ha4nı3 (d. 1134/1722) in the Dobhi Talay
quarter. Rumour held them to have been itinerant soldiers from Arabia
and Iran – a cross-pollination, then, between the economy of soldiering
that brought Arab soldiers through Bombay into Hyderabad well into the
twentieth century and the posthumous economy of pilgrimage.27 Since
neither of these holy soldiers was mentioned among the list of pilgrimage
sites in Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı ,3 it appears that their shrine firms only developed
in the period after its composition. From pious soldiers (as rumour had
it) buried beside many others in the large cemetery around them, their
graves were transformed by some unknown entrepreneurs into fonts of
benediction and, as sufficient capital was gathered, the two graves were
surrounded by walls, topped with domes and softened with silks. As a
muna4qib praise-poem on the wall of Baha4’ al-dın’s
3 shrine described it:
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Muqaddas a4sta4n ba4ba4 ka4 ba4b-e fath wa nusrat hai
Woh jin ka4 rawza4 pur-nu4r ahl-e dil kı3 jinnat hai
§
Baba’s holy threshold is the gate to triumph and victory;
An illuminated garden that is the paradise of the heart-followers.

If this was a shrine built to pious soldierly migrants from the Middle East,
shrines were also established for migrants from other regions of Bombay’s
oceanic hinterlands. Several shrines emerged in Bombay dedicated to
Afro-Indian ‘Sıdı
3 s’
3 (from sayyidı,3 ‘my lord’). Dedicated to holy men from
Africa, these shrines embodied in concrete form two levels of migration.
At one level Bombay’s Sıdı
3 3 shrines drew on an older era of African slave
migration into Gujarat that saw the establishment of saint cults fusing
African possession rituals with Muslim shrine traditions and the respectable idioms of the Sufis.28 At another level they drew on the more recent
nineteenth-century migration of Gujarati Muslims into Bombay itself,
which, as seen with regard to the Bohra migrants in Chapter 5, led to
the recreation of Gujarati forms of Customary Islam in a new urban setting. It is notable that none of these Sıdı
3 3 shrines were mentioned in Ja4n-e
Bomba’ı4 .3 This fact could point to either their being ignored through their
low-status association with black Muslims of African origin rather than
the Arab origins that had greater prestige or to their establishment after
the composition of Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 3 through the immigration of clients
by way of the African Muslims who worked the engine rooms and coal
barges of Bombay’s steamships and of the Gujarati Muslims to whom
saintly Africans were already familiar. Further evidence seems to point
to the latter option, with migration from both Africa and Gujarat having
fed demand for shrines to saintly patrons already familiar to Muslims
from those regions. For Bombay’s Afro-Indian Sıdı
3 3 shrines were not the
burial places of the saints as such, but satellite or ‘franchise’ shrines of
the mausolea proper in Gujarat which were established in Bombay by
migrant impresarios of these more distant shrine firms. In this way there
developed in Bombay the shrine of Sıdı
3 3 Ba4wa4 Go4r in a gully in the heart of
the Dongri quarter as a local franchise of the famous shrine of the AfroIndian saint of the same name at Ratanpur in Gujarat. Like the other
saints described above, Ba4wa4 Go4r in some legends was also held to have
been an itinerant soldier from East Africa.29 During the nineteenth century the Dongri quarter in which his satellite shrine developed was chiefly
settled by Gujarati Muslims and Iranians, and takes its name from the
Gujarati term for the hillock on which the settlement developed. While it
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figure 5. African magic in the market: Franchise shrine of Ba4wa4 Go4r of Ratanpur,
Bhindi Bazaar, Bombay

is unclear precisely when Bombay’s Sıdı
3 3 Ba4wa4 shrine emerged, its current
custodians date it as late as the 1880s.30 Due to the fact that it developed
in a corner plot of the Kho4ja cemetery that emerged with the movement
of Gujarati Kho4jas to the city from the 1830s, it was presumably coterminous with the Gujarati Muslim influx to the city after this time.31
As in the case of the Afro-Indian Sıdı
3 3 shrine of Pır3 Baba
4 4 Habashı3 discussed below, it seems likely that the Sıdı
3 3 Bawa
4 4 shrine in Dongri was
established by a religious entrepreneur who originated in Gujarat, perhaps near to the original shrine at Ratanpur itself. Since the shrine firm is
run by a Sıdı
3 3 family to this day, this entrepreneur was presumably one of
the low status Afro-Indian Sıdı
3 s3 themselves, who in the corner of a graveyard would have required minimal initial capital to set up his franchise
operation before donations and fees for the saint’s intercession eventually
funded the construction of the small domed building. Judging by period
descriptions, it appears that the shrine and its rituals appealed to a specific
section of the market, namely the East Africans and Afro-Indians who
as coalers and boiler-room assistants played a central part in Bombay’s
steamship industry, so pointing to African no less than Gujarati migration
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as a factor in the establishment of the city’s Sıdı
3 3 shrine firms. Writing in
the early 1900s, the Indian Police officer S. M. Edwardes described the
dancing ceremonies that typified the gatherings at Sıdı
3 3 shrines in Bombay
‘in which both sexes participate and, which commencing about 10–30
p.m., usually last until 3 or 4 o’clock the following morning’.32 Edwardes’s
account carries echoes of the ratıb
3 performances associated with black
‘Zanzibari’ Muslims throughout the west Indian Ocean, not least through
the element of showmanship and paid performance he described. At the
same time, it points to the economy of oceanic commerce that carried the
shrines’ African participants, and their rituals, in and out of Bombay:
One of them, as he passes, shouts out that he sails by the P. and O.
Dindigul the next day and intends to make a night of it; another is wearing the South African medal and says he earned it as fireman-serang
on a troopship from these shores; while a third, in deference to the
English guest, gives vent at intervals to a resonant ‘Hip, hip, Hurrah,’
which almost drowns the unmelodious efforts of the ‘maestro’ with the
kerosine-tin.33

The services of Bombay’s Sıdı
3 3 shrines were not solely confined to the
provision of music as entertainment. At the practical level, with which
the economy of enchantment so frequently concerned its transactions,
certain musical performances at the Sıdı
3 3 shrines were famous for their
ability to cure black magic and possession, while ‘the “Damali” and
“Chinughi” [dances] are said when properly performed to give men the
power of divination’.34 In this, the specialist rituals of the Ba4wa4 Go4r franchise entered an important corner of the religious marketplace, particularly that occupied by the lowest class of workers and women.35 Unable
to take part in many of the male-dominated gatherings organized by
living shaykhs, and unaffected by the women’s education organizations
of modernizing Reformists which affected mainly the Muslim bourgeoisie, the women of market districts such as Dongri bought into the small
and economically marginal firms that developed around saints who specialized in possession, trance and music, their Thursday night gatherings becoming important spaces for the public gathering of lower-class
Muslim women. The same pattern is seen again below in such dockyard
districts as Mazagaon.
Showing how entrepreneurship and effective spatial positioning was at
least as important as a saint’s pre-colonial temporal origins, the somewhat
later shrine of Baba
4 4 ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 (d. 1336/1918) developed a short
distance away in one of the main streets of the Dongri bazaar. This too
had a predominantly lower-class clientele. ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 was a Tamil
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Muslim from the town of Salem in north-central Tamil Nadu who came
to Bombay to serve as the imam
4 of the mosque on Bapu Khodi Street.
Reflecting the stories of many other ‘holy fools’ (majzub
4 s), one day ‘Abd
al-Rahman
4 suddenly tore off his clothes outside the mosque and turned
to living rough in the streets.36 Thereafter he became a regular sight, collecting scraps of food from the vegetable market in Dongri. One day he
picked up the stinking corpse of a dead rat and began to hug it like a baby
in front of the appalled crowds of shoppers, before putting it into his basket and taking it home with him. By morning the dead rat had turned into
gold, allowing him to break off limbs to give to the poor.37 The local poor
and sick crop up frequently in the rumours of ‘Abd al-Rahman’s
4 miracles
that still circulate through Dongri bazaar. One example concerns the case
of a female devotee who regularly gave ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 tea until one day
he left four pieces of charcoal in the cup, which on his departure turned
into gold. Another example concerns a man who suffered repeatedly from
fainting fits, and asked the holy fool for help; when the man fell down one
day, the deranged ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 poured acid into his mouth and effected
an unexpected cure. In stories such as these we get a sense of the figures
referred to in the Persian memoirs of the Iranian traveller Safı 3 ‘Alı3 Shah,
4
who wrote of meeting miracle-working beggars in the streets of Bombay
in the 1860s.38 When ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 died, the spot on which he used to
sit in the market was purchased by local shopkeepers and a dome was
raised above it. A location for the provision of ‘Abd al-Rahman’s
4 services
was formalized by way of a shrine with its own front men that was set up
between two shops in the Dongri bazaar. Like the proverbial corner shop
it resembled, the shrine was open all hours. Through rendering permanent and round-the-clock access to ‘Abd al-Rahman’s
4 charisma, the shrine
ensured that his miraculous cures were now guaranteed to continue after
his death. The key to the saint’s assistance was the sprinkling of inexpensive
flowers bought from the shrine’s shop and the uttering of the simple graveside cry: ya4 Dada
4 4 Rahman,
4 sab mushkil asa
4 n!
4 (O grandpa Rahman, all my
problems gone!). At the same time that Bombay’s Christian missionaries
and Muslim Reformists were busy decrying such ‘superstitions’, the shopkeepers and poorer residents of Dongri were investing in a shrine around
the remains of a mad street-dweller.

Migration Memorialized
As with the graves of the Sıdı
3 s3 and Arabian soldiers, many of Bombay’s
shrine firms promoted stories of migration woven into their clients’
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historical memory – and in some cases into their material fabric. The most
vivid example was the shrine of Sayyid Bismilla4h Sha4h Ba4ba4, which was
built into the very structure of the great Victoria Terminus train station
and which we have seen as the destination of the possessed Muharram
‘bridegroom’ in the procession described earlier. Designed by the government architect Frederick William Stevens (1847–1900) and completed
in 1887, ‘VT’ was built in a monumental gothic style that befitted the
Victorian headquarters of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway. As one
architectural historian has described it, the station is ‘a riot of polychromatic stone, decorative ironwork, marble and tile’.39 Since the pilgrimage
site was mentioned in the Persian Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 3 in around 1820, it clearly
pre-dated the construction of the Victoria Terminus, though in the text it
was merely mentioned as a small ‘footprint site’ (qadam-zad) rather than
a proper burial site or mausoleum.40 Not only did this minor pilgrimage
site to a spot where a saint had supposedly walked survive when the railway station was built, it also managed to acquire a fine stone mausoleum
which was architecturally contiguous with the Victoria Terminus, so
embedding itself into the grandest of all Bombay’s celebrations of steam
power. Like several other shrines established in Bombay through Gujarati
migration to the city that are discussed below, that of Bismilla4h Sha4h was
also a satellite franchise cult related to an older shrine, that of Sayyid
Kama4l Sha4h (d. 1146/1734) at Baroda in Gujarat. It is little coincidence
that Baroda was one of the first cities that Bombay was connected to by
rail as part of the Baroda and Central India Railway founded in 1856;
and as the trains brought the migrants, the migrants brought their customary cults. As with many other migrant shrines, the unknown grave
of Bismilla4h Sha4h was ‘rediscovered’ in miraculous circumstances. Oral
tradition describes how during the years in which Victoria Terminus was
being constructed, whenever rail tracks were laid in this particular corner
of station property they mysteriously disappeared – or else were snapped
in half overnight. Only after many inquiries did the British surveyors and
their local workmen learn that a Musilm holy man lay buried there, and
in recompense the rail company funded the construction of the small
domed mausoleum that covers Bismilla4h Sha4h’s grave.41 Drawing on the
global commodities of the nearby markets, no fewer than fourteen hanging lamps were purchased to illuminate the tomb chamber, all of them
manufactured in the Val Saint Lambert Cristalleries, founded in 1825 in
distant industrializing Belgium. Whatever the factual circumstances of
its construction, judging by its position and construction material the
shrine was clearly coeval with the VT railway station itself. And once
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figure 6. The saints at sea: Shrine of Ha4jjı3 ‘Alı,3 located off the coast at Worli,
Bombay

established it was resorted to by travellers who wished to assure themselves of a safe journey, and the donations of its regular throng of visitors
assured the shrine’s managers of a steady income.
Other shrines bore such connections with movement and migration
through their locations on the shoreside. An example is the most famous
of all of Bombay’s Muslim shrines, that of Ha4jjı3 ‘Alı,3 whose connection
to oceanic travel was made manifest by its liminal position between land
and sea. Perched on a rocky outcrop at the end of a rough and low causeway reaching far into the ocean from the esplanade at Worli, the shrine
rose out of the waves to face some of the wealthiest merchant residences
in Bombay. Ha4jjı3 ‘Alı3 himself was rumoured to have been a wealthy local
merchant who after setting sail for Mecca centuries ago was drowned at
sea, only for his body to be washed back to shore in Bombay, directed
home by the power of his piety. As a result, the shrine that grew around
his eventual place of half-at-sea burial became associated with the protection of travellers, who would come to his shrine before boarding ship.
Since Ha4jjı3 ‘Alı’s
3 shrine is not mentioned in the list of saintly shrines in
the Persian account of the city, Ja4n-e Bomba’ı
4 ,3 written in 1231/1816, it
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seems probable that it developed no earlier than the mid-nineteenth century, the age of the great expansion of maritime travel that came with the
steamship.42 In this way, the development of a shrine for a supposedly
‘medieval’ saint probably reflects the same ‘invention’ or ‘discovery’ of
tradition that has accompanied the foundation of Muslim communities
elsewhere.43
In the case of the city’s other main maritime protector, we have evidence that the shrine was much older than the nineteenth century, in
turn suggesting that in some cases Bombay’s saintly shrines did reflect
the earlier trans-oceanic migrations that so long characterized the human
geography of holy sites along India’s western littoral.44 The shrine in
question was that of the Arab scholarly migrant Shaykh Makhdu4m ‘Alı3
Paro4 (d. 835/1432), which dated originally from the period of the sultans
of Gujarat but grew in importance as Bombay expanded towards its location at Mahim in the northern suburbs of Bombay. In developing ties to
the shrines of their own community saints that did not disappear as the
modern age dawned, the Muslim maritime communities of western India
reflected these wider patterns. A sense of the importance of the coastal
shrines of western India on the cusp of the colonial era may be gained
from the Qissa-ye ghamgın
3 of Munshı3 ‘Abba4s ‘Alı,3 completed in 1779.
Written in the form of an Urdu masnawı3 poem, this ‘doleful tale’ (qissa-e
ghamgın
3 ) recounted the history of the last nawwa4b of Broach and his
personal and political travails as British power crept along the coast of
Gujarat to absorb Broach into the Bombay Presidency in 1803. From
Parsi traders to Afghan soldiers and Hadrami sayyids, the personalities
who appear in the text echo the cosmopolitan society of the region’s ports,
though the text is of especial interest for its description of the nawwa4b’s
pilgrimages to the shrines of the many Muslim saints of Broach, holy men
whose ancestral names reflected the ethnic diversity of the port.45 The
nawwa4b’s pilgrimage to the shrine of Shaykh Makhdu4m ‘Alı3 at Mahim
on the edge of Bombay is also described in the Qissah-ye ghamgın
3 , presenting him as reciting the opening verse of the Quran before Shaykh
Makhdu4m’s tomb as he passed between his own sphere of influence in
Broach and that of the British in Bombay.46 The nawwa4b’s pilgrimage
marked a turning-point in the region’s religious economy in which, despite
the longer-term role of the merchant classes, the patronage of a princely
and aristocratic elite would be replaced by that of a cash-earning urban
proletariat. This turning-point is captured in Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı,3 in which the
shrine of Shaykh Makhdu4m was described as the only one of Bombay’s
Muslim pilgrimage sites possessing a dome (gumbad).47 The reference
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points to the pre-eminence of the shrine’s status prior to Bombay’s expansion in the decades after the text was composed around 1820. In the new
industrial cities especially, over the following half-century the patronage
of Sufi shrines by independent Muslim rulers faded with not only the rise
of British power but of new classes of indigenous patrons. In being able
to maintain their connections with both maritime merchant communities
and a new clientele of urban workers, the shrines of Bombay such as that
of Shaykh Makhdu4m were more fortunate than many similar institutions
inland. As the old ports of Gujarat fell into the shadow cast by Bombay,
the saintly tombs of the new entrepôt of Bombay grew correspondingly
in prestige and, as we see later in the chapter, the nineteenth century saw
either new or previously negligible shrines in Bombay flourishing with
the donations of the city’s growing Muslim populace.
Although Shaykh Makhdu4m lived in the medieval period, and his
shrine first developed through the patronage of a pre-colonial economy
of notables of whom the nawwa4b of Broach was one of the last, the
growth of Bombay increased the importance of his multi-member shrine
firm through its links to both the expanding Muslim travel on the Indian
Ocean and to the expanding proletarian population of the city itself, so
providing the shrine with a vastly increased clientele who were attracted
by the proven antiquity of its blessing powers. In 1875 this reinvigoration of the cult led to the writing of a new Arabic hagiography entitled
Zamır3 al-insa4n (Most scrupulous of men).48 Written in neat and elegant
naskh and completed on 17 Muharram 1292 (23 February 1875), in
a reflection of both the continued prestige of Arab bloodlines on the
Indian side of the ocean and the importance of the death anniversary to
the shrine’s annual ‘urs celebration, Zamır3 al-insa4n began by recounting
the history of Shaykh Makhdu4m’s death and family lineage, fitting him
into the Arab ancestries treasured by the Konkani Muslims who managed his shrine and made up a large part of the labour-class Muslims
of his clientele.49 In reflection of the importance of this data, the author
showed off a series of citations of living scholars and books from which
he had drawn to verify the saint’s lineage (nisba).50 The text then several narrative ‘service charters’ of Shaykh Makhdu4m’s special powers
through accounts of the seaborne rescues in which he specialized from
his shoreside shrine.51 Scrawled in Persian in the margins of the Arabic
manuscript, a subsequent reader used the customary abjad system of
numerological reckoning to calculate a verse containing the saint’s death
date: the result was jinna4t al-firdaws. The term for a ‘heavenly garden’ traditionally used as a metaphor for the shrines of the saints, the
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marginal scribble is a pointer to the city as it appeared in the imagination of its Muslims. Not a brooding seaside huddle of satanic mills, but
as in the ‘illuminated garden’ of the saintly soldiers’ shrine in the Dobhi
Talay quarter, Bombay was imagined in terms of the horticultural and
holy, as a city of the tranquil gardens of the saints.
As its fame grew, the shrine firm of Shaykh Makhdum’s
4
stake in the
miraculous economy expanded, and the reach of its blessing power eventually extended to services on land as well as at sea. In the Bombay-printed
Urdu hagiographical compendium Awliya4 Allah
4 ke 4 zinda karishmat4
(Living miracles of God’s friends) the public were advised that Shaykh
Makhdum’s
4
powers reached through gullys no less than waves to all of
the city’s residents.52 If anyone were sick at home, the cheap print pamphlet advised, a relative should immediately rush to Shaykh Makhdum’s
4
shrine, repeat a prescribed formula (‘O Shaykh Makhdum,
4 I sit here in
your court, and pledge to feed so-and-so many people if you will pray for
the illness of such-and-such to leave and for them to recover at once.’).53
Advertised and distributed by means of cheap vernacular printing, the
procedure for this curing service depended on an economic transaction
in which the saint’s intercession came through the promise to feed (as
the text then recommended) either ten, twenty, forty or a hundred poor
people, a pledge whose financial arrangement would be managed by the
shrine custodians. These cures were also often made by living holy men
who served as custodians or worked as healers in the courtyards of these
shrines, with a description from 1912 detailing the ritual of curing a sick
child of evil through a technique of ‘pass[ing] the end of a twisted handkerchief seven times over the sick child’s body, murmuring at the same
time certain mystic formulae which he, as it were, blows over the child
from head to foot’.54 The price for this expelling of the evil eye (nazar)
was set at ‘eight annas to a rupee’.55 This model of transaction between
pilgrim and saint, pleader and intercessor, was an essential element of the
economy of enchantment, and drew on an older customary logic of reciprocal exchange that was expanded by means of printed advertisement to
a larger urban marketplace.56 One colonial British resident of Bombay
explained the logic of such transaction in relation to the lack of appeal of
the Protestant Christian emphasis on faith alone: ‘A shrewd native cannot understand a man’s having belief and yet making no visible sacrifice
for it. Chintamon, who willingly expends two-thirds of all he possesses
on his father’s funeral obsequies; Badrudin, who sacrifices two years of
his life for a journey to Mecca; or Nouroji, who says twenty prayers and
makes one hundred genuflexions each day, cannot understand [the logic
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of sola fide].’57 The economy of enchantment thus relied on a system of
both symbolic and material transactions in which pilgrims offered prayers,
penances and cash in exchange for the intercession of the holy dead, whose
living stakeholders in turn offered a more or less specialized range of services, in the case of Shaykh Makhdum
4 ranging as widely as the cure of
sick bodies to the rescue of whole ships (and their cargoes) at sea.
As Bombay expanded, the shrine of the Arab migrant Shaykh
Makhdu4m became chiefly associated with Bombay’s Konkani Muslims,
who ascribed their own origins to similarly venerable Arab migrants.58
This development is suggestive of the shrine firms’ role in supporting
the fragile identities of the city’s migrant workforce, among whom the
Konkani Muslims loomed so large. Faced with a pluralistic and competitive new environment, the shrine firms offered such small-town labour
migrants a historical tradition that was near at hand and accessible by the
uncomplicated act of pilgrimage and petty donation that required minimal commitments of workers’ limited time and resources. Hardwired
into the social no less than topographic fabric of the city, shrines became
proof of the longevity of certain communities’ residence on Bombay’s
soil: they were concrete testament for contested claims to being Bombay’s
first settlers. Amplified in the nineteenth century through new hagiographies such as Zamır3 al-insa4n, the shrine of Makhdu4m ‘Alı3 served as a concrete historical statement that Bombay was irrevocably Muslim territory
that no degree of colonial government or Parsi wealth could alter. To borrow a phrase from Egypt, the powers of the saints were those of a ‘hidden
government’ which worked more efficiently than that of the city’s more
visible British rulers.59 In such ways, the shrines served as safe-houses and
indeed, through pilgrimage and printing, as reproduction centres of custom and historical identity in a way that the smaller social reach of the
Reformists’ Anglo-Mohammedan schools could not match.
All of Bombay’s Muslim shrines hosted annual celebrations for the
‘urs, which comprised the ‘wedding’ or death anniversary of the saint
buried there. These celebrations were typically accompanied by fairgrounds and markets, as well as the kinds of religious ritual that later
chapters describe such individual promoters of Customary Islam as the
migrant Hyderabadi shaykh Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h producing. As in the case
of the Muharram carnival, the saintly festivals were similarly contested
events which different Muslim religious firms sought to control, not least
because of their popularity with the city’s working class. By 1909 the
Bombay Gazetteer listed ten such festivals that were large enough to
be worthy of official notice.60 Most of the shrines to which they were
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linked dated from the first half of the nineteenth century, and of these
that of Makhdu4m ‘Alı3 hosted the largest and most popular ‘urs festival. As a counter to the European-style bars and music halls that were
attracting a growing Indian clientele in a city typified by increasing levels
of consumption, the shrines of the Muslim saints offered a more licit and
self-consciously indigenous form of entertainment.61 Compared to other
forms of producing pleasure, the ‘urs festivals offered both the familiarity and respectability of custom; and this in turn assured them large
audiences. This is not to say that the shrine festivals were static and oldfashioned events; on the contrary, the emotional safety net of custom
offered their organizers a free range for entrepreneurial flair in the provision of half-penny amusements for the labourers’ customary holidays.
The ‘urs tapped into the same demand for entertainment that funded the
expansion of music halls in Bombay and, in the years after 1915, cinemas
as well. In their common forms of love-song (ghazals) and parades of
dancers there lay an important link between the economy of music production in the shrines and the subsequent film studios of Bombay, both
of which directed themselves to the period’s new audiences of mass urban
consumers. At Bombay’s saintly ‘weddings’ the visitor would encounter
‘stalls and booths of every description’, kite-flyers and minstrels, ‘merry
go rounds and pleasure boats’: these were the Indian sisters of the fairground attractions of industrial working-class Britain.62 The attraction
of entertainments that people of all religious backgrounds could enjoy
underlay the festivals’ popular appeal to Hindus no less than Muslims.
Even as the saint was seen to truly belong to the Konkani Muslims, for
the flourishing of the shrine there was an economic logic in allowing
Hindu as well as Muslim participants. For in a city in which Hindus outnumbered Muslim by roughly five to one, such festive inclusiveness maximized the pilgrim traffic and its revenues to the shrine firm. The same
could be said of the many Muslim shrines in the small towns and countryside in Bombay’s continental hinterland where religious inclusiveness
held similar incentives. If in its mixing of many peoples this was a kind of
cosmopolitanism, then it was one built at least in part on the broad market appeal of entertainment and the basic business demands of any shrine
for revenues to support its buildings, workers and services.

Pilgrimage in a Cosmopolitan Religious Economy
What can be observed at such shrine festivals was therefore the religious
expression of new patterns of consumption created by the availability
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of a vastly expanding urban labour force with a small surplus of cash.
Popular with both Muslims and non-Muslims through the appeal of
its entertainment forms, the great ‘urs (‘wedding’ festival) at the shrine
of Shaykh Makhdu4m attracted thousands of pilgrims each year. By the
end of the nineteenth century, on an average year between 70,000 and
200,000 visitors attended Shaykh Makhdu4m’s week-long ‘wedding’ festival, enjoying not only the stalls and the mechanical fairground but also
the musical concerts which for many pilgrims formed the highlight of its
attractions. While most visitors came from the city itself, smaller numbers
of pilgrims travelled from outside Bombay, including from Hyderabad
and the Konkan coastline.63 Yet these were not only places of pleasure
but of moral competition as well, for Shaykh Makhdu4m’s wedding festival also acted as a magnet for both Christian and Muslim critics of the
easy appeal of Customary Islam. Among the Christian contingent was the
CMS missionary Henry Smith, whose mission to the city’s Muslims was
discussed in Chapter 1. Smith left the following description of his proselytizing visit of 1902, which gives a good sense of the festivals’ place in
the wider industrializing economy of Bombay:
Mahim is a small fishing village to the north-west of Bombay Island.
In it is situated the tomb of a Muslim saint, or ‘pir’, called ‘Makhdum
Sha4h’ in whose honour a fair is held annually. On such an occasion a
very gay sight is witnessed. Booths are erected on either side of the long
village street, where the vendors of every imaginable species of ware ply
a busy trade, and the proprietors of various ‘shows’ and the promoters
of the worship of many Hindu gods, with the help of stentorian lungs
and deafening ‘music’ do their best to attract visitors. Here you may see
articles of native make, by the side of Sheffield knives, Wolverhampton
locks, and Birmingham toys and brassware as well as German goods.
The clothing of everybody is of the brightest possible hue, and the combinations of colour and material would surely baffle the skill of the
cleverest plate artist.64

In such ways, the economy of enchantment in which the shrines and their
miracle stories played so great a role was encouraged by the incorporation
of the city’s shrine festivals into Bombay’s larger commercial economy
by serving as marts for all manner of petty consumer goods. Alongside
the manufactures of the English Midlands which the former Birmingham
schoolboy Henry Smith was proud to point out, his visit to Shaykh
Makhdu4m’s ‘urs shows how the shrines were forced to openly compete in
the religious marketplace we have seen emerging in Bombay: even on his
own ‘wedding day’ Shaykh Makhdu4m was challenged by his Christian
rivals for the affiliation of his urban clientele. Smith had arrived at the
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fair with six other missionaries, and together they spent the three days
of the festival preaching and selling cheap-print copies of the Gospel in
Gujarati. In Bombay’s competitive religious economy, the missionaries’
presence at the festival was regarded with suspicion, particularly since
one of the preachers was himself a Muslim convert. After being jibed as a
disgrace to his community and having his beard roughly tugged in shame,
the native preacher was chased away, along with Smith’s other companions, under a shower of stones, leaving several of the party with bruises
as they escaped to the safety of one of the train carriages that ferried
pilgrims to the festival. It was not only Christian missionaries who saw
the saintly festivals as an opportunity to capture the religious loyalties
of the workers and, as we will see in Chapter 6, Muslim preachers also
gave their attention to the ‘urs festivals. As centres of community identification, miraculous services and popular festive consumption, the city’s
shrines served not only to channel the saved energy of the saints into the
new urban environment, but also as key locations for the competition for
a stake in the market of Bombay Islam.
Other festivals, such as that at the originally eighteenth-century shrine
of Dıwa
3 4n Sha4h (d. 1076/1665) at Bhiwandi, lay outside the city. Linked
by rail, they served as semi-rural retreats for Bombay’s labour force that
were easily accessible on single-day holidays, so placing such shrines into
a close relationship with the city’s religious economy. Situated to the north
of Bombay beside the early Bombay–Thane rail line, Bhiwandi itself was
populated by Konkani Muslims and Hindu Marathas. Its commercial no
less than religious economy was transformed by its position in Bombay’s
hinterland, and industrialization began there in the early twentieth century
when the North Indian Muslim migrant Ha4jjı3 ‘Abd al-Samad signalled
a change in its economy with his slogan so4na4 be4cho4 aur lo4ha kharıdo
3 4
(‘sell gold and buy iron’). Within a few years of such investments, in a
transfer from Bombay, electric-powered textile mills were being founded
in Bhiwandi.65 Other hinterland shrine towns were similarly drawn into
Bombay’s orbit. Directly inland to the east of Bombay was the shrine
of Ha4jj Malang Sha4h Ba4ba4 at Kalyan. Like Bhiwandi, for much of the
nineteenth century Kalyan was a supplier of migrant Konkani labour to
Bombay, and we will encounter the town again in Chapter 7 as the home
of the Customary Islamic ‘exporter’ to Natal, Ghula4m Muhammad, who,
on leaving Kalyan in 1892 to travel to Bombay in order to make the
hajj, came into contact with the Bombay shaykh who would send him
to South Africa. For other migrants from Kalyan to Bombay, the fortyodd mile journey back to Kalyan was short enough for many of them to
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travel back annually for the ‘urs festival of Ha4jj Malang Sha4h Ba4ba4. As
an important early railway junction for the mainland routes branching
in and out of Bombay, Kalyan made for a particularly easy pilgrimage
from the city. As the hagiographical Awliya4 Alla4h ke4 zinda karishma4t
practically spelt out the matter, ‘the town is only an hour by train from
Bombay’.66 Located on top of an attractive hill and surrounded by ruins
of a possibly Mauryan-era fort, the shrine’s attraction as a workers’ daytrip from the confines of the chawls and factories of their everyday existence can easily be imagined. Despite its many attractions, the shrine of
Ha4jj Malang illustrates the pressures that were put to bear on Bombay’s
pluralistic cosmopolitanism, pressures which though multiplied by the
intense competition of life in the capitalist metropolis drew at least in
part on pre-industrial fractures between the region’s different communities. Like that of Shaykh Makhdu4m, the shrine of Ha4jj Malang attracted
a broad clientele of followers. In the words of one cheap-print text, people came there ‘without regard to religion and caste (mazhab aur millat)’
such that the saint’s followers include ‘Hindus, Muslims, Parsis and others’; all the peoples, then, feeding Bombay’s religious economy on which
the shrine drew as the wealth of the city and its relations with Kalyan
expanded.67 There is reason to question whether the social differences
between these pilgrims did ever melt away in a Turnerian experience of
‘communitas’. To begin with, the shrine’s cultic identity was read in different ways: for Muslims it was the grave of Ha4jj Malang Sha4h Ba4ba4,
for Hindus the samadhi of the Nath Yogi Machindrana4th.68 Served by
their respective community specialists, who were employed at the site and
were paid to perform rituals and prayers on their behalf, the different pilgrims bought into the miraculous economy of the shrine firm in different
ways. While there was conceivably a certain camaraderie generated by
the shared train journey and lengthy climb up the hill, in a period before
the bonding ideology of nationalism there are reasons to doubt whether
the pilgrims returned to Bombay filled even briefly with Turner’s spirit of
brotherly love.
The fractures in the cosmopolitan potential of the shrine’s broad market appeal are most clearly seen in the aetiological legends that surrounded
Ha4jj Malang, legends that reflect those of many other saints in the regions
from which Bombay’s Muslim labour groups migrated. In the most
famous of these narratives it was said that before Ha4jj Malang arrived
in Kalyan and brought the light of Islam there, the town was draped in
the darkness of ‘infidelity and oppression’ (kufr wa zulmat).69 For before
his arrival, Kalyan was prey to a de4vı3 (goddess) whose ja4du4 (magic) was
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so powerful that a light poured from her head that was visible for miles
around.70 Along with her many offspring, the goddess oppressed all the
people of the area like the infamous pharaoh, and compelled everyone to
worship her. Then along came Ha4jj Malang, with his two Muslim companions. Approaching the hill where the goddess had her fort, the saintly
migrants were greeted with a hail of rocks. Confronting the goddess with
their spiritual power (ru4ha4nı3 ta4qat), Ha4jj Malang and his companions
engaged in nothing less than a ‘war’ (jang) in which the two Muslim
companions died as shahıd
3 s (martyrs). Seeing the death of his friends,
Ha4jj Malang began to chant the Great Name of Allah (‘ism-e a‘zam) and,
on this, the goddess and her followers were all finally turned to stone.
By way of proof, the author of the Urdu pamphlet, ‘Abd al-Majıd
3 Qa4zı,3
assured his readers that pilgrims can still visit the ruins of the goddess’s
castle and see there the stone forms of her petrified offspring.
In a competitive pilgrim economy, aetiological legend could also be
turned to the advertising of tourist attractions, pointing to the way in
which cheap-print hagiographies served as an indigenous form of vernacular tourist guides for brief proletarian excursions. But in such stories as
this, the most famous legend associated with the shrine of Ha4jj Malang,
we also see a kind of narrative anti-cosmopolitanism that was one outcome of the comparative possibilities of a pluralistic religious marketplace. There was nothing here of the attempts seen in Chapter 4 by the
likes of the Iranian traveller Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da to place Hindu goddess worship
on some kind of equal comparative footing with Islam. Instead, the story
of the defeated de4vı3 offered only a caricatured version of Hindu practices
in the form of ‘infidelity and oppression’ (kufr wa zulmat). Of course,
there is also an important sense in which the story was not about Hindu
practices, but was a symbolic charter of the saint’s power to destroy any
source of oppression in his followers’ lives. As such, the de4vı3 symbolized
the oppressors of the shrine’s Hindu no less than Muslim clients. But
the disturbing elements in the story cannot be explained so easily, for
they formed part of a wider repertoire of saintly narratives which centred on feats of competition between Hindu and Muslim holy men and
the latter’s sites of triumphant pilgrimage.71 In the narrative charter, Ha4jj
Malang’s ‘war’ was such market competition writ large.
Another example of such competition through stories relates to the
shrine of Shams al-dın
3 Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n at Miraj, another railway junction
and pilgrimage town connected to the Bombay economy. As with many
of Bombay’s other saints, Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n was said to have been born
outside India, and was associated with stories of a long sea journey made
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with the aim of spreading Islam. In his case too, we hear how before his
arrival the town of Miraj was draped in ignorance and darkness.72 As
with Ha4jj Malang’s war with the goddess, pilgrims to Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n’s
shrine heard how before the saint reached Miraj, the town was in the
thrall of a magician from Bengal called Gangana4 Dho4bı.3 Along with his
magician wife (ja4du4garnı),
3 Dho4bı3 was forcing the townspeople to worship a mu4rtı3 (statue) that demanded sacrifices of human blood.73 On hearing this, Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n summoned the soldiers of his ‘army’ (fawj) and
invaded the town, putting an end to its oppression and freeing Dho4bı’s
3
wife from the bhu4t demon with which she was possessed by forcing it to
enter a bottle. Like others among the Deccan’s many medieval warrior
saints, Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n was said to have been eventually killed in battle, in
896/1491.74 As in the case of Ha4jj Malang, there are two levels at which
the story operated in the context of the marketplace and its rivalries. At
one level it offered a narrative advertisement of the shrine’s speciality service by way of the curing of possessed women, a service offered by many
of the region’s Muslim shrines with lower-class clienteles. On another
level the legend made the association between wickedness and the worship of statues, using mu4rtı,3 the correct Hindu term for a statue rather
than the generic Islamic term butt (idol). Here it was not only pointing to
the fractured pluralism of the religious economy but positioning the statue-free shrine as superior to neighbouring Hindu temples with which it
competed for a broad-based clientele, particularly of lower-class women
with psychological problems conceptualized as demonic possession.
Similar stories of competition surrounded the shrine of Pır3 Changı3
Ba4ba4 at Porbandar in Gujarat, from where many families migrated to
both Bombay and Durban. Here the saint was connected to an aetiological myth of Porbandar’s very foundation when the raja of a nearby town
wished to build a port on the coast and, constantly failing, enlisted a
powerful yogi to help him.75 A master of astrology and a rider of tigers,
the yogi was given many cash grants (in‘a4m) by the raja in request for his
help, but none was forthcoming. Pitying the raja, Pır3 Changı3 then challenged the yogi to a competition in which he froze the yogi’s tiger and then
banished them both from the kingdom, which then was able to flourish
anew. In another legend, Pır3 Changı3 challenged a yogi to make a group of
palm trees walk, and once again won the wager.76 As with the legends of
Shamna4 Mıra
3 4n, the stories are on one level cultic advertisements for the
shrine firm’s provision of a superior miraculous service: Pır3 Changı3 was
able to offer his royal client stronger supernatural resources than the yogi.
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But at the same time, they were also narratives of competition rather than
coexistence. In the context of the newly competitive marketplace that
emerged in nineteenth-century Bombay, such legends can therefore also
be set against the attempts from the 1890s by the Bombay-founded A"rya4
Sama4j to ‘revert’ the Muslims associated with such shrines in Gujarat
‘back’ to their ancestral Hinduism.77 The older legends of Customary
Islam thus took on new urgency in a more competitive era.
Associated with the shrines to which many of Bombay’s Muslims were
connected by either birthplace or pilgrimage, such legends were part
of the cultural knowledge and social attitudes that migrants carried to
the city in their quest for work. As such, these legends of increasingly
competitive enchanted interactions made up part of the raw material of
Bombay Islam. In some cases, labour migration patterns reconstructed
these older cults as part of the built environment of the industrializing
city. An example is seen in the cult of the Gujarati warrior saint Sayyid
Mıra
3 4n ‘Alı3 Da4ta4r (d. 898/1492). The original shrine in the town of Unava
was a popular pilgrimage centre in central Gujarat, from where we have
already seen Bombay drawing many of its migrant workers. In the early
years of the twentieth century, the shrine’s Bombay franchise was opened
by a migrant Muslim sayyid from the Gujarati port of Cambay, to the
south of Unava.78 Although not the saint’s burial place, the Bombay
shrine was constructed as a complete replica mausoleum, in the centre
of which stood a cenotaph for the dead saint as the ritual focus of the
pilgrims’ dedications. Located around thirty metres from the sea, Mıra
3 4n
‘Alı3 Da4ta4r’s Bombay outpost stood in Goghari Street, surrounded by the
dockyards and warehouses of the Mazagaon quarter and the squalid
houses of the dockyard workers. It was a mere short walk away from
the house in Dockyard Road where the Hyderabadi holy man Habıb
3
‘Alı3 Sha4h is seen in Chapter 6 preaching in the late 1800s. While operating close to the house of this living holy man, the entrepreneur from
Cambay who established the Mıra
3 4n ‘Alı3 Da4ta4r franchise was offering a
very different religious product from that of his Hyderabadi rival, and
one of which the latter would certainly have disapproved. For both the
Unava shrine and its branch in Bombay were effectively purveyors of
female possession. Although theoretically specializing in the exorcism of
possession by spirits and the removal of the spells of black magic, the services that the cult provided required repeated visits, ritual performances
and the offering of cash or purchased animal sacrifices that fed into this
specialist niche of the shrine economy. The Indian police official S. M.
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Edwardes described how the shrine firm’s founder provided the painful
course of one such cure in the early 1900s, which involved a possessed
local Muslim woman called Afıza:
3
The Syed [from Cambay] came into the house and gave Afiza a potion
composed of incense-ashes and water from the Miran [Da4ta4r] shrine.
But the evil spirit was terribly violent; and it required regular treatment
of this nature for fully twenty days ere it could be dislodged. Evening
after evening Afiza was taken into the presence of [the] Syed, who summoned forth the spirit with a drink of the sacrosanct water; and at
home [her husband] Abdulla and his mother who had been supplied
with water and ashes by the Syed, were wont likewise to summon the
spirit at any hour which they felt would cause it inconvenience. Thus the
struggle between the powers of light and darkness for the soul of Afiza
continued, until at length the evil spirit deemed it wise to depart; and
on the twenty-first day, when it was racking Afiza for the last time, it
demanded as the final price of its departure the liver of a black-goat. So
Abdulla hearkened to the spirit’s will and buried the pledge of his wife’s
recovery in a new earthen pot just at the spot where the four roads meet
near his house. And Afiza was at peace.79

While offering a very different kind of Islam to that supplied by the more
decorous Hyderabadi shaykh up the road, the sayyid who brought Mıra
3 4n
‘Alı3 Da4ta4r’s cult from Gujarat clearly had a good sense for his corner
of the market. Setting up his branch of the Unava shrine in the poor
back alleys of the dockworkers’ quarter, as Edwardes noted of him, ‘the
Syed of Goghari Street has earned well-merited fame among the poorer
Musulman inhabitants of that quarter’.80 And the shrine flourished.
Within the same building as the Mıra
3 4n ‘Alı3 Da4ta4r shrine in Bombay
there also stood a separate cenotaph dedicated to another Gujarati saint,
Pır3 Ba4ba4 Habashı.3 Another franchise outpost of a main shrine, this time
located in the coastal town of Ankleshwar in Gujarat, the firm of Pır3
Ba4ba4 Habashı3 was associated with the Afro-Indian Sıdı
3 3 community
whose shrines specialized in the cure of possession through music and
who we have already seen establishing a franchise shrine in the Dongri
quarter.81 It is little surprise to find the shrine firm of Pır3 Ba4ba4 Habashı3
transferred the heart of the dockyards, for, as Edwardes observed, the
main employment of Bombay’s Sıdı
3 s3 was to ‘supply the steamship companies with stokers, firemen and engine-room assistants, and the dockyards
and workshops with fitters and mechanics’.82 The main dockyard location
for Bombay’s mobile community of African and Indo-African ship workers was certainly the logical place to establish a branch of a shrine with
which they were not only familiar but at which they were, as low-status
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black Muslims, welcome in a way they were not at many of the city’s
mosques and other religious spaces. Managed by its entrepreneurial
founder from Gujarat, the shrine of the two imported saints served as
a venue for Thursday evening performances of naqqa4ra kettle drums at
which black Muslims and lower-class women sought procedures that as
the contemporaries of Freud’s psychoanalysis it is tempting to label the
‘dancing cure’. While officially specializing in expelling malevolent spirits, in practice the firm equally provided the more plainly pleasurable services of enduring states of trance. For workers who spent much of their
time in the confined spaces of the boiler room, the drumming nights lent
them the brief freedom of ecstasy as they danced around the courtyard
with women who likewise abandoned themselves to the music with (as
the loaded vernacular expression has it) ‘open hair’.83
Such were the attractions of a firm introduced to the lower classes of
Bombay’s dock district by an entrepreneurial sayyid from Cambay; it is
not difficult to understand the shrine’s success. But as with the other saints
discussed above, the miracle stories brought to Bombay with Mıra
3 4n ‘Alı3
Da4ta4r carried similarly anti-cosmopolitan tropes. Like that of Shamna4
Mıra
3 4n, the biography of Mıra
3 4n ‘Alı3 Da4ta4r centred on legends of conquering cities to destroy cruel statues, such as the idol for which the king of
Mandu captured hundreds of prisoners to sacrifice to every day.84 Inland
from the dockyards at the shrine of Sha4h Dawla Da4ta4r (d. 1228/1813?),
in the Kho4ja graveyard in the Dongri quarter, similar stories transposed
this older narrative geography of the spread of Islam to Bombay itself.
Spreading like rumours through the alleys and tenements that surrounded
the graveyard, stories recounted how Sha4h Dawla had arrived in Bombay
from Medina at a time when Dongri was plagued with rakhsha demons
and ja4du4gar magicians.85 From his example the local people learned not
to worship these figures, and saw that Islam offered the correct path. In
some accounts Sha4h Dawla was said to have been the brother of Ha4jj
Malang of Kalyan, who we have already seen bringing the light of Islam
to one of the neighbouring towns of Bombay and turning its demons
to stone.86 What is seen in these folk histories is the way in which the
aetiological charters of the older narratives of custom were carried into
Bombay as means of locating the Muslim presence solidly into the topographic, and historical, fabric of the city. Reproduced in new urban contexts, these were old solutions to new migrations and the anxieties of
belonging that they brought with them.
Such Muslim legends were by no means the era’s unique narratives
of chauvinism: this was after all a period that saw the emergence of
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fiercely anti-Muslim attitudes among many Bombay Hindus and the fierce
bigotry of Christians. In their less appealing moments, the tales carried
into Bombay of the heroic Muslim warrior saints of Gujarat and the
Deccan echoed the rise of the warrior Sivaji as the Muslim-slaying hero of
Maratha nationalism.87 Moreover, the picture we have seen was not one in
which Muslims became unified en bloc in the face of their Hindu ‘others’,
not a simplistic binary communalism, but instead a process by which the
very fragmentation and multiplication of Islam exacerbated internal fractions among Muslims themselves. The shrine firms were producers of rival
and mutually contested Islams. Many of the shrines and cults examined
in this chapter were communitarian in nature, but their appeal remained
confined to mobile regional and linguistic communities, to Konkanis and
Gujaratis, rather than to the larger imagined communities of subsequent
religious nationalism, to Muslims as a whole.88 This perspective reflects
what has been described in Singapore in the same period, where diverse
migration patterns led to an ‘ethnicization of ritual’ among the city’s various Muslim groups, with the emergent religious geography of Singapore
replicating the splintered small-town homelands of its different Muslim
inhabitants.89

Morals, Communities and Miracles
in the Marketplace
The previous pages have shown that, like other public spaces in pluralistic settings, the shrines of Bombay’s Muslim saints could alternatively
encourage or discourage cosmopolitan sentiments. While the saintly
wedding celebrations of Makhdu4m ‛Alı 3 attracted Bombayites of all
religious backgrounds, other shrines acted as vehicles for sectarian narratives of Muslim superiority. Many of these were older stories that had
originated long before the rise of Bombay, to be later carried there as the
cultural baggage of its workforce. Yet such legends were not only the
lagging weight of tradition, but, like the vampire tales colonial Africans
attached to European doctors and firemen, were new cultural products
made intelligible by the familiar dressing of custom.90 As in the case
of the enchanted economy of book production discussed in Chapter 3,
Bombay produced no less than it consumed rumours of miracles. Not
only the stock-in-trade of shrine firms appealing to the illiterate denizens
of the dockyards, these supernatural stories also belonged to the sphere
of written and printed religious production. While the previous pages
focused on stories of the saints triumphing over pre-modern landscapes
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figure 7. The market of morals: Bhindi Bazaar, location of Sita Ram Building
(1900)

of castles and hilltops, the remainder of this chapter turns to expressions
of the saints’ power over the capitalist cityscape of Bombay itself. The
saint on whom we will focus bore the unusual name of Pe4dro4 Sha4h: we
have already heard rumours of his miracles with the collapse of Sita
Ram Building in Bhindi Bazaar in 1903. In the writings that followed the
building’s collapse, Pe4dro4 Sha4h became the focus of a moral contest pitting the social habits of English seamen against the mercantile interests
of a Hindu businessman and the partisan mores of a dead Muslim saint.
For as Bombay grew, so did the degree of moral competition between
its various inhabitants, particularly when in public their spaces began to
infringe on one another. A decade before the Sita Ram Building catastrophe, these tensions had erupted in the Hindu–Muslim riots of 1893.91
If discussion of such competition and conflict has previously been interpreted only with regard to the city’s religious processions and riots, the
enchanted topography of saintly shrines also served as centres of narrative production for rumours that vented resentments. Bombay’s shrines
were, after all, entangled in densely urban environments in which, as in
other cosmopolitan port cities of the nineteenth century, different communities struggled for control over moral no less than physical space.92
In the case of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s shrine, the atmosphere of competition was all
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the more charged through its location amid the shops and stalls at the
heart of the market quarter of Bhindi Bazaar.
Given that Pe4dro4 Sha4h (d. 1215/1799 or 1245/1829) was popularly
believed to have been a Portuguese sailor who converted to Islam, he was
an ironic choice as a defender of Muslim manners. But when a popular
saloon bar was founded in Bombay’s newly built Sita Ram Building in
1903, whatever Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s earlier credentials, he became a Muslim
saint in the right place at the right time, since his shrine was located
directly opposite the Windsor Bar in question. The curious series of events
and rumours that developed in connection with the shrine shed revealing light on the cosmopolitan pressures that were an inevitable product
of Bombay’s religious marketplace. Of particular interest is the manner
in which the collapse of the building was reported in a Muslim publication: published in 1903 under the combined English–Urdu title A Sketch
of the Life of His Holiness Saint Syed Pedro Shah, and His Miraculous
Deeds – Pedro
4 4 Sha4h Sa4hib kı3 kara4ma4t (Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s miracles), the cheapprint pamphlet is one of the most revealing documents to have survived
on Muslim life in colonial Bombay.93 With its curious blend of journalism and hagiography, of English and Urdu, in its hybrid form the Sketch
sought to widely advertize the miraculous powers of the shrine firm,
showing the way in which the use of English was by no means exclusive
to Muslim Reformists. Yet this did not prevent the Sketch’s author from
using his hybrid genre to voice distinctly anti-cosmopolitan sentiments.
While previous sections focused on cults associated with Bombay’s lower-class Muslims, the text is particularly revealing for the attitudes it displays that a middle-class Muslim held towards the different communities
living cheek-by-jowl around him in the city’s main market district.
A local Muslim bookseller called ‘Abd al-Karım
3 Munshı,3 the author
was not content to provide only an account of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s destructive
wrath. In a reflection of the use of saintly legends to create a Muslim history for Bombay seen earlier, ‘Abd al-Karım
3 also aimed to correct what
he saw as grievous errors in both popular and governmental accounts of
Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s life and so use his book to present a distinctly ‘Islamic’ history for the city at large. Bearing history on the back of hagiography, the
Sketch began with a summary of the early settlement of Bombay, focusing on the etymology of its Portuguese (Bonba’i), Muslim (Bomba’i) and
Hindu (Mumba’i) names as well as the rise of British power under the
Company and Empire. In a similarly etymological method the munshı’s
3
linguistic training turned to the service of the saint instead of empire as
the text addressed the problematic name of ‘Pe4dro4’.94 It was here that
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the author took his first contentious turn, arguing in Urdu against the
widespread oral tradition of Pe4dro4 Sha4h as a Portuguese convert by putting forward a biographical counter-narrative that portrayed him instead
as an Arab merchant from the Makran who belonged to the Qa4dirı3
lineage of Sufis, came to Bombay on a trade mission and died there in
1215/1799.95 The saint’s unusual (and clearly Christian) name of Pe4dro4
(that is, the Hispanic Pedro) was explained by ‘Abd al-Karım
3 as a mere
nickname given to him by the Portuguese of Bombay out of respect for
his piety, which was such that they compared him to their own St Peter.96
Finally, the author claimed that true name of the saint called Pe4dro4 Sha4h
was Sayyid ‘Abdulla4h Sha4h Qa4dirı.3 Like the city itself, and the towns of
its hinterland, the saint of Bhindi bazaar was no less in need of an unambiguously Islamic ancestry.
In an English appendix printed on the back cover of the Urdu text,
the author reprinted a letter he had sent to the Advocate of India newspaper, explicitly challenging the version of Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4 life given in the
1901 Census Reports that had described him as ‘a Portuguese convert, who
on conversion to Islam obtained the honour of sacrosanctity’.97 Since the
account in the Census Reports (which also appeared in various editions of
the Bombay Gazetteer and other nineteenth-century publications) presumably drew on the oral traditions of local informants, we should be cautious
in automatically conferring authority on the more ‘Islamic’ picture painted
in the Sketch, not least considering the banality of the ‘original’ name of
‘Abdullah
4 Shah
4 Qadirı
4 3 offered in its place. Given that the margins of the
history of pre-colonial European encounters with Islam are replete with
such conversions – particularly among the sailors and merchants who had
most to gain by such acts of re-affiliation – there is nothing inherently
unlikely about the story of a Portuguese convert.98 It seems conceivable that
‘Pedro
4 4 Shah’
4 was the product of an older religious economy in the Indian
Ocean, an earlier chapter in the region’s history in which Arab merchants
dominated trade and conversion to Islam made easy entry to the market;
we cannot know. But it is not in any case the ‘facts’ that are at stake here.
As Luise White has written in connection with colonial vampire stories,
‘gossip is a reliable source because it traces the boundaries created by talking about someone’.99 What is more important, then, is the play of familiar tropes in ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
counter-history, for the ascription of an Arab
(and particularly a sayyid) ancestry to Muslim saints was a long-standing
part of the hagiographical and saint-making process in India, in which an
Arab bloodline became virtually a prerequisite for any saint worth his salt.
The continued emphasis on such prestigious bloodlines was one of the key
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characteristics in the reproduction of the inegalitarian social structure of
Customary Islam well into the twentieth century.
The similar insistence on Arab bloodlines for Bombay’s other saints such
as Hajjı
4 3 ‘Alı3 (despite alternative claims of his Afghan lineage) show the same
Arabocentrism at work in a market comprising Muslims of many ethnic
backgrounds, claims that reflected the predilections of the ‘Arab-descended’
elite among Bombay’s Konkani Muslims. This emphasis on an Arab
bloodline and merchant occupation surely appealed to the city’s Konkani
Muslims, who treasured the genealogies of merchant Arab descent that set
them apart from many of the city’s other Muslims. Konkanis were certainly
well represented in the Muslim institutions of Bombay: they controlled such
important shrine firms as that of Shaykh Makhdum
4 ‘Alı3 and, a short walk
away from Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4 shrine, Bombay’s main Jami‘ Mosque. They were
also well represented among the literate producers of Urdu and Arabic texts
in the city, and so there is good reason to suspect the author ‘Abd al-Karım,
3
the Munshı3 or ‘secretary’, was himself a Konkani Muslim. Such genealogical revisions of historical identity were also engaged in by other groups in
Bombay’s larger marketplace, as in the attempt by Hindu Pattana Prabhus to
claim the status of high-caste ksatriyas, a struggle which like ‘Abd al-Karım
3
Munshı’s
3 also involved the contradicting of descriptions of their history by
colonial scholar-administrators such as Captain Molesworth.100 Perhaps
what is most striking about Munshı3 ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Sketch is finally what
it left out: aside from blood and trade, there were no details of Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4
life at all. It was a question of to which Muslim group the saint, shrine and
his miraculous capital belonged.
Perhaps this was because the rumours that did survive of his life presented a less attractive picture to the middle-class Munshı.3 The stories
preserved by the present custodians of his shrine seem to confirm this in
painting a very different image from that of ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
noble merchant. Problematic as the comparison of sources may be, in the oral history of the shrine’s hereditary servants Pedro
4 4 Shah
4 was a coolie, one of the
thousands of day labourers who literally carried the city’s commerce on
their backs. A saint of the streets like the rat-hugging ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 of
half a mile distant, Pedro
4 4 Shah
4 was no less holy for his subaltern status.
To the ahl-e nazar, the ‘people of insight’, Pedro
4 4 Shah
4 was known to be
one of God’s hidden friends. Not intolerant of non-Muslims, it was only
to a Parsi couple that he revealed himself in his lifetime when, instead of
carrying his usual basketload on the top of his head, he walked past them
with the basket floating above him as he passed.101 There were, then, several rumoured versions of a life in circulation. In contrast to the Sketch’s
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assertions of the Arabness of the saint, the ‘official’ Gazetteer – and probably also popular – account of Pedro
4 4 Shah’s
4 life as a Portuguese sailor presented a symbolic possibility of self-transformation and fluid community
boundaries, a city of ambiguity and self-fashioning for the marketplace.
But this was not the Bombay of ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Sketch. For him and others like him, already alarmed by the threat to Bombay’s Muslims posed
by Christian missionary firms and the Arya
" 4 Samaj’s
4 campaign of shuddhı,3
or ‘reversion’ to Hinduism, the story of an ambiguously Christian Muslim
saint was advertized as a compromised brand.102 If Bombay was active in
developing the Pan-Islamism or Modernism of men such as Jamal4 al-dın
3
al-Afghanı
4 3 and Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan,
4 in the Sketch’s re-affirmation of
Muslim ethnic hierarchies we see how in the early twentieth century many
of the city’s Muslims used shrine firms to promote an inegalitarian Islam
whose followers were ranked in accordance with their genealogical background. In the absence of further evidence it is impossible to judge which
of the two rival accounts best reflects historical fact, and so the biographical controversy surrounding Pedro
4 4 Shah
4 is best seen as illustrating tensions
over maintaining community boundaries in a cosmopolitan marketplace.
Here were not signs of a unified global Islam, but reminders of the ethnic
and community bonds that separated the city’s many different Muslims.
These communitarian tensions found further expression in the most
detailed narrative found in the Sketch. This was concerned with events
in the year 1903 rather than with the more distant past of the saint’s
purported life. The account concerned the construction, and subsequent
collapse, of Sita Ram Building.103 A multi-storey edifice directly in front
of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s shrine, the Sita Ram Building was completed in 1903,
and funded by the eponymous Hindu entrepreneur Sıta
3 4 Ra4m and his
Parsi business partner, Rustamjı3 Ka4’u4sjı.3 Here was cosmopolitanism in
its capitalist guise. The partners’ problems began when a drinking establishment, the Windsor Bar, was established in the building’s D-block.
Soon there were people gathering there day and night, including large
numbers of drunken and noisy Europeans (particularly soldiers and sailors, the Sketch’s author noted) who in true British fashion seem to have
become especially rowdy around closing time. The problem of drunken
Europeans roaming the streets by night had been raised as early as 1816
in the Persian Ja4n-e Bomba4’ı,3 whose Muslim author complained about
them at length; almost a century later European drunkenness remained
a faultline in the city’s moral economy.104 Even when the caretaker of
Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s shrine lodged a complaint with the police superintendent,
nothing was done to curb the raucous boozing across the road. But if
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figure 8. Salacious sainthood: Bilingual title of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s journalistic
hagiography (1903)
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the police would not intervene, then the saint would. And so, the Sketch
announced, on the night of 31 May 1903 the whole D-block of Sita Ram
Building collapsed.105 While five people were crushed in the rubble, other
patrons of the bar managed to escape and were taken injured to hospital.
According to the Sketch, the exact timing of the collapse was a sign of
God’s mercy, for the many upper storeys of the building were empty at
that hour and so the casualties were mercifully few in number and limited
to the Windsor barflies. One of the fortunate few was Sıta
3 4 Ra4m’s Scottish
manager, Charles Stewart, who dramatically recounted to the Sketch’s
author ‘Abd al-Karım
3 how he had managed to dash out of the bar just
in the nick of time. Quite aside from the loss of life, between the two of
them Sıta
3 4 Ra4m and Rustamjı3 Ka4’u4sjı3 lost almost 20,000 rupees that they
had invested in the building. To make matters worse, when Bombay’s
chief of police and coroner arrived at the scene, the decision was taken
to prosecute Sıta
3 4 Ra4m, who then had to procure a barrister and team of
assistants to arrange for a costly defence.
The circumstances that surrounded the spectacular collapse of Sita
Ram Building echoed the many other legal struggles for private and community space that fuelled disputes in Bombay’s law courts no less than in
the city’s streets in times of riot. Within a year of the trial of Sıta
3 4 Ra4m, the
Bombay High Court was similarly occupied with a prosecution brought
by the Muslim ‘Abdulla4hbha4’ı3 Mıtha
3 4bha4’ı3 against his Hindu neighbour,
Ranchod Shamjı.3 106 A petty neighbours’ dispute in which ‘Abdulla4hbha4’ı3
claimed that his wealthier neighbour had built a large extension to his
house which towered over his own home and prevented the access of
air and light, the case was a smaller-scale and more mundane version
of the supernatural and legal struggles against the multi-storey Sita
Ram Building. To return to the trial about the latter, while the case was
approaching court the unhappy Sıta
3 4 Ra4m received even worse news that,
two months after the original disaster, a fire in the remaining blocks of
the Sita Ram Building had led to even more destruction. Yet when the
case was finally brought before the judge, it was immediately dismissed
and Sıta
3 4 Ra4m was freed. According to ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Sketch, Sıta
3 4 Ra4m
having recognized his wrongdoings, the mercy of God and his saint Pe4dro4
Sha4h had saved him. And so the Hindu then paid a visit to the shrine
whose morals he had offended and organized a Quran recitation in gratitude. Muslim morality had won in the market of Bhindi Bazaar.
With this denouement of clear satisfaction to the Muslim promoters of Pe4dro4 Sha4h, whose complaints had earlier been ignored by the
city’s policemen, we see a brief resolution to the tensions that resounded
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through Bombay’s different moral communities. Like the other shrines of
the city and its hinterland, that of Pe4dro4 Sha4h could aid or inhibit the cosmopolitan. Just as the efforts of scores of Muslim, Christian and Hindu
moralists in Bombay were jeopardized by the worldly distractions offered
by the city’s new experiment in urban life, so was the pious respectability
of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s shrine threatened by the ungodly patrons of the Windsor
Bar across the street. In the encroachment of their moral space by the
combined efforts of boozy seamen and a Hindu entrepreneur, the Muslim
devotees of Pe4dro4 Sha4h were victims of the ambiguously cosmopolitan
pressures of the pluralistic religious economy.107 But in the end, in Bhindi
Bazaar at least, the economy of enchantment won out over the business
in rum and beer as Sıta
3 4 Ra4m made his symbolic investment in the rival
economy of the shrine instead. Like Victorian ghost stories, the rumours
of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s miracles acted as ‘potent images of the lost past – past
sins, past promises, past attachments, past regrets – and could be used to
confront, and exorcize, the demons of guilt and fear’.108 And so though a
Hindu, perhaps to assuage his fear of the saint, perhaps to calm the tension with his neighbours, Sıta
3 4 Ra4m became a participant in the Muslim
economy of enchantment. As with the followers of the Sufi big men of the
Bombay dockyards discussed in Chapter 6, it was fear as much as love
that drove people into the arms of the saints.
It is finally illuminating to compare ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Urdu account
with an alternative version recorded in Bombay newspaper reports from
the time. The Monday 1 June 1903 edition of the Bombay Gazette newspaper carried the story under the heading ‘Fatal Collapse of a Building’,
with further details in a long article headed ‘The Disaster at the Market’
in the following day’s edition. These reports closely confirm the Sketch’s
account of the events per se, describing how ‘at a quarter past ten o’clock
the entire portion of the building over the Refreshment Bar suddenly
came down with a crash’.109 Further information was given concerning
the rescue efforts, and the role of Bombay’s fire brigade and a number of
passers-by in it. Here it is the agency of the city’s administrative infrastructure that is praised – that is, the modernity of the city itself rather
than the Customary Islamic agency of the miraculous. Nonetheless, for
all the efforts of the firemen and doctors, three European soldiers and
one Parsi died. The Gazette’s follow-up article of 2 June 1903 contained
much more detail, both on the events themselves and the background
to the entire affair. It was also written in a more salaciously journalistic
style. Proud of its scoop, in ironically appropriate terms the runner for the
Gazette article declared it would ‘reveal how miraculous were the escapes
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of some of those involved’.110 Particularly tantalizing was the news that
the firm of Messrs Heggerie, Su’zer and Co. were due to move into offices
on the first floor above the bar only a day after the building’s collapse.111
Moreover, the report continued, since the bar usually ‘did prosperous
business’, it was unusual that there were so few people there at the time
of the disaster; only two hours beforehand more than twenty-five customers had been present. Mr Stewart, the Scots bar manager who also appeared
in the Sketch, was used to add further frisson to the story, for readers were
told: ‘His escape was miraculous. Hardly had he stepped onto the veranda
when a roar announced the collapse of the whole block. Masonry clattered
into the road from the front of the building like an avalanche.’112
What is interesting about the manner of the newspaper reporting is its
rhetorical parallels to the supernatural narrative of the Sketch, whose very
subtitle evoked the miracles or karama
4 t4 that were central to its entire presentation of events. While it seems likely that the language of the miraculous in the Gazette was not used as literally and deliberately as in the Urdu
text, their similarities point us towards the common origin of both documents in Bombay’s popular cosmopolitan print market.113 With its links to
the emergent Victorian genres of the horror story and Penny Dreadful, the
newspaper appears less as the beacon of a rational public sphere than as
a monger of supernatural gossip and metaphysical inconsistencies. Printed
in 1903, the bookseller ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Sketch appeared at the tail end of
the greatest age of the English ghost story, an explosion of literary supernaturalism that, like the cheap-print Urdu Sketch, was made possible by
the falling costs of printing and the spread of periodicals that also enabled
Bombay’s economy of print. The strange modernity of ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
journalistic miracle text was a parallel, then, to the ghost stories perused by
his English contemporaries. For what Cox and Gilbert have written of such
ghost stories could equally be applied to the story of Pedro
4 4 Shah:
4 ‘Each
story should reveal to the reader a spectacle of the returning dead, or their
agents, and their actions; there must be a dramatic interaction between the
living and the dead, more often than not with the intention of frightening
or unsettling the reader.’114 In their appeal to a parallel and in some cases
overlapping readership, the English Gazette and the Urdu Sketch belonged
to a marketplace of popular print culture in which consumer demand for
the spectacular story meant there was no strict border between hagiography and journalism. The hagiographical Sketch presented hard evidence no
less than the journalistic Gazette flirted with rumours of the miraculous.
There was, then, a kind of cosmopolitan slippage between the languages
and genres of the city’s plural print market.
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With their symbolism of hubris, violence and divine retribution, there
is an eerie familiarity to the counter-narratives and conspiracies that
surrounded the collapse of the Sita Ram Building and the demise in its
ruins of the immoralists and capitalists. The combination of symbols on
which both the Urdu and English accounts fed hinted at a new and now
all-too-familiar modernity: the high-rise building as a totem to be celebrated or despised; the oblivion to the resentment caused by unrivalled
financial success; the spectacular ‘punishment’ of the moral offender.
Alternatively perpetuating and feeding on these fertile symbols were the
print media of newspapers and pamphlets for which the events and their
aftermath provided an unmissable opportunity to not only sell copy but
also to capitalize, in different ways, on the rich semantic yields of catastrophe. For whether in championing the city’s firemen or its angered
saints, both the accounts have their distinct heroes whose loyalties represent very different visions of order and authority in the miniature world
of the Bombay marketplace. Like the vampire stories of colonial East
Africa that presented firemen as bloodsuckers, the rumours of Pedro
4 4 Shah
4
and the Sita Ram Building repudiated the new urban morality of the
boozing Britons.115
In terms of the historical trajectory of Muslim religious violence, what
is most interesting about the Sita Ram affair is its surrender of agency to
otherworldly movers. This was not the ‘this-worldly Islam’ often associated with Muslim modernity, but a reinvigoration of Customary Islam
fuelled by a combination of popular printing and the semantic possibilities of a new urban landscape.116 The new multi-storey buildings being
constructed next to the low-rise Muslim shops of Bhindi Bazaar were
not the enterprises of decent men like the Persian merchants who had
funded their I!ra4nı3 Mosque up the road. Instead, with their liquor outlets
and loose customers, they were the neighbourhood’s moral corrupters.
And yet it was not a community association or street protest, but rather
a long-deceased saint who intervened to save his neighbours. Even when
seen through the pen of a munshı3 bookseller who was clearly as literate
in English as in Urdu, the religion of the Sketch was unaffected by the
Islam of the Anglophone Muslim Reformists whose grand Anjuman-e
Isla4m School stood only a few hundred yards along the same street as
Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s shrine. After all, civic appeals in English to the city’s police
and magistrates had not put a stop to the immorality of the Windsor Bar.
In the end, it was the long-deceased saint who came to the rescue of the
outraged Muslims of Bhindi Bazaar.
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Amid the daily competition of the Bhindi Bazaar, the rumours of miracles show how the economies of semantics and morals, of commerce
and religion, interpenetrated and depended on each other. Drawing on
the familiar religious forms of the villages and towns from which they
came, the migrant Muslim groups that settled in Bombay demanded signs
of continuity in the religious productions that they consumed in the city.
Through the provision of festivals or the exorcism of spirits, the city’s
shrine-founding entrepreneurs of enchantment supplied this continuity
even as they moved it into the new world of print, train stations and
tower blocks. The result was not a growing standardization of Islam,
but an increasing range of religious purveyors whose productions were
as diverse as the backgrounds of their consumers. In part this involved a
new sphere of print, enchanted and rumoured no less than disenchanted
and scriptural, producing cheap pamphlets in simple Urdu that appealed
to wide sections of the urban populace. But in a context in which a new
and expanding labour class had entered the cash economy, leaving its
members with petty cash surpluses that allowed them to purchase a
shrine’s specialist services or pay for a ride at a shrine’s annual fair, there
had also emerged new patterns of religious consumption which fed the
enchanted economy of Bombay’s shrine firms. These shrines were not
only places of dancing cures and entertainments; they were also places
of power and punishment. And in Bombay’s competitive cultic contexts,
displays of saintly power became more important than ever. Spectacular
feats such as the destruction of Sita Ram Building were advertisements
for the saint’s capacity to intervene in worldly affairs, and, announced in
printed works such as ‘Abd al-Karım’s
3
Sketch, they promised the shrine’s
sure ability to deal with smaller quotidian problems brought by pilgrims.
Without such proofs, the cultic economy of gifts and donations would
soon dry up. With its origins in older pre-colonial rivalries, the narrative
inheritance of Bombay’s shrine firms was one that comprised partisan
and at times chauvinist displays of power as punishment. As competition
for moral no less than commercial space merged with cosmopolitan tensions of densely populated neighbourhoods, the saints found themselves
presented as the supernatural arbiters of the quarrels that ensued. As the
rumours of Pe4dro4 Sha4h’s role in the disaster at the market show so well,
to help one person is often to hinder another. This same rule of the distribution of scarce resources thus applied to supernatural no less than
material sources of power. In the estranged morality of an economy of
enchantment, there were inevitably winners and losers.

3
The Enchantment of Industrial Communications

Alternative Trajectories of Communicational
Modernity
The industrialization of communication among Muslims was one of the
major overall characteristics of Bombay’s religious economy. Powered by
the spread of cheap mass-produced paper and inexpensive iron printingpresses, Bombay’s industrialization enabled the city to become the most
important Muslim printing centre in the Indian Ocean. Not only did
this industrialization of communications mean that the varied textual
productions of Bombay’s religious economy were mass-produced in a
period in which printing was comparatively underdeveloped in Bombay’s
oceanic and continental hinterlands, it also enabled the distribution of
both the textual and embodied productions of the religious economy
through the export of books and holy men on the steamship networks
that Bombay similarly dominated. While this was an industrially enabled
pattern of reproduction and distribution, such reliance on machines
and steam-power no more led to a disenchanted religiosity in Bombay
than it did in mill-towns such as Manchester or Ashton-under-Lyne in
the age of such ocean-going charismatics as the ‘Shaker’ Ann Lee and
the Yorkshire prophet John Wroe, whose heaven-sent visions were filled
with steam-belching engines and flying iron sky-trains.1 With regard to
Muslim contexts, the spread of printing and the acceleration of travel
through the development of steamships and ocean liners have usually
been associated with the emergence of Islamic Reform.2 In contrast to the
abundant literature associating the spread of modern communications
with Modernist, Protestant or Pan-Islamist Islams, this chapter argues
90
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that such communications as printing and travel were neutral technologies that could be and were made use of by the full range of religious
firms operating in the religious economy of a given region.3
For in Bombay printing was not only associated with the scriptural
or legalistic productions of Reformists, but was extensively used by the
impresarios of holy men, shrines and the customary Sufi brotherhood
firms for whom Bombay was an important place of recruitment no less
than publication. In a marketplace in which miracle-working shrines
held greater shares than modernizing schools, it is perhaps unsurprising
that cheap-print production should have similarly followed these market
trends. While many shrine pilgrims were illiterate, the shared and loud
reading culture in which Indian printing developed meant that this market created demand for a vast number of hagiographical ‘story books’
that had an immediate narrative appeal. The enchantment of the print
marketplace therefore also had something to do with the intrinsic cultural appeal of saintly stories, which bought into popular demand for
entertainment in a way that moralizing or scientific Reformist tracts
never could. In terms of printing, as of the pilgrimages described in the
previous chapter, the economy of enchantment thus overlapped with the
economy of entertainment. But printing did not only reflect the tastes
of the market; it also informed them. As such, the production of hagiographical texts that we have described should also be seen as a form of
advertisement by which Customary Islamic firms attempted to shape consumer preferences by advertising the miraculous services associated with
particular shrines or the holy men associated with a particular firm. If
nineteenth-century developments in industrialized communications have
usually been connected to a rationalizing, textualizing and disenchanting trajectory of religious change, by looking at printing and then steam
travel in turn, the following pages trace a less familiar trajectory by which
industrial technologies were directed towards the championing of custom over reason, of person over text, and of miraculous over mechanical
agency. None of this is to deny the presence of a more familiar Muslim
modernity in either Bombay or its hinterlands. But side by side with this
more familiarly disenchanted modernity emerged its enchanted counterpart, in which steamships were saved by miracles, printing-presses spread
their strange stories, and holy men collected the technologically enhanced
rewards of such publicity in their new urban enclaves.4
Simply put, industrial modernity forged a set of tools which different
religious firms were able to use in different ways. For uprooted workers
and the ambitious friends of God who protected them, this opportunity
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saw the reinvigoration of an Islam that maintained and even multiplied
the consolations of custom. For many Muslims whose lives were shaped
by the new socio-economic conditions of the age, a Reformist Islam of
scripture, science and an Allah worshipped from afar held little attraction.
And so between Bombay, Baghdad, Tehran and Durban, the promoters
of Customary Islam travelled, printed and marketed an altogether different Muslim response to modernity. In this oceanic market of exchanges,
Bombay’s sheer difference (indeed, indifference) to the architectural and
social norms of the older ports with which it was connected was for its
visitors at once liberating and debilitating.5 It was a newness that lent
itself to the brave new worlds of Indian nationalism, trade unionism, communal violence and Pan-Islamism, to all of the familiar manifestations of
the modern. At the same time, its dizzying novelty fuelled demand for the
familiar securities of custom, for the saintly intercessors and shrine rituals of an older world, even if their reproduction would be shaped by the
new industrial marketplace. The producers of Reformist and Customary
Islam thus responded to the same social conditions, albeit with responses
marketed to Muslims at different stations in the social hierarchies created
by colonialism, on the one hand, and industrialization, on the other. With
Bombay forming the most important centre of both transportation and
printing in the west Indian Ocean, the productions of its religious economy were able to make effective use of the new means of communication
to reach audiences not only within the city but also in its oceanic and
continental hinterlands. Like the mobile founders of franchise shrines
and the bookseller printers of miraculous rumours examined in the previous chapter, Bombay’s industrial communications were drawn into the
economy of enchantment.

Printing Enchantment
Chapter 1 described how the innovation of printing in Indian languages became one of the most efficient marketing strategies of Bombay’s
Christian missionary firms. Issuing texts in their thousands in each of
the city’s languages, and distributing them efficiently – and often for
free – in Bombay no less than Calcutta, such missionaries were important
catalysts in the development of an indigenous and, more specifically, an
Islamic printing industry. In response, Muslim Reformist organizations
became assiduous pioneers of vernacular printing, investing in newspapers, journals and other more plainly educational forms of book production. There has been a long-standing argument that the technology of
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printing is inherently linked to such textualist and individualist religious
forms through its potential to place scripture and the authority of its
interpretation into the hands of individual believers; every man his own
priest. As early as 1823 the colonial commentator Leicester Stanhope
predicted that the spread of an unregulated printing industry in India
would shatter the ‘superstitions’ of customary religious forms and the
authority of faqır3 s and Brahmans, ‘for it is reasonable to contend that as
free discussion produced the Reformation in Europe, so, by parity of reasoning, it may produce the same result in Asia’.6
It was a compelling argument, and one that has proven no less attractive for many modern scholars, particularly those working in the wake
of Elizabeth Eisenstein’s influential linking of printing to the Protestant
Reformation in Europe.7 It is certainly the case that from its late onset
among India’s Muslims around 1820, the spread of Islamic printing
in India no less than the Middle East was connected to the spread of
Modernist and Reformist ideas.8 The spread of printing in nineteenthcentury India has similarly been seen as coeval with the evolution of
‘Protestantizing’ trends towards direct access to the scriptural sources
of religious knowledge and authority.9 Now that the scriptural ‘sources’
of Islam were made widely available in cheap printing and increasingly
in translation as well, the extra-scriptural doctrines and practices associated with Customary Islam came under attack as heretical ‘innovations’
(bid‘a) with no basis in Holy Writ. By the same token, widened access to
religious texts is meant to have encouraged ‘individualist’ forms of religiosity in which the new worshipper-as-reader took control of his or her
own religious destiny, rendering redundant the saintly middlemen who
had long stood between Muslims and their God.
In certain cases, the familiar equation of printing with Reform and
the repeal of custom was precisely what did occur. As Stanhope envisaged, this was particularly the case with the emergence of a printed
public sphere of newspapers. The great example of the press’s role in
religious change was the Calcutta-based Hindu Reformist Ram Mohan
Roy (1774–1833), who in founding the Bengali newspaper Samvad
Kaumudi and its Persian sibling Mir’a4t al-Akhba4r (News mirror) served
as the father of Indian journalism. As in Calcutta, where the vernacular
reach of Bengali dominated the growth of a cheap print industry that
nonetheless included Persian and Arabic, the development of Bombay
printing took place in a multi-lingual and multi-script environment. As
in Calcutta again, Bombay’s pioneer newspapers were closely linked to
ideas of socio-religious Reform being produced in collaboration with
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colonial critics of Indian religions. Newspaper production as such had
begun in Bombay with the foundation of the Bombay Herald in 1789 and
the Bombay Gazette in 1791, with the short-lived Portuguese Messageiro
Bombayense following in 1831.10 The latter coincided with the rise of
Bombay’s earliest vernacular newspapers, the Gujarati Chabuk (Courier)
and Ja4m-e Jamshıd
3 (Cup of Jamshid), both founded in 1830, along with
the Marathi newspaper Bombay Darpan (Bombay Mirror, 1832) and the
somewhat later Persian weekly Mufarih al-Qa4lib (Gladdening chatter).11
The very existence of these newspapers was dependent on the recent
industrial innovations to which Bombay lent access, for the majority
of these newspapers were printed on the lithographic presses that, in
avoiding the expensive and time-consuming process of setting type for
every page of print, allowed news to be printed both quickly and cheaply
in vernacular scripts. While pre-colonial Persian news-reports certainly
existed in such cities as Delhi, the very existence of such rapidly massproduced newspapers was a reflection of both the reproducibility of
matter and acceleration of time that were enabled by industrial technology. Without the speedy printing and mass production that lithographic
presses made possible, the notion of a newspaper is scarcely meaningful.
Such was the diversification and expansion of the newspaper trade that
by the 1890s there were no fewer than fifty-one Indian-language newspapers being published in Bombay. The city’s size, and the diversity of its
population, had produced a competitive and pluralistic print economy
that would in turn intersect with the city’s religious economy.
As the newspaper reports of the previous chapter suggest, there is
good reason to doubt that this newspaper economy was fully in tune with
Habermas’s connection of the newspaper to the formation of a ‘rational’
public sphere. In any case, newspapers accounted for only one section of
Muslim India’s print economy. This section therefore turns away from
the more familiar modernity of the newspaper to examine some of the
other popular genres that printing spread through the city, and to the role
of printing in the reproduction of Customary Islam for a new urban marketplace. For the nineteenth century was not only the era of the Indian
newspaper, it was also the age of the printed hagiography. As the following pages show, printing was in itself a neutral technology which could be
used for Reformist or Customary Islamic productions, to mass produce
translations of scriptures or celebrations of saintly intercessors. If printing was inextricably linked with industrial modernity, then in response to
the market it also served as a vehicle of enchantment. From the port of
Bombay, this in turn brought the possibility of disseminating the textual
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commodities of this enchanted economy to readers in other corners of its
oceanic marketplace.
With its wide reach of readers, Bombay’s Muslim printing industry
encompassed books in the globalizing languages of Arabic and English as
well as the more restricted if similarly transnational languages of Persian
and Urdu. The earliest use of Arabic printing in Bombay was made in
1802 in the form of a typographic government proclamation issued in the
Bombay Courier.12 Within a few decades the more adaptable lithographic
printing technology had passed into Muslim hands, and by the middle
of the century Bombay saw the printing of large numbers of books in
Arabic, Persian and Urdu. From there they were distributed far and wide
through the oceanic networks of the great port. While throughout the
nineteenth century Calcutta remained India’s principal publishing centre,
and the North Indian towns of Lucknow and Kanpur became important
publishing centres for Islamic languages, as both a printing centre and a
distribution point Bombay helped initiate and expand India’s commercial
lead in Islamic printing through its vast oceanic hinterland. For compared
to the nascent publishing stations of the Middle East, India was a much
earlier and fuller developer of print capitalism, a development most vividly seen in the trade of the Hindu businessman Nawa4l Kishawr (‘Nawal
Kishore’) in printing Qurans for foreign markets in the latter part of the
nineteenth century. As in Calcutta, the earlier development of printing
in Indian and oceanic languages owed much to the Christian missionary firms which in Chapter 2 we have already seen publishing tracts and
scripture portions in the Indian languages used in Bombay. From its very
beginnings, vernacular printing was polemical and competitive, both partaking in and helping to create the wider religious economy. Then, as in
other parts of India, it was with the spread of lithography rather than
typography that in significant measure vernacular printing broke away
from its early missionary and governmental sponsors.13
First and foremost, the lithographic process that enabled this expansion of Islamic printing in India was an industrial technique; and it was
this that allowed the industrializing port city of Bombay to have early
access to it. Having been invented in 1804 by the Bavarian comic actor
Aloys Senefelder (1771–1834), lithographic printing (or ‘chemical lithography’, as Senefelder termed it) relied on the industrial application of
new forms of scientific knowledge by way of geology and chemistry.
While a map with Persian place-names was printed in Calcutta by the
pioneering Asiatic Lithographic Press in 1826, Bombay’s importance to
Persian printing can be seen in the fact that lithography was successfully
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used there to print an entire Persian text as early as 1828.14 This was a
full four years before the first lithographic book was issued even in Iran
in 1832.15 While Bombay’s first Persian lithographic text, the Risa4la-ye
istishha4da4t of 1828 whose contents were discussed in Chapter 1, was
not a Muslim text as such, it is significant that it was printed by a Parsi
rather than a Briton and was concerned with controversy and competition between the city’s different religious groups.16 An inspection of surviving copies of the book shows that the technical venture was so early
that its printer, Mulla4 Firo4z, had to use what appears to be watermarked
English pre-cut writing paper sourced from the colonial bureaucracy
rather than conventional reams of printing paper. Yet in being printed
four years before the first lithographic book was issued in Iran, and two
years before lithography was introduced to what would subsequently
become its greatest Indian centre in Lucknow, the Risa4la-ye istishha4da4t
marked an extremely important development in the printing of Persian
no less than Gujarati in which industrializing Bombay took centre stage.
Issued in Gujarati from one end of the book and Persian from the other,
the treatise was printed on the same lithographic press used to print the
Bomba4’ı3 Sama4cha4r Gujarati newspaper, so pointing to the intimate links
between religious production and commercial enterprise.
Still in advance of both Iran and North India, the three years that followed the printing of the Risa4la-ye istishha4da4t saw several more Persian
texts printed through lithography in Bombay. These included Ahmad
Ghaffarı’s
3 Ta4rıkh-e
3
Niga4rista4n (printed in 1245/1829); Sikandar ibn
Muhammad’s famous history of Gujarat, Mir’a4t-e Sikandarı3 (printed in
1246/1831); and Muhammad Qa4sim Firishta’s Ta4rıkh-e
3
Firishta (printed
in 1831).17 While, as three of the most important works of early modern Persian historiography, these texts were all published under colonial
auspices and interests, it was the technology of printing rather than the
choice of subject matter that was to prove more important. Although
the printed colophons of the Niga4rista4n and Mir’a4t-e Sikandarı3 mention the supervision of Captain George Jervis (Ja4rj Jarwıs),
3 who oversaw the printing house established in Bombay under the governorship of
Mountstuart Elphinstone, and the much more accomplished edition of the
Ta4rıkh-e
3
Firishta was printed at Bombay’s Government College Press, the
books’ colophons also record the names of the Muslim scribes or printers
whose skills brought these pioneering Persian lithographs into existence,
namely Muhammad Riza4’ı3 al-Hamzawı3 al-Musawı3 al-Shıra
3 4zı3 and Mırza
3 4
Ahmad Shıra
3 4zı.3 Through the exposure of such Muslims to the new technology, by the 1840s lithographic printing began to spread beyond the
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colonial printing houses to printing firms established and owned by
Muslims themselves.18 As hinted in the names of Captain Jarvis’s assistants, Bombay Muslims of Iranian origin were early participants in these
developments. As Chapter 4 discusses in more detail, among the most
important Muslim lithographic printers of Persian were the family of the
Iranian ‘king of books’ (malik al-kutta4b) Muhammad Husayn-e Shıra
3 4zı,3
who were active in Bombay for over half a century.
Much of Bombay’s vernacular printing was carried out in the former
Bread Market in the Fort district, though other printing workshops were
located in the ‘Indian Town’ to the west and north, where many of the
city’s Muslims were resident and owned their businesses.19 In the hands
of outfits such as the Anglo-Persian Printing Press at 642 Frere Road in
the Fort, Bombay made important ongoing contributions to Persian printing, and in the long term stood only second to Lucknow in the number of Persian lithographs it produced.20 The market for Persian books
was upheld not only by a domestic readership but also by a large overseas market in Iran, and even as far away as Central Asia.21 As seen in
more detail later in Chapters 4 and 5, Iranians were keen participants in
Bombay’s printing market, as both producers and consumers. Still, in the
period with which this book is concerned we should not exaggerate the
reach of the printed word, even in urban environments such as Bombay.
In the mid-1860s there were fewer than six printers and booksellers per
thousand residents of the city, a figure we might compare with the nine
‘priests’ (or twelve prostitutes) per thousand.22 Embodied religion was still
more familiar than textual religion, a fact that underwrote the continued
‘incorporation’ of the rituals and holy men of Customary Islamic firms.
Given that in demographic terms illiteracy remained the norm among
Indian Muslims well into the 1900s, this is scarcely surprising. As late as
1919, having produced official statistics to demonstrate the low literacy
rate among India’s Muslims, the Bombay-based missionary Henry LaneSmith could still write that Muslim ‘illiteracy is the missionary’s greatest enemy’.23 But the relatively small proportion of printing-presses to
residents of Bombay should not disguise the impact of these printers and
their machines, both within and beyond the city. In terms of the Muslim
section of the new print market, from its inception Islamic printing in
Bombay was not only Persian but a multilingual and trans-regional affair,
with texts being issued in Gujarati and Urdu, Arabic and Tamil, Malay
and Swahili. In around 1875 the sultan of Zanzibar even imported a typographic press from Bombay to establish the first Muslim printing-house
in his domains, using it to print works in Swahili as well as Arabic.24
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Bombay was anyway already producing books in Arabic and Swahili for
sale in Zanzibar on the machines of the Munshı3 Karım
3 Press, and Munshı3
Karım
3 himself kept a local agent in Zanzibar to distribute his products.
Later in the century Bombay’s connections with Zanzibar saw Parsi
entrepreneurs from Bombay founding their own printing-presses there
as well. The westerly connections of Bombay’s print market even reached
as far as West Africa, with works of the Nigerian mystic Muhammad ibn
Muhammad al-Fula4nı3 (d. 1155/1742) being printed in the city during the
1880s.25 For example, al-Fula4nı’s
3 Arabic talismanic and astrological manual al-Durr al-manzun wa khula4sat al-sirr al-maktum fı3 ‘ilm al-tala4sim
wa’l-nuju4m was printed in Bombay in 1885. Despite the global reach
of this new economy of print, this was once again no simple expression
of Modernism or Pan-Islamism, for what were printed in Bombay were
al-Fula4nı’s
3 works on numerology and letter magic. In Africa no less than
India, Bombay printing fed into a wider economy of enchantment.
Scripturalizing Reformists were certainly busy founding their own
presses and distributing their books. But they competed with a publishing industry that supplied the familiar customary religious works that
people wanted to read rather than what Reformists thought they ought
to read. Muslim Tamil printing (that is, Tamil in Arabic script) is a case
in point, for prior to the rise of printing, Muslim hagiographical writings
seem not to have existed in Tamil: the classic genre of religious enchantment emerged only with the widening of market participation that came
with printing.26 Similarly, it was only the final decades of the nineteenth
century that saw the translation into Malay of Indian-printed Urdu
hika4yat ‘storybooks’ of saintly deeds and conversion legends.27 We find
Bombay-printed Urdu texts being used as the basis for translations into
Malay, enabling trans-oceanic exchanges to be repainted for consumption in more familiar local languages, as well as cases of Muslim religious
books being printed in Bombay in Javanese.28 Bombay Arabic texts also
circulated throughout South-East Asia.29 As the following chapters show,
Bombay’s impact on the new economy of print also involved exporting
Persian books to Iran at one end of the ocean and Urdu books to South
Africa at the other. In the same way that from the mid-nineteenth century
Bombay’s capitalist cosmopolitanism saw the creation of new habits of
restaurant dining, so did the multiple language communities to which the
city was tied fuel a new market of printing.30
By the time Bombay developed this commercial printing economy in
the 1850s, the handful of printing centres in the Middle East were still
dominated by governmental and missionary presses operating with the
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smaller appeal of ideological rather than market-driven products.31 But
in Bombay’s marketplace, both within the city and beyond it, consumers
were able to buy books that they wanted to read rather being supplied with
books that they were expected to read. Although Reformist printing was
part of the picture, it by no means represented the full gamut of Muslim
printing. The growing number of commercial printers instead responded to
the tastes of their readers in the marketplace, and for very large numbers of
the reading and listening consumers of cheap vernacular print, in religious
terms this meant tastes that were still informed by custom. Later chapters
describe how Customary Islamic firms printed and distributed hagiographies that publicized the deeds of their founders. Propagandist and vanity
hagiography was therefore also part of the picture, although it was helped
by appealing to the tastes of an existing market of readers.

Some Books from the Bombay Marketplace
As with the early history of the city’s newspapers, early instances of religious
printing do point to the alignment of printing with ‘Protestantizing’
Muslim Reform. This early aspect of Bombay printing is seen through
the early publication of Qurans in the city, in many cases being editions
accompanied by interlinear commentaries in Urdu.32 As early as the 1840s
such works as the Tafsır3 fath al-‘azız3 (Commentary on the victorious spiritual openings) were being printed, which contained the last thirty-six
suras of the Quran alongside an Urdu translation of the famous Persian
commentary by Sha4h ‘Abd al-‘Azız3 of Delhi (d. 1239/1824).33 This pattern
of printing ‘scripture portions’ was commonplace, and can be understood
as a reaction to the introduction of the practice by Christian missionary
firms in Bombay, who we have seen printing vast numbers of Bible portions.34 A number of such Bible portions included interlinear translations
into the languages used by the city’s Muslims, such as Urdu and Gujarati,
but even in this case Arabic prayers and admonitions were more commonplace than scripture as such in translation. While Bombay’s printers
could therefore make scripture more accessible, paving the way for the
scripturalism and individualism associated with the Muslim Reformists,
translations or commentaries on scripture were only a relatively small
part of a larger print market. Even where Quranic verses did appear in
print, it was often in the form of talismanic texts aimed at the use of
scripture for apotropaic purposes. While this was printed scripture of a
kind, it was not scripture intended for individual comprehension. It was
rather the use of printing to multiply the customary usage of scripture
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for talismans. Such texts were by no means uniquely Indian productions,
and nineteenth-century Egyptian printed talismanic Quran portions have
been found circulating the Indian Ocean as far south as the Comoros.35
However major a participant it was, Bombay’s economy of print still
operated in a larger oceanic marketplace.
Turning away from Arabic, a considerable proportion of Bombay’s
Persian printed books consisted of familiar classics that had for centuries
enjoyed wide reception in India, such as the mystical verse of Jalal4 al-dın
3
Rumı
4 3 (d. 672/1273) that Jamı
4 3 had famously called the Quran in Persian
(Qur’an
4 dar zaban-e
4
pahlawı).
3 Aside from such broadly esteemed classics (which many Reformists also respected), the continued popularity in
print of hagiographical and other intercessionary texts points to the way
in which Customary Islam was no less empowered by print than Reform.36
Bombay’s printed contribution to Customary Islamic trends partly came
by way of such ‘classical’ works, including hagiographies whose abundance of reprints in catalogues of early Muslim printed texts shows the
scale of popular demand for such works in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Although Bombay’s printers could not compete with
the outputs of North Indian commercial giants such as Nawal4 Kishawr of
Lucknow, from mid-century onwards they still printed large numbers of
classic Muslim hagiographies.37 This process of custom reproduced in print
reflected the tastes of the Muslim readership which shaped the Indian book
market, a readership that was arguably more concentrated and populous
than any other in the Islamic world. Even as knowledge of Persian was
declining in India, this market continued to provide demand for printed
Persian hagiographies well into the twentieth century. One example is the
Rashahat-e
4 ‘ayn al-hayat4 (Sprinklings from the spring of life) of Wa‘iz
4 Kashifı
4
3
(d. 910/1504) of Herat, the classic account of the feats of the Naqshbandı3
saints which went through at least nine Indian editions between 1890 and
1911.38 The great expansion in hagiographical printing was not limited
to the Persian classics and encompassed most of the languages spoken by
Bombay’s Muslims, from Gujarati to Urdu. In turn, the success of such
publishing ventures helped promote the writing of new works, and Indian
lithographic editions of new hagiographical texts – dealing with non-Indian
as well as Indian Sufis – appeared in large numbers during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Still, India was by no means the sole
region in which this hagiographical enchantment of printing was flourishing in the early twentieth century. In the similarly modernizing port city
of Beirut, Arabic hagiography was also being reinvigorated in such works
as the Jamı‛3 karama
4 t4 al-awliya4 (Compendium of saintly miracles) of the
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Naqshbandı3 Sufi and Qazı
4 3 of Beirut, Shaykh Yusuf
4 ibn Isma‛ı
4 l3 al-Nabahanı
4 3
(d. 1350/1931).39 Enabled by print, in Bombay as in Beirut, these stories
of miracles were not limited to Bombay’s city limits, but reached out to
wherever its publications were distributed. Powered by the new technologies of lithographic printing and industrialized paper production, through
distributing miracle stories the printed economy of enchantment allowed a
much greater magnification of the status of living holy men or customary
pilgrimage shrines than was possible in the pre-industrial era.40
While the process of printed enchantment was in part one of the dissemination of larger numbers of lithographically mass-produced books,
it also interacted with the increasing mobility of the entrepreneurial holy
man himself. Here Bombay’s printers were responding to the new level
of movement which saw Muslims from around the Indian Ocean moving in and out of Bombay through its role as the hub of oceanic steamship routes.41 The next chapter presents a case study of one such migrant
shaykh, Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h, whose visits to Bombay saw him making use of
the greater availability of printing technology to publish his first and
most famous work. For now, let us take the example of the peculiar literary anthology entitled Tabarruka4t-e nu4ra4nı3 al-ma‘ru4f bih gulza4r-e Gıla
3 4nı3
(Radiant blessings, known as Gilani’s flower garden), which consisted of
a collection of multi-lingual qasıda
3 poems for Sayyid Ibra4hım
3 Sayf al-dın
3
al-Qa4dirı3 Effendı,3 the shrine-manager and family heir of the great medieval saint of Baghdad, ‘Abd al-Qa4dir Jıla
3 4nı3 (d. 561/1166).42 The anthology was printed in Bombay in 1912, when Sayyid Ibra4hım
3 visited his
many followers there, who would themselves have known him through
the increasing Indian pilgrimage traffic to the shrine of ‘Abd al-Qa4dir in
Baghdad, accessed through the earliest of the steamship routes linking
Bombay with Basra.43 The text consisted of six praise-songs in Arabic,
Persian and the ‘commonly understood’ (‘a4m fahm) Urdu which were
composed for Sayyid Ibra4hım
3 by Sayyid Jamıl3 al-Rahma4n Ra4shid of Delhi
and the local Bombay poet Ahmad ibn Seth Hajjı
4 3 Sadıq
3 Kahtarı.3 In print,
the poems followed an introduction which celebrated the saintly visitor
in the hierarchical terms of Customary Islam – as ‘his most holy honour’
(‘a4lı-jana
3
4b-e taqaddus ma4b) and so forth – that set the saintly friends of
God apart from the ordinary run of Muslims.44 In such works as this
neglected multilingual anthology we see the appropriation of mobility
and print by which the saintly intercessors reached new audiences in the
cosmopolitan cities of the Indian Ocean.
While the printing practices that defended Customary Islam were multifarious, it is the hagiography that deserves special attention. Comprising
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the overlapping genres of the mana4qib, tazkira and tabaqa, through printing the Muslim hagiography expanded to a degree unprecedented in history, a process that we can understand as the market-driven enchantment
of technology.45 As Bombay entered its half-century of greatest influence
from the 1860s, its printers began to issue a range of texts celebrating
the feats of holy men both old and new. Half a century before Sayyid
Ibra4hım
3 visited Bombay from Baghdad, the life of his celebrated ancestor
‘Abd al-Qa4dir Jıla
3 4nı 3 found printed voice in Bombay in Qa4zı3 Muhammad
Yu4suf’s Zayn al-maja4lis (Adornment of the assembly), which extolled the
miraculous deeds of the great saint in several hundred pages of verse.46 In
addition to poetry, the more common prose forms of hagiography assembled collections of ‘advertizing’ stories that could be easily remembered
and transmitted in speech.
Given the cosmopolitan character of Bombay’s Muslim population and
of its overseas reading markets, such hagiographies appeared in a range of
languages, from Arabic and Persian to Gujarati, Tamil, Urdu and Malay.
One Arabic example is the Hikayat
4
al-salihı
4 n
3 (Tales of the righteous) of
‘Uthman
4 ibn ‘Umar al-Kahf, printed in Bombay in 1876.47 A classic cheapprint edition of just over a hundred lithographic pages of unbleached
Indian-made paper, the text comprised a series of chapters on specific
moral themes, each divided into tales (hikayat
4 ) of the prophets and saints
to illustrate the theme in question. Chapter 7 dealt with the miracles of
the saints (karamat
4
al-awliya),
4 its restriction to such early Sufis as Ibrahı
4 m
3
ibn Adham (d. 163/779), Junayd Baghdadı
4 3 (d. 298/910) and Sahl Tustarı3
(d. 311/896) illustrating the fact that these customary saintly figures could
still be held up as behavioural exemplars who supplemented the praxis
of Muhammad.48 In a reflection of India’s largely unregulated publishing
industry, the Bombay edition of Hikayat
4
al-salihı
4 n
3 was an Arabic translation of a Persian original, of which other editions appeared from North
Indian printers a few years later. Such works were financially worth pirating.
Another example of such hagiographies is Muhammad Mahdı3 Wasif’s
4
Anıs3
al-zakirı
4 n
3 (Companion of the remembrancers), which appeared from the
same Bombay press as Hikayat
4
al-salihı
4 n
3 in 1871.49 A similar cheap-print
lithograph, this time in a mere twenty pages of Urdu, Anıs3 al-zakirı
4 n
3 contained stories demonstrating the wiles of Satan/Iblıs3 and the ways in which
from Noah/Nuh
4 and Moses/Musa
4 4 through to Jesus/‘lsa
! 4 and Muhammad,
the various prophets had dealt with him. These were well-known and
well-loved stories: Satan stealing onto Noah’s ark on the tail of a donkey
(gadha),
4 asking Moses to ask God to accept his repentance and God then
demanding Satan prostrate himself on the tomb of Adam. But in the new
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figure 9. Lithographic enchantment: The adventures of Ha4tim Ta4’ı3 (dated
1326/1908)
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urban marketplace that Bombay presented, with its growing population of
nominally Muslim workers divested of their traditional community structures of memory, works such as Anıs3 al-zakirı
4 n
3 formed an effective way of
transferring religious knowledge to a migrant population detached from
its former links to the village shrine or mosque. In an example of the mnemonic devices through which such writings entered the urban arena of spoken memory, each of the stories in Anıs3 al-zakirı
4 n
3 ended with an easily
remembered couplet that encapsulated its moral message.
It was not only stories of the prophets that were printed in Bombay,
and such works tapped into a larger market for entertaining stories that
was also fed by collections of supernatural folktales such as those compiled in the ‘Aja’ib
4 al-hikayat
4
(Strange tales) of 1883 or the Urdu versions
of the fantastic adventures of the ancient Arab hero Ha4tim Ta4’ı,3 such as
the A"ra4’ish-e mahfil (Ornament of the assembly) of 1326/1908, which set
dozens of stories of Ha4tim’s escapades among the genies, dıvs
3 and other
supernatural creatures alongside delightful lithographic line-drawings.50
More importantly, the city was also notable for publishing encomia of
saintly deeds, hagiographies which variously celebrated the Muslim holy
men linked to the city’s brotherhood firms. Among these was the Silsilat
al-‘a4rifın
3 (Genealogy of gnostics), a Persian hagiography of the great
Iranian Sufi Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h Walı3 (d. 834/1431), which appeared in
Bombay in 1890, while among the most interesting new hagiographies
printed in Bombay was the Riya4z-e su4fı 3 (Labours of the Sufi) on the life
of the Counter Reform missionary to South Africa Ghula4m Muhammad
‘Su4fı3 Sa4hib’ (d. 1329/1911), which was printed in Bombay for the South
African market two years after his death.51 The connections that each of
these texts forged between the Bombay market and its oceanic hinterlands are discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 7.52

Steamships, Saints and Miracles
If printing has been more commonly connected to the rise of Muslim
Reform, in the previous section we have seen the technology’s use to reproduce books that strengthened, and indeed advertised, Customary Islamic
firms and their holy men and shrines. No less important to Bombay’s religious economy were the accelerated forms of travel that allowed both
Reformist and Customary Islamic firms to conduct missionary itineraries
and other means of distributing their message.53 As in the case of printing,
the new era of the steamship and railway has been most commonly associated with Reformist trends, particularly the sub-trend of Pan-Islamism.54
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Once again, to some degree this was accurate. Nineteenth-century colonial
administrators were understandably concerned that the vastly increased
number of Indian hajj pilgrims enabled by Bombay’s steamship routes
would lead to the spread of anti-British ‘Wahhabism’ or other expressions of Pan-Islamist sympathy.55 But in actual fact, the only point at
which such organizations did become major players in the city’s religious
economy was after 1915 when the defeat of the Ottomans in the First
World War led to the creation of the Khila4fat (or ‘Caliphate’) movement
among Indian Muslims. Although Bombay’s Muslims, and the communications infrastructure of Bombay more generally, did play a significant
role in the Pan-Islamist Khila4fat movement, it remained predominantly a
North Indian organization that in any case did not emerge until after the
period with which we are concerned in this book.56 In the period from
1840 to 1915 at least, the expansion of industrial travel created a more
plural set of religious trajectories that, as in the case of printing, empowered customary forms of religious loyalty no less than novel affiliations
to a globalized umma.
Bombay was among the earliest places in the world to see the new
powers of steam put to navigational purpose, affecting not only India
but Arabia and Africa no less.57 In the 1816 Jan-e
4
Bomba’ı4 ,3 the port was
already being celebrated: lit up at night by the novelty of a lighthouse
(lıt-haws
3
), its crowded harbour of huge regal ships (jihaza
4 t-e
4 badsha
4
hı
4 )3
carried in travellers of every land and race (az har mulkı,3 har ajnası
4 ).
3 58
Although the first steamship had reached Bombay from London as early
as 1825, it was from 1850 that the great age of the Indian Ocean steamships was truly under way. The adoption of the screw propeller in around
1880 then allowed even larger ships to sail on smaller quantities of coal
and so bring down the cost of sea travel for large numbers of ordinary
people, in the Atlantic no less than the Indian Ocean. And at the heart
of the Indian Ocean’s shipping networks stood Bombay.59 As the volume
of steam navigation increased from the middle of the century, so did the
topography of Bombay itself, seeing the massive construction of docks
that included the P&O dockyards in Mazagaon, whose religious productions are explored in Chapter 6. These constructions were part of a wider
set of developments that comprised a genuine communications revolution,
not least when placed next to what we have seen of the spread of printing
in India in the same decades. Thus the first telegraph wires linking Bombay
with Calcutta were laid as early as 1854, and were in turn expanded
across the ocean via a network of relay points that mirrored the coal
depots of the steamships to reach the imperial centre in London.60 A year
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earlier, in 1853, Bombay also heralded a new age of industrial land travel
with the opening of Asia’s first passenger-train service.61 By 1856 the city
was driving the creation of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway, the East
Indian Railway and the Baroda and Central India Railway. For these reasons, Bombay assumed a central position in the Muslim travel itineraries
and the larger Muslim communications revolution of the nineteenth century. As one Indian resident of the city rhetorically asked in the Bombay
Chronicle newspaper in 1914:
Do we not see every year how when trade is active in the busy season people come from the south and north, especially the Pathans,
the Afghans and others, throng[ing] to our markets? Then look at the
number of Arab and Somali and other Mahomedan mariners, crews of
buglows from Muscat, Makalla, Aden, Basra and Zanzibar who are to
be seen in large numbers at our docks and more distant bunders.62

As noted earlier, the new networks of travel did bring the great PanIslamist Jama4l al-dın
3 al-Afgha4nı3 to Bombay as a young man in the mid1850s, and in the wake of the ‘Indian Mutiny’ of 1857–8 British officials
were concerned about the possible implications of the increased hajj traffic on the spread of ‘Wahhabi’ or what would eventually be termed PanIslamist ideas among the Muslims of India, as well as with the diseases
that pilgrims also brought home.63 Yet such was the concern among colonial officials that regulating pilgrim shipping would also have detrimental
effects on the smooth flow of merchant vessels into Bombay that a laissezfaire policy triumphed so as to see the number of sailboat and steamship
ha4jjıs3 increase dramatically.64 Even with regard to the flow of participants in the Mecca pilgrimage, Bombay’s religious economy was characterized by deregulation. As with the influx of migrant workers brought to
Bombay by the industrializing economy at large, the greater availability
of pilgrim ships brought the problem of increasing numbers of poor pilgrims to Bombay.65 As early as the 1850s it was reported that:
Annually there is a large concourse here of pilgrims to Mecca, from
Sind, the Punjab, Kashmere, Delhi, Lucknow, Peshawar, Afghanistan,
Bengal, and other countries, Bombay being the principal port of embarkation for the Red Sea. Some of these pilgrims are rich, and a large portion able to maintain themselves, but many are supported during their
stay by Mussulman families. Again, on their return from the Hajj, when
the proportion of the destitute is much greater, they are fed and clothed,
and helped on their way to their homes. The number of pilgrims who
arrive on their way to Mecca or Medina ranges from five hundred to a
thousand, males and females.66
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By the early 1900s the Indian pilgrimage traffic was supported by an
effective information network by which travellers in various regions of
India were able to learn how to acquire tickets for a steamship in Bombay.
Often such information was given within new printed narratives, as in the
case of the Urdu travelogue of Ha4fiz ‘Abd al-Rahma4n, which recounted
a tour made in 1898 – not primarily to Mecca, but to Egypt, Algeria
and Turkey. Although published in Lahore, ‘Abd al-Rahma4n’s travelogue
gave its readers precise details of what they must do on stepping off the
train at Bombay: how to approach the agents who sold ship tickets; how
often different types of ship sailed; what the charges were for the different classes of cabin; how to arrange suitable food to carry on board
ship; and by this period the important matter of how to acquire a passport.67 Yet if colonial officials were concerned about the support that
such easier Indian travel to the Middle East would lend to ‘Wahhabism’
or Pan-Islamism, an examination of the traffic between the modern forms
of transport that enabled Bombay’s flow of peoples and the stories of
miracles that resounded in the steamships’ wake shows how the increasing availability of steam transportation was also turned into increased
pilgrim revenues and the production of printed advertisements for the
shrines of the saints. At the same time, old customary routes were reinvigorated by the tread of new generations of steam pilgrims. This was
as true of steam travel on land as it was at sea. The shrine of Mu‛ın
3
al-dın
3 Chishtı3 (d. 633/1236) at Ajmer in Rajputana was put within reach
of poor pilgrims all over India by the town’s connection to the railway
through Ajmer’s selection as headquarters of British Rajputana. Modern
technology amplified the pilgrim traffic further with the printing in simple Urdu of such cheap guidebooks as Munshı 3 Sı 3 vana4th’s Sayr-e Ajme4r
(Journey to Ajmer), which directed pilgrims from Bombay between the
train station, the grand portals of Mayo College, the cloth markets, the
fancy new clock tower, and eventually the shrine itself.68
Like the printed side of the communications revolution, the transport
side was also therefore used to empower Customary Islamic firms. As the
main Indian Ocean hub for these new forms of travel, the shipping lanes
of Bombay became major generators of such miraculous advertisements.
This was not so much the concerted ideological attack on modern technology sometimes found in the writings of the ‘ulama4 at this time.69 On the
contrary, the participants in these miraculous stories were keen consumers
of the new modes of transport. What mattered was that they presented the
new powers of steam, and later electricity, as secondary – and, indeed, subject – to the customary enchanted powers of the saints. This is not unlike
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the situation Dipesh Chakrabarty has noted in the industrial jute mills
of Calcutta, where the efficient operation of machinery was seen to be
dependent on the ritual sacrifice of goats with ‘the factory and the powermachine . . . given due place in religious ceremony’.70 It was the enhanced
appeal of these supernatural powers to the vastly increased number of sea
travellers facilitated by the steamship revolution that brought about an
enchantment of the new maritime technology.71
Muslim saints had for centuries acted as the supernatural protectors of
travellers on the Indian Ocean. In this, seafarers reflected a wider modus
operandi of pre-modern travel in which the supernatural insurance of
saintly protection played an important role. A helpful example is seen
in the overland travels of the great Ottoman admiral Sayyidı3 ‘Alı3 Ra’ıs3
(d. 970/1563), who after the wreck of his ship off the western coast of
India returned to Anatolia by land via an itinerary that was regularly
punctuated with visits to the shrines of the saints. Recorded in his Mir’a4t
al-mama4lik (Mirror of the kingdoms), Sayyidı3 ‘Alı’s
3 journey reflected a
wider pattern of customary travel in which shrines played myriad roles as
hostels, staging posts, horse exchanges, markets, storehouses and tourist
sites no less than as suppliers of supernatural insurance: the saint (walı)3
was the hidden governor of his own territorial fiefdom (wila4yat). In several cases these pilgrimages of convenience resulted in dreams in which
Sayyidı3 ‘Alı3 was assured of a safe passage home.72 The very commonality
of such customs points to the tenacious association of the saints with the
Muslim experience of sea travel. The shrine of Shaykh Makhdu4m ‘Alı3 on
the edge of Bombay that was described in Chapter 2 grew in importance
in the nineteenth century through the increase in the number of travellers
requiring his intercessionary protection. As a result, the year 1875 saw
the composition of a new Arabic hagiography entitled Zamır3 al-insa4n
(Most scrupulous of men).73 The main narrative sections of the text comprised an account of Shaykh Makhdu4m’s meeting with the ‘green man’
Khizr (mala4qa4t al-khidhr) and the miracles (khawa4raqa) he wrought in
both childhood and adulthood.74 The saint’s maritime associations were
here apparent. Given that we have seen how Khizr was himself the universal patron of seafarers, his meeting with the more local saintly sea
patron Shaykh Makhdu4m is particularly apposite. In turn, Zamır3 al-insa4n
advertized how Shaykh Makhdu4m protected merchants (al-tujja4r) and
rescued foundering ships (markab) by guiding them safely into port at
Mahim, where by the time of the book’s writing his shrine stood overlooking the coast.75 As the years passed, further stories began to spread
in advertisement of the shrine’s powers. Miraculous narratives recorded
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in later sources depict the saint helping Hindu merchants recover cargoes lost at sea and aiding a poor local boy in a contest to complete
the hajj more quickly than a wealthy Arab trader who owned his own
ship.76 Clearly, such shrines offered desirable services to sea-travellers.
In a reflection of the oceanic reach of such patterns of religious productivity, the movement of large numbers of Indian merchants and pilgrims
between India, Mecca and Singapore in the nineteenth century led to the
foundation in Singapore of a similar franchise shrine to the great patron
of Tamil Muslim seafarers Sha4h al-Hamıd
3 of Nagore.77
The increasing availability of sea travel to ordinary Indian Muslims
in the nineteenth century brought about a corresponding increase in the
demand for miraculous protection on the ocean. While the number of
mobile Indian Muslims certainly increased during the last decades of the
nineteenth century, for most of the pilgrims this mobility was not accompanied by any increase in the comforts of travel. As one unsympathetic
observer described the appearance of a sailing-ship of returning ha4jjıs3
entering Bombay harbour in the 1870s:
We found that a dhow which had just returned from Jeddah was discharging pilgrims from the sacred shrines of Mecca and Medina into a
numerous squadron of felucca-rigged jollyboats. Veiled women, attenuated boys, reverend and bearded men were piled up in these native crafts
as uncomfortably as a shipwrecked crew in a lifeboat. Most rueful did
they look, most vilely did they smell, travel-stained and inexpressibly
dirty were they.78

It was amid these circumstances of cheaper but correspondingly incommodious sea journeys that the demand for supernatural protection grew
in tandem with the number of Muslims set upon the waves for the first
time in their lives by the more competitive economy of Indian Ocean
travel. This was no less the case for travellers on steamships as it was
for those on the older sailing-boats, as the Yorkshire sailor Jack Keane
(1854–1937) found when travelling third class in 1877 on a steamship
bearing Indian pilgrims back from Mecca to Bombay. While the ship
stowed 50 wealthy pilgrims ‘first class’ in the cabin, there were another
1,300 stowed third class on the main and lower decks. Keane’s description
of their on-board conditions gives us a vivid picture of the circumstances
of fear and discomfort that stoked the demand for seaborne miracles:
When I state that these were all huddled together, men, women, and
children, indiscriminately, and were so put to it for space that there
literally was not room for all to lie down at the same time, it will be
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understood why, to many of the pilgrims, the sea voyage has greater
terrors than the land journey. During our passage of twenty-one days
to Bombay, not a day passed without its death; and on one fine morning three corpses were dragged up from the foul lower-deck, out of the
midst of a reeking throng of penned-up human beings.79

It is little wonder that the hajj became internationally recognized as
one of the principal vectors of the global cholera epidemics of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, adding further to the anxiety
of embarking on the overcrowded steamships. Fuelled by such conditions as the century progressed, miracle stories therefore continued to
circulate and to take on new forms in Bombay, adapting themselves
to the new conditions of travel or absorbing elements of the colonial
experience to add to the prestige of the saint in question. In Chapter 7
we will hear an account of cholera-vanishing miracles on the steamer
to South Africa. The scale of these miraculous rumours occasionally
combined with their intrinsic fascination to cross over into the Englishmedium press. In 1926 another such account appeared in the Times of
India with reference to the hajj carried out from Bombay in 1903 by
the Muslim holy woman, Ba4ba4 Ja4n (d. 1931) of Poona in the Bombay
Presidency. In a strange meeting of miracles and machines, the report
described how during a terrible storm on the journey from Bombay to
the Red Sea, ‘she saved the steamer from being dashed to pieces after all
the passengers, including the European ones, had promised to garland
the grave of the Holy Prophet’.80 Given that Ba4ba4 Ja4n had previously
spent several years living rough on the streets of Bombay, the Times
report was an ironical inversion of the usual social hierarchy of newspaper reporting, placing a street beggar in the news columns beside
the great and good of empire. In other cases, such stories of enchanted
travel found expression in the new spate of hagiographies that we have
seen flourished in the era of print.
A series of similar narratives is preserved in A‘zam al-kara4ma4t (Greatest
of miracles), an early twentieth-century Urdu printed hagiography of
Ba4ba4 Ja4n’s contemporary, Bane4 Miya4n (d. 1339/1921), a former colonial
soldier turned faqır3 residing in Aurangabad to the east of Bombay. Here
miraculous intervention was described in more vivid terms than the sober
prose of the Times of India. According to A‘zam al-kara4ma4t, when a
storm hit his steamship on his way to perform the hajj, a devotee named
Hasan al-dın
3 was saved by resorting to the customary technique of ‘picturing’ (tasawwur) Bane4 Miya4n.81 Here was a practical outcome of the
doctrines of intercession and rituals of ‘picturing the shaykh’ (tasawwur-e
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shaykh) described in Chapter 6 being taught in Bombay by such preachers as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h, whose own lodge was conveniently located beside
the P&O dockyard in Bombay’s Mazagaon quarter. Reflecting the story
associated with the shrine of Shaykh Makhdu4m of Bombay, another narrative in A‘zam al-kara4ma4t described Bane4 Miya4n miraculously finding
the money for a poor devotee to complete the hajj, so by miracle connecting Customary Islam to the basic tenets of the faith in a way that also echoes the wider attempts of Customary and particularly Counter Reform
leaders to bolster their productions with the moral support of sharı‘a
3 .82
Such pauper pilgrims, who often left Bombay with no funds for return
from – or even maintenance during – their travels, were considered a serious problem by both colonial and Muslim authorities. The saint’s prediction of the permanent limp that the follower later sustained after falling
from his camel on the desert road between the steamboats’ arrival point
at Jidda and the holy city of Medina is also a reminder of the hazards that
the hajj still involved in 1900.83 Elsewhere, A‘zam al-kara4ma4t passed on
the report of a man who in 1884 claimed to have come across twenty-five
Indian soldiers of the Hyderabad Contingent who were visiting to make
an offering at the shrine of Afzal Sha4h Biya4ba4nı3 (d. 1273/1856), way
inland from Bombay at Qazipeth to the north of Hyderabad (albeit right
beside the railway track laid in the 1860s). The soldiers described how
their ship had been caught in a storm on the way to Jidda. When the ship
started to sink, and the captain told the passengers that all was lost, they
too prayed to Bane4 Miya4n to intercede for them, and five minutes later
he promptly appeared in the waves, supporting the keel of the steamship
on his shoulder. When the English captain demanded to know who this
diwa4na (madman) was, in a mixing of customary Muslim and colonial
terminology the soldiers replied that he was their ‘Sufi master padre’ or
pır3 pa4drı.3 84 In the oral versions of the story that are still current at the
saint’s shrine in Aurangabad, Bane4 Miya4n is presented as having proven
his presence at the scene by displaying a great bruise on his shoulder
where he had carried the ship.85 The image of the bearded old man bearing the iron hulk of a steamship on his shoulder is a potent icon indeed.
In the decades either side of 1900 such stories were a common feature of the cheap-print hagiographical works issued in Bombay and sold
at its shrines, fairs and markets. These were not free-floating and rootless
tales, but printed advertisements for the powers and services of particular shrines or holy men associated with them. As such, the advertisements
played an important part of the religious economy of the Indian Ocean,
and their increasing production and distribution was a sign of the growing
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figure 10. The ocean industrialized: A steamship in Bombay harbour, c. 1890

competitiveness of the unregulated religious marketplace. Such talk of economy is not to rob the stories of their moral purpose; indeed, Customary
Islam was so successful precisely because of its ability to link its moral
imperatives to attractive products (miracles) advertised through efficient
means of distribution (cheap print). In this respect, it is worth making a
parallel between the way in which stories of miraculous seaborne rescues
formed the turning-points of conversion narratives among not only the
Customary Islamic organizations of the Indian Ocean but also among the
Evangelicals and Methodists of the Atlantic a century earlier.86 Relying on
the familiar wonders of the customary universe, such narrative advertisements swayed people into following holy men and their religious firms and
entering the moral communities which they created in turn.
Muslim travellers were wise to seek out such forms of supernatural
insurance, for sea travel in the steam age was still fraught with a good
many dangers. Much of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century pilgrim traffic crossed the ocean in boats in which European merchants would
not even have trusted their goods, let alone their families. Paradoxically, as
the nineteenth century wore on and ocean steamer and then liner technology improved, the conditions of safety and comfort for thousands of hajjı
4 s3
declined. As time passed and new types of ship were built, merchants sold
on an increasing number of the first- and second-generation steamers and
obsolete sailing boats to small-time navigation companies that carried on
an unscrupulous trade in squeezing too many ‘pious natives’ above and
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below the decks of their coal-burning rust buckets. A full storm on one of
these still small hajj sailboats or steamers could be terrifying indeed, and
besides featuring in the many printed saintly stories of the period, in 1900
such circumstances also formed the premise for Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim,
in whose contrastingly disenchanted world a crew of European drunkards
desert their steamship’s cargo of Muslim pilgrims after a mid-storm collision at sea. Whether for Conrad or the Indian sailors of the period, for
those who had tasted them, the terrors of the journey lingered long in the
imagination. As more and more of these older ships entered the third- and
fourth-hand market, creating a competitive market in ferrying pilgrims
across the ocean, prices were driven down, creating a dual incentive for
more Indian Muslims to make the hajj and for the low-budget hajjı
4 s3 to
be crammed onto any old vessel. Many of the steamers that serviced the
lower end of the pilgrim market were not only less than seaworthy, but
were in their cramped and unsanitary conditions ripe environments for
the diseases such as cholera that also circulated the ocean and its pilgrim
routes with greater rapidity than ever.87 If in response the period saw the
proliferation of cholera stations and quarantine regulations in ports under
British control, for anyone unfortunate enough to be trapped on a quarantined ship the prospects were bleak and terrifying. It is scarcely surprising,
then, that alongside the tale of the sinking steamer, the other great hagiographical theme of the period was that of the holy man rescuing pilgrims
from the onboard epidemic of cholera. An accolade attributed to scores of
Muslim saints and their shrine firms as the nineteenth century progressed,
it also featured prominently in the 1912 Urdu printed hagiography of the
Bombay oceanic missionary Ghulam
4 Muhammad ‘Sufı
4 3 Sahib’
4
discussed
in Chapter 7.88
Further examples of the maritime miracle are seen in other Bombay
hagiographies of the period. The Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 , a Persian biography
of Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 Walı,3 which we have already seen being printed in
Bombay in 1307/1890, contained a classic example. A group of merchants
were sailing in the Sea of Oman when their ship began to sink: when they
fired an ‘arrow of prayer’ (tır-e
3 du‘a)4 towards Shah
4 Ni‘matullah’s
4 distant
shrine a man suddenly appeared in the waves and dragged the boat by its
guideropes to the safety of the shore.89 Another version of the story is found
in a lithographic Majmu‘a
4 (Compendium) of stories about Shah
4 Wajıh
3
al-dın
3 ‘Alawı3 (d. 998/1589) of Ahmadabad that was printed in Bombay
in the early 1900s in a parallel Urdu/Persian edition. Among the numerous miracle services of Wajıh
3 al-dın
3 that are described in the Majmu‘a
4 we
find another version of the sea-rescue story, in which a man from Gujarat
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decided to make the hajj, and gave up his home and goods before carrying
out a gift-giving pilgrimage to Wajıh
3 al-dın’s
3 shrine en route to his embarkation point in Bombay.90 Later, after successfully reaching the holy land,
while he was solemnly sweeping the earth around the tomb of the Prophet
in Medina, the thought passed through his mind that he should visit a Sufi
in Syria of whom he had recently heard. Just then a voice boomed from the
Prophet’s grave, telling him that he had not yet even begun to discover the
depths of Wajıh
3 al-dın’s
3 wisdom and commanding him to return to India
instead. However, on the return journey his ship sailed dangerously close
to a mountain looming out of the water and, seeing this, his fellow passengers all began to weep and wail. Fortunately the pilgrim must have listened carefully to the Sufi impressarios of the day, for when the mountain
appeared he had the presence of mind to focus his ‘concentration’ (tawwajuh) on Wajıh
3 al-dın
3 and so summon his miraculous intercession. The
dénouement of the tale unfolded as the passengers all felt the sensation of
someone lifting the foundering ship from the waves and hurling it beyond
the mountain to safety. In its emphasis on ‘brand’ loyalty to the shrine
and the reward of intercession, the narrative illustrated a central theme of
Customary Islam that was coming under Reformist competitive threat at
this time, while acting as an advertisement for the services of Wajıh
3 al-dın’s
3
shrine in a period of intense internecine competition between different
firms. The traveller’s near decision to turn to a shrine in Syria instead of
Wajıh
3 al-dın
3 from back home underlines this new degree of religious competition provided by the increasing number of Indians travelling beyond
their home towns and villages to experience a wider world of spiritual
alternatives. In a society that still placed great weight on familial and ethnic
descent, particularly on descent from Arab sayyid linages, other expressions of the defence of the saints are found in the genealogical charters
(nasab-nama
4 ) that were issued with great frequency in the later nineteenth
century, as in a rhymed masnawı3 version written for Wajıh
3 al-dın
3 around
1860, or the 1848 Persian genealogical guide to saintly biographies entitled
Mukhbir al-awliya4 (Reports on God’s friends), which included an account
of Wajıh
3 al-dın’s
3 family lineage and teachers.91In such ways, older shrine
firms used brand pedigree against newer competitors.
Nor were such enchanted maritime texts composed only in the Indian
vernaculars. Hagiographies celebrating seaborne miracles also appeared
in the language usually associated with the modernist ‘Anglo’ Reformists
such as Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan
4 or his Bombay associate Badr al-dın
3
Tayyibjı:3 English. An example is the anonymous Life of Khwaja
4 Sayyid
Mat‘a4 al-dın
3 printed in Bombay in 1922.92 The hereditary saint whose family
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shrine was in Mangrol in the Surat district of the Bombay Presidency, Sayyid
Mat‘a4 al-dın
3 was one of the many entrepreneurial shaykhs who relocated to
Bombay in the nineteenth century, his own move a reflection of the establishment of other Gujarati franchise shrine firms described in Chapter 2.
Recounted in Mat‘a4 al-dın’s
3 hagiography is an account of how a group of
sailors of the Kharva caste were sailing down the coast from Bhavnagar to
Bombay when their boat was hit by a storm.93 ‘In the hour of their danger they remembered their Pir and vowed an offering of Rs.200’, the text
explained, adding that ‘the storm abated and when the sailors landed at
Bombay they went with the offering to the Pir’s quarters’.94 The services of
the holy man in offering supernatural protection for his followers are abundantly clear from the anecdote, services for which payment was demanded
no less than it was by other big men in the city who offered more criminal forms of ‘protection’. As seen with regard to Bombay’s dock and mill
workers in Chapter 6, such assurances of protection lay at the heart of
the continued appeal of custom amid the technologies of the industrial era.
Nonetheless, the flow of financial resources was two-way, and other stories
served to advertise how even simple emotional investments in such-andsuch a holy man could result in solidly material dividends. The early twentieth-century Persian biographical collection Tara’iq
4 al-haqa’iq
4 , for example,
describes how a poor woman travelling by boat from Bombay approached
the Iranian merchant and Sufi Hajjı
4 3 Sayyid ‘Alı3 Agha
" ’ı
4 3 Mazandaranı
4 3 for help
on board ship, explaining that her husband had gone missing and that she
was now penniless. When the Hajjı
4 3 discovered that her husband had died
in a market in Bombay, he used his influence to collect 5,000 rupees for her
from the shopkeepers and have it deposited in a bank.95 These shaykhs
were men of influence, supernatural and otherwise, and to approach them
was a sensible way of getting things done.
There was of course another dimension to the marketplace popularity
of such stories. In the case of printed books like the Majmu‘a
4 , it is clear
that the publishers of such hagiographical chapbooks aimed to provide a
kind of licit entertainment to an audience brought up on such tales of wonder. If the proliferation of such tales was partly a reflection of the growing
number of Indians experiencing the ocean for the terrifying first time, it
was also a reflection of the competitive print culture which sought to commodify the imaginative leitmotifs of the age. Not quite Penny Dreadfuls,
the cheap hagiographical story books are best paralleled by the pious missionary adventure books that also typified the Victorian print world, books
such as Jessie Page’s popular hagiography of a heroic British ‘sailor and
4 ), the narrative voice of the storyteller is
saint’.96 Termed ‘tales’ (hikayat
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apparent throughout the Majmu‘a
4 discussed above. Without such enticements, the printers, booksellers and chapmen who dealt in these unpretentious pamphlets would presumably have found few customers. Embedded
in such forms of entertainment, the stories of the miraculous deliverance
from the waves helped echo and give shape to fears and perceptions of
travel in the popular imagination. But their very existence in print is also
testament to the market connections forged between Customary Islam
and the new era of commercial printing in which spectacular tales helped
not only advertise a particular shaykh or shrine but also to sell books for
those interested in printing them. Nonetheless, it is important to grasp the
rhetoric of factuality in such narratives, for in them we hear authentic if
marginalized modern voices of the experience of Indian Ocean travel, and
of the sense of danger that even in the era of the iron steamship caused
travellers to place their faith in the blessed flesh and bone of the saints on
dry land. Even on hajj, the orientation of Customary Islam anchored primarily to Indian terra firma rather than solely to the Quranic Arabia of the
Reformists was strong enough to make pilgrims call on the patron saints
of the steamships rather than on the Prophet or God to whose scriptural
geography they were travelling.
Before beginning their journeys, travellers aboard even the most
modern steamships would often pay a visit to make cash offerings at one
of the shrines along the Bombay seaboard, such as those of Makhdum
4 ‘Alı3
or Hajjı
4 3 ‘Alı.3 Before beginning his rail journey to Bombay and thence by
steamer to Europe, even the Hyderabadi modernizer Mır3 La’ı
4 q
3 ‘Alı3 Khan
4
Sala
4 r4 Jang II sought the blessings of the Prophet’s son-in-law ‘Alı3 by making a pilgrimage to the shrine known as Mawla ‘Alı.3 97 Despite seeking the
Mawla’s blessing, once safely en route Sala
4 r4 Jang indulged his fascination
with all things modern that Bombay afforded, even going to the lengths
of staying in a hotel that was built entirely of iron.98 Sailing from Bombay
aboard the steamer Peshawar, he and his Hyderabadi companions made a
careful inspection of the engine room, where they quizzed its Indian engineer; every day Sala
4 r4 Jang recorded all this in his elegant Persian prose,
even the speed of the ship transcribed in English ‘miles per hour’.99 On his
safe return to India in 1305/1888 Sala
4 r4 Jang printed the Persian account
of his travels in Bombay rather than his home city of Hyderabad.
Other sea journeys involved even stranger traffic between religious custom and modern transportation. In 1293/1876 the Bohra Isma4‘ılı
3 3 scholar
Muhammad ‘Alı3 al-Hamda4nı3 (d. 1315/1898) set out from India to tour
the west Indian Ocean and Mediterranean in search of the Hidden Imam,
whom he was convinced had just revealed himself.100 Before his exhausted
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return to India in 1305/1887, he searched in vain for the living prophet
who alone embodied the secret knowledge of the universe. In 1911 the
North Indian Sufi missionary Khwa4ja Hasan Niza4mı3 (1878–1955) set
sail from Bombay on his own voyage to discover the wider world of
Islam by travelling to Egypt, Iraq and the Hijaz in imitation of his celebrated modernist friend, Shiblı3 Nu‘manı3 (d. 1332/1914).101 But even this
was no straightforward expression of Pan-Islamism and, troubled by the
relentless swell of the ocean, in his travel diary Khwa4ja Hasan likened the
rhythm of the waves to the Sufi breathing meditation of pa4s-e anfa4s.102
Thinking these thoughts aboard an Austrian ocean liner, Khwa4ja Hasan’s
journey encapsulates the strange currents of modernity that washed into
Bombay. Not only did this new era of travel promote tales or experiences
of enchantment, through both increasing the number of travellers and
mechanizing the distribution of their stories in print, it amplified and
empowered them. In such ways, no less than the power of printing, the
power of steam was called to the service of the saints and the shrine and
brotherhood firms they represented.

4
Exports for an Iranian Marketplace

Bombay and the Religious Economy of Iran
The migration of Iranians to India forms one of the great themes in the
religious history of both India and Iran. But while these interchanges are
common enough knowledge with regard to the pre-modern period, their
continuity – and, indeed, acceleration – through the nineteenth century
has been neglected.1 From the early nineteenth century, India was key
to the development of Iran’s diplomatic contacts with the wider world
and Iranian relations with Britain were brokered through the exchange
of ambassadors with Calcutta as much as London.2 In the opening years
of the nineteenth century, the ill-fated voyage to India of the resident of
Bushire, Ha4jjı3 Muhammad Khalıl,
3 on behalf of the Iranian ruler Fath ‘Alı3
Sha4h began this round of diplomatic exchanges with India, and soon led
to the establishment of a permanent Iranian consul in Bombay.3 These
diplomatic relations, and the founding of the consulate in Bombay, were
a reflection of the expansion of trade between the two regions.4 We must
look first, then, at the trade connections that underwrote Bombay’s connections with Iran. Recent scholarship has begun to draw attention to
the persistency of mercantile connections between Indian and Iranian
merchants in the nineteenth century.5 The old Iranian trading town
of Kerman, for example, maintained a growing population of Indian
merchants throughout the century, while the renewed ties between the
Zoroastrians of Yazd and their Parsi co-religionists in Bombay assured
the presence of a wealthy contingent of Indian merchants in Yazd as well.
As the century progressed, Bombay increasingly became the commercial focus for the traditional trading towns of central and southern Iran.
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In 1830 Bombay’s total trade with Iran amounted to 350,000 rupees, but
by 1859 the annual trade in horses alone had risen to 2,625,000 rupees,
and this trend continued as the century progressed.6 By 1865 the number of Iranians officially registered as residing in Bombay reached 1,639
persons, though we can be fairly sure that a good many more unofficial
residents escaped the eyes of the city’s officials.7
As Bombay’s commercial importance grew, and its Iranian community with it, its importance for Iran in social and religious terms similarly
expanded. This chapter traces Bombay’s interactions with this Iranian
community through the production of religious forms for the ‘export
market’ in Iran. Once again, diversity – and, indeed, diversification – were
the key to this increasing level of production, both in terms of the range
of religious groups involved (Parsi and Baha4’ı3 as well as Muslim) and in
terms of the distinct types of religious production. Though Bombay was
extremely important in the production and export of Reform to Iran –
from Parsi Zoroastrian Reformism to the Pan-Islamism of the early
Iranian visitor Jama4l al-dın
3 ‘al-Afgha4nı’3 – it was also extremely important
in the re-production and empowerment of the hierarchical and enchanted
productions of Customary Islam by way of the Sufi holy men who circulated between Iran and Bombay in considerable numbers. Bombay played
an important role in the gradual splintering of the substantial monopoly
that the Shi‘i ‘ulama4 had maintained over the religious economy of Iran
since the early 1600s. While the ways in which Iranian Sufi brotherhood
firms experienced and made use of Bombay varied, echoing the cosmopolitan and anti-cosmopolitan possibilities of the shrine firms studied in
Chapter 2, a case study of the travelogue of the most important Iranian
Sufi of the late nineteenth century affords a first-hand sense of the operation of Bombay’s economy of enchantment. Before turning towards these
Muslim entrepreneurs, let us look first at the larger context of Iranian
religious production in Bombay.
By the mid-nineteenth century Bombay’s ruling class comprised prominent Parsi Zoroastrian merchants who were becoming increasingly conscious of their ‘Iranian’ identity, a development which was linked in part
to the renewal of their contact with Iran through exports of trade and
Zoroastrian missionary Reform. Bombay’s great Parsi families were
among the city’s most important civic patrons and were early pioneers
of modern education in Iran, as with the schools previously founded
by Sir Jamshetjee Jeejeebhoy (1783–1859), which pre-dated Bombay’s
first Muslim Anglo-Mohammedan schools by several decades.8 Turning
to their originally liturgical Avestan and Pahlavi ‘scriptures’ in new and
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axiomatically ‘Protestant’ Reformist ways, the city’s Parsi elite also undertook a reform of their own religious heritage.9 Several such Parsis also
joined the colonial government in a programme of municipal improvements that lent Bombay a physiognomy fitting its elevated place in Indian
Ocean trade.10 Like the Muslim Modernists discussed in Chapter 1 they
funded schools and libraries, hospitals and factories, laying the foundations of the city’s ‘progress’, a notion which in the terminology of taraqqı 3
(progress) Bombay’s Parsis helped export to Iran. As greater numbers of
Iranian Muslims began to visit Bombay, they took a strange pride in their
non-Muslim overseas Persian (‘Parsi’) compatriots. Enabling this was a distinct feature of the Parsi renaissance by way of an increased interest in their
Iranian heritage, resulting in the publication of works in Persian on this
subject and the renewal of direct Zoroastrian religious contact with Iran.
Like the earlier Christian and later Muslim firms, the new Parsi anjumans
dispatched their own missionaries to Iran to reacquaint their co-religionists
with what they considered the true version of their faith, making use of
Bombay’s printers and trade networks to disseminate their message.
After centuries of quietist minoritarianism, from around 1850 the
Parsis joined the new religious marketplace as they debated the possibility of attracting Indian converts to their religion.11 However, they
quickly realized that an easier market for their new religious productions
lay across the ocean in Iran, whose trading cities had over the previous
decades been laid open to Bombay’s more material productions. Bombaybased Parsi religious firms such as the Persian Zoroastrian Amelioration
Fund (founded in 1854) sent instructors to distribute their new Reformist
Zoroastrianism to their notional co-religionists in Iran. These instructors
brought funds collected in Bombay to establish franchises of their new
institutions in Bombay, founding the first modern schools in Iran. In the
Anjuman-e Zartushtiyan
4 of Yazd (founded in 1858), modelled on the new
Zoroastrian anjumans of Bombay, they also founded one of the earliest
modern donation and fee funded Iranian associations.12 The most famous
of these mobile exporters of the new Zoroastrianism was the Bombay
Parsi Manikjı 3 Limjı3 Hatarı
4 a3 (1813–90), who, like his Muslim counterparts discussed below, would describe his religious journeys between
Bombay and Iran in a missionary travelogue, Risala-ye
4
tarjama-ye izhar-e
4
!
siyahat-e
4
Iran
4 (Descriptive treatise on the performance of a journey to
Iran), printed in Bombay in 1280/1863. Manikjı’s
3 export mission was very
much a part of the larger religious economy developing in Bombay, and
his first journey from Bombay to Iran in 1854 was even undertaken in the
company of two Christian missionaries.13 Operating in the trading towns
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of southern Iran, where the last Zoroastrians survived in miserable conditions, through the series of initiatives that began in the 1850s, Bombay and
its Parsi religious firms laid some of the earliest seeds of modernization in
provincial Iran. Funded by Parsis who comprised some of the wealthiest
businessmen in Bombay, from the middle of the nineteenth century Parsi
Zoroastrian Reformist firms were able to render great changes in the lives
and social status of their co-religionists in Iran, transforming them from
forgotten village peasants into educated urban merchants and, ultimately,
technocrats. Originating in Bombay, this re-empowerment of the rituals of
a Zoroastrian priesthood and the education of their followers would lend
Zoroastrianism a social profile sufficiently high to reach the consciousness
of their Muslim fellow countrymen and, by the early twentieth century,
fed into the reimagination of Zoroastrianism as the ‘national’ religion of
Iran. Through a combining of its characteristic market trends of custom
and reform, Bombay’s religious economy was in substantial part responsible for reproducing an ancient religion for the modern age.
Such was the financial weight behind Bombay Parsi support for Iranian
Zoroastrians that in 1882, with British diplomatic help, they managed to
bring about the abolition of the centuries-old jizya (poll-tax) levied on
Iran’s religious minorities, with Bombay’s Parsi merchants promising the
Iranian ruler, Na4sir al-dın
3 Sha4h, that they would ‘buy out’ the jizya by
covering the revenue loss from their own purses.14 The shah’s official
firma4n announcing the abolition was translated and proudly reprinted
in the Bombay Gazette.15 The abolition of the jizya not only represented
a demotion of the status of sharı‘a
3 ; it also removed one of the principal legal obstacles preventing the emergence of a more liberal religious
economy in Iran as in Bombay that would in time register in the nation’s
consciousness through the constitutional movement of the early 1900s.
By this time, Bombay’s Parsis had helped found fourteen modern schools
for their fellow Zoroastrians in Iran, bringing many of their students
to Bombay for higher studies.16 Such philanthropy came at a cost, and
Bombay’s Parsi missionaries such as Manikjı3 expected Iran’s Zoroastrians
to reject many of the religious customs that they found offensive, particularly those involving dancing, music and the consumption of alcohol, for which no warrant could be found in the Avestan texts being
printed for the first time in Bombay and newly configured as ‘scripture’.17
Reproduced in the distant towns of Iran by Bombay’s Parsi exporters was
a reformed Zoroastrianism that in echoing the characteristics of such
Muslim Reformists as Badr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı3 was a characteristic product
of the Reformist trend of the Bombay marketplace. Buoyant on the wealth
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of trade, the reach of Bombay’s Parsi Reformists thus stretched far across
the ocean into the inland towns of the Iranian plateau. As we see below, the
same connections were also exploited by Customary Islamic firms associated with Bombay’s Iranian Muslim diaspora.
Reformist Zoroastrian firms were by no means the sole agents of greater
pluralization in the religious economy of nineteenth-century Iran. Shifts
within Iranian society also reared a range of other new religious productions,
of which the Babı
4 3 and, ultimately, Baha’ı
4 3 movements are the best known.
As early as the 1840s, Sayyid ‘Alı3 Muhammad Shıra
3 zı
4 ’s
3 self-declaration as
the Bab
4 (from bab
4 , ‘gateway’) reached Bombay, prompting the allegiance
of the major early Babı
4 3 impresario, the Indian Muslim Sayyid Basır,
3 who
subsequently set off from Bombay to travel through Iran on behalf of his
new master.18 In another of the characteristically enchanted productions
of Bombay’s marketplace, in his proselytizing tours of the towns of Iran,
Sayyid Basır3 attracted followers to the Bab
4 by his regular performance of
miracles (khwariq-e
4
‘ada
4 t4 ) before being executed by Iranian officials in
around 1851.19 While Iran’s rulers, and the Shi‘i clerical hierarchy with
which the religiously monopolistic Iranian state had managed an uneasy
alliance since the Safavid era, attempted to suppress these new religious
productions (most visibly in their execution of the Bab
4 himself in 1850),
they were ultimately thwarted by the religious flows that moved in and out
of Iran through the region’s interaction with a larger oceanic religious economy. Sayyid Basır3 was by no means the sole Babı
4 3 link to Bombay, and from
the early 1850s a series of the Bab’s
4 merchant followers established themselves in Bombay, including members of the prominent Babı
4 3 Afnan
4 family,
who registered their trading company under the name of ‘Messrs. Haji Sayed
Mirza and Mirza Mahmood Co.’.20 As the parallel Babı
4 3 religious ‘firm’ was
gradually transformed under the leadership of Baha’ulla
4
h,
4 from Bombay
these Babı
4 3 merchants used the wealth they gathered from their trade in the
city to become major patrons of early Baha4’ı3 religious productivity, not least
in around 1880 by founding the Nasirı
4 3 Press that would serve in Bombay as
the foundational Baha’ı
4 3 publishing and propaganda firm.21
While these Iranian religious flows also moved in other directions
towards Russia and the Ottoman Empire, the concern here is with Bombay.
For these purposes, it is notable that the three major players in the pluralization of the Muslim section of Iran’s religious economy – namely the Babı
4 s,
3
Baha’ı
4 s3 and the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 Sufis – were all closely linked to Bombay. For
in addition to the movement of Zoroastrians between Bombay and Iran,
during the second half of the century Bombay became a notable centre
for Baha’ı
4 3 activities, as after the Afnan
4 family refugees from Iran gathered
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there in increasing numbers and the Babı
4 s3 already established in the city
chose to follow Baha’ulla
4
h
4 as the Bab’s
4 successor.22 It is no coincidence that
Baha’ulla
4
h
4 drew many of his early followers from the same Iranian religious consumers in the trading towns of central Iran who were also drawn
to the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 Sufi brotherhood, for in merchant towns connected to
Bombay was a religious market being drawn into Bombay’s orbit. In a textual sense at least, early Baha’ism
4
was a product of the Bombay religious
economy, for it was there that the writings of Baha’ulla
4
h
4 were first published and distributed. Both of Baha’ulla
4
h’s
4 main works, which comprised
the foundational scriptures of the new Baha’ı
4 3 faith, were first published in
Bombay. These were the Persian texts Kitab-e
4 yaqın
3 (Book of certainty), first
printed in Bombay by the city’s Nasirı
4 3 Press in 1299/1882; Kitab-e
4
mubın
3
(Book of revelation), printed in Bombay in 1308/1890; and the subsequent
Arabic Kitab
4 al-aqdas (Holiest book), first printed there in 1314/1896.23
With Nasir
4 al-dın
3 Shah
4 having established a censor system over book production inside Iran, and Baha’ulla
4
h
4 himself imprisoned in exile by the
Ottoman authorities, the liberal and wide-reaching religious economy of
Bombay offered a key opportunity for Baha’ulla
4
h,
4 who along with the Agha
" 4
Khan
4 was the most effective Iranian religious entrepreneur of the nineteenth
century. Such was the centrality of Bombay to the printed production and
distribution of Baha’ulla
4
h’s
4
message that he dispatched his younger son,
Mırza
3 4 Muhammad ‘Alı,3 to Bombay to help prepare his father’s writings for
! hı
publication.24 The founder of the Nasirı
4 3 Press, Mırza
3 4 lbra
4 m,
3 was in turn
25
the son of the Bab’s
4 brother-in-law. As Chapter 5 makes clear, as a highly
effective trans-regional ‘family firm’ centred on the person and writings of
a father and his sons, between Iran, Bombay and the wider world beyond
them, in structural, organizational and productive terms the Baha’ı
4 3 religious firm held very much in common with the family-centred activities of
Baha’ulla
4
h’s
4 fellow Iranian exile the Agha
" 4 Khan
4 and his impresario sons.
If it was in Iran that the divine effulgence of the Bab
4 and Baha’ulla
4
h
4 had
been manifested in flesh, it was in Bombay that their personal charisma
was transformed into industrially mass-produced books that could reach a
wider international religious marketplace.
The shared knowledge of Persian, and perhaps even a common sense
of being Iranian, at times drew these different entrepreneurs together
into mutually productive collaborations, pointing to the way in which
the religious economy could be at times collaborative as well as competitive. The personal secretary of the Zoroastrian Reformist exporter
Manikjı3 was a noted Baha4’ı 3 scholar, for example, while, as seen below,
Iranian Muslim travellers also had dealings with the Parsis of Bombay
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and the Isma4‘ı3lı3 A"gha4 Kha4n hosted a range of Iranian Ni‘matulla4hı3 Sufis
and Pan-Islamists in his Bombay mansion. With its blend of messianism
and reason, of nineteenth-century liberalism and older ideas of incarnationism, the productions of the Baha4’ulla4h family firm combined many
of the dual possibilities of the Muslim religious economy charted in
this book. By locating merchants in Bombay and printing there some of
their foundational works, the early Baha’ı
4 3 proselytizers used the same
strategies as their Zoroastrian and Muslim counterparts, harnessing the
transnational resources available to them in Bombay to reshape and
pluralize the religious economy back home in Iran. Another example is
found in the Risa4la-ye siya4siyya (Treatise on politics) written by ‘Abd
al-Baha4, the Baha4’ı 3 leader and son of Baha4’ulla4h, in around 1892 in
response to the Tobacco Revolt in Iran, which was published in Bombay
by the Dutt Prasad Press on 1 Muharram 1314 (12 June 1896). 26 In
making what Juan Cole has called ‘the strongest case for the separation of religion and state ever made in a Middle Eastern context’, in its
virulent anti-clericalism the text escaped the ruler Na4sir al-dın3 Sha4h’s
state censor in Iran through being printed in Bombay and distributed
through its wide commercial networks. Like the other books printed
for the Iranian market discussed below, the Risa4la-ye siya4siyya in this
way made its incremental contribution to a pluralization of the Iranian
religious economy by demanding a more ‘liberal’ religious marketplace through the removal of the state-sponsored monopoly of the Shi‘i
clerical ‘ulama4.27
However, while Zoroastrians, Babı
4 s3 and Baha’ı
4 s3 operated from Bombay,
the larger number of Iranians in residence there were Shi‘i Muslims.
Through the growth of Shi‘i Sufi brotherhood firms, the nineteenth century also saw a pluralization of the religious forms available to Iranian
Muslims. Bombay played a central role in this development as well. Like
the city’s other Muslims, Iranian Muslims formed their own distinct community, possessing their own mosque and husayniyya so as to worship
apart from Indian and Sunni Muslims. In this, they fit into the pattern of
Muslim divisiveness seen in Chapters 1 and 2, the very pattern that would
lead Reformists such as al-Afghanı
4 3 and Badr al-dın
3 Tayyibjı3 to call for
their collective solidarity as Muslims. Like the Parsis, Bombay’s Iranian
Muslims principally comprised a merchant community who were especially involved in the trading of textiles, horses, dried fruits and opium
between the Iranian port of Bushire and Bombay.28 Writing of his journey between the two ports in 1867, Reverend James Paterson described
carpets being manufactured in Bushire for export to Bombay and noted
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how the Iranian port had been ‘colonized by Arabs’ involved in the ocean
trade.29 Nonetheless, the merchant elite of inland cities such as Shiraz
and Isfahan were central to the Indian Ocean trade, and with two distinctive and wealthy ‘Iranian’ Parsi and Muslim communities already resident in Bombay, as the century wore on many other Iranians decided to
leave the economic recession of inland Iran that was itself in large part
due to Bombay’s industrialization, and to likewise cross the ocean from
Bushire.
Linked by steamship to the port of Bushire, in the nineteenth century
Bombay thus provided thousands of Iranian labour exiles and merchants
with their most accessible experience of technological modernity. Bombay
introduced Iranians to trains after steamships, as well as modern industrial methods and a cosmopolitanism that was alien to the culturally
homogeneous towns of the Iranian plateau. As we see below in the travelogues written by Iranian Sufi entrepreneurs, Bombay could alternatively
be experienced as a domain of industrial production or miraculous intervention, a place to at once seek social and technical novelties or tap into
the resources of freshly empowered custom. Such movement had important consequences, consequences that were ultimately more significant for
Iran than they were for India. The emergence in Bombay of a more liberal economy based on intensified competition between different religious
groups was not confined to the city itself. Indeed, the very importance of
Bombay for Iranian social and religious history in the nineteenth century
is that the city’s religious products were regularly exported to the towns
and cities of Iran through the circulation of members of transnational religious firms. Ultimately, these connections to the freer religious market of
Bombay were to result in major realignments in the religious economy of
Iran itself through the export to Iran of both Reformist and Customary
Islamic productions forged in the Bombay marketplace. Having surveyed
the Parsi and Baha4’ı3 context, the focus of this and the next chapter is on
Iranian Muslim interactions with Bombay, which were in both cases circulatory interactions, involving repeated movements between the two sites.
In showing how central Bombay was to the making of careers as highly
successful charismatic holy men, both chapters argue that as products of
Bombay’s religious economy these entrepreneurial holy men contributed
no less than the city’s Parsis and Baha4’ı3s to a diversification of the religious economy of Iran itself.30 Of special importance was the city’s role
in marketing the affiliation to the Sufi murshid as an alternative model of
religious authority to the monopoly of the Shi‘i clerical class. In this way,
through their interactions with a wealthy Iranian merchant community in
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Bombay, newly ‘manufactured’ Sufi shaykhs and brotherhood firms helped
pluralize the religious economy of Iran.

Iranian Sufis on the Bombay Steamships
By the 1860s, for travellers arriving in Bombay from the chief Iranian
port of embarkation in Bushire, the contrast between their points of
departure and arrival was stunning: to disembark in Bombay was to
enter a new and distinctly modern environment. As nineteenth-century
travellers between the two ports remarked, in monolithic basalt or carefully whitewashed plaster, Bombay’s seaward public face could scarcely
offer the traveller a greater contrast to the mud-brick fortress and datepalm shacks of Bushire.31 This new urban environment in Bombay
offered many nineteenth-century Iranians a heightened renewal of the
opportunities for trade, refuge and writing that the Muslim courts of precolonial India had in earlier centuries. The conditions for these opportunities were radically altered by the mechanical and social changes of
the 1800s. It was precisely these conditions – enhanced communications,
renewed trading opportunities, religious and political liberalism – that
Sufi entrepreneurs moving between Iran and India were careful to make
best use of. While many of the Iranians passing through Bombay were
drawn there for economic reasons, whether of high commerce or decksweeping, other travellers to Bombay came for more explicitly religious
reasons. In many cases, as with Indian Muslim travellers, these other visitors were Iranian pilgrims making the hajj, funnelled through Bombay
en route from Bushire to Jidda and Mecca. Among these Iranian pilgrims
were many Sufis, for whom Bombay became not only a place to change
ships but also to build contacts with other expatriates and make use of
the city’s printing-presses (far better developed than those of Iran) and
use its rail network to make followers in older religious centres inland,
chiefly Hyderabad. In a few cases, Iranian Sufis recorded their experiences in Bombay in Persian travelogues (safarna4ma), a genre which grew
exponentially with the new travel opportunities of the nineteenth century. Before turning towards several examples of such travelogues, it is
important to look more at the foundations of the ‘Iranian Bombay’ in
which these Sufi entrepreneurs operated.
A broad sense of the importance of Bombay among Iranian Sufis
may be seen from the number of people linked to the city found in the
Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood’s history Tara’iq
4 al-haqa’iq
4 , citing Bombay as
a place of publishing and commerce as well as of more general visitation
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by Nim‘atullahı
4 3 Sufis and their followers.32 The overall impression given
by the text’s intertwined accounts of the Iranian dervishes and merchants
who passed between India and Iran in the nineteenth century is one of the
remarkable interpenetration of the spheres of mysticism and commerce. It
was invariably Bombay’s merchants who supported visiting Sufis and put
them into contact with other potential merchant investors in other cities
in India or their wider oceanic diaspora, such that in terms of logistics and
personnel it makes little sense to understand commercial and religious
networks as separate. Reared from childhood on the same poetic culture
in which Shi‘i, esoteric and erotic imagery constantly overlapped, Iranian
merchants were already familiar with the ideas and idioms of the Sufis
whom they sponsored. There also seems good reason to suppose that most
of the Iranian Sufi initiates moving round the ocean did so primarily as
merchants, leaving only the most destitute or the most successful to beg or
buy tickets for solely religious itineraries. There was nothing unique in this,
an Iranian reflection as it was of the links between Hadhrami merchants
and the Arab holy men of the ‘Aydarusı3 and ‘Alawı3 brotherhood firms over
even more expansive oceanic networks reaching to Singapore.33
If it is known from such sources as the early twentieth-century biographical compendium Tara’iq
4
al-haqa’iq
4
that many such Iranian holy
men visited Bombay and attempted to draw the city’s Iranian investors
into their religious firms, to understand how they imagined and experienced the city it is necessary to turn to the travelogues that they wrote
there. The travelogues are important because they afford us a glimpse
of the actual fabric of the city through the eyes of Iranian enchanters,
recounting how the migrant Sufis of Iran experienced the city in all the
complexity of its unfamiliar men and machines. The production of Persian
travelogues or safarnama
4 s grew tremendously in the nineteenth century,
and one of the key characteristics of this period of Iranian travel writing
was the impact on Iranian mentalities of the technological and political
modernity of the outside world. This was no less the case with religious
forms of travel such as the hajj, for by the second half of the century the
principal routes to Mecca brought pilgrims into contact with the modernity of either Bombay or Alexandria. For the future industrialist Hajj
4
Muhammad Amın
3 al-Zarb the experience of European technology while
performing hajj in 1279/1863 proved a turning-point in his career.34 The
accounts of the pilgrimages to Mecca of Sayf al-Dawla in 1279/1863 and
Mırza
3 4 Husayn Faraha
4 nı
4 3 also fall into this genre, with the latter including
a description in his travelogue of the French-engineered piped water of
Alexandria and its counterpart in Bombay.35 In the pilgrimage diaries of
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these pious merchants it was the technological modernity of the outside
world that was stressed, often in explicit comparison with the backwardness of Qaja
4 r4 Iran.
It was not only technological modernity that struck the consciousness
of these travellers. It was also the increasingly cosmopolitan societies that
industrialization and commercial capitalism were creating in the new cities of Asia and Africa. While some of the responses recorded in their travelogues were sympathetic, others registered bewilderment and distaste,
seeing in the thronging proletarians only the ignorance and abasement
of the vulgar masses. The impact of the cosmopolitan was further registered through attempts to coexist or compete with the different religious
and cultural systems the metropolis presented. In doing so, the travellers’
memoirs provide different responses to the cosmopolitan modernity of
the Bombay marketplace. In the first specifically Sufi travelogue that we
examine, we see below a negative response to the cosmopolitan pressures
of Bombay life, one which, though aware of some details of the belief
systems of other social groups that its author encountered in Bombay,
saw in them only symbols of spiritual apathy and confusion.
This traveller was the Iranian writer of Tara’iq
4 al-haqa’iq
4 , Na’ib
4 al-Sadr
Shıra
3 zı
4 3 (d. 1344/1926), who in the 1880s wrote an account of his travels
to India and Mecca, which was first published as a lithograph in Bombay
in 1306/1889.36 Reflecting the discursive as well as practical importance
of travel among the Sufis, much of the book concerned the theory rather
than the act of travel. Nonetheless, Na’ib
4 al-Sadr did leave an account of
Bombay in this Persian hajj diary, which serves as a valuable record of the
circles in which Iranian Sufis moved in Bombay. While the diary is more
interested in pieties than practicalities, amid its many high-minded digressions we catch glimpses of historical detail. Na’ib
4 al-Sadr described his
arrival in Bombay on 24 Safar 1306 (30 October 1888), his own steamship
entering the harbour at the same time as the steamship London, and being
greeted with a welcome rally from the port cannon.37 Reaching the dockside by a small boat (presumably one of the many plied by the harbour’s
Konkani Muslim sailors), he set off by carriage in search of a number
of prominent Iranian merchants who lived in Bombay.38 This connection
with Bombay’s traders reflected the distribution of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood firm in Iran itself, where from the early 1800s it had spread from
Hyderabad and Bombay along the caravan routes to establish branches in
the key trading towns of Kerman, Isfahan and Shiraz. The investment of
such maritime merchants was also key to the spread of the Chishtı3 brotherhood firm from Bombay to South Africa traced in Chapter 7.
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figure 11. Iranian travels in print: Colophon from Na4’ib al-Sadr’s travelogue
(dated 1306/1889)
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Later, Na4’ib al-Sadr discussed the family of the A"gha4 Kha4n, with
whom he stayed for over a year in Bombay, and it is clear that the wealth
the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 family firm of A"gha4 Kha4n acquired through the High Court
ruling of 1866 further contributed to Na4’ib al-Sadr’s promotion of the
Ni‘matulla4hı3 brotherhood. For his part, Na4’ib al-Sadr repaid his hosts
and investors with a positive account of their learning and piety, a boon
in a period of anti-Isma4‘ılı
3 3 propaganda from the Iranian ‘ulama4, while at
the same time emphasizing the links of the A"gha4 Kha4ns and their family
to the Ni‘matulla4hı3 brotherhood.39
Perhaps the most interesting part of Na4’ib al-Sadr’s account of Bombay
is the poem he wrote in response to the religious variety of the city’s
inhabitants. As one kind of Muslim response to the cosmopolitanism of
the pluralistic religious economy, the poem is worth quoting in extenso.
Like a hawk I was thrown by the hand of destiny
Towards distant India from the land of Shiraz.
None I found happy in that land of fees and prices
Where no-one knows each other and family is unknown.
I saw groups of crooked speakers and most curious dispositions
All with the single thought of gathering cash and gold.
For those souls who’ve gone astray people too are but a price.
They vainly give themselves the title of good men.
I saw them drown from tip to toe in dreaming of dirhams
Till they could no longer tell what’s good from what is bad.
I saw in that land many groups among the Hindus
Who always have been there and always will be too.
One sect I saw bow down in devotion to a cow
And another call the sun their Almighty God.
To another side I saw a most miserable crew
Who spend their days in pleading trees to come and save their souls.
Then there are those who paint their foreheads like leopards
And others and others in a thousand shapes and colours.
One I saw washing in the urine of a bullock
And another make ablutions in the water of the Ganges.
Another sect was there that in the mighty age of heroes
Left the fine land of Persia to settle far from home.
Now their ancestry lies lost on the winds of the monsoon
And they’ve every one forgotten who belongs to their own race.
Outwardly they follow the laws of Zoroaster
But inside they are lacking every inkling of religion.
I saw there too a community of Jews
Who dream of every kind of disorder that can be.
They’ve all but given up on the noble way of Aaron
And only have desire for the treasures of Qarun.
Their hearts I saw all drowning in dreams of gold and silver
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For not one can tell the difference between Friday and their Sabbath.
Of the people of Islam I saw many groups there too
But to even speak their names would be a grave disgrace.
If I were to stand before a true man of Shari‘a
I’d be shamed to tell the vices I counted there among them.
I saw yet another group in that most lovely country
A filthy folk indeed whom they call the Englishmen.
With lies they have made a fool of a whole nation
And could even trick a lion into handing them a doe.
Even if it’s true that their own country is well-ordered
It’s outlawed there to take just a moment’s time of ease.
Each and every Englishman but thinks of his own fortune
And is sweet to himself and sour to every other.
So long as his heart swells with gladness from his profits
He cares not to see the whole world is suffering losses.
I saw how chivalry is but an empty word to them
For in their lands it’s loyalty that’s been all but forbidden.40

No fascination with Bombay’s liberal religious marketplace, in stilted
lines that sought to echo the medieval comments of Sa‘dı3 on the follies of
the world’s many peoples, this was a damning verdict on both religious
pluralism and the mercantile form of government under which it flourished. Here in Persian verse was a contemporary depiction of Bombay as
the marketplace of men and their religions.
Fortunately, this was not to be Na4’ib al-Sadr’s last word on the city’s
cosmopolitanism. A few decades later he left a detailed – and more sympathetic – account of the Hindu Diwali festival in Bombay in his Tara4’iq
al-haqa4’iq that was closer in spirit to the attitudes found in the next
Iranian safarna4ma to which we turn.41 There the pluralism of Bombay
was met with far greater enthusiasm, if likewise interpreted in the metaphysical idioms of custom. This was the travelogue of Muhammad ‘Alı3
Na4’ını
3 ,3 better known as Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da (d. 1321/1904), an initiate of the
same Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood firm as Na4’ib al-Sadr and the other
Iranian shaykhs who visited Bombay such as Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h.42 Ha4jjı3
Pırza
3 4da’s Persian account of the city dwelt in considerably more detail
on his encounter with not only its non-Muslim residents but also with
the technological fabric of the marketplace. Na4’ib al-Sadr was happy to
merely use technology to do his travelling and print his account of it,
baulking at the idea of dwelling on machines as topics of discussion. For
Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da, the new technologies that Bombay presented to him for
the first time formed the mainstay of his description of the city. His travelogue similarly is rich in descriptions of his encounters with a variety of
Iranian and non-Iranian residents of Bombay. Despite his affiliation to a
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Ni‘matulla4hı3 shaykh, Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da was anything but bashful in his fascination with modern novelties, and if this became most evident in his later
descriptions of Paris and London, his account of Bombay also included
enthusiastic sections on the city’s ice factory as well as its industrializing
textile mills and the spectacle provided by its public zoo.43
Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
visit to Bombay was part of a long series of travels that
also took him to the Middle East and Europe. Having begun his travels
in 1858 with a journey to Istanbul in the company of his shaykh, Hajjı
4 3
Mırza
3 4 Safa,4 in the mid-1880s he decided to make the hajj from Iran by
sailing via Bombay.44 After first visiting Karachi, he reached Bombay via
one of the steamships that sailed between the two ports several days per
week and, like other Iranian visitors, on reaching Bombay went to stay
with the Iranian exile Agha
"
4 Khan
4 II.45 Like other Iranian Sufis moving
round the Indian Ocean, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 was reliant on the networks of
Iranian traders, and after Agha
"
4 Khan
4 II he than stayed in Bombay with
the famous merchant ‘Abd al-Husayn Amın
3 al-Tujjar,
4 whom he described
as the owner of numerous fine houses and shops in the city and as a major
shareholder in four ships.46 While Amın
3 al-Tujjar’s
4 hospitality to Hajjı
4 3
Pırza
3 da
4 was described gratefully in his safarnama
4 , he noted that the generosity of the great merchant was not limited to him alone. For every Friday
Amın
3 al-Tujjar4 invited Bombay’s numerous Iranian sayyids and faqır3 s to
his house, where he would feed them and hand them stipends in cash. The
presence of so many Iranian holy men in Bombay was closely linked to the
existence of this wealthy class of expatriate merchant patrons and investors. In a pointer to the scale of Iranian Sufi migration to Bombay, Hajjı
4 3
Pırza
3 da
4 stressed that there was always a large number of Iranian faqır3 s
(religious mendicants) in and around Amın
3 al-Tujjar’s
4 Bombay mansion.47
There were certainly plenty of such religious mendicants around in the city,
and even as early as the 1850s the Bombay District Benevolent Society estimated that there were around five thousand Muslim beggars in Bombay,
who were ‘most active in their peregrinations, and loudest in their clamours, at those set times when liberality in almsgiving is most enjoined –
and, it must be added, is therefore most practised – by Mussulmans; such
as their holy months’.48 An example is seen in the recollection of another
Iranian Sufi, Safı3 ‘Alı’3 Shah,
4 stepping out of the house in which he was staying in Bombay and unexpectedly confronting a ‘dervish’ in the alleyway.49
Given the literal meaning of the term darwısh
3 as wanderer from door to
door (dar), this figure was probably one of the city’s street dwellers, perhaps even one of the many opium-smoking Muslim beggars who later
featured in Rustom Pestanji Jehangir’s survey of Bombay opium users.
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Safı3 ‘Alı3 recounted how the dervish demanded a gift of money, to which,
not realizing that he had coins in his pockets, he replied that he had no
money with him. It was only then that the dervish revealed the mystical
knowledge at his disposal, reprimanding Safı3 ‘Alı3 with the words, ‘Say I
won’t give, not that you don’t have money, for there are coins in your
pocket right now.’ He then proceeded to detail the exact number of dinars
in Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 pocket, and, putting his hand in his pocket to check, Safı3 ‘Alı3
found the dervish to be absolutely right. There were certainly many such
figures in the religious marketplace. A few years before Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 first visit
to Bombay, the methods of the city’s Muslim mendicants were described
in an official report in terms of an effective gift economy:
The fukeers generally beg in the holy months, and make the most of the
certain days esteemed as especially propitious for obtaining rewards in
heaven by almsgiving. They, however, seize every opportunity to obtain
charitable gifts. When there is rejoicing, as at weddings, they present
themselves with congratulations, which are well requited. When death
plunges a household in sorrow, then also the fukeer appears, and in a
loud voice tenders the condolence which it would be ungracious not
suitably to acknowledge.50

This patronage of dervishes and faqırs
3 (lit. ‘poor men’) was an important
element in the religious economy, not least in that it was this class of
persons who were most commonly associated with miracle rumours. The
role of the Iranian merchant class in supporting this enchanted economy
of customary holy men reflects what is seen in Chapter 7 with expatriate
Indian merchants sponsoring the activities of their own community holy
man, Ghula4m Muhammad, in Natal.
Showing his interest in the new forms of commerce that were supporting such itinerant Sufis as himself, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 described in some
detail the new methods of trade that he witnessed in Bombay. In a nod
to the cosmopolitanism of the city’s workforce, he described the system
of multi-ethnic ‘clerks’ (munshı s)
3 working for long hours in different languages, as well as the new concept of the ‘office’ (afıs3 ) that formed the
organizing principle not only of trade but also of the social activity of
work itself. Moving on from matters of commerce, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 next
recounted the characteristics of Bombay at large, an account which in
reflection of the transitional modernity of the safarnama
4
genre at this time
stands somewhere between the earlier Persian tradition of the urban encomium and the more recent Iranian fashion for the European travelogue
epitomized by the published travel diaries of the ruler Nasir
4 al-dın
3 Shah.
4 51
Although it was a somewhat less developed Bombay that Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
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Iranian contemporary Jamal4 al-dın
3 ‘al-Afghanı
4 ’3 had seen some thirty years
earlier, the impact the city had on the two Iranian travellers could not have
been more different. In the place of al-Afghanı
4 ’s
3 suspicion of the spread of
British rule was Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
positive evaluation of English government
(dawlat-e inglı sı
3 ).
3 Fifteen years after Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
visit the aspiring Sufi
missionary entrepreneur and musician ‘Inayat
4
Khan
4 (1299–1345/1882–
1927) spent several months in Bombay, but he too was shocked by what
he saw, pained at what he regarded as the vulgarization of Indian music
and the Europeanized habits of smoking and drinking that went on during
his own performance to the city’s Indian merchants.52 But he still used the
city’s technology to establish his own religious firm overseas.
Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
enthusiasm for the city’s modernity was also expressed
in his other descriptions of Bombay’s infrastructure, not least the railway
service that, as we see in the next chapter, his Iranian contemporaries such
as Agha
"
4 Khan
4 II used to such proselytizing effect. In addition to Bombay’s
horse-drawn trams, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 thus pointed to the usefulness of the
‘steam carriages (kalaska-ye
4
bukhar4 ) that in Bombay they call rail and
which pass through most of the streets, and which people use to travel from
one quarter to another, for the length and breadth of Bombay is very great,
such that houses and quarters are a long distance apart’.53 By the time of
his visit in the late 1880s, the city’s pioneering rail network had spread all
across India, an achievement that he saw as key to its flourishing under
British rule.54 Reflecting the industrial environment in which Chapter 6
describes the Sufi shaykh Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 also operating in Bombay, Hajjı
4 3
Pırza
3 da
4 next described in detail the different cotton and silk mills that
existed in the city along with the various mechanized processes through
which the raw materials passed before producing finished products such
as lungees and turbans. He estimated the average workforce of the mills as
comprising around two thousand men, women and children.55 If Chapter
6 shows Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 as content to simply disseminate his version of
Customary Islam among the workers in these mills without openly confronting the workplace in his writings, his Sufi contemporary Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4
sought to confront the machines directly, and accommodate them within a
new theology that still kept a place for God’s saintly friends.
In continuity with the customary topics of the Persian travelogue,
Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da also paid attention to the flora of the city, with descriptions
of Bombay’s trees and climate, and how these differed even from those of
tropical regions such as Iran’s Mazandaran. Having spoken of the climate
(a4b u4 hawa4) by way of the monsoon – ‘barsa4t, that is, when so much rain
comes that one might say that rivers are poured on the earth from the
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high heavens’ – he next went on to depict in detail the city’s methods of
water management, which by means of a vast reservoir built in the hills
above the city stored rainwater to supply the individual residences of the
city below. Having constructed this reservoir, he wrote, the English government had connected it to Bombay by 32 kilometres (‘six farsakhs’) of
broad iron pipes, which were then connected to individual buildings, so
as to even deliver water to the upper floors of six-storey houses.56 The
supply of clean and fresh water was so abundant that even the poorest
people in the city had access to it; a second, even larger, reservoir, he
noted, was said to contain enough water to carry Bombay through three
years of drought.57 The city’s modern water system also received praise
from Na4’ib al-Sadr Shıra
3 4zı3 a few years later. and in the period in question such minor observations were actually dramatic.58 For implicit in
such accounts of Bombay was a comparison with Iran, where not only
was the supply of water still usually dependent on the private well, but
public access to water was conceived of as an act of personal charity
rather than a duty of government. If the fountain (sabıl3 ) and water-bearer
(saqaw) were long emblematic of individual piety in Iran, here in Bombay
the provision of water was shifted into an entirely different sphere of
governmental responsibility.59 As it was for the Zoroastrian Reformist
Anjuman-e Zartushtiya4n organization, in the diary of a travelling dervish Bombay served as the model of a religious and social modernity that
would hopefully be exported to Iran itself.
Turning towards the religious pluralism of the Bombay marketplace
that had so vexed Na’ib
4 al-Sadr, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 also wrote an account of
the dress habits and religious practices of Bombay’s Hindus. Whether millhands from the villages of the Konkan or travelling intellectuals from the
cities of Iran, in Bombay Muslim migrants of all classes experienced a new
vision of the world as complex, cosmopolitan and at times disorientating.
Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
account of the plurality of Bombay’s ethnic and religious
groups (tawa’if
4 wa mazahib
4 ) is of interest for its attempt to conceive the
new religious economy within the intellectual parameters of customary
notions of God and his immanence in creation. Here he used the doctrine
of wahdat al-wujud
4 that was so central to the theology of Customary Islam
and which was one of the key doctrinal targets of the Reformists. Having
noted that the city contained Muslims, ‘Farsıs,
3 whom we call gebr’ (i.e.
Parsi Zoroastrians), Christians and also Jews, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 gave special
attention to Bombay’s Hindus, whom he more or less correctly estimated
as making up some 700,000 of its 900,000 inhabitants. As it had for an earlier generation of visitors from Central Asia as well as Iran, the ‘revealing’
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clothing of the Hindu women struck Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 as noteworthy.60 But his
interest in the Hindus was more apologetic than prurient. Having depicted
their but-kha
4
na
4 (‘idol houses’, as the Persian idiom had it), he went on
to present a sympathetic account of Hindu theology in which the timehonoured terminology of Sufi poetry was used to render intelligible what
he had learned in the marketplace of the Hindu universe.61 The veneration
of statues was not sheer idol worship, he decided, but reflected the belief
that God only makes manifest (jalwa kardan) one of his faces (surat
4 ) at any
given time. So when God manifests himself as a cow, he is worshipped by
the Hindus in that form, with the same being true of his manifestations in
different eras as a dog, frog, monkey, or even ogre (dıv3 ).
If his choice of divine forms was a touch sensational, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da’s
4
account was nonetheless a form of positive cosmopolitanism to emerge
from the marketplace as conceived through the idioms of custom. He even
deflected the old charge of Hindu polytheistic shirk by claiming that each
Hindu group worshipped just one of these gods and as such were monotheists. Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 next took up the subject of the city’s growing number
of Hindu festivals, which were no less a production of the city’s religious
economy than the Muslim festivals traced in Chapter 2. This was after all
the period that saw the rise in Bombay of the Ganesh-worshipping Ganpati
festival as a way of mobilizing the masses in the direction of the emerging
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 the festivals received
politics of Hindu nationalism.62 But from Hajjı
benign treatment, presented as celebrations of a particular god’s birth (‘ıd-e
3
mawlud
4 ) and as such implicitly comparable to the customary Muslim celebration of Muhammad’s birth, the mawlid al-nabı.3 In the same period in
which the Sufi entrepreneur Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 was defending Bombay’s celebratory deathdays of the saints, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 was by a comparative market
logic using the same customary idioms of Islamic carnivalism to defend the
urban celebrations of the Hindus. Moving on to the city’s other religious
groups, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 wrote of Bombay’s Jews and their mercantile connections. Recounting with admiration the wealth of Da’u
4 d
4 Sasa
4 n
4 (David
Sassoon, 1792–1864), whose activities stretched between Bombay, Baghdad
and London, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 described his philanthropic foundation of public
hospitals and schools.63 This was followed by a lengthy and no less sympathetic comparative account of the Agha
" 4 Khan’s
4 Bombay Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 s,
3 who by
the 1880s were becoming the subject of theological criticism in Iran through
their attempts to breach the monopoly of the Shi‘i ‘ulama.4
In Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da’s appeal to Sufi terminology and concepts to make
sense of the cosmopolitan otherness of Bombay’s marketplace, he pointed
towards the adaptability of custom as a considered response to the
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modern religious economy rather than the static residue of a former age.
In the eyes of this itinerant dervish of the age of steam, who later dined
with dons in Cambridge and discussed mystic doctrines with the young
Orientalist E. G. Browne, the coexistence in the world of mechanical and
divine power offered no contradiction. Allah manifested himself in the
gods carried by Hindus through the streets of Bombay, while around
them Englishmen built trams and ice-factories and Jews opened new
kinds of hospitals for the poor. Far from retreating in the bright light of
the gas lamp, in Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da’s travelogue Customary Islam found new
sustenance in the wonders of the modern world, novelties and inventions
which for Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da were further proof of the inexhaustible riches
of Allah’s creativity. Whether in rejection or embrace, mobile Iranian
Sufis were therefore quite familiar with the cosmopolitan and mechanical modernity of Bombay. Persian travelogues saw Bombay as a city of
miracles as well as technological wonders, a place where a Customary
Islam of pilgrimages and intercessionary shaykhs fed on the new social
and technical apparatus of the era. This reinvigoration of custom – and,
moreover, of customary forms of Persian Sufi organization that had previously lapsed in Iran only to survive in India – is seen most forcefully in
the career of Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da’s contemporary, the greatest Iranian Sufi of the
later nineteenth century: Mırza
3 4 Hasan Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h (d. 1316/1899). Safı3
‘Alı3 Sha4h made several visits to Bombay, and in the 1890s, in recollection
of his travels, wrote an account of his experiences in India in the 1860s
and 1870s; we have already seen him encountering a telepathic beggar in one of Bombay’s backstreets. Yet his was a more challenging and
ambiguous travel narrative than that of Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da, reluctant to depict
industrial change too closely in its anxiety to present India as the great
exporting warehouse of religious custom. In its blend of cliché and historical detail, and its presentation of its author’s own experiences through
the idioms of custom, the travelogue is the most compelling Iranian testament of the enchanted religious economy of nineteenth-century Bombay.

The Enchanted economy of SafI3 ‘AlI3 Sha4h
The case of Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 shows how the travelogue was used to explore
the intersection between customary theology of multiple divine manifestations and the Bombay religious marketplace. Attentive as he was to the
pietism of the merchants who looked after their community dervishes
in Bombay, Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da
4 was a practical man whose loyalty to the old
firms of the Sufis did not prevent him from recognizing the merits of
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the industrial age, whether in Bombay or on his later travels in Europe.
In this he stood in contrast to more critical travellers in the oceanic arena.
A comparison may be made with his Zanzibari contemporary Muhammad
al-Barwanı
4 3 Abu4 Harıth,
3 whose Arabic rihla (travelogue) managed to celebrate the wonders of technology while being correspondingly critical of
the spiritual malaise that such technical advancements had summoned
among Muslims.64 Safı3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 offers a contrast with both figures.
Despite belonging to the same Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood as Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da,
4
following the same itinerary from Iran to India, and meeting many of the
same people during his stay there, he displayed a very different attitude to
the marketplace in his own travel memoirs. In contrast to Abu4 Harıth
3 and
Hajjı
4 3 Pırza
3 da,
4
Safı3 ‘Alı3 made virtually no mention of modern technology,
choosing to instead fetishize the customs that Bombay’s economy was able
to offer. For Safı3 ‘Alı,3 Bombay was a gateway to an India of holy men and
miracles, and a staging-post in a trans-oceanic geography of Ni‘matullahı
4 3
shrines that stretched between Kerman in Iran and Hyderabad in India.
Just as Chapter 6 shows the Hyderabadi shaykh Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 spending
years beside the great P&O dockyard in Bombay, his lodge literally yards
from the Mazagaon rail tracks, and yet making no reference to the new
age of steam in his writings, so was Safı3 ‘Alı3 able to spend four years in
Bombay alongside the first train services and industrial manufactories in
Asia and not let a slither of this modernity enter his picture of India as the
bastion of custom. In contrast to other Persian travelogues of the period,
Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 memoir did not present him as going home to Iran importing the
intellectual arsenal of modernity, but instead as returning with the blessing
and authority born of immersion in the Indian fountains of custom.
In 1251/1835 Safı3 ‘Alı3 had been born in Isfahan into a merchant family,
and on this basis it may reasonably be assumed that training in commercial
matters formed the foundation of his early education.65 Like his exact
contemporary and fellow Isfahani, the great merchant and travel diarist
Hajj
4 Muhammad Hasan Amın
3 al-Zarb (1250/3–1316/1834/7–98), Safı3
‘Alı3 probably attended a maktab school in Isfahan to acquire the skills
in literacy required for a mercantile career.66 Certainly, his later travelogue presented him as familiar with the mechanisms of oceanic trade, not
least in terms of the barat4 payment orders used to transfer cash across
the ocean.67 Whatever his connections with his family business during the
1860s, living in Isfahan, Kerman and Yazd he could not have remained
unaware of the changes that shifts in oceanic trading patterns were having on Iranian society. By 1850 there were already as many as fifty shops
in Yazd dealing solely in British goods from India, and ten British subjects
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(Hindu merchants from Sind in the Bombay Presidency) engaged in trade
there.68 From the 1850s the import of British and British-Indian goods
(textiles in particular) began to have profound effects on the Iranian economy, and Manchester and then Bombay cottons became a common sight in
the great Isfahan bazaar in his home city. The domestic handicrafts industry was collapsing in the face of these machine-made imports, such that in
Kashan and Yazd the main traditional industry of hand-loom silk-weaving virtually disappeared. In Yazd the silk mills were turned into opium
gardens, and from the early 1860s opium began to dominate the export
trade. As cities with their roles in the trading chain between Bushire and
Bombay, and with growing communities of British Indian merchants, while
Safı3 ‘Alı3 was in Kerman and Yazd the fact that Bombay was the source of
these changes can scarcely have gone unnoticed.69 While little is known of
Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 own mercantile activities, given his background, itinerary and the
familiarity with merchant activities that surfaces in his writings, there is
reason to believe that mysticism and commerce overlapped in his career, as
in those of his contemporaries, so fitting with the larger overlap between
the religious and commercial economies of the Indian Ocean.
Like many others of his mercantile background in this period, Safı3 ‘Alı3
became enamoured of the Sufi life at an early age. At the age of around twenty
he travelled to Shiraz to be initiated by the leading Ni‘matullahı
4 3 master
Rahmat ‘Alı3 Shah
4 (d. 1278/1861), part of the second generation of distributors of the brotherhood firm that had been reintroduced to Iran from
Hyderabad and Bombay in the early 1800s. Rahmat ‘Alı3 had also developed
such close relations with the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 in Mahallat in the 1830s before the
latter migrated to India that even after Rahmat ‘Alı’s
3 death the Agha
"
4 Khan
4
regularly sent money from Bombay for the upkeep of his tomb in Shiraz in
Iran.70 Even at the inception of his career, Safı3 ‘Alı3 was therefore tied into
the network of mercantile and religious exchanges that from around 1800
connected the towns of central Iran with Bombay. Indeed, from 1860 he
spent three years in Yazd in the same years that the Bombay Parsi missionary Manikjı3 Hatarı
4 a3 was exporting Bombay’s religious Reformism to its
Zoroastrians. Safı3 ‘Alı3 then moved for a shorter period to Kerman, a merchant city also being brought into Bombay’s commercial hinterland in this
period, before making the first of three journeys to Bombay in 1280/1864.
His ability to make several other journeys to Bombay in the late 1860s
and early 1870s is testament to the itinerant possibilities of the steamship
era.71
By the time of his first journey, the steamship network that had been
developing in the Indian Ocean since the 1830s was, as it were, in full
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steam.72 Ships regularly sailed between Bombay and the southern Iranian
ports of Bandar ‘Abbas and, particularly, Bushire, from where Safı3 ‘Alı3 himself departed. In the year of his first Indian journey in 1864, the ships operated by the British Indian Steam Navigation Company were sufficiently
regular as to warrant daily advertisements listed under the image of a
steamship on the front page of the Bombay Gazette newspaper: ‘Steam to
the Persian Gulf’ under the sure command of Captain Taunton.73 Nor was
Safı3 ‘Alı3 the only participant in the Bombay religious market to make use
of this route, for in addition to the other Iranians who sailed from Bushire
to Bombay, the same route also carried European missionaries between
Bombay and Iran, so pointing towards the common role of Christian firms
in both regions’ religious economies. One of these was the celebrated missionary Reverend Joseph Wolff (1795–1862), who travelled to Bombay in
1833 at the end of a preaching tour of Iran. Hosted in Bombay by the SMS
representative, John Wilson, Wolff lectured to large assemblies of Muslims
and Hindus gathered in the hall of the recently opened neo-classical town
hall.74 Closer to the time of Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 own journey, in 1867 Reverend James
Paterson sailed from Bushire on the steamship Martaban with the aim
of preaching to the mariners who passed through the port of Bombay.75
Paterson’s motive is remarkably close to what we are told of the official
purpose behind Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 first journey there in 1864 on the instructions
of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 shaykh Munawwar ‘Alı3 Shah:
4 as a trusted representative (mu’taminı
4
)3 sent to ensure that the ‘students of India’ (taliba
4
n-e
4
hind)
76
linked to the brotherhood were properly directed. Indeed, we even hear
talk of the motive for the journey as being a ‘rebellion’ (sarkashı)3 among
the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 firm’s disciples in India, placing Safı3 ‘Alı 3 into a position
of asserting control over a transoceanic constituency that Chapter 5 shows
repeated in the activities of Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 own friend, the Agha
"
4 Khan.
4 77
Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 Persian account of his early life and travels was purportedly
written down according to his own words by his younger brother and deputy, Agha
"
4 Riza4 Huzur4 ‘Alı3 (better known as Shams al-‘Urafa),
4 and has only
78
recently been published. Along with this account there also exists a short
biography of Safı3 ‘Alı3 that was published in his own lifetime, in 1308/1890,
in the Iranian journal Sharaf, a kind of society magazine which featured
portraits of nobles and statesmen accompanied by their biographies.79
Like other producers of Customary Islam, Safı3 ‘Alı3 appeared in the characteristically modern genre of the printed journal. It is on the Sharaf article
and his dictated travel memoirs that the following discussions are based,
though these accounts are also confirmed in outline by the version given in
Na’ib
4 al-Sadr’s early twentieth-century Tara’iq
4 al-haqa’iq
4 .80 Travelling in
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figure 12. The Sufi as celebrity: Lithograph of Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h (d. 1899) in Sharaf
magazine
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the 1860s and 1870s, it was not as part of an imperial geography that Safı3
‘Alı3 understood his travels, but rather as an experience of an enchanted
oceanic geography tied together by the shrines of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 saints
in India and Iran and the steamship pilgrims who travelled between them.
In order to appreciate this connected geography it is necessary to recount
something of the history of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood. Founded by
Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 Walı3 (d. 834/1431), such was the latter’s fame that during his own lifetime members of his family were brought from Iran to
settle in the Indian city of Bidar to the north of Hyderabad.81 Close to the
Bahmani sultans who had summoned them to Bidar, when the brotherhood firm was suppressed in Iran under the clerical purges of the middle
Safavid period, it survived through the Indian branch established by Shah
4
Ni‘matullah’s
4 son, Shah
4 Khalılulla
3
h.
4 82 After a three-hundred-year ‘exile’ in
the territories of what was by this point the Nizam’s state of Hyderabad,
in the last years of the eighteenth century the Sufi emissaries of this Indian
Ni‘matullahı
4 3 franchise reintroduced the Sufi brotherhoods to Iran. There
they found a hostile reception from the monopolistic Shi‘i ‘ulama4, but
nevertheless in the 1780s and 1790s the Indian Ni‘matulla4hı 3 impressario Ma‘sum
4 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 managed to build up a considerable merchant
following across the cities of central Iran such that by the mid-nineteenth
century a Sufi revival was well under way.83 As other Indian Sufis followed in Ma‘sum
4 ‘Alı’s
3 wake, and as Iranian ‘converts’ began to spread
the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood firm through local religious markets opening up in towns all across Iran, the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries saw imported customary firms flourish in Iran after centuries
of the state-sponsored suppression of Sufi shaykhs as competitors of the
‘ulama.4 Shi‘i state-sponsored regulation of the Iranian religious economy
was therefore being shaken by Sufi no less than Christian missions, by
Zoroastrians as well as Baha’ı
4 s,
3 all of whom had links with Bombay.
Despite this success, the Sufis’ position was often precarious and, in
India as in Iran, they were surrounded by numerous rivals and detractors
in the Indian Ocean’s competitive religious economy. While influential
Sufi shaykhs did find powerful investors, their doctrines and charismatic
persons competed with the Shi‘i ‘ulama4, and were to remain controversial throughout Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 career. Nonetheless, for much of the first fifteen
years of Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 life, the royal patronage of Muhammad Sha4h Qa4ja4r
(r. 1250–64/1834–48) had ensured Ni‘matulla4hı3 entrepreneurs a protected
place in the Iranian market from which to propagate their doctrines.
The fame and franchises of the Ni‘matulla4hı3 impressarios subsequently
spread widely in the trading cities of central Iran. But by the 1860s, when
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Safı 3 ‘Alı 3 set off for India, the Ni‘matulla4hı3 position in the religious economy of Iran was again precarious, with Shi‘i clerics attempting – with
state support – to reimpose their monopoly over Muslim religious production. Like other Iranian Sufis of the period, Safı3 Alı3 realized that richer
resources and better opportunities could be found in India, not least
from the Iranian ‘court-in-exile’ surrounding the A"gha4 Kha4n in Bombay.
Safı3 Alı’s
3 journey to India therefore partly drew on the early modern
history of Shaykh Khalılulla
3
4h, Bidar and, by the way of the Bahmani
sultans, the shrine itineraries through which they connected Iran and
India in Ni‘matulla4hı3 eyes. But after centuries of the abeyance of those
brief early modern interactions, it was the nineteenth-century revival of
these exchanges, through the cheaper travel opportunities afforded by
Bombay’s steamship networks and the presence there of A"gha4 Kha4n and
a rich cohort of Iranian merchants, that re-established and substantially
reinvented this oceanic network of religious exchange.
Though enabled by new networks of steamships and merchants, Safı3
‘Alı’s
3 presentation of his travels drew on customary idioms describing
visions of dead saints and commands of living shaykhs. The accounts of
his travels in the nineteenth-century journal Sharaf and the early twentieth-century Ni‘matulla4hı3 history Tara4’iq al-haqa4’iq describe how Safı3
‘Alı3 left Isfahan aged twenty (that is, around 1271/1854) to seek out the
celebrated holy man and preceptor of the A"gha4 Kha4n, Rahmat ‘Alı3 Sha4h,
3 travelogue makes it clear that for him the geograin Shiraz.84 Safı3 ‘Alı’s
phy in which he moved was not one governed by the capitalist archons of
Bombay, but a space instead organized round the shrines of the saints and
the presence of their living representatives. The itinerary that he trod was
as enchanted geography made meaningful through supernatural experiences at its nodes in the shrines of the holy dead.
Two decades after Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 visit to the shrine of Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 at
Mahan in south-eastern Iran the British consul there, Percy Sykes, observed
fine shawls covering the sepulchre and a pair of black buck horns adorning the walls that had been brought from India by visiting pilgrims travelling the same route as Safı3 ‘Alı3 in the opposite direction.85 Moving on
from the shrine of Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 at Mahan, Safı3 ‘Alı3 broke his journey to India in the Omani port of Muscat, where most of the Bombay–
Bushire steamships refuelled. In view of his account of spending eleven
days almost starving there in a ruined takiyya (dervish lodge) outside the
port, it seems likely that he had to disembark there because he was unable
to afford a through-passage to Bombay. Echoes of this journey are heard
in a story of another Iranian Sufi, recounted in early twentieth-century
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Bombay, concerning Mırza
3 4 Muhammad Husayn Sabzawarı
4 ,3 who decided
to make the journey to Bombay after inspiration from the ‘hidden world’
(ghayb).86 But the stops along the route were many – Muscat, Karachi,
Porbandar – and though Mırza
3 4 Muhammad was in the habit of exploring
each of them, on likewise landing on the Arabian peninsula at Muscat he
was warned that the locals turned foreigners into lambs and roasted them
on spits for their supper. Though probably a joke, the anecdote does give
us a sense of the strangeness of even the Muslim sections of the ocean
journey in a period in which Pan-Islamism was by no means the automatic
response to the greater opportunities of steam travel. After eleven days of
pecuniary misfortunes in Muscat, for his part Safı3 ‘Alı3 had the good fortune
to find a ship in port whose captain was a disciple of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3
shaykh Mast ‘Alı3 Shah,
4 having met the latter on a journey to Mecca a few
years earlier.87 Given that steamship captains were invariably Europeans
at this time, the mention of this presumably Muslim captain suggests that
it was a more traditional vessel on which Safı3 ‘Alı3 made this portion of his
journey rather than the Semiramis, which was the main steamship operating the direct Muscat–Bombay passage in the year of Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 journey
in 1864.88 More significantly, the help from the fellow Ni‘matullahı
4 3 captain
points to the practical benefits that could be accrued by entering a transnational Sufi firm. Such practical services can be compared to the self-help
societies that sprang up elsewhere in the nineteenth century, a perspective
seen again in Chapter 6 in services offered by other Sufi organizations
amid the poverty of Bombay’s dock and mill workers.
With the help of the Ni‘matulla4hı3 captain, Safı3 ‘Alı3 crossed the Arabian
Sea to Bombay, and on arriving there set out to find the house of his
acquaintance Mırza
3 4 Shafı‘,
3 one of the sons of the exiled Iranian notable
and fellow Ni‘matulla4hı3 supporter A"gha4 Kha4n I.89 On reaching the A"gha4
Kha4n’s house, he was greeted by an Iranian servant from the A"gha4 Kha4n’s
home town of Mahallat, who with traditional hospitality brought the
guest a water pipe, which Safı3 ‘Alı3 sat smoking until the head of the house
returned. Unfortunately, Mırza
3 4 Shafı‘3 seems not to have recognized Safı3
‘Alı,3 whose sense of honour overcame his evident needs so as to force him
to leave the house and seek accommodation elsewhere. Asking a stranger
where Iranians usually stayed in Bombay, he was given directions to the
Iranian mosque, but on getting there found it to be in poor condition. As
in Muscat a few weeks earlier, once again Safı3 ‘Alı3 was down on his luck.
If this time there was no ‘brother-under-the-master’ (bara4dar-e pır3 ) from
the same brotherhood firm to help him, he was no less fortunate to run
into an Iranian from his home province of Fars, who owned a gold shop
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figure 13. Shiraz overseas: Iranian Mosque (founded 1858), Dongri, Bombay

opposite the Iranian mosque in the market which remains the heart of
Bombay’s Shi‘i quarter to this day. In a city of strangers, such common
origins were important resources for social networking, and the gold
merchant offered to host Safı3 ‘Alı3 for the night. The next morning the
merchant informed him about a small house on the mosque’s property
that was part of its charitable waqf endowment and had a tenant who
was leaving that very day, adding that he could arrange for the newcomer
to take over the tenancy. Glad to have found a compatriot in the anonymity of the industrializing city, Safı3 ‘Alı3 accepted the offer and moved into
the house beside the mosque.
The mosque in which Safı3 ‘Alı3 stayed was the I!ra4nı3 Masjıd,
3 located in
Bombay’s Dongri quarter. Completed in 1274/1858 and positioned at the
heart of the city’s Iranian quarter, the ‘Iranian mosque’ was architecturally quite distinct from the other mosques of the city, being designed in the
Iranian style, with a walled courtyard with a rectangular pool and a low
pillared prayer hall at the far end.90 The gateway and the mosque building
proper were embellished with bright polychrome tiles brought from Iran
in the period of the great Qa4ja4r revival of ceramic decoration. The source
of this patronage was the Iranian merchant Ha4jj Muhammad Husayn
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Shıra
3 4zı3 who, as holder of the semi-formal office of malik al-tujja4r (king
of the merchants) among Bombay’s Iranian community, was expected
to disseminate charity to such pious causes. Indeed, the mosque became
one of the city’s most important places for celebrating Muharram (whose
month-long meetings in turn provided another outlet for merchant charity), while one side of the courtyard was bordered by residential rooms
for the poor: it was presumably in one of these that Safı3 ‘Alı3 lodged. In
finding a residence at the mosque, he thus fitted into the wider picture of
the city’s Iranian merchants providing for their dervish compatriots who
regularly reached Bombay, so channelling their profits into the customary
religious productions associated with such Sufis.
Soon after moving into the mosque property Safı3 ‘Alı3 met his intended
host, Mırza
3 4 Shafı‘,
3 though he recalled how the meeting quickly ended in a
falling out. It was only later that night when the Mırza
3 4’s son became violently ill that he realized the advantages of being in the favour of a holy
man such as Safı3 ‘Alı.3 Regretting his earlier actions, the Mırza
3 4 set out to
find him, begging Safı3 ‘Alı3 to come and recite Shi‘i prayers in the hope of
healing the child. He agreed, and on his performing the ritual the child’s
eyes opened and he sat up, mysteriously healed. Delighted at this turn of
events, the boy’s parents offered Safı3 ‘Alı3 the proper recompense for his
intercession by way of a plate of gold coins and a symbolic bowl of barley sugar (naba4t). The anecdote is very revealing of the activities – and,
indeed, the economy – of the itinerant holy men such as Safı 3 ‘Alı3 who
moved between Iran and Bombay, pointing to the customary practices of
healing and intercession by which such Sufis earned their living. But, in its
hint that the child’s sickness was retribution for his father’s insult to the
holy man earlier in the day, as Safı3 ‘Alı3 recounted it the story also points
towards the darker side of such supernatural powers. Found in scores of
similar stories of offended saints, it helps explain both the reverence in
which such men were held by their followers and the contempt with which
they were regarded by their Reformist critics, for whom such dervishes
were little better than callous frauds. But amidst an economy of almsgiving on which hundreds of professional religious beggars depended for
their living, and a small group of wealthy Muslims who supported it
with their charity, the old ways were maintained by customary patterns
of pious exchange that were re-empowered by the wealth divergence of a
new capitalistic economy. Whether it was at the recovery or the death of a
member of a family of means, Bombay’s Muslim mendicants were always
there to demand the righteous financial recompense for their prayers. In
the words of a popular expression recorded in the Bombay marketplace
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a few years before Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 arrival, ‘When a Mussulman dies . . . the family suffer two calamities: first, some loved one is lost; then a large sum
of money must be spent – for they are obliged to give Kairat [khayrat],
or alms, and to incur expenses which often they can ill afford, merely to
keep up their name and character.’91
In line with this economy of pious – and occasionally miraculous –
exchanges, having healed the child, Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 own fortunes then took a
turn for the better. Three days later the A"gha4 Kha4n’s son and future successor A"gha4 ‘Alı3 Sha4h sent a carriage to collect him from his poor-man’s
lodgings at the l!ra4nı3 Masjıd.
3 92 Entering the circle of the A"gha4 Kha4n –
Bombay’s greatest patron of expatriate Iranian Sufis – Safı3 ‘Alı3 began a
relationship with the family that would define the rest of his stay in India
and his departure from it four years later. Like the other Iranian travellers to Bombay seen earlier in this chapter, Safı3 ‘Alı3 became a personal
guest of the A"gha4 Kha4n while becoming increasingly close to his son,
the future A"gha4 Kha4n II. Safı3 ‘Alı3 recounted several anecdotes in which
the A"gha4 Kha4n and his heir featured. One of these describes one of the
parties given by the A"gha4 Kha4n at his Bombay mansion in Mazagaon to
celebrate the month of Ramazan.93 Safı3 ‘Alı3 was ‘shown lots of kindness’
by the A"gha4 Kha4n during the gathering, and impressed him so much with
his religious learning that the A"gha4 Kha4n sent him a purse containing
110 gold ashrafıs3 (coins), a clear admission of the A"gha4 Kha4n’s lavish
investment in the Sufis he hosted in Bombay, helping explain the attraction of the city to the Iranian Sufis who travelled there. In other anecdotes
Safı3 ‘Alı3 described being in the company of the A"gha4 Kha4n during a visit
to Poona and with his heir A"gha4 ‘Alı3 Sha4h in Surat, both towns in the
Bombay Presidency with Isma4‘ılı
3 3 merchant populations investing in the
A"gha4 Kha4n’s own family religious firm. The claim has a ring of credibility
in view of the fact that the A"gha4 Kha4ns were building a palace in Poona
at this time and that A"gha4 ‘Alı3 Sha4h was making proselytizing journeys to
the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 communities of Gujarat and Sind from the 1860s onwards.
Persian sources also describe other Iranian Sufis, such as Muhammad
Hasan Sabzawa4rı,3 making the journey from Bombay to Poona by train.94
Tara4’iq al-haqa4’iq describes the train journeys of the Iranian Sufi and
merchant A"gha4 Muhammad Hasan Shıra
3 4zı,3 who moved back and forth
between Bombay and Hyderabad, and then to Bangalore and the rest of
southern India, a tour that, its Iranian recounter noted, were it not for
the railway would have taken two years instead of five months.95 Given
that Surat was only absorbed into the Bombay Presidency in 1803, and
Poona in 1817, the geography of Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 journeys was that of Bombay’s
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industrialized travel links to the towns of its continental market hinterland. Making use of these new communications, Safı3 ‘Alı3 and the A"gha4
Kha4ns were making missionary tours to disseminate allegiance to their
religious firms and so collect the tithes that came with such allegiance.
When Safı3 ‘Alı3 finally left Bombay, his departure for Mecca was prompted
by a meeting he had with a yogi outside the Bombay Presidency port of
Surat. Safı3 ‘Alı3 explained to the yogi that he had not been able to make his
arrangements for the hajj, and so had to wait another whole year before
he could depart. The yogi enigmatically assured him that all of his arrangements would be made if he left immediately. When he reached Bombay the
Agha
"
4 Khan’s
4 heir informed him that a ship was due to depart for Jidda
the next morning. Safı3 ‘Alı3 described the Agha
"
4 Khan’s
4 wife personally preparing his belongings and having them brought to him in the company of
fourteen servants, with whom he eventually boarded ship, perhaps in the
P&O docks near the Mazagaon home of the Agha
"
4 Khan.
4 Travelling in such
style, the departure of Safı3 ‘Alı3 and his new servants reflected the arrival in
Bombay of the Qadirı
4 3 saint of Baghdad Sayyid Ibrahı
4 m
3 Sayf al-dın,
3 which
was seen greeted in Chapter 3 by a collection of praise-poems. The pomp
and circumstance of such grand Sufi sea journeys was sufficiently noticeable
to attract the criticism of other Indian shaykhs of the period. In his early
twentieth-century Shamamat
4
al-ambar (The amber-perfumed pastille),
Sayyid Waris
4 Hasan (d. 1355/1936) scoffed at ‘how many and various are
the items of comfort and relaxation that are assembled and then carried
on the journey’ and described himself boarding ship to cross the Indian
Ocean with nothing more than his prayer beads (tasbih), loincloth (lungı)3
and trust in God (tawakkul).96 Safı3 ‘Alı3 by contrast seems to have been one
of the comfortable travellers of the steamship age, if not quite one of the
strolling, smoking and game-playing passengers described in the Persian
travelogue of the Hyderabadi notable Mır3 La’ı
4 q
3 ‘Alı3 Khan
4 Sala
4 r4 Jang as
present on his steamer out of Bombay in 1888.97 Despite the generosity of
the Agha
" 4 Khan’s
4 family, Safı 3 ‘Alı3 finished the narrative by pointing out that
all this was in fact due to the mystical help – the nafas, literally the ‘breath’ –
of the yogi who had predicted it.98 Yet it was of course an outcome of the
intertwinings of the commercial and religious economy of Bombay.

Printing One’s Way to Prominence
Between its yogis and steamships, Bombay’s religious economy enabled
Safı3 ‘Alı3 to access the resources that helped build his reputation before
returning to Iran in the late 1860s. Here no less important than his
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relationship with the A"gha4 Kha4n was Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3 publication in Bombay of
his first work, Zubdat al-asra4r (The essence of secrets), in 1289/1872. In
a clear indication of the links of his patrons, the A"gha4 Kha4n’s family, to
Bombay’s business in Persian publishing, in 1278/1861 A"gha4 Kha4n I himself published his memoirs in Bombay, a full decade before Safı3 ‘Alı3 issued
his Zubdat al-asra4r there. We know that the Bombay printing ensured the
book’s distribution across the ocean, not least because Safı3 ‘Alı3 himself
described how it was soon being read in Baghdad, so spreading his claims
to religious authority from Bombay to Iraq. Numerous lithographic
editions of the Masnawı3 of Ru4mı3 were published in Bombay from the
1260s/1840s onwards, and it was against this background that Safı3 ‘Alı’s
3
99
own imitative masnawı3 poem, Zubdat al-asra4r, was published. As Juan
Cole has noted of the role of Bombay printing in the career of the Iranian
Pan-Islamist Abu4’l Hasan Mırza
3 4 Shaykh al-Ra’ıs3 during the 1890s, ‘the
way in which publishing his memoirs, poetry and essays in British India
helped create for Shaykh al-Rais a sort of celebrity in Iran points to the
growing impact of printing and lithography at this time’.100 With Safı3 Alı’s
3
book too, this was made possible by the Muslim investment in industrialized printing in Bombay that, given the relatively undeveloped state of
publishing in Iran itself, was all the more useful in making celebrity.
At the economic heart of the Indian Ocean in Bombay, the existence of a
transnational Persian printing industry thus allowed Safı3 ‘Alı3 to publish and
distribute a work that would make his name as a shaykh in direct contact
with God. Like the other charismatic shaykhs being empowered by print, he
emerged as a mediator figure for the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood firm which
during his lifetime came to place great brand emphasis on the intercession of
the master and the practice of ‘picturing the shaykh’ (tasawwur-e shaykh),
the spread of which is seen in Chapter 6 to be connected to the increasing
number of photographic or lithographic portraits of Muslim holy men that
characterized this period. In his recollection of his interview with the preeminent Twelver Shi‘ite cleric (marja‘-ye taqlıd
3 ) Shaykh Murtaza,4 Safı 3 ‘Alı3
recalled how the latter had said in Iraq that he had read Zubdat al-asrar4
and found it a good but difficult book (even his fellow Ni‘matullahı
4 3 Na’ib
4
al-Sadr Shıra
3 zı
4 3 commented that it needed to read again and again to be
understood).101 In a defence and promotion of the truth-claims he made in
Zubdat al-asrar4 , Safı3 ‘Alı3 replied that the difficulty came from the fact that he
had written it in a state of ecstasy (jazba), during which the reins of authorship were out of his control. With its repeated evocation of the imagery of
the ocean (bahr) and its waves (amwaj4 ), Zubdat al-asrar4 was an appropriation of the semantic power of the high seas to depict the vast oceans of
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knowledge that swayed within the soul of the ‘friend of God’.102 This was
by no means the only Sufi text to use the experience of sea travel for poetic
inspiration, and on the other side of the ocean an extensive body of mystical
literature was developing in Malay which drew even more explicitly on the
imagery of sea journeys.103 Inspiration aside, on a more practical level, Safı3
‘Alı3 candidly noted that Zubdat al-asrar4 had only been published with the
help in Bombay of Agha
" 4 ‘Alı3 Shah,
4 the future Agha
" 4 Khan
4 II, ‘whom God’, he
104
asserted, ‘had made a friend of mine’.
Here Safı3 ‘Alı3 participated in a larger economy of Iranian book production in Bombay which, in a period when printing was still undeveloped
in Iran itself, formed one of the most important ways in which Bombay’s
industrial religious economy impacted the largely preindustrial religious
market in Iran. While other Indian centres of Persian publishing existed
in such inland cities as Lucknow, none could compete with the port of
Bombay for the logistical simplicity of exporting books to Iran. As a result,
from early after its inception, Bombay’s Persian printing industry developed in connection with this oceanic market and the demands of its readers.105 While the lithographic books themselves form the main evidence,
we occasionally hear references to their publishers. One Persian biographical collection, for example, described Khatim
4
Mırza
3 4 Ahmad, who was
born in Fars in 1232/1817, as the son of an Iranian poet who had earlier spent a decade in India as panegyrist to the Nizams of Hyderabad.
In 1266/1850 Khatim
4
Mırza
3 4 had also travelled to Bombay and spent a
year there, where he learned to print and succeeded in putting out an edition of the Masnawı3 of Rumı
4 ,3 because copies of even this most famous
of Persian poems were hard to come by in Iran.106 A longer-lasting role
in the development of Bombay’s Persian publishing industry was played
by Mırza
3 4 Muhammad Shıra
3 zı
4 3 (b. 1269/1852).107 In 1868 this entrepreneur from Shiraz opened one of Bombay’s most important Persian bookstores and publishing houses. In the following years he published new
editions of various classical works, such as Dawlatshah
4 Samarqandı’s
3
Tazkirat al-shu‘ara4 (Recollections of the poets), as well as several commemorative writings of his own concerning female poets and history.
Shipped to markets in Iran, these Bombay-printed classics had a large
impact there, in the case of one 1849 Bombay illustrated Shahna
4
ma
4
even
inspiring architectural reproductions of its lithographic illustrations in
stucco sculptures in the Iranian port at Bandar-e Tahiri.108 Another printing entrepreneur, Hajjı
4 3 Muhammad I!brahı
4 m
3 Shıra
3 zı
4 ,3 travelled from Iran to
Bombay and spent years preparing the manuscripts of well-known books
in a form suitable for printing. However, after losing his fortune when his
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cargo went down with a ship, he was forced to move to Hyderabad and
become a teacher of Persian.109 For publishing, as for religious entrepreneurs, the Bombay economy was volatile and competitive.
Amid this oceanic Persian printing industry, Reformist books were
also published in Bombay. As noted earlier, the most famous of all Iranian
Reformists, Jamal4 al-dın
3 ‘al-Afghanı
4 ’3 (1254–1314/1838–97), spent time
among the Iranian exiles of Bombay, and it was there around 1273/1857
that he first came into contact with Europeans and learned of their domination of a Muslim society, which would become the main topic of his
career.110 Between 1296/1879 and 1299/1882 on a second visit to Bombay
(and from there to Hyderabad), he wrote and published in Persian the first
of his writings, including his major work Haqıqat-e
3
mazhab-e naycharı3 wa
bayan-e
4 hal-e
4 naychariyan
4 (Truth about natural religion and the condition of
the naturalists), written in echoes of the competitive plural market of Islams
in rejection of the pro-scientific doctrines of Sayyid Ahmad Khan.
4 While it
was first published as a lithograph in Hyderabad in 1298/1881, a second
edition soon followed in Bombay, from where it was distributed more effectively as yet another production of the city’s religious economy.111
However, as Chapter 3 described, Bombay was more important as a producer of books that appealed to the Customary Islamic trends in the market. This was no less the case with regard to the Iranian stake in Bombay’s
economy of printing. One of the most significant texts to be published in
Bombay in this respect was Sawanih
4
al-ayyam
4 fı3 mushahada
4
t4 al-a‘wam
4 , better known as Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 (Genealogy of gnostics), which was printed
there in 1307/1890.112 Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 is interesting in several ways, not
least as a textual echo of the links we are seeing between Bombay and the
Ni‘matullahı
4 3 Sufi revival in Iran. The published text was an unattributed
near copy of a long section from book three of the Jami‘-ye
4
Mufıdı
3 ,3 a history of the Iranian city of Yazd that had been completed in 1099/1679 by
Muhammad Mufıd
3 Mustawfı3 Yazdı,3 who had himself borrowed much of
the material from an earlier hagiography of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 shaykhs by
113
Mawlana
4 4 Sun‘ullah.
4
Printed in Bombay without attribution as an original work bearing its own name of Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 rather than its author’s
original title, the book reflected the commercially unregulated character
of Bombay’s book market, in which bookseller-printers frequently reissued books piecemeal, amalgamated or however else they thought they
could sell them. Commercial strategies aside, the contents of the text itself
reflected the rise in hagiographical printing seen in Chapter 3 and point to
the role of Iranians within it. Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 consisted of a biography of
Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 Walı3 (d. 834/1431), the founder of the eponymous Sufi
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brotherhood whose shrine at Mahan, outside Kerman in Iran, formed the
principal pilgrimage site of his followers right into the twentieth century.
As a product of the late Safavid period, one of the purposes of the original
text was to solve the long-standing problem of the relation of ordinarily
Sunni Sufis to the Shi‘i norms of Iran. Thus Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 was seen
piously visiting the key Shi‘i holy sites in Iraq and Mashhad, which took
the place of the pilgrimages to saintly shrines that usually featured in such
Sufi hagiographies, while even his miracles (such as leaping into a well
in Hilla to replenish its water) contained echoes of older Shi‘i imamography.114 But in being printed and reproduced in late nineteenth-century
Bombay, the text entered the market of this later period.
When, as in other customary forms of hagiography, Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h
was presented as having a precociously learned and miracle-working childhood, like the stories of other ‘mother-born saints’ (ma4dar-za4d awliya4),
he supported the Customary Islamic notion of an existential hierarchy of
men that stood in clear contrast to the Reformist ideal of a horizontally
‘democratic’ community of Muslim believers.115 The very practices that
the saint was described as performing – such as the graveside meditation
(kashf-e qubu4r) through which power and inspiration were sought from
the dead – acted in turn in the marketplace as a hagiographical promotion of the customary rituals that Reformists condemned as idolatrous.116
In the late nineteenth century, when the revival of Sufi firms’ influence in
Iran had created a marketplace and print culture that was no less polemical than in India, Silsilat al-‘a4rifın
3 served as a rejoinder that stressed the
Ni‘matulla4hıs’
3 Shi‘i credentials by describing Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h making
pilgrimages to the Shi‘i holy sites of Najaf and Karbala.117 In partaking
from Bombay in a debate in distant Iran, in this respect the book bore
much in common with Bombay’s role in Iranian political exile literature. On a wider level, Silsilat al-‘a4rifın
3 served in the religious economy
to publicize the awesome powers of the saints associated with brotherhood firms, reminding readers through narrative examples of the reasons
they might repair to the living saints of their own times. The miraculous examples provided in the text were often dramatic, and we have
already seen one in Chapter 3 when Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h was connected
with the rescue of a sinking merchant ship.118 Other stories were no less
dramatic. When wandering through Egypt in search of the source of the
Nile, Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h came across a village that had been decimated by
a pride of giant lions that had dragged to their den most of the village’s
menfolk. Unperturbed even as he approached the lair of lions ‘who were
so fearsome that even Leo would not dare to face them at dawn’, Sha4h
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Ni‘matulla4h looked at them with an angry glance and commanded them
to cease oppressing the people of the village. Acquiescing, they fell to
his feet like cats and bowed before him.119 In another instance, the saint
astounded a sceptical follower by turning a rock into a ruby.120 During
the same journeys, when Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h was lost, one of his holy
ancestors (again the customary emphasis on family lineage) appeared in
a dream to guide him through the Sahara.121
Clearly, the powers of such friends of God were something to be reckoned with and, with the appearance of the stories in print, at the end of the
nineteenth century more people could read them than ever. Given the rise
of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood firm in Iran at this time, like the other
Ni‘matullahı
4 3 texts published in Bombay, Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 points to the
important role of the city’s book market in this transoceanic promoting
of Sufi authority that affected the religious economy of Iran. It also points
again to the role of entertainment in the religious economy. For, in a sense,
Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 was a storybook of enchanted travels in exotic lands, of
the journeys of the saintly hero through Persia and Turkestan, through
Egypt in search of the source of the Nile and to the holy earth of Karbala
and Mecca. As a book of adventures, Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 can also therefore be
seen as part of the explosion of travel writing that accompanied the new
mobility of the nineteenth century. For though comprising miracle stories,
its tales of Shah
4 Ni‘matullah
4 were in large part tales of the adventures that
befell him on his travels. Travelling to Mecca, Hilla, Baghdad and Egypt,
where he searched for the source of the Nile, in Silsilat al-‘arifı
4 n
3 Shah
4
Ni‘matullah
4 appeared as an enchanted version of Alexander the Great as
known from the ‘Sikandar’ romances of Persian tradition.
Though written a few centuries earlier, in its publication in 1890
in Bombay, a time and a place where thousands of Muslims annually
embarked on pilgrimage to the same places described in its pages, Silsilat
al-‘a4rifın
3 can be seen as part of the wider literature of miraculous travel
that flourished in the marketplace in this period. We can imagine the
appeal of its stories, entertaining and yet pious, to pilgrims squeezed
on the cramped decks of steamers that plied the route between Bombay
and Jidda. If Chapter 3 described new miracles occurring at sea through
the growth of the hajj in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
then here was another side of the same increasing production of miracle stories, with tales being recited on board the ships sailing to Mecca,
and perhaps in the ports of southern Iran as well. For travellers setting
out from Bombay on their own journeys, or even for the sedentary
citizens of the great port city, the popularity of such an enchanted text
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is understandable. The sheer entertainment value of books such as that
of the adventures of Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h maintained the profile in the marketplace of Customary Islam and its brotherhoods and saints above the
legalizing disenchantment of their Reformist competitors.

5
The Making of a Neo-Isma4‘ı3lism

The a4gha4 Kha4ns and their Neo-Isma4‘Ilism
3
Among the many Iranian exiles attracted to Bombay was the most important figure to leave Iran for India during the nineteenth century. This
was the would-be leader of the disconnected Isma4‘ılı
3 3 Shi‘i Muslims of
India and Iran: A"gha4 Kha4n I (d. 1298/1881) of Mahallat in central Iran.1
Before moving into exile in India, A"gha4 Kha4n I had served Iran’s Qa4ja4r
rulers as governor of the southern frontier province of Kerman, and was
more widely regarded as a provincial notable and soldier than a religious
figure. The last chapter showed how Iranian Sufis such as Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h,
sponsored by the wealthy Iranian merchants who settled in Bombay and
making use of the city’s printing and travel opportunities to spread their
authority, were able to use Bombay as a platform for their extraordinary
leap to prominence in Iran in the second half of the nineteenth century.
By similar means, after settling in Bombay in 1848, A"gha4 Kha4n I was
able to use the city’s communication, mercantile and administrative facilities to expand his authority over nominal Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 to a degree without
precedent in history. As with Sufi entrepreneurs, in the career of the A"gha4
Kha4n and his sons and successors, Bombay’s religious economy was put
to the service of an expansive mission for an Islam of living intercessors
and the miraculous powers lent them by their proximity to God. The new
status the first two A"gha4 Kha4ns acquired in Bombay involved the reinvention of what in Iran at least was a model of authority that had been
dormant for centuries. If the A"gha4 Kha4ns were ultimately more successful
in the Indian marketplace by bringing more Indian than Iranian Muslims
under their sway, the new-found prominence that Bombay afforded them
155
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triggered widespread fears and discussions among Iranian Shi‘i clerics as
to the veracity of the A"gha4 Kha4ns’ claims to be the living point of contact
with God. Even if the A"gha4 Kha4ns would only capture a limited portion
of the religious marketplace in Iran, the very fact of their well-publicized
entry to it shook the complacency of the old monopolists. Like Parsi
Zoroastrians, Baha4’ıs3 and Sufıs,
3 from Bombay the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 A"gha4 Kha4ns
helped pluralize the religious economy of Iran as well as India.
In the decades after the arrival there of Agha
"
4 Kha4n I in 1848, Bombay
became the new focus for the disparate Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 communities that, like the
Zoroastrians and Twelver Shi‘ites, had long been dispersed throughout
oceanic India and Iran. As products of an older period of less efficiently
connected diasporas, their reconnection in the age of the steamship was
not without its problems. In large part, the A"gha4 Kha4n’s centralizing initiative was enabled by the industrializing travel networks that Bombay’s
Sufis were also exploiting, such that his heir A"gha4 ‘Alı3 Sha4h was able to
visit the various Isma4‘ılı
3 3 communities of the subcontinent and connect
them to their new religious centre – or, rather, person – in Bombay. In
a logistical sense, it was a mission that was near-identical to that of the
city’s Parsi and Christian firms. In his intellectual contours, what A"gha4
Kha4n I and his heir achieved had nothing in common with the rationalizing Reformism of such contemporaries as Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n. On the
contrary, theirs was a hierarchical religious production in which religious
knowledge and salvation were found not in the community – still less in
books, or even a scripture accessible through education – but in obedience and fealty to a charismatic holy man, an imam in perpetual contact
with Allah. While Isma4‘ılism
3
is conventionally regarded as a stable religious formation passed down through an ancient pedigree of familial
imams, the following pages argue that the prominence and characteristics
of the A"gha4 Kha4ns’ ‘family firm’ were very much a product of the religious economy of nineteenth-century Bombay.
Almost six hundred years since the fall of the last Iranian Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3
stronghold of Alamut, by 1800 the Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 imamate had long slipped
into provincial obscurity. Aside from occasional positions at court, the
descendants of the imams lived such quiet lives that it is questionable
whether the imamate had continued to operate through the centuries in
any socially meaningful form. Even Vladimir Ivanow, the most important
early European academic involved in the sponsored scholarly recovery of
evidence for the Agha
"
4 Khans’
4
claims, casuistically admitted that ‘to survive six hundred years of “underground” existence . . . their Imams were
usually living in the guise of Sufic shaykhs’.2 It is certainly the case that
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by the time Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I’s ancestors re-entered the historical record in the
late eighteenth century, they were so closely associated with the Iranian
revival of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 Sufis that was coming out of India that several
of the direct ancestors of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I were initiated as disciples (murıd
3 s)
of the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 brotherhood.3 Such dependence on the greater market
recognition of Sufi rather than distinctly Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 charisma stands awkwardly with the Agha
"
4 Khans’
4
subsequent claim to be the authoritative
imams of the age in their own right with no need for such sub-contracted
charisma. Yet before the move of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I to Bombay, the Iranian
Qaja
4 r4 rulers Fath ‘Alı3 Shah
4 (r. 1797–1834) and particularly Muhammad
Shah
4 (r. 1834–48) viewed him as the provincial notable that in social
terms he effectively was, and as such incorporated him into their fragile
bureaucratic order. It was the shah who gave him the court title of Agha
"
4
Khan
4 by which he and his descendants would become known. During the
1840s Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I then made a failed attempt to overthrow the Qaja
4 r4
crown, and in the early 1840s used his troops to support the British in
Afghanistan. Moving eastward into Sind in time to help with the British
conquest in 1843, Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I won enough merit in official British eyes to
be given sanctuary from his former master, the shah of Iran. After a short
period in Bombay in 1844 and a longer spell in Calcutta, at the end of
1848 he came to Bombay, where we have already seen a larger community
of Iranian merchants and exiles developing. In 1852 he was followed by
his son and heir Agha
"
4 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 (d. 1302/1885), the future Agha
"
4 Khan
4 II.
In the words of one colonial biographer, A"gha4 Kha4n I was first and
foremost ‘a brave and courageous soldier and leader of men’.4 Even if he
was not a major producer of religious teachings, it is clear that over the
decades that followed his exile the A"gha4 Kha4n used the various opportunities that Bombay presented to ‘reinvent’ the customary authority of
his ancestors around himself. Even if the problematic proposition that
during six centuries of obscurity the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 imamate had somehow survived intact in Iran is accepted (a position that a century of sympathetic
‘recovery’ scholarship has tried hard to bolster) it is still clear that the
A"gha4 Kha4n’s Bombay years represented the most important turning point
in Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history since the fall of the fortress of Alamut in 1256. In order
to recognize rather than gloss over the discontinuity of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history
in the manner of many scholarly apologetics, it therefore makes sense to
speak of the A"gha4 Kha4n and his sons as the modern producers of a ‘NeoIsma4‘ılism’.
3
For centuries the various communities that had emerged
from the efforts of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 teachers in the Middle Ages had developed
their own distinct religious practices and had lived in isolation from their
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supposed imams, many not even realizing that an imam still even existed.5 With the relocation of A"gha4 Kha4n I to Bombay all this changed, setting in motion a determined missionary marketing campaign led by the
A"gha4 Kha4n and his sons to convince the various theoretically ‘Isma4‘ılı
3 ’3
groups in India and overseas that he was the true imam to whom they
owed not only allegiance but regular tithes as well. This process places
A"gha4 Kha4n I and his successor A"gha4 Kha4n II among the other Muslim
religious entrepreneurs in Bombay, and their Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
among the
other enchanted productions of its religious economy.
As such, the A"gha4 Kha4n’s agenda followed a parallel pattern to the
assertion of personal charismatic authority by the Iranian and Indian
Sufi missions of the same period.6 During its shadowy lost centuries in
provincial Iran, the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 imams came to adapt much of the terminology, doctrines and rituals of the Sufis. These entanglements were still
ongoing by the start of the nineteenth century: the forty-second Isma4‘ılı
3 3
imam, Abu4’l Hasan Baylirbaygı3 (d. 1206/1792), was even initiated as a
disciple of the Ni‘matulla4hı3 master Muzaffar ‘Alı3 Sha4h and buried in a
Ni‘matulla4hı3 shrine on his death.7 Even A"gha4 Kha4n I seems to have been
initiated as a follower of the leading Ni‘matulla4hı 3 master, Mast ‘Alı3 Sha4h
(d. 1253/1853).8 Between the 1850s and early 1900s the first three A"gha4
Kha4ns and their families played host in Bombay to numerous visitors
from Iran, including many of the leading figures of the Ni‘matulla4hı 3 Sufi
revival we have seen taking place between Iran and India. One such figure
was Safı 3 ‘Alı 3 Sha4h, who has already been seen publishing his first book in
Bombay with the A"gha4 Kha4n’s help. Na4’ib al-Sadr Shıra
3 4zı 3 (d. 1344/1926),
the Sufi redactor of the history of the Ni‘matulla4hı3 order entitled Tara4’iq
al-haqa4’iq, also stayed in Bombay for a year with the family of A"gha4
Kha4n I in 1298/1881. Na4’ib al-Sadr claimed that when A"gha4 Kha4n II
was desperate for a male heir, he wrote from Bombay to the Ni‘matulla4hı3
master Munawwar ‘Alı3 Sha4h to ask for an intercessionary prayer for
the birth of a son, which Mast ‘Alı3 successfully provided.9 A"gha4 Kha4n I
patronized a good many other Ni‘matulla4hı 3 Sufis who also stayed with
him in Bombay, including Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da, who in recompense was seen
in the last chapter speaking in defence of the Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 in his account of
his travels. Even Reformist figures accepted the hospitality of his family,
and in the early 1890s Abu4’l Hasan Mırza
3 4 Shaykh al-Ra’ıs3 (d. 1920)
published his Ittiha4d-e Isla4m (Unity of Islam), one of the first Persian
works on Pan-Islamism, while staying as a guest in Bombay of A"gha4
Kha4n II.10 Nor was the family’s hospitality limited to Muslim visitors: in
around 1292/1875 the great Baha4’ı3 missionary Jama4l Effendı3 (d. 1898)
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also visited the future A"gha4 Kha4n II in Bombay, before following the latter’s example by setting off on his own proselytizing journeys through
South-East Asia, powered again by the city’s steam routes.11 These links
with such figures are sufficiently clear to place the A"gha4 Kha4ns into
Bombay’s larger economy of religious transactions – and, more specifically, into its Iranian export section.
As eventually the most prominent and probably most wealthy Iranian
resident in Bombay, A"gha4 Kha4n I won prominence in the eyes of Iranians
back home. His great mansion in the Mazagaon quarter became a centre
for the annual Muharram celebrations for the city’s Twelver Shi‘ites as
well as its smaller Isma4‘ılı
3 3 community.12 Given the earlier political ambitions and Sufi initiation of A"gha4 Kha4n I in Iran, his mansion in Mazagaon
was therefore at once the house of the living imam, an Iranian Sufi lodge
and a court in exile. From this grand house in the Mazagaon dock district, A"gha4 Kha4n I and his heir A"gha4 Kha4n II were well placed to dispatch and receive travellers from across their oceanic domain. Bombay
afforded their rise to power, a possibility afforded not merely by the city’s
communications technology but also as a centre for the new social technology of the mission. The renewed contacts between the first two A"gha4
Kha4ns and the nominal ‘Isma4‘ılı
3 s’
3 of Gujarat and Sind set in motion an
intensive missionary marketing programme. This was centred on the consolidation of their personal authority as the imam of what was emerging
as a trans-oceanic Isma4‘ılı
3 3 community centred on Bombay, but dispersed,
and indeed expanding, through an oceanic hinterland that soon included
East Africa no less than Iran.13 The new authority afforded by the opportunities of Bombay lent A"gha4 Kha4n I and his son a degree of social prominence that brought respectability in British eyes as well. By 1870 A"gha4
Kha4n I was hosting the Duke of Edinburgh on his visit to India, and he
received the Prince of Wales (the future Edward VII) during his Indian
tour in 1875.14 Being located in the main port of entry to India thus
helped the A"gha4 Kha4ns receive British no less than the Iranian visitors we
have seen above. By 1880 A"gha4 Kha4n II was appointed to the Bombay
Imperial Legislative Council.
Concealed behind the implicit modernism of this appointment was the
Agha
"
4 Khans’
4 connection to the paradoxical modernity of enchantment. For
on his death in 1298/1881, Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I contributed to the enchantment
of Bombay’s urban geography described in Chapter 2 by burial in a large
new shrine. In his Hidayat
4
al-mu’minın
3 al-talibı
4 n
3 (Advice to the faithful
seekers) the Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 missionary Fida’ı
4 3 Khurasa
4 nı
4 3 (d. 1342/1923) recounted
a strange tale about the selection of the site and Agha
"
4 Khan’s
4 burial there
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that he had heard from the Ni‘matullahı
4 3 dervish Hajjı
4 3 Mashhad Husayn
Khurasa
4 nı
4 .3 15 According to Mashhad Husayn, one day in Bombay he and
the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 were in a garden that belonged to a Hindu when the Agha
"
4
Khan
4 hit the head of his staff on the ground and cryptically declared, ‘This
is the fruit of long misfortune (afat-e
4
tamda
4
r4 ) but now it has receptivity
(qabiliyyat
4
).’16 When Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I died in Jumada
4 I/April 1298/1881, everyone was expecting him to be buried in a Shi‘i holy city such as Karbala or
Najaf, and not in the ‘bed of thorns and jungle (kharista
4
n
4 wa jangalistan
4 )
of India’. So, Mashhad Husayn recounted, everyone was surprised when
they learned that the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 had ordered several shiploads of earth to
be brought to Bombay from Karbala and spread in the garden where he
had doffed his staff that day. Remembering the event and seeing how the
dusty garden had now become a rose bed, Mashhad Husayn realized that
when the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 had said the garden had ‘nobility’ (sharafat
4 ), he was
making a prediction.
Near the Agha
"
4 Kha4n’s residence in the Mazagaon dock district, the
garden was no mere bed of roses but the building site of a grand mausoleum built to house his blessed corpse. The mausoleum (which still
stands to this day) was built of sandstone and white marble, with the
finest stone shipped from Iran.17 Three pairs of gates, resplendent with
hammered silver, led into the chamber; a screen of delicately carved marble, embellished with gold fittings, surrounded the sarcophagus; a great
dome hovered ninety feet above the stucco reliefs of the surrounding
walls. Adding to the enchanted topography of the industrial dockyards
the area surrounding the shrine was renamed Hasanabad in his honour.
Connecting Agha
"
4 Kha4n I to the larger market demand for Customary
Islam and shrines of holy men, present with Mashhad Husayn and the
other mourners at A"gha4 Kha4n’s funeral at the mausoleum was the migrant
Sufi Na4’ib al-Sadr Shıra
3 4zı,3 who directly participated in the burial ceremony.18 Like the shrines seen in Chapter 2 that emerged through the migration to the city of other Muslim groups, the mausoleum of A"gha4 Kha4n I
was designed in the customary style of the courtly darga4hs of the Muslim
saints. It too became a centre of pilgrimage for his Indian and Iranian followers, a practice that had more in common with the Customary Islam of
the broader marketplace than with the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 theological principle that
the living imam mattered more than dead ones.19 A few hundred yards
away, English gals from the Home Counties stepped off the ships of the
P&O ‘fishing fleet’. Dreaming of husbands in the Indian Civil Service,
they were little aware that near at hand lay the shrine of the imam of the
age, offering supernatural grace to answer all desires.
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figure 14. Mausoleum of the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 imam A"gha4 Kha4n I (d. 1881), Mazagaon,
Bombay

Neo-Isma4‘Ilism
3
as Reproduced Custom
In the introduction we have seen how as the products of a plural marketplace, Customary Islamic religious firms typically acquired some of the
characteristics of their competitors. In their defence of customary practices
they were themselves involved in the larger process of religious change
that the reproduction of custom in changing historical circumstances
inevitably brought with it. Custom was not static, and its reproduction
was typically accompanied by a parallel (and legitimizing) emphasis on
certain formalities of religious law. This formula – of promoting certain
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customs at the same time as repressing others – can be likewise seen in the
careers of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I and his sons. For soon after his arrival in Bombay,
Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I began to demand changes to the customary practices of the
Indian Khojas,
4
who were nominally his Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 followers.20 He objected to
customary laws on the inheritance rights of daughters, urging for their right
in a share of property. He urged greater participation in Muharram mourning gatherings and promoted the regular performance of formal worship.21
In 1861 he, like other Iranian exiles, made use of Bombay’s Persian printing
industry to publish his autobiographical ‘Ibrat-afza,4 something that given
his earlier rebellion against the shah would have been all but impossible in
Iran itself in a period that saw the adoption there of a system of state censorship. An admonishing and moralizing work that echoed the writings of
Bombay’s Sufis from the same period, issued from the publishing market
of Bombay, ‘Ibrat-afza4 represented one of the major public steps in Agha
"
4
Khan’s
4 recreation of a public image from soldier to imam.22
From what evidence has survived, it is A"gha4 Kha4n’s sons and grandsons who appear as the main intellectual and logistical promoters of
Neo-Isma4‘ılism.
3
To borrow a phrase from Peter Brown’s discussion
of the saint-makers of Christian Late Antiquity, it would not be too
great a vulgarization to regard the sons and grandsons as their grand/
father’s ‘impresario’. Building on the ‘Ibrat-afza4, after their relocation to
Bombay the sons began a programme of missionary outreach on behalf
of the A"gha4 Kha4n aimed at bringing as many Bohra and Kho4ja Muslims
(and possibly Iranian Shi‘i Muslims as well) under the aegis of the A"gha4
Kha4n’s protection as the imam of the age. In Bombay, A"gha4 Kha4n I’s
son A"gha4 ‘Alı 3 Sha4h (later A"gha4 Kha4n II) was specially trained for the
purpose, and A"gha4 Kha4n I had ‘learned and pious mullahs . . . specially
brought from Persia and Arabia’ to teach his son Arabic and Persian,
as well as a familiarity with the metaphysical and moralistic literature
that Chapters 6 and 7 show was also important to the making in the
marketplace of Sufi Counter Reform.23 While a later section will look
at the proselytizing journeys that A"gha4 ‘Alı 3 Sha4h made on his father’s
behalf, at this point it is important to grasp something of the ideology
of Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
through examining the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 summa theologica
written by A"gha4 ‘Alı 3 Sha4h’s eldest son, Shiha4b al-dın
3 Sha4h Husaynı.3
Although he had been educated and raised to succeed his father as imam,
Shiha4b al-dın
3 was prevented from doing so by his premature death in
May 1885 (Rajab 1302), a few months before his father (who was by
then A"gha4 Kha4n II) also died, leaving Shiha4b al-dın’s
3 infant brother to
24
Nonetheless,
having
been
raised in Bombay
succeed as A"gha4 Kha4n III.
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as the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 heir apparent, Shiha4b al-dın’s
3 writings offer us the clearest picture of the Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 3 ‘product’ as it was taking shape in the
Bombay of the 1870s and 1880s. In a period of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history for
which primary sources are notoriously hard to come by, Shiha4b al-dın’s
3
writings therefore offer us the closest record available as to the ‘official’ message of the A"gha4 Kha4n family firm in the years during which
it sought to capture a part of the religious marketplace of Bombay’s
oceanic hinterland.
The text in question is Shiha4b al-dın’s
3 Persian Risa4la dar haqıqat-e
3
dın
3
(Treatise on religious truth).25 Given the fact that the Risa4la allows us to
compare the ideological contours of the A"gha4 Kha4n firm with those of the
other holy men who made their careers in the city in the same years, its
most striking general element is its resort to the vocabulary and concepts
of the Sufis.26 The implications of this very rarely cited document are that
Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
emerged as part of the larger pluralizing production of
Customary Islamic forms in which Sufi organizations also participated.
Contrary to the familiar historiographical picture, the A"gha4 Kha4ns did
not appear in Bombay as the heirs to an ancient and unbroken tradition
of distinctively Isma4‘ılı
3 3 thought, but were instead part of the enchanted
corner of a larger religious marketplace in which other Iranians also participated in similarly oceanic fashion.
In the form of the A"gha4 Kha4n, the living imam offered a distinct alternative to either Sufi or clerical models of leadership. It was this form
of ‘product separation’ that formed the only major distinction between
Shiha4b al-dın’s
3
text and the writings of Iranian Sufis of the period. As
such an important differentiator from its rivals, the point was reiterated in Shiha4b al-dın’s
3
Risa4la: ‘Man must have in this world a leader
(pıshwa
3
4) . . . [and] to be obedient to one person only’;27 ‘Brother, obedience (ita4‘at) is the same thing as devotion (‘iba4dat), and devotion is the
basis of the religious knowledge (ma‘rifat)’;28 ‘He who does not know his
Imam, does not know God (a4n ke ima4m-e kho4d-ra4 nashana4kht, khoda4-ra
nashana4khta-ast)’;29 ‘He, the Guide (ra4hnuma4), comes with all the features of an ordinary man.’30 In fact, it was not so much the idea of a
sole leader that was unique, for the Sufi printed ‘advertisements’ of the
time shared this.31 What distinguished Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 3 writings was rather
the identity of this figure as the lineal family descendant of the sixth
imam, Isma4‘ıl3 ibn Ja‘far (d. 138/755), in the form of A"gha4 Kha4n I. As
with Bombay’s other Customary Islamic religious firms, this message
was exported to the city’s oceanic marketplace. For, like other successful
‘firms’ in Bombay, the Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 adapted the missionary techniques
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of the city’s Christians that were so important to the creation of a competitive religious economy. Like other Muslim firms, they clothed these
new practices in customary terminology: the neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 3 da4‘ı3 (messenger)
and mu‘allim (instructor) emanating from the Bombay of the nineteenth
century were very much a re-production of custom.
The A"gha4 Kha4ns operated in no less a circulatory pattern than the
Iranian Sufi impressarios who also appeared in Bombay, leading brotherhood firms that did not merely relocate to Bombay but from their
outpost there were exported back to their former homeland in an
industrially quickened version of the classic pattern of oceanic circulation. An example is Muhammad ibn Zayn al-‘A"bidın
3 Khura4sa4nı 3 (d.
1342/1923), known by the pen-name Fida4’ı 3 (Faithful). Born in a northeastern Iranian village in 1266/1850, between 1896 and 1906 Fida4’ı3
made three journeys to Bombay to see A"gha4 Kha4n III, and from India
was appointed as mu‘allim (instructor) to the Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 back in Iran.32
He was highly successful in capturing the Iranian market for the A"gha4
Kha4ns in Bombay: according to the doyen of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 historians, Farhad
Daftary, ‘By the time of Fida4’ı3 Khura4sa4nı’s
3 death in 1342/1923, Agha
Khan III had established his authority over the Persian community.’33
In Fida4’ı’s
3 writings lay a powerful recreation of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history as an
unbroken lineage of teachings passed down through the centuries by the
living imams, to be spread in Iran by himself in the closing years of the
nineteenth century, a picture iterated in his history of the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 com34
munity at large. For Fida4’ı’s
3 Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 al-ta4libın
3 (Advice to
the faithful seekers) presented an overview of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history en somme,
with a particular focus on two ages of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 greatness: the era of the
Isma4‘ılı
3 3 Fa4timid sultans of Cairo; and the lifetime of A"gha4 Kha4n I. A disorganized and rambling text, Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 was in some senses
a distinctly modern text, constructing an intellectual history of major
trends in Isma4‘ılı
3 3 theology and the great minds who represented them. It
discussed the rise of Nuqtawı-type
3
numerological doctrines; the preaching tours of Na4sir Khusrow; the age of the ‘old man of the mountains’
Hasan-e Saba4h; the feats of the great Fa4timid rulers of Egypt and Syria;
and the schisms that emerged on the death of the ‘Abba4sid caliph alMustansir, in 487/1094.35 Given the reappearance of Isma4‘ılı
3 sm
3
in the
Bombay of the mid-1800s after centuries of provincial obscurity, in its
attempt to piece together the missing links between Bombay’s latter-day
A"gha4 Kha4ns and the Fa4timid caliphs of eleventh-century Cairo, Hida4yat
al-mu’minı n
3 formed the connection in the intellectual lineage between the
impresarios of A"gha4 Kha4n I and the many twentieth-century European
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scholars patronized for their sympathetic excavations of the same lost
centuries. For the long isolated and impoverished Isma4‘ılı
3 3 villagers of
the mountains and plains of eastern Iran to whom Fida4’ı 3 was sent from
Bombay to minister, the Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 produced a historical narrative that not only reminded them of a past age of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 grandeur, but
also of their present obligations to an imam who was very much alive.
In this dual purpose of galvanizing the historical identity of a distinct
Muslim community with its own version of Islam and reaffirming their
ties to a charismatic leader, Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 was a product of the
same forces seen above in the genealogical family histories promoted
by saintly shrine firms and below leading to the writing of defensive
self-histories for Bombay’s Bohra Isma4‘ılı
3 s.
3 As a work of the historical
reinvigoration of a minority community identity, the text’s production
between Bombay and the villages of Iran renders it a counterpart to
the works on the glory of the pre-Islamic rulers of Iran produced for
Iran’s demoralized Zoroastrians by their wealthy Parsi brethren, a product of the same intellectual workshops in Bombay. For all its neglect by
modern scholars of the Isma4‘ılı
3 s,
3 in its reproduction and distribution to
Iran of reinvigorated custom and a charisma-based family religious firm,
Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 was not only a quintessential Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 3 text but
a classic product of Bombay’s religious economy.
This is seen all the more in the Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 ’s detailed account
of the career of A"gha4 Kha4n I. This text presents a perspective on his life
that is quite out of step with the modernist Isma4‘ılism
3
promoted after the
permanent move of his grandson, A"gha4 Kha4n III, to Europe after 1910,
an Isma4‘ılism
3
that subsequently emerged in a quite different arena to
Bombay Islam.36 Like other printed products of Bombay’s marketplace,
Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 presented A"gha4 Kha4n I in the clothes of the customary holy man. Its lengthy biographical section on the imam was dedicated to stories of ‘miracles and wonders’ (kara4ma4t wa kha4riq-e ‘a4da4t)
that belonged to a supernatural service repertoire shared with saints such
as Wajıh
3 al-dın
3 and Sha4h Ni‘matulla4h, whose hagiographies Chapter 2
described being printed in Bombay and appealing to large sections of its
population.37 However, what is most striking about the stories in Hida4yat
al-mu’minın
3 is their precision: these are less the stock-in-trade of formulaic rumour than closely observed anecdotes that fit neatly with the known
details of A"gha4 Kha4n’s life. There are many details, for example, of his
dealings with the court of Fath ‘Alı3 Sha4h Qa4ja4r before his exile in India;
of his movements through Sind and negotiations with the British government; and of his later proselytizing tours from Bombay into Gujarat
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whose ‘revertist’ logic echoed the attempts by the Bombay-founded A"rya4
Sa4maj firm to convert Gujarat’s Muslims ‘back’ to newly manufactured
Hindu customs.38 These anecdotes give a measure of the imam as he was
presented by his ocean-crossing impresario, Fida4’ı3 Khura4sa4nı.3 One story
described an episode when A"gha4 Kha4n I travelled in the company of a
group of followers from Bombay to Kathiawar, an agency of the Bombay
Presidency in peninsular Gujarat.39 Fida4’ı3 decorated it with plenty of incidental detail, such as about how in the town of Rajkot (the headquarters
of the British political agent) the party fell into the company of a British
‘party (majlis), or as the English call it, a “durbar”’ and travelled with
them until they reached the region of Broach.40 There, the A"gha4 Kha4n
and his party began hunting, an activity which in the manner of the classic Persian nobleman and the newer British sportsman the text presented
the imam as having been passionate about since his youth.41 Just then
the A"gha4 Kha4n was warned not to kill the favoured hunters’ quarry, the
gazelle (a4hu4), because it was worshipped by the local Hindus, who would
cause trouble if they heard of such killing.42 And so the next day, when the
party set off again, the A"gha4 Kha4n forbade his followers to use their guns.
The day passed until, just as they were approaching their stopping place,
the party entered a ravine where they spotted a herd of gazelles, and, to
everyone’s surprise, the A"gha4 Kha4n asked for his gun and bagged five of
them with one cracking shot. After ‘rendering them halal’ (that is, slitting
their throats while repeating the ritual formula), he then hid the bodies
before the party recommenced its journey. When they reached the fort
where they had intended to stay, they found the gate locked and the headman of the local Hindus angry and refusing to sell them food. On hearing
this, from the tent that had been set up for him in the shade, the A"gha4
Kha4n summoned the headman, who a few hours later turned up with his
followers and sat before the imam in accordance with their habit. Taking
offence at the posture of their sitting, the A"gha4 Kha4n declared them ‘very
impolite’ (khaylı3 bı-adab
3
) and it took one of his local followers to explain
that they were only simple countryfolk who meant him no offence. All
the same, the A"gha4 Kha4n demanded of the headman the reason for his
locking of the fortress gate and refusal to sell them food, and went on
to say that if the reason was his killing of the gazelles, then the Hindus
should know that he hadn’t wanted to kill them, but had only done so
because their appointed time (ajal) had come. Just then, everyone saw
one of the male gazelles separate itself from its dead companions, scamper into the A"gha4 Kha4n’s tent and lie down under his cot. Summoning
the gazelle before him, the A"gha4 Kha4n then stroked its head and antlers,
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and told it to go back to the wild: when he set it down on the ground the
whole assembly saw the dead gazelle obey his command and skip away
into the plains. On seeing this unmistakable miracle (kara4mat), all of
the Hindus gathered there at once pronounced the profession of Muslim
faith and ‘entered the religion of Islam’ (bih dın-e
3
isla4m dar a4madand).
When, after staying as their guest in the fortress for three days, the A"gha4
Kha4n again set off on his travels and left one of his companions in charge
of his new followers to teach them the ‘way of obedience’ (ra4h-e dın
3 ), a
franchise was successfully established in the provinces. Throughout the
tale the A"gha4 Kha4n was presented in the guise of the miraculous holy man
of custom. No spiritually democratic primus inter pares, like the supernatural ‘big men’ described in the Bombay dockyards in Chapter 6, even
by the standards of the religiously aristocratic, the A"gha4 Kha4n appeared
as haughty. (At one point in the anecdote he even cursed a disciple with
the swear word pedar-sukhta (‘son of a hell-burned father’), a rare sight
in period Persian prose).43 More importantly, the story demonstrated the
way in which miracles remained essential to the gathering of new followers: in the Gujarati hinterland of the Bombay marketplace from which
the imam was travelling, enchantment remained at the centre of the religious economy.
Other stories in Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 concerned the activities of the
A"gha4 Kha4n in Bombay itself, as in one that Fida4’ı3 heard from Ra4wı3 Mu4sa4
ibn Muhammad Khura4sa4nı.3 44 The latter described how one day a group
of the A"gha4 Kha4n’s followers brought a dying child before him, and asked
him to show mercy on the child’s parents. Displeased at the request, the
A"gha4 Kha4n declared, ‘Do you think I am Jesus Christ to bring the dead
back to life?’ (A pointer perhaps to the awareness of Christian competition in Bombay?) Even so, he agreed to pray for the child’s recovery,
while urging his followers not to make such requests in the future. And
so he asked a midwife who was the spouse of one of his shopkeeper disciples to fetch some almond oil (rowghan-e ba4dam
4 ) and ox-tongue flowers
(gul-e gaw-zaba4n), and drop the former in the child’s nose and the latter
in his mouth. As soon as the midwife dripped the oil in the child’s eyes,
who was now as good as dead, he started to sneeze and show signs of
life. Three days later Ra4wı3 Mu4sa4 reported seeing the boy hale and hearty
and back in the company of his parents. Pointing us back to the economic
rewards that were always a factor in the larger economy of enchantment,
Fida4’ı3 then noted how the grateful parents presented the A"gha4 Kha4n with
generous offerings (nazar). Such services and payments were central to
the transactions that underwrote the religious economy.
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Like the other miracle texts we have seen in previous chapters
supporting the hierarchical status of God’s saintly friends, Fida4’ı’s
3
Hida4yat al-mu’minın
3 was a classic product of Bombay’s religious marketplace. Even in the moments in which we hear A"gha4 Kha4n complaining
about the demands made on him, Fida4’ı’s
3 text shows us that the economy
was shaped by demand no less than supply; and one had to supply such
services to be a successful player.45 But the A"gha4 Kha4n and his heirs were
distinct in marketing themselves as a specific ‘brand’ type of charismatic
leader, not mere ‘friends of God’ like the Sufis, but unique imams of the
age. It is in the verses of Fida4’ı’s
3 Persian Masnawı-ye
3
niga4rista4n (Poem of
the picture gallery) that we find the most distilled statement of this NeoIsma4‘ılı
3 3 mission:
He is the ima4m of the time,
the guide and comforter,
the protector of his followers,
whether young or old.
Like the sun in the sky,
he is manifest in the world.46

Lest the objection be raised that the Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 had no need to compete
with other firms since they already had the ‘automatic’ following of other
‘Isma4‘ılı
3 s’,
3 it is important to reiterate the fact that, in the decades after the
arrival of A"gha4 Kha4n I in Bombay, such a following in the pluralistic market was far from automatic. Having lived for centuries without any contact with a living imam, most of the nominally Isma4‘ılı
3 3 or Isma4‘ılı
3 -derived
3
groups around the Indian Ocean very much needed convincing that the
responsibilities involved in following and supporting a living imam such
as A"gha4 Kha4n I and his heirs was worthwhile. It is worth remembering
that Bombay was also a place where books upholding traditional Twelver
Shi‘i models of the imamate were published, such as with the printing of
A"ya4t al-wila4ya (Signs of vicegerency’) from the press of another Bombaybased Iranian exile, Mırza
3 4 Muhammad. If anything, the Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 3
attempt to capture the following of a notionally pre-existent community (or market share) of believers most closely resembles the marketing
strategies of the A"rya4 Sama4j, and the Hebraicizing Christian missionaries to the notionally Jewish Cochin Jews and Bene Israel community of
Bombay’s hinterland.
The economy’s competitive context appears also repeatedly in Shiha4b
al-dın’s
3 Risa4la discussed above, warning the listener away from the other
religious leaders in the marketplace. ‘My friend, listen to what the real
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Leader (rah-nama4) says, and never disobey his orders; do not permit
the tricksters and thieves to fool you – they are nothing but thieves . . .
Why then should you follow them, who are like beasts or imbeciles,
and why should you not follow the Perfect Man (insa4n-e ka4mil).’47 Even
in its most intensely pejorative moments, Shiha4b al-dın’s
3
Risa4la used
a familiar customary vocabulary of ‘perfect men’ to describe the A"gha4
Kha4n, who even though theoretically drawing on his own legitimacy as
a direct blood descendant of the Prophet’s son-in-law was placed into
the more familiar shoes of the Sufi saints who were better known in
the Indian marketplace. While Isma4‘ılı
3 3 intellectual historians might offer
their own internal explanations for such cross-pollinations of vocabulary, in the context in which the Risa4la was composed, the logic of
the market to co-opt the terminology and claims of one’s rivals made
competitive sense. The confused bustle of Bombay’s bazaars also made
its presence felt in the text, as Shiha4b al-dın
3 returned repeatedly to the
image of the cheated crowd: ‘It is the devil who mixes with the crowd,
which is as stupid as a calf, cheats them and destroys their faith.’48 This
competitive context also manifested itself in the text’s demotion of the
emphasis and display of formal legalistic piety that characterized some
competing Muslim firms. Thus, Shiha4b al-dın
3 warned, ‘Do not permit yourself to be cheated by those who ostentatiously pray much or
talk about fasting.’49 Nonetheless, as we see in the next section, several
‘Isma4‘ılı
3 ’3 groups decided that the responsibilities (financial no less than
moral) of accepting the A"gha4 Kha4ns’ leadership were not worthwhile.
In view of the larger argument of Bombay Islam, what these respective
struggles to project or reject the A"gha4 Kha4ns’ claim to be the living imam
demonstrate is that Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
was very much a participant in the
competitive religious economy produced by the cosmopolitan and communicational modernity of Bombay.
If Shiha4b al-dın’s
3
Risa4la was primarily characterized by its promotion of the status of his father the A"gha4 Kha4n as imam, like other
Customary Islamic productions of the economy, the writings of the
Neo-Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 surrounded their charismatic claims by moralizing statements on correct behaviour. Proper attention to fasting, praying and
‘the discharge of one’s ordinary (za4hirı)3 duties (a‘ma4l)’ were therefore
recommended (not to do so would be a gift to their opponents), but
stated as being inadequate on their own for salvation in the absence
of loyalty to the true imam.50 Like other Customary Islamic family
firms, Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
was also defined by an anti-egalitarian emphasis
on genealogy. As seen in the demotion of displays of public piety, this
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was no firm recognizing either salvation or authority through the performance of works alone. While, depending on their proximity to the
ideas of Reformist groups, different Sufi brotherhood firms emphasized
genealogical links of either an initiatic or familial kind, Neo-Isma4‘ı lism
3
defended the doctrine of blood genealogy and appointment (wasiyya)
by one’s father as the sole basis for leadership as ima4m. This was very
much a family firm.
Here was no Reformist meritocracy of authority acquired through the
accomplishments of piety or learning. In the words of Shiha4b al-dın,
3
Ordinary people whose duty is only to obey the command of God have
no capacity to act as they wish or to elect [as their leader] any one whom
they want, disregarding the real one. Leadership . . . is a matter of the
greatest possible importance, which cannot be left to the decision of the
mob . . . Therefore the meaning of ‘itrat, or the [rightful] successors,
belongs only to the legitimately appointed successors . . . who rightfully,
from father to son, have inherited their rank of leader.51

In such ways Shiha4b al-dın
3 returned repeatedly to his central theme:
recognition and obedience to the imam, his own father the A"gha4 Kha4n.
Texts such as Shiha4b al-dın’s
3 Risa4la give a clear sense that at this point
Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
was no global ‘world religion’, but very much a family
affair in a competitive religious market. Like such other transnational
family enterprises as those of the Jewish Sassoons and the Parsi Tatas,
by operating out of Bombay the A"gha4 Kha4n family acquired the connections and capital required to go global within a few generations. Little
surprise, then, that like the patriarchs of the Sassoon and Tata families,
at the turn of the century Shiha4b al-dın’s
3 younger brother, A"gha4 Kha4n III,
left Bombay for the larger opportunities of Europe.52

Rejecting the Imam: Isma4‘IlI
3 3 Competition and
Pluralization
Neo-Isma4‘ılism
3
was a characteristic product of Bombay’s economy of
enchantment: in its centralizing and missionary agenda; in its promotion
of an intercessionary holy man; in its use of print, rail and steamship;
and in its appeal to a genealogical lineage of charismatic authority. It
is important to point to the commonalities between the activities of the
first two A"gha4 Kha4ns and the Sufi blessed men of the period, who also
made use of the opportunities that Bombay afforded. For if Isma4‘ılı
3 3 history has usually been written as a seamless narrative connecting medieval
Fa4timid Egypt with the global Isma4‘ılism
3
of the twentieth century, what
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this model misses is the key period of transformation and reinvention
that occurred in nineteenth-century Bombay.
In the case of the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 imams no less than the Ni‘matulla4hı3 shaykhs,
Bombay played a central role in circulating and proselytizing a hierarchical and intercessionary person-centred Islam around the Iranian and
Indian communities of the Indian Ocean. Through the discussions of
Iranian activities over the past two chapters we have seen how Bombay’s
marketplace was not only confined to India and its Muslims, but reached
out across the ocean to other peoples as well. We have seen Iranians
experiencing and appropriating elements of Bombay’s religious economy in a range of ways: from commerce, law and printing to proselytizing, exile and religious renewal. From influential figures such as the
A"gha4 Kha4ns and Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h to lesser-known men such as Ha4jjı3 Pırza
3 4da
and Na4’ib al-Sadr Shıra
3 4zı,3 in one way or another each of these Iranian
migrants made use of Bombay’s modernity, technological or social. In
some cases, such as the adoption of new commercial techniques or the
use of colonial law, these adoptions are familiar enough to our picture of
the nineteenth-century Indian Ocean. In other cases, such as miraculous
travel, shrine foundation and hagiographical printing, Iranian interaction
with Bombay points towards a more complex picture of modernity. And
it is this less familiar, enchanted modernity that this book has emphasized. What should be clear, though, is that the holy men and miracles,
and the texts and organizations that celebrated them, were not merely the
survivals of pre-modernity, but were instead reproductions of customary
forms of Islam powered by the new apparatus of the age.
Yet like any other entrants to the marketplace, the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 and his
sons quickly found themselves facing competition. Such was the intensity
of conflict between the different groups that the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 tried to bring
together under his leadership that dispute even led to murder.53 As noted
previously, India’s notionally Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 communities had lived for centuries
with little or no contact with their imams, and for many the prospect of
suddenly finding themselves subject to the legal and moral rulings of a living authoritarian master was an unappealing and expensive one. Again, the
religious struggles among Bombay’s Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 s3 in the middle of the century
are best understood through the model of economy. Through the movement
of their members to the cosmopolitan and industrializing environment of
Bombay, what had previously been reasonably coherent local communities
of Khoja
4 and Bohra Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 merchants began to splinter in response to
the dissonance between their customary lifeways and alternative options
glimpsed in the market metropolis. As the coherence of old community
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ways began to unravel, a range of new trends and religious firms appeared
among the Khojas
4 and Bohras, who struggled to compete with the wellfunded and coherent market articulations brought by the entry to India
of the transnational family firm of the Agha
"
4 Khans.
4 One of these new religious productions was the centralized model of community and religious
authority offered by the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 himself; but as the local religious firms
responded, and entrepreneurs repackaged or rejected custom among the
Khojas
4 and Bohras, the Agha
"
4 Khans
4 became only one option. Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 productivity was therefore also on the increase in Bombay.
Prior to A"gha4 Kha4n I’s arrival, Bombay had for decades been attracting members of the old Kho4ja and Bohra trading communities of Gujarat,
and among them there emerged market religious demands and entrepreneurial responses quite distinct from what was offered by the A"gha4 Kha4n.
The new firms that emerged among Bombay’s Bohra Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 are discussed in a separate section below; for now it is sufficient to note that
the rival competition offered by their own customary leaders was strong
enough for them to reject the A"gha4 Kha4n’s advances. But even the Kho4jas
among whom the A"gha4 Kha4n would ultimately find his greatest number
of followers developed a pluralizing sub-economy of religious productions. Not least among these was what historians have labelled the Kho4ja
Reform movement.54 As early as the 1830s, led by their shethiyya merchant elite, a number of Bombay Kho4jas had begun to reject their former
rituals and community forms and attend the city’s main Sunni mosque
instead. Emerging among such members of Bombay’s wealthy Kho4ja
comprador class as Habıb
3 I!bra4hım
3 and Da4ya4 Muhammad, this Kho4ja
Reform firm had much in common with the Modernist wing of the Sunni
Muslim Reformists discussed in Chapter 1. Using journals and newspapers to spread their ideas, the Kho4ja Reformists placed ‘modern’ English
education at a high premium, laying particular emphasis on the education of Kho4ja women, who were encouraged to reject their customary
clothing and jewellery and learn to speak a bookish ‘standard’ Gujarati.55
Caste-like customs that separated Kho4jas from ‘fellow Muslim’ citizens
were regarded as backward and, in a response to the attacks of Christian
missionaries including Reverend John Wilson, Kho4ja Reformists began
to question outright the hierarchical notion of loyalty to an imam who
claimed perfect knowledge as the base of his authority.56 In the cosmopolitan market setting, the polemics and interactions were multidirectional.
As wealthy successful businessmen, it was this comprador section of
the Khoja
4 community that voiced the greatest objections when Agha
"
4 Khan
4
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I began to demand that regular tithes be collected for him from each of the
Khojas’
4
community worship houses (jama‘at-kha
4
na
4 ). In a reflection of the
role of print in the religious economy, a printed-pamphlet war broke out
between the two firms, leading to the production of closer iterations of the
differentiated positions of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I and the Reformists – the familiar
pattern, then, of competition producing diversification.57 It was this competition that ultimately resulted in the famous ‘Aga Khan Case’ of 1866, in
which the genealogical claims of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I to be the direct heir of the
Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 imams of the Middle Ages were fought for and won in the neoGothic chambers of the Bombay High Court.58 His resort to colonial law
to prove his right to collect tithes based on a genealogically transmitted
metaphysical status points to the ways in which Bombay provided access
to modern administrative institutions for the empowerment of reinvented
and reproduced custom. But even though Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I won the case, the
final outcome of the competition between him and the Khojas’
4
merchant
elite firm was a permanent divide in the community, with different opponents rejecting the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 to form new Twelver Shi‘i and Sunni Khoja
4
communities. Far from creating a standardizing uniform Isma‘ılı
3 3 Islam,
the characteristic expression of Bombay’s religious marketplace therefore
led to the creation of a series of new ways of being a Khoja
4 Muslim.
Nonetheless, Agha
"
4 Khan
4 I was still extremely successful, and those
Khoja
4 individuals and institutions who did not join the dissenters’ firms
found themselves drawn into a new enchanted economy based on regular ‘donations’ to the imam. In less than two decades after setting up in
Bombay in 1848, in the Aga Khan Case of 1866 the Agha
"
4 Khan
4 acquired
the rights to an income from previously disconnected ‘Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 ’3 communities and institutions, including a large number of shrines long regarded as
being the tombs of Sufi rather than Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 saints. The Agha
"
4 Khan
4 was not
the only religious entrepreneur involved in such attempts to use ‘proofs’
of genealogical descent to claim control of the revenues of pilgrimage sites
in the Bombay Presidency. A decade after the Aga Khan Case, the Hindu
Pattana Prabhu community attempted to use colonial law in a longstanding dispute to control the Bhuleshwar temple in Bombay and other
sites around the Presidency, also appealing to the Bombay High Court
and printing a partisan Marathi–English history of their ‘true’ orgins and
thereby just claims.59 Such court rulings were an example of governmental intervention in an otherwise liberal economy of religious competition,
and though rare they were nonetheless effective forms of market regulation. The court ruling in the Agha
"
4 Khan’s
4 favour lent both legitimacy and
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legality to his endeavours by declaring him the rightful hereditary leader
of India’s ‘Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 ’3 Khojas
4 and so granting him control of their communal
property all across India, from prayer-houses to pilgrimage shrines and
burial grounds.60 The great wealth that would turn him and his sons into
a regular fixture at the Western India Turf Club was built on an income
derived from merchant donations and a shrine economy of customary pilgrimage. Through the authoritative intervention of legal decree that gave
official sanction to the Agha
"
4 Khan’s
4 genealogical claims, the theology and
social structure of the previously disparate and local forms of Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 life
were quickly transformed in an oceanic marketplace that would eventually
connect Bombay with a wealthy Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 3 diaspora in Iran, Sind, Gujarat,
East Africa, Singapore and Burma. Following the successes of his father
in putting the family firm on a new industrialized setting, much of the
career of Agha
"
4 Khan
4 II was spent in building contacts with this ‘Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 ’3
merchant diaspora. On steamships and trains, from Bombay and the city’s
younger sibling of Karachi in the northern Bombay Presidency, the second
Agha
"
4 Khan
4 expanded his stake in the ‘Isma‘ı
4 lı
3 ’3 section of a religious economy of oceanic proportions.
It would be a mistake to present the entry of the first two A"gha4 Kha4ns
into the Bombay religious economy as an outright success. For Isma4‘ılı
3 s3
no less than other kinds of Muslims, Bombay remained a marketplace in
which various versions of faith, community and leadership were on offer.
In moving to Bombay, A"gha4 Kha4n I triggered an intensification rather
than a reduction of this competition. Even after calling in the ‘market
regulators’ of the colonial state in the Aga Khan Case to declare him the
legal and legitimate heir to the Isma4‘ılı
3 3 imamate, for all his success, at
the end of his lifetime there remained thousands of Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 who refused
to accept his leadership and the rejection of their own customs that this
involved. In addition to the new Reformist firm of the Kho4jas, these rejectors belonged mainly to the Bohra Isma4‘ılı
3 3 community. In clinging to their
own lineage of leaders who had been on Indian soil for centuries, these
Bohras entered into fierce disputes with the impresario of the A"gha4 Kha4ns
that lasted until A"gha4 Kha4n III finally left Bombay for Europe in the early
1900s. The larger pattern to be observed is that the cosmopolitan coming together of notionally similar Isma4‘ılı
3 3 Muslims created by the smaller
world of the nineteenth century did not create a widespread vision of PanIslamic unity, but rather an intensified recognition of difference among
‘fellow’ Muslims. Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 became more aware of one another, but those
new interactions produced increased difference and competition as much
as unification around an imported imam.
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The appeal and subsequent reproduction of custom in this unsettling
context can be seen in a self-history of the Bohra community written
in Bombay a year after the arrival of A"gha4 Kha4n I. Completed by Ha4jjı3
Sala4h al-dın
3 A"ra4’ı3 on 7 Safar 1265 (2 January 1849), Risa4lat al-tarjamat
al-za4hira li firqatı3 Bohrat al-ba4hira (Expository treatise on the sect of the
maritime Bohras) reproduced in new form the customary vision of Bohra
history.61 Written in Arabic with an interlinear translation into Persian to
maximize its distribution in the marketplace, the Risa4lat al-tarjama was
a self-conscious apology for Bohra custom that sought to demonstrate
the Islamic foundations of the Bohras’ ‘pure religion’ (dın-e
3
pa4k).62 In the
face of attacks from their critics, it explained that the Bohras keep the
fast (sawm), follow the commands of the Quran and Sunna (ya‘mulu4n
ba4’l-kita4b wa’l-sunna), stick to the ‘path and customs’ of the Sunna and
never leave its way.63 As seen in the introduction to Bombay Islam, in a
competitive marketplace the reproduction of custom inevitably involved
a degree of self-modification, reforming custom in the very moment of its
reproduction. A market is after all a place of negotiation.
After describing the structure of Bohra leadership, and clarifying its
patterns of hereditary or non-hereditary succession in implicit contrast
to the leadership of the Kho4ja Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 and their A"gha4 Kha4n, Ha4jjı3 Sala4h
al-dın
3 went on to recount the story of the founder of the Bohra community.64 Reaching back to an earlier age when the appearance of a holy man
from across the ocean was less commonplace, this was the aetiological
legend of the ‘man from Yemen’ (rijal min al-yaman).65 No ordinary seafarer, this ‘Abd Alla4h al-‘A"bid was a ‘saint among saints and godfearer
among godfearers’ (walı3 min al-awliya4’ wa taqı3 min al-taqiyya4’), who
centuries earlier had set foot on Indian soil at the port of Cambay in
Gujarat.66 There he met the Indian ancestors of the Bohra community,
Ka4ka4 Kıla
3 4 and his wife Ka4kı3 Kılı
3 ,3 who were farming land that lacked
water. In colloquial voice, Ha4jjı3 Sala4h al-dın
3 described the farmers’
request to the stranger that he provide them with water, and, leading the
stranger to a well, Ka4ka4 Kıla
3 4 showed him that it was far distant from
their lands and the water brackish. On seeing this, ‘Abd Alla4h al-‘A"bid
threw an arrow into the well, which struck a stone at the bottom and
let clear water flow in plenty.67 At this, Ka4ka4 Kıla
3 4 and his wife converted
to the faith of ‘Abd Alla4h, promising to reject (tark) their own religion
(dın
3 ).68 In turn, the people of the nearby towns were no less impressed
by ‘Abd Alla4h al-‘A"bid’s performance of wonders (‘aja4’ib), and so their
headman (sarda4r) was converted as well.69 ‘Abd Alla4h also set about demonstrating the false beliefs of the surrounding idol-worshippers. Showing
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the impotence of a great iron elephant worshipped by a local king and
his subjects, ‘Abd Alla4h proved that the idol was merely silent stone until
he then commanded it to speak himself; the king understood that his old
ways were wicked idolatry (shirk wa khara4b).70 Taking the Muslim name
Mawla4na4 Sayf al-dın,
3 in time the converted king was succeeded by his
son, Ya‘qu4b, and so on through a lineage that reached to Zayn al-dın,
3 the
leader of the Bohras at the time of the tract’s writing.71 Ha4jjı3 Sala4h al-dın
3
then linked Bohra practices to wider forms of Customary Islam, describing the grave (qabr) of ‘Abd Alla4h al-‘A"bid in Cambay and the pilgrimages (ziya4ra) regularly made to it.72 Linking Bohra practice still closer
with Customary Islamic lineages of esoteric knowledge, he explained
how ‘Abd Alla4h al-‘A"bid’s knowledge had originated with the Prophet’s
companion Salma4n the Persian, and was handed down through Bohra
leaders to the present day in 1849.73 Rounding up his aetiological history,
Ha4jjı3 Sala4h al-dın
3 explained that the name Bohra meant merchant, ‘for
the people of Gujarat say bohra for a merchant and worker’.74
The Risa4lat al-tarjama offered its explanations of Bohra identity in
reaction to the cosmopolitan marketplace of Muslims unknown to one
another and critical of each other’s Islam. The text’s very existence is
proof of the lack of mutual knowledge between the different Muslim
groups moving to Bombay: the author’s intention was of linguistic outreach by choosing Arabic and Persian for its bilingual text rather than
the Gujarati of the Bohras themselves. Given the choice of languages,
its intended audiences were probably the Arab and Iranian merchants
with whom the Bohras were trading in Bombay, merchant groups which
included followers of A"gha4 Kha4n. In being written a year after the arrival
in Bombay of A"gha4 Kha4n I, the text was also an apologetic reaction to
the polemical marketplace, specifically to the corner of it in which the followers of the A"gha4 Kha4n stood criticizing the Bohras as the followers of
false imams. In these ways, the text fits into a larger pattern in which the
increasing encounters between different Muslim communities brought
about by the cosmopolitan forces of capital rendered no simple surrender
to religious uniformity but a defensive reproduction of custom through
the writing of new community histories such as the Risa4lat al-tarjama. In
a period better known for the creation of such familiarly ‘modern’ histories as those of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Kha4n and Sayyid Amır3 ‘Alı,3 Bombay’s
religious economy also reproduced the enchanted historiography of custom. The newness of this textual productivity is seen in the fact that the
period saw many community histories and customary practices being
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written down, and in many cases printed, for the first time. The customary historical vision of the Bohras was thus reproduced in even fuller form
in the three volumes of Mawsim-e baha4r fı 3 akhba4r al-ta4hirın3 al-akhya4r
(The season of spring in account of the pure and pious) written in the
1880s and 1890s by Muhammad ‘Alı3 ibn Mulla4 Jıwa
3 4bha4’ı3 (d. 1315–16/
1897–9).75 Again, religious firms sought the prestige of lineage and history.
Even as such texts as the Risa4lat al-tarjama and Mawsim-e baha4r
defended the genealogies and legends of the Bohra customary leaders,
they did so in response to internal ruptures in the community as much as
attacks from outside. Under the pluralizing pressures of Bombay’s religious economy, even such small Muslim communities as the Bohras produced new versions of faith and practice as much as they reproduced
older forms, and the last years of the century saw a Bohra Reformism gain
a place in the marketplace.76 Built on the commercial profits of Bombay,
the Reformist firm was headed by the Bohra merchant Sir Adamjee
Peerbhoy (1846–1913), who first made his fortune as a contractor to the
Indian army and finished his career as Justice of the Peace and Sheriff of
Bombay. Built on such wealth, the firm led the founding of hostels for
Bohras making the hajj alongside an orphanage, a hospital and dozens of
modern schools.77 Attempting to draw on the wealth of his followers in
Bombay during the same years, the older family firm of the forty-eighth
Bohra da4‘ı,3 Sayyidna4 ‘Abd al-Husayn Husa4m al-dın
3 (d. 1308/1891), also
introduced a new form of Bohra Islam. Urging his followers to reject
their customary beliefs in ghosts and vampires and follow a purer version of Islam,78 in protecting the hereditary authority of the da4‘ı3 against
the Bohra Reformists’ critique of their venality, Husa4m al-dın
3 ultimately
reflected the larger market appeal of Customary Islam. Here again was
the same pattern of religious fragmentation accompanied by the use of
new resources to reinstate the authority of hereditary holy men. The
range of religious productions, both Customary and Reformist, that were
generated in response to the entry of a diverse range of Isma4‘ılı
3 3 Muslims,
Gujarati and Iranian, Bohra and Kho4ja, presents a model of the Muslim
religious economy in miniature. Even as the Bohras debated whether to
follow this or that leader, the fact remained that Bombay presented a
range of blessed men whom they might choose to follow. The previous
pages have shown how this range of leaders and services on offer in the
Bombay marketplace was supplied by not only migration from within
India itself, but also from overseas in Iran. Whether as the imam of the
Isma4‘ılı
3 s3 or the cosmic qutb axis of the Sufis, the firms founded by traffic
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of holy men between Bombay and Iran in the nineteenth century shared
the same product characteristics of divine immanence, personal intercession and charismatic authority. Theirs were enchanted bodies that were
circulated and celebrated as never before through the trains and steamships, and vicariously the printing-presses, to which Bombay lent easy
access.

6
A Theology for the Mills and Dockyards

On the Trail of the Migrant Worker
While the last two chapters examined the maritime dimensions of the
religious economy by way of Iranian migration to Bombay, the following pages turn towards the religious entrepreneurs and consumers who
entered the market from the city’s continental hinterlands. An essential
element of this pattern of demand and supply was the migrant Muslim
workforce from Hyderabad and the Konkan who from the 1860s made
up the largest proportion of the city’s Muslim workforce. Working in
Bombay’s textile mills and dockyards, these migrants constituted the new
social entity that was a Muslim industrial labour force. Through tracing the teachings of one of the religious ‘patrons’ of these workers and
connecting his doctrines to the conditions of workers’ lives, this chapter examines how, in a religious economy in which labourers formed an
important part, the reproduction of custom acted as a successful response
to the social change of industrialization. Bereft of the support networks
of their village homes, and at the bottom of the social hierarchy of the
industrial metropolis, migrant workers found themselves in greater need
than ever of patrons and protectors. This socially driven demand in turn
helped fuel a particular type of religious production by way of a theology
and brotherhood of intercession that placed the miraculous powers of the
holy man at the service of the uprooted labourers who pledged allegiance
as his disciples. As the following pages show, for his followers among the
migrant workers in the mills and docks of Bombay, the Hyderabadi Sufi
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h (d. 1323/1906) represented a comfortably familiar supplier of religious services by means of which the special ‘friends’ (awliya4)
179
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of God could intercede for their migrant protégés. As a religious entrepreneur responding to the new proletarian demand in the Bombay marketplace, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 was himself also a migrant to the city from the old
Muslim centre of Hyderabad, his shift to Bombay echoing the migrations
of similar entrepreneurs seen in earlier chapters relocating from Gujarat
and Iran. While Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 emphasis on the doctrine of intercession of a
hierarchy of saints was the antithesis of the levelling theologies of Islamic
Reform, its vertical organization and theological vision was also a strong
contrast with the trade unionism sought by Indian labour historians of
the period. To trace the appeal to Bombay’s workforce of custom, intercession and hierarchical brotherhoods is therefore not only to unravel
the operations of the religious economy, but also to peer into the cultural
foundations of the labour economy.
In view of the thesis that the rural cultural heritage of Bombay’s industrial workforce was in constantly changing interaction with urban life,
this is not to say that labourers existed in a state of cultural stagnation,
relying on a customary culture imported wholesale from their villages.1
On the contrary, as participants in the religious economy, even in aligning
themselves to service providers who seemed to reflect their existing religious preferences, workers found their Customary Islam was changed in
the very act of its reproduction. This reproduction of Muslim custom also
reflected the apparent paradox of the reinvention of Hindu caste practices
in industrial labour conditions in colonial Bengal.2 It is a paradox that
this chapter explains by showing the continued appeal of a worldview in
which the embodied divine interface or barzakh of the living ‘friend of
God’ was seen to be able to manipulate the world from behind the scenes.
For a new urban workforce, uprooted from their ancestral communities
and shunted to the pell-mell of a metropolis whose networks were impossible to fathom, a theology of intercession held evident attraction. Since
to turn to the shaykh was to draw the protection of the Prophet himself,
for a dockyard and cotton mill congregation bereft of other forms of
support, such a theology held the promise of much-needed patronage.
Besides the mills and dockyards, the brotherhood firm of the Hyderabadi
migrant Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 and others like him were reproducing custom for the
labourers who were an important element of the religious market. The
following pages turn first to these proletarian small-time players in the
economy of enchantment, before later sections of the chapter examine
the religious productions that their demand was to fuel in Bombay, partly
at least by importing holy men from their home regions in the continental
hinterland of the religious economy.
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On the eastern borders of the Bombay Presidency lay the princely state
of Hyderabad. An international Muslim centre in its own right during
the nineteenth century, Hyderabad’s own expanding religious productivity was partly enabled by its connection with the oceanic travel hub of
Bombay, and from the 1870s Bombay became increasingly important for
Hyderabadi Muslims, both elite and subaltern.3 The combination of economic growth in Bombay and stagnation in Hyderabad led to a steady
flow of emigration to Bombay, while the city’s amenities also attracted
Hyderabadis of means. During the 1870s and 1890s catastrophic famines
pushed large numbers of peasants out of the Hyderabad Deccan and into
Bombay. For the most part, then, Hyderabad’s Muslim migrants were
from the poorer sectors of society, pushed out by the decline of inland
trade through the middle years of the nineteenth century and then by
the catastrophic famines that stretched into the 1910s.4 Like the rural
migrants from the Konkan discussed below, many Hyderabadi Muslims
found work among the city’s mills and dockyards.5 A good sense of the
occupations Hyderabadi Muslims found in Bombay can be gleaned from
a survey the lives of Bombay’s opium users carried out in the 1880s, which
recorded autobiographical statements made by dozens of Hyderabadi
migrants. One was Wa4hid Ahmad ‘Alı,3 who earned his living in Bombay as
a fortune-teller; another was Farıd
3 Bakhsh Muhammad of Aurangabad,
who worked in Bombay as a cabman; his fellow Aurangabadi Qamr
al-dın
3 Muhammad ‘I!sa4 worked in an opium tavern. Then there was
Ya‘qu4b Muhammad Husayn of Hyderabad who worked in Bombay as a
bricklayer, while Sa4ma4n Khuda4 Bakhsh and Sayyid Husayn ‘Alı3 sold finger rings and horses and Faqır3 Muhammad Shaykh Muhammad worked
for the P&O Company as a fireman in the docks.6
Aside from this migrant labour class, members of the Hyderabadi elite
also visited the city. For them Bombay became a worldly resort to which
they could travel by train to enjoy diversions and commodities unavailable in Hyderabad itself. The Nizam’s prime minister Sir Sa4la4r Jang
(1829–83) made his first tour outside Hyderabad by visiting Bombay
in the company of the Resident at the Nizam’s court, C. B. Saunders
(1821–88), travelling by road from Hyderabad to Gulbarga, from where
they were able to complete the journey by train.7 A few years later Sir
Sa4la4r Jang’s son, Mır3 La4’iq ‘Alı3 Kha4n Sa4la4r Jang II (1868–89), penned a
baroque Persian travelogue in which he recounted how he stayed in the
completely iron-built Watson’s Hotel in Bombay. From there he boarded
a steamer that he praised for connecting India more easily with England,
so bringing to Bombay the ‘progress’ (taraqqı)3 of such technological
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discoveries as ‘electric power’ (quwwat-e alaktrık
3 ), the classical timbre
of his prose creaking beneath the weight of the new world it described.8
Again, for Hyderabadis for Iranian travellers, Bombay was the gateway
to industrial modernity, a transition symbolized for La4’iq ‘Alı3 Kha4n by the
futuristic folly of a cast-iron hotel that had been made in England after
the designs of Rowland Mason Ordish (1824–86) and shipped for assembly in Bombay between 1867 and 1869. As the century progressed, other
members of the Hyderabadi elite bought property in Bombay, cementing
its role as Hyderabad’s window to the world, enabling Reformists such
as Jama4l al-dın
3 ‘al-Afgha4nı’3 and Customary Islamic figures such as Habıb
3
‘Alı3 Sha4h to move easily between the two cities, connecting the religious
economies of the two regions together no less than migrant labourers
connected their financial economies. Positioned between the movement
of Hyderabad’s courtiers and labourers, members of Hyderabad’s religious class followed in the footsteps of their compatriots, as has already
been seen in the case of Bombay’s other Muslim communities. Relocated
in the larger marketplace, they were able to spread their teachings among
fellow Hyderabadis while using the prestige of their association with
the da4r al-isla4m of Hyderabad to gain a wider following among other
Muslim groups. As it did for the A"gha4 Kha4n and Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h, residence
in Bombay offered possibilities for proselytization beyond the city’s labour
force, since as in the case of Iran Bombay’s flourishing Muslim publishing
industry dwarfed that of Hyderabad, and its rail and steamship routes
offered opportunities for distributive proselytization that Hyderabad could
not match. These opportunities were seized by Hyderabad Reformist and
Customary Islamic firms, such that reformists such as Nawwab
4 Muhsin
al-Mulk travelled from Hyderabad to preach to the Muslims of Bombay
at the same time that Hyderabad’s Sufis also visited or relocated to the
larger marketplace. As with Iran, the impact of Bombay could also be
felt in the territories of Hyderabad itself, with the economies of religion
and capital at times intertwined. An example was seen in the early 1900s
in Aurangabad, just beyond the eastern edge of the Bombay Presidency,
when a Muslim entrepreneur imported textile machinery from Bombay
to open a silk mill whose profits were then poured into the religious productions of the Hyderabad Sufi Mu‘ın
3 Allah
4 Shah
4 (d. 1345/1926) and his
preaching tours of the urban mills and the surrounding countryside.9
In addition to Hyderabadis, the period from the 1870s to the 1910s also
saw the large-scale migration of Konkani Muslims to Bombay.10 The Konkan
coastline ran south of Bombay and, along with the inland Marathi-speaking
regions to the east of Bombay, formed the main source of cheap labour for
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the city’s expanding industries. By the turn of the twentieth century even the
single Konkani district of Ratnagiri had come to be regarded as ‘the great
recruiting ground of the Bombay Presidency’.11 While there were 71,000
people resident in Bombay who in 1872 were registered as born in Ratnagiri
District, by 1901 the figure had more than doubled to 145,000.12 Konkani
Muslims gradually became the largest segment of Bombay’s Muslim population, despite the fact that their low-status occupations has left them on
the margins of the historical record. As well as working as lascars aboard
ships travelling in and out of the port, many Konkani Muslims worked as
stevedores and messengers in the Bombay dockyards, while a large proportion worked in the city’s cotton mills and foundries.13 Descriptions from the
period give some sense of their conditions at work in the mills: ‘the labouring
natives, stripped to the waist, aided the ascent of the fluffy substance into the
main building through the exhauster. At eight boilers, flaring and steaming,
the Moslem firemen lustily stirred blocks of Cardiff coal with tongs and fireirons of English manufacture.’14 This is not to say that Konkani Muslims
were any more without their elites in Bombay than were Hyderabadis.
This middle class of respectable Konkani Muslims belonged to an earlier
wave of migrants, and scarcely interacted with the mass of labour migrants
that moved from the Konkan from the late 1860s. The Konkan’s long
history of commerce enabled a number of mercantile families to successfully shift their operations to Bombay, and their wealth was at times channelled into religious firms of various kinds. The Konkani patrician class
included several of the leading Reformists discussed in Chapter 1, as well
as the Roghe
4 4 family, responsible for founding the city’s Jami‘ Mosque, and
the Morghe
4
4 family, which from the late eighteenth century onwards held
the hereditary post of Qazı
4 3 Muslim judge of Bombay.15 Re-founded in 1802
and located in the heart of the city, the city’s oldest Jami‘ Mosque was also
managed by a Konkani director (nazır3 ) and a board of twelve other Konkani
Muslims.
Even so, common Konkani roots did not attract Konkani labourers to the productions of such Reformists, and the following pages
turn to the success of the Hyderabadi Sufi Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h among both
Hyderabadi and Konkani Muslims in Bombay. Many of these Konkani
and Hyderabadi migrants found work in the vast dockyards of Bombay’s
Mazagaon quarter. Replete with several old Catholic churches, Mazagaon
was originally a Portuguese settlement that lay several miles beyond the
original British districts on Bombay Island. However, in the mid-1860s
Mazagaon began to change shape as the Peninsular & Oriental (P&O)
shipping company bought most of the land there to build the city’s largest
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and most modern docks through the grand engineering of land reclamation.16 Mazagaon was in any case located only a few miles away from
the main Bombay harbour, and newspaper reports from the 1860s suggest that, like any other port district, Mazagaon had its fair share of
social problems. Alongside the consequences of seasonal and irregular
labour, the newspapers point to regular outbreaks of violence among sailors there. The port was frequently a place of drunkenness and disorder.
A report from July 1864 described a fight aboard the Parsi merchantman Jamshetjee Family in which the attacker, in liquor, threatened to eat
his victim’s liver for breakfast.17 The following month a Scottish vagrant
called James Douglas assaulted the Indian fireman of a P&O steamship
in Mazagaon. Both cases were handled by the Mazagaon police office,
which included Muslim constables such as Nazar ‘Alı3 Mura4d ‘Alı,3 who
was praised in the court proceedings for his diligence.18
The concentration of capital that the docks and warehouses brought
to Mazagaon soon meant that the area around the P&O’s new dockyard became a focus for the textile industry. By 1870 some ten mills had
opened there, a figure that would increase a full seven-fold in the next
twenty years. The presence of so many mills gave this part of Bombay the
new capitalist society that would set it apart from that of Hyderabad and
other older cities. While much of Mazagaon’s population was made up
of mill hands, to the south of the Victoria Road that dissected Mazagaon
were large bungalows occupied by Europeans and a clique of wealthy
Indians.19 It also attracted wealthy Iranians, including the A"gha4 Kha4n,
whose own palace was located there. Nevertheless, with so many mills
offering work, a large settlement of Konkani Muslims also developed in
Mazagaon, working typically as firemen or oilmen among the heaving
new machinery of the weaving and spinning mills.20 Aith its industrializing turmoil of new social relations, Mazagaon reflected other Indian sites
such as the famous jute factory districts of Calcutta.21 As the greatest
dockyard on the western coast of India, its competitive influx of workers also in many ways had much in common with the situation across
the ocean in Mombasa, where casual migrant labourers were similarly
prey to the gang leader sergans who dominated the recruitment of workers.22 Bombay stood at the centre of this wider oceanic work culture, and
there too entry for migrant Konkanis and Hyderabadis into the dockyard labour market was mediated through the influential job contractors
known as sarangs or toliwallas, just as mill work could only be gained
through the muqaddams whom it was frequently necessary to bribe.23
It was from among the new urban society of migrant casual labourers
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created contemporaneously on both sides of the Indian Ocean that the
Hyderabadi Sufi Habıb
3 ‛Alı3 found many of his followers, including his
most famous disciple, Ghula4m Muhammad, whose own export mission
to Indian labourers in Africa is explored in Chapter 7.
In the hands of this Hyderabadi migrant, both Konkani and Hyderabadi
labourers found a supernatural patron whose largesse was more appealing than the schools and books of the Reformists. The content of Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 preaching for this market of labourers can be reconstructed from
his surviving manuscripts, and it is to these works that the following
pages turn.

A Missionary to the Working Men
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah
4 was born in Hyderabad into a notable nawwabı
4 3 family
with long-standing connections to the Nizams’ court.24 Born in 1236/1821,
he spent much of his youth in the company of his own and his father’s
preceptor, Hafi
4 z ‘Alı3 Shah
4 of Khayrabad (d. 1266/1850).25 Despite his relocation to Bombay some time after 1860, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 maintained his connections with Hyderabad as well as the North Indian qasba towns of his
master, making use of Bombay’s rail network to make the kind of journeys that in his youth in the 1830s still involved considerable danger. An
account in his lithographic biography Manaqib
4
al-habıbı
3 n
3 (Feats of the
beloveds) records in colourful detail his scrapes with wild animals in the
jungle-side roads of central India during one such youthful journey.26 In
the years after his move to Bombay he collected a large circle of followers, particularly in the dockyard district of Mazagaon. Among the earliest
of these followers was Muhammad Mungı,3 a Konkani port foreman who
lived a few doors away from the house in which Habı3b ‘Alı3 settled near the
Dockyard Road train station; Mungı3 became one of his leading disciples
and impressario ‘deputies’ (khulafa).
4 27 Over the following years many of
Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 other followers were drawn from the manual labourers of the
dockyards.28 In his deliberate self-transformation from a nawwab
4 born to
courtly privilege to a preacher among the urban proletariat, Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 typified the new kind of downward social mobility that laid the ground for the
emergence of the fully fledged Muslim missionary firms that entered India’s
other religious markets in the early twentieth century. As with any successful firm, location was all-important, and Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 was wise to establish
his home-cum-khanaqah conveniently near to the Mazagaon dockyards
and less than a minute’s walk from the Dockyard Road railway station that
carried workers to the dockyards. This also connected both him and his
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followers to the pan-Indian rail network by which they were able to distribute the master’s religious productions. During his decades in the city, Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 brotherhood firm attracted a large number of followers from among
whom he selected a small number as his deputies (khulafa),
4 dispatching
them by rail to different parts of India, including Ajmer, Poona, Peshawar
and Ahmadabad, as well as by steamship to South Africa and Syria, presumably from the P&O docks less than a mile away from his khanaqah.
His circle of disciples also drew on the merchant community settled around
his khanaqah beside the dockyards. We thus hear the story of the Bombay
Muslim businessman Qamar al-dın,
3 who shortly after becoming Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 disciple lost all of his wealth through a commercial mishap. When
Qamar al-dın
3 was finally at the point of complete destitution, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3
taught him how to write talismans for the curing of illnesses and possession
by genies, in this way allowing Qamar al-dın
3 to earn a new living through
providing services in the religious economy.29 In this poignant little tale,
custom can be seen triumphing over the commercial capitalism on which
the story of Bombay has long been built. In such ways Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 mediated
between the spiritual and economic lives of his fellowship.
A lengthy account of the master’s last days, the events of his funeral in
Bombay and his posthumous train journey forms the subject of another
text written by his disciple Ghula4m ‘Alı3 Sha4h shortly after his death.30 This
text, Habıb
3 al-wisa4l (Death of the beloved), describes how in the days
before his death Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 had entered a state of overwhelming mystical
absorption (istighra4q) on a train journey from the saintly pilgrimage centre of Gulbarga in the south of Hyderabad State, a city which was also
one of the main railheads linking Hyderabad with Bombay. Having been
carried back to his lodge by a disciple upon his return to Bombay, Habıb
3
‘Alı3 died there a few days later among the stevedores and mill hands.
While it has not been possible to trace a definitive record of Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 funeral procession in non-hagiographical sources, on 5 February
1906 the Bombay Gazette newspaper did relate how the body of what
it described as a Muslim merchant called ‘Seyyid Koja Abiballi’ was specially transported to his home city of Hyderabad by train from Bombay’s
Victoria Terminus. Since the newspaper was printed later on the same
day that the Mana4qib al-habıbı
3 n
3 described Habıb
3 ‛Alı’s
3 body being transported for burial, it seems possible that this ‘Abiballi’ was the Sufi in question, the titles ‘Seyyid’ (sayyid) and ‘Koja’ (khwa4ja) being common terms
of respect used for religious notables such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı.3 As for the garbled name of Abiballi, this can only make sense when read as Habıb
3 ‛Alı.3
The report claimed that this figure was aged 109, whereas Habıb
3 ‛Alı3
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would have been only eighty-five (eighty-seven in lunar years), but it is
possible that the reported age was as confused as the name, not least
given the regular penchant for exaggeration that surrounded the lives of
India’s holy men and the likelihood that the reporter relied on members
of the funeral crowd for information. If the newspaper report did refer
to Habıb
3 ‛Alı,3 his designation as a merchant would sit well with his decision to settle right beside the dockyard at Mazagaon and echo the A"gha4
Kha4ns’ links with Iranian merchants. Other newspaper reports of the
period in which Habıb
3 ‛Alı3 settled in Bombay do refer to the presence
of Hyderabadi merchants in Mazagaon. A report from October 1864
referred to the mercantile activities of the Hyderabadi prime minister
Sa4la4r Jung, which shows that the court elite of Habı3b ‘Alı’s
3 class were
not averse to soiling their hands with trade in Bombay.31 Contemporary
oral traditions at his shrine in Hyderabad and among his descendants
in Bombay also connect Habıb
3 ‛Alı3 to the company of Bombay’s merchants, and he would certainly not have been the first merchant Sufi in
the Indian Ocean. His Yemeni contemporary Ahmad ibn Abı3 Bakr ibn
Sumayt (1861–1925) was able to spread his Sufi firm while travelling as
a merchant on the new steamships that crossed the ocean.32
At two minutes past nine on the morning of 6 Zı’l-hijja
3
1323
(1 February 1906) Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 died. The precision of this time to the ‘minute’
(minat) recorded in the Mana4qib al-habıbı
3 n
3 was itself testament to the
new consciousness of time introduced by the factory clock and the train
timetable.33 According to this text and the later biography Zikr-e Habıb
3 ,
a few days later, on 10 Zı’l-hijja
3
(5 February), his body was transported
to his ancestral home of Hyderabad by train.34 In accordance with the
rules of sharı‘a
3 his body was dispatched to Hyderabad for burial the day
after his death. In line with local forms of custom, the water used for the
ghusl ablution of his body was collected and sent to his followers in the
villages of the Konkan. Then the coffin was carried through the streets
of Bombay from his house in Mazagaon to the city’s Friday Mosque
(itself run by a Konkani committee) for the funeral prayer. From there
it was carried to the Victoria Terminus station, from where it was to be
delivered to Hyderabad. A great procession apparently followed the bier
through the city, the coffin itself escorted by a guard of honour drawn
from the majzu4b ecstatics who slept in the streets of the industrial city.
Due to the size of the crowd that had gathered, just before reaching the
Victoria Terminus’s palace of steam power the coffin was set down in the
shrine of the ‘Portuguese Muslim’ Pe4dro4 Sha4h, which bordered the pavement en route to the station. After a dispute with the railway officials,
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who initially insisted that all coffins had to be placed in the goods wagons
rather than the passenger carriages, the officials backed down, wary of
upsetting the crowd in the heyday of the Bombay riot. In comparison
to the processions of the Delhi Durbar of 1903 just a few years earlier,
when the Duke of Connaught had likewise crossed through Bombay to
board a train at the Victoria Terminus, here was an altogether different
procession whose ceremonial guards were not the splendid liverymen of
an aristocratic empire but a motley parade of ragged faqır3 s and working
men. Unlike the A"gha4 Kha4n, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 was not to create a new shrine in
Bombay, but rather in Hyderabad, where he was buried in his old family
compound. Locked into its narrow alleyway behind the Dockyard Road
railway station, the small building in which he had taught and lived in
Bombay had no land for a mausoleum to be built on, and so in death he
escaped the crowded port for the feudal pastures of his forefathers. Like
the erstwhile Bombayite Safı3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h in his mausoleum in Tehran, the
sacred geography of Bombay Islam reached far and wide.
In his move to Bombay, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 reflected a larger trend of religious
entrepreneurs from all around the region making visits or extended residences in Bombay. As noted, this followed the patterns of labour movement from the city’s hinterlands. Since these workers had very little holiday,
often unable to return to their villages for years on end, a pattern emerged
of their ancestral shaykhs coming to the city to meet them instead. These
were not simple acts of benevolence, and shaykhs needed their followers
as much as their followers needed them. Besides, as was the case with
Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 residence in Bombay also brought the possibility of attracting
an entirely new following from among dislocated labourers who had lost
touch with the religious guardians of their village lives. Given that in moving to the city their followers entered the cash economy, there was also
money involved in such entrepreneurial visits to Bombay. A case in point is
the holy descendents of Pır3 Yusuf
4
al-dın
3 of Mundra in Gujarat, the Qadirı
4 3
Sufi founder of the Memon community firm or jama4‘at, who would regularly visit their followers in Bombay to gather a customary ‘subscription’
known as kheda.35 Another example of this pattern is seen in the career of
the Chishtı3 Sufi master Khwaja
4 Sayyid Mat‘a4 al-dın,
3 the hereditary saint
of Mangrol in the Surat district of the Bombay Presidency.36 A biography
printed in Bombay in 1922 told how Sayyid Mat‘a4 al-dın
3 visited the city
after ‘his disciples who were living in Bombay and who had been unable
to pay a visit to him for a long time sent some representatives to him with
a request that he should pay a visit to Bombay’.37 The text described a proletarian constituency that closely reflected that of Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 for Sayyid
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Mat‘a4 al-dın’s
3 old disciples were mainly oil-pressers and of these ‘thousands of men used to visit him’ while he was in Bombay.38 There, among
the trains and factories, the mobile saint of Mangrol ‘performed various
miracles’.39 Offerings were granted in return.
Even Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 death and funeral were echoed in the death of Sayyid
Mat‘a4 al-dın.
3 Although Mat‘a4 al-dın
3 died and was buried in Bombay, he
had promised his other followers that he would be buried in the hereditary shrine of his forefathers back in Mangrol. His Bombay-printed hagiography tells a strange tale of the events that followed this breaking of
his word that saw him absorbed for eternity in the soil of the Bombay
marketplace. For so determined was the saint to honour his word that
he appeared to a disciple in a dream and instructed her to disinter his
body from its grave in Bombay and bring his remains back to Mangrol.
Unfortunately for her, the saint’s dreamtime wishes met with rather more
tangible objectors in Bombay among the city’s Konkani Muslims, whose
objections to the opening of a shaykh’s grave were so vociferous that ‘a
breach of the peace being apprehended, the police with European officers
appeared on the scene’.40 The disciple decided to explain her motives to
the policemen in the following words: ‘I have had a vision and so I am
here to act according to the saint’s instructions. If you don’t believe in it,
open the grave and let us see if the body is in a removable condition; if
so permit me to take it away; if not let it remain here.’41 When the policemen agreed, and the Konkanis were forced to relent, the grave was finally
opened: from it there rose the sweetest of odours, but there was no body
to be seen. Not to be deterred, the faithful disciple took off her veil and
laid it in the grave and prayed to her master to make himself visible.
When she lifted the veil from the earth, there lay the uncorrupted body
of her master, ‘with beads of perspiration on the forehead, a smile on the
face and hair and beard a little grown’.42 The text recounted that both the
Konkanis and Europeans present were ‘stupefied with amazement [and]
when this tale spread abroad the whole of Bombay turned out to have a
look at the saint’.43 The story tells us a good deal about the ways in which
the deaths of Bombay’s holy men were treated by their followers, echoing
the spectacle seen around the funeral of Habıb
3 ‘Alı.3 In being transmitted
in a printed pamphlet in the English language, the very medium by which
the rumour of Mat‘a4 al-dın’s
3 miraculous cadaver was distributed points
again towards the cosmopolitan character of the Bombay marketplace.
From the heart of Bombay’s industrial district Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h for his
part led a transnational brotherhood firm for the reproduction and distribution of customary practices among a new class of industrial Muslim
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workers. In his writings Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 elaborated an intellectual defence of
the Customary Islam of saintly mediators and miracles, a defence that
was built round an ontological notion of a chain of being connecting man
to God through the medium of Muhammad and his saintly representatives on earth. Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 success enabled him to create from Mazagaon
an organization of ‘missionary’ deputies (khulafa4) spanning the Bombay
Presidency, Punjab, Hyderabad, Syria and South Africa. From his
khanaqah in the Bombay dockyards he was able to distribute his teachings to new audiences across the oceanic and continental hinterland’s of
Bombay’s religious marketplace. As part of his firm’s diffuse network of
proselytizers, Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 leading disciple Ghula4m Muhammad – also
known as Su4fı3 Sa4hib (‘Soofie Saheb’) – belonged to the Konkani community, but under his master’s guidance eventually left Bombay to settle
among the indentured Indian labourers in Natal and expand his master’s firm. In Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 career it is therefore possible to place Bombay
at the heart of an expansive religious firm which distributed its rituals,
organizations and doctrines into the farthest reaches of the city’s religious
economy in South Africa.

Customary Islam in the Market of Labour
Before turning to the content of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 teachings, it is important to
recall the competitive context in which his activities took place. Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 movement to the Mazagaon port district was part of a larger entry
of rival firms into the religious marketplace that also saw the spread of
Christian missionaries among the mill and dock workers. Around the time
of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 arrival the Mazagaon docks were being supplied with the
sermons of Reverend James Paterson, for example, who in the late 1860s
‘preach[ed] the Gospel . . . to the captains, engineers, and mariners constantly coming and going to that port’.44 The works of Muslim preachers such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 were parallel products supplied to the indigenous
participants of the same religious market. Some ten of Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h’s
books are known, in which he reproduced customs and created doctrines
that would appeal to his industrial constituency.45 Works such as Habıb
3
al-awra4d (Beloved of litanies) present a detailed picture of the rituals that
he produced for this market. Habıb
3 al-awra4d emphasized not only the
outward performance of the five daily prayers, but also described a far
larger repertoire of supererogatory litanies and prayer forms to be performed on specific days and times of the year.46 Often these private rituals
were extremely ornate, and it would not be too far off the mark to say
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that they would have taken up all of the practitioner’s spare time: performed around the dockyards, they would certainly have kept the faithful
away from the district’s less elevating entertainments. Given that works
such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 Habıb
3 al-ta4libın
3 (Beloved of the students) and Habıb
3
al-bara4zikh (Beloved of the isthmuses)do not appear to have been printed
during his lifetime, it seems fair to suggest that their circulation in written
form was fairly limited. Even so, to overstate the importance of written
texts and their access through reading is to misunderstand the methods of
vocal readings and spoken knowledge transmission that had for centuries
characterized Customary Islam.
Although literacy and access to cheap and often vernacular printed
books increased in the last decades of the nineteenth century, literacy
remained very much a minority skill among India’s Muslims. Census statistics from 1911 show that in Hyderabad literacy remained as low as
twenty-eight per thousand persons, and even in Bombay reached only a
figure of seventy per thousand.47 These statistics were echoed throughout
India, to the extent that Christian missionaries came to realize that their
methods of large-scale tract printing were still leaving massive numbers of
Muslims beyond their reach. This was a problem faced by any missionary
firm, Christian or Muslim, that emphasized individual access to and understanding of holy writ. Evidently, these social conditions of mass illiteracy
favoured certain types of religious praxis and missionary activity over others such that the Protestantizing champions of sola scriptura would find
inevitably little success compared to proponents of spoken word and ritual.
Again, the Muslim religious economy was massively disposed towards the
non-scriptural productions of Customary Islam by way of shrines, rituals,
holy persons and spoken words. It is within this oral section of the market
that Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 should be placed, and his success was ultimately based on
the spoken forms of instruction, the ritual meditations and the emphasis on
his own intercessionary person for which Bombay’s demographic explosion of uneducated Muslim labourers offered such demand. In his Habıb
3
al-barazikh
4
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 thus described a variety of meditation rituals known
as zikr and muraqaba
4
. Other meditational practices that Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 taught
his followers were described in Habıb
3 al-in‘am
4 , an early twentieth century
printed work by his follower Ahmad ‘Alı3 Shah
4 Chishtı3 which collated the
spoken ‘guidance’ or irshada
4 t4 publicly preached by Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 himself.
The supernatural practices that Habıb
3 al-in‘am
4 described were straightforwardly instrumental, suggesting the popular and simple techniques that
Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 taught a wider number of followers. In this, the text resembles Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 own Habıb
3 al-awrad
4 , which recommended and detailed
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figure 15. Manuscript page from Habıb
3 al-bara4zikh in Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h’s own
hand

supererogatory prayers and litanies (awrad
4 ) to piously fill the worker’s spare
time.48 The instructions in Habı b
3 al-in‘am
4 for one such exercise (‘amal)
recounted the proper cycle of prayers and incantations necessary to bring
the practitioner a dream of the Prophet Muhammad. Against Reformist
market criticism of the practice, its legitimacy was assured by a claim that
it was based on the Prophet’s own instructions.49 In another case, a set of
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chants (wird) was recommended with the claim that they gave the practitioner help at the point of death and assured entry to paradise. These, and
a series of rituals appropriate to burial and graveside visits, were legitimized through the citation of Hadith and the sanction of such medieval
saintly authorities as Qutb al-dın
3 Bakhtiyar4 Kakı
4 3 and Shah
4 Kalım
3 Allah
4 of
Delhi.50 Central to the practices described in the Habıb
3 al-in‘am
4 was the
genealogical tree (shajara) of the saints that connected the disciple through
his master to a saintly chain of being that reached back to the Prophet
Muhammad. A much longer set of instructions in the book was described
for those in any form of dire need, an echo of the supernatural services
seen associated with Bombay’s shrine firms in Chapter 2. The performer
should begin with the cry of taking refuge in God (a‘wz
4
bi’llah
4 ), before
singing the ritual praise of the Prophet (durud
4 ) seventy times, next reciting
the Quranic chapter Ya-Sı
4 n,
3 then reciting the praise genealogy (shajara) of
the Chishtı3 line of saints and so on.51 Even in abbreviated form (that is, just
saying ‘repeat the shajara’ rather than actually reciting the shajara in full)
these instructions filled some nine pages of manuscript, which would have
to be committed to memory before being performed. Elsewhere in the text
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 advised his followers to repeat another formula no less than
125,000 times!52 In such complicated but nontheless instrumental rituals
can be seen the interaction between metaphysical theory and the needs of
ordinary life that bound the shaykhs to the quotidian demands of their followers. Fortunately, those unable or unwilling to memorize such lengthy
incantations could also copy the magic square (naqsha) provided in the next
section of the text, which contained the numerical distillate of the shajara’s
names through using the talismanic powers of numerology (abjad).53 Here
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 ’s teachings fit neatly into the market demand for magical and
occult manuals that was so characteristic a feature of nineteenth-century
Urdu printing in Bombay and elsewhere.
An interesting parallel example from Bombay of the reproduction of
the occult meditational genre in the economy of print was Awrad-e
4
ihsanı
4 3
(Litanies of spiritual beauty), which was issued in a cheap lithographic edition in 1873.54 Over the course of forty-four pages, Awrad-e
4
ihsanı
4 3 offered
the reader instructions in a set of over fifty zikr meditations, prayers and
Quranic invocations, many of them to be performed at very specific points
of the ritual calendar. Thus on the night of ‘Ashura,
4 that is the tenth of
Muharram, shortly before dawn, the practitioner should perform four
series (ruk‘at) of prostrations with Ayat al-Kursı3 (the Throne Verse) and
Surat
4
Ikhlas4 (Sincerity, chapter 112 of the Quran) repeated three times
each for every ruk‘at, before then reciting Surat
4 Ikhlas4 a hundred times.55
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If this was performed properly, then all of the practitioner’s sins would
be forgiven. Other rituals were even more complex, such as a technique
for after the sunset prayer which required the repetition of several longer
Quranic chapters a hundred times each.56 As in the teachings of Habıb
3
‘Alı,3 the exercises in Awrad-e
4
ihsanı
4 3 gained their legitimacy from being
recommended by the great shaykhs of the past, in the case of the latter
technique no lesser figures than a pairing of the great medieval overseas
Sufis ‘Abd al-Qadir
4 Jıla
3 nı
4 3 and Shihab
4 al-dın
3 Suhrawardı.3 Given the industrializing context in which such texts were issued, what is particularly
interesting is their treatment of time. For in a city whose timescape was
dominated by the mechanical time of factory clocks and ship and train
timetables, here were attempts to reinstate time that was not only sacred
but was also explicitly Islamic, a chronological counterbalance then to
E. P. Thompson’s picture of the factory worker’s submission to clock time.57
A similar temporal schizophrenia afflicted Hindu workers in Calcutta in
this period, torn between the ticking seconds of clock time and the mythopoeic rhythms of the Kali Yuga.58 Obedience to industrial time might offer
steady employment, but attuning oneself to the cosmic tempo of Islamic
time offered much greater rewards, ranging from the promise of paradise to the acquisition of occult powers in the present world. Issued by
the modern technology of lithographic, and in some cases steam-powered
printing, works such as Awrad-e
4
ihsanı
4 3 attempted to use industrial technology to bring about a re-enchantment of time itself.
Such printed works as Awra4d-e ihsa4nı3 and the Habıb
3 al-in‘a4m that
contained Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 own occult rituals placed the enchanted ‘secrets’
(asra4r) that set the Sufis apart from their Reformist rivals on the public
book market. Another example of this distributive printing of the powers of enchantment was issued in handy pocket-size format. This was the
Asra4r-e darwesh
4 (Secrets of the dervish).59 Printed in 1898, the booklet
seems to have been written as a guidebook for those wishing to set themselves up as Sufi entrepreneurs in their own right but who wished to
avoid the trouble of initiation and gradual training at a pace dictated by a
living master. It consisted of instructions on a similar series of practices –
prayers, visualization techniques, breathing exercises – to those that
appeared in Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 works; techniques, moreover, that its author
claimed could be employed for worldly ends. This was not a Sufism of
metaphysical theory, but rather its market expression as medicine, prognostication and amulet-making, all techniques that could of course be
adapted for profit-making enterprises. For our present purposes, what is
most interesting about the Asra4r-e darwe4sh is the section it contains on
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breathing techniques, a section underpinned by a short theoretical excursus on the connections between breath and the wider universe. More
minimal and convenient than the complex and time-consuming exercises
of Awra4d-e ihsa4nı,3 these were a series of simple breathing techniques that
could accompany very specific real-life circumstances. In effect, dangerous or otherwise risky situations and activities should be met by breathing through different nostrils or towards different parts of the body. The
many and varied situations in which the power of breath could be so
employed included the purchase of a horse or camel; the receipt of gold
jewellery or a gift of new clothes (presumably to avoid the evil eye);
and the search for lost property. Accompanied by simple instructions
to breathe in certain directions or through one or the other nostril, the
numerous other eventualities in which the reader was advised to resort
to the power of breath ranged from the quotidian (learning whether one
was pregnant with a boy-child or ensuring a safe journey in given directions of the compass) to the extraordinary (meeting a king or expecting
an armed invasion).60 The image that this suggests, of dock and factory
workers entering altered states of consciousness and power through the
performance of these lengthy orisons and meditations, is in fact one that
echoes the more recent ethnographic picture of the spread of spirit-possession cults among female Muslim factory workers in Malaysia.61
With its apparatus of police and law courts, Bombay offered dangers as
well as opportunities to such merchants of anti-scientific agency. The time
of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 arrival in Bombay saw the prosecution of a ‘Mahomedan
Quack doctor’ called Sayyid La‘l Burhansha
4
h
4 in the same port district of
Mazagaon in which Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 settled. The Sayyid’s customary diagnosis
had injured his patients, and so he found himself called before the district
magistrate and charged with fraud and negligence; not all Muslim entrepreneurs were successful in their service-providing.62 If, as part of its deregulation of the religious economy, the colonial state did not restrain the sales
of what it considered ‘religious’ (that is, non-political) services in the way
it regulated the economy of medicine, there were still potential dangers
from other Muslims rather than the state in issuing books of such instructions in print. There was the danger that the reader might choose to learn
the ritual and meditation techniques from the book alone, and bypass the
customary requirement of performing such practices under the guidance
of a living shaykh, so leaving the brotherhood firm to set up as a rival. For
firm leaders such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 who passionately defended the authority
and mediational centrality of the shaykh in his teachings, such an idea was
anathema. Nonetheless, it was an option that was made feasible by the loss
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of control of teachings and techniques that resulted from the transition of
religious knowledge from the controllable realm of manuscript circulation
to the open market of print. Although religious firms (including Habıb
3
‘Alı’s
3 own followers) attempted to beat the print market by controlling
the printing and distribution of their own texts as manuscripts, other textproducers in the period were more willing to sell the ‘secrets’ of the Sufis
in the printed marketplace. By finding expression in printed books available on the open book market, even the enchanted powers that fuelled the
demand for Customary Islam could become part of a ‘do-it-yourself’ ritual
economy that used the purchased text to bypass the shaykhs themselves.
Ironically, the various uses to which Chapter 3 showed print being put also
allowed the ritual quest for occult powers to itself be ‘Protestantized’ as the
expression of a religious individualism that allowed the religious consumer
to skip the time-consuming and often expensive relationship with the firm
of the living master by the simpler purchase of a book. Living among the
highest concentration of Muslim printers in the west Indian Ocean, in its
threat to undermine his own centrality to the distribution of his ritual productions, this was a danger that perhaps explains Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 reluctance to
issue his own writings in print, and to preserve them instead in the more
controllable distribution of spoken word and manuscript.

Bolting Theology to the Factory Floor
To understand the success of brotherhood firms such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 in
the religious economy it is necessary to address the central aspect of
their teachings: their self-presentation as living intermediaries capable of
transmitting the power of God to their humble followers on the factory
floor. It is this theology of intercession (tawassul, shafa4‘) that stands at the
centre of their popularity and explains their appeal to the disenfranchised
constituencies created by industrialization.63 Habı3 b ‘Alı3 was by no means
alone in his promotion of intercession against Reformist critique, and the
founder of the Barelwi madrasa firm, Ahmad Riza4 Kha4n (d. 1339/1921),
also wrote extensively in its defence.64 However, this section attempts to
link this theological debate to the social contexts that provided it with
demand in a market of diverse religious productions. To do so, it is necessary to turn first towards an elucidation of the theology itself. The key to
this theology of intercession was the model of lineage and charismatic succession, for the Sufi shaykhs stood in a line of ‘apostolic succession’ that
connected them through their own chain (silsila) of masters to the charismatic power of the Prophet Muhammad. Although none of these chains
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ever attained the monopolistic market status of the Catholic Church, in
the formality of their organization the Sufi brotherhood firms did possess
Church-like hierarchies and structures, forms of religious organization
that in the case of some Sufi firms (such as the renascent Ni‘matulla4hıs3
in nineteenth-century Bombay and Iran) did manage to dominate large
geographical regions for themselves. It was for good reason that Sufis
spoke of their exclusive geographical (or market) ‘zone of supremacy’
(wila4yat), a notion that cropped up regularly in Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 writings.
In line with the importance of this hierarchical model of organization,
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 began his Habıb
3 al-talibı
4 n
3 and Habıb
3 al-barazikh
4
by identifying
himself, as author, as a shaykh in the lineage of Hafi
4 z ‘Alı 3 Shah
4 and through
him the heir to Sulayman
4 Tawnsawı3 (d. 1267/1851), Mawlana
4 4 Fakhr
al-dın
3 of Delhi (d. 1199/1785) and his father Nizam
4 al-dın
3 of Aurangabad
(d. 1142/1729). By the nineteenth century this lineage of Chishtı3 masters spread across Punjab, the United Provinces and Delhi, to even count
the spiritual master of the last Mughal emperor among its members.65 It
was the prestige and fame of this genealogy that Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 attempted to
draw upon in Bombay, connecting himself and his productions to a wellestablished older ‘brand’. In the opening lines of Habıb
3 al-talibı
4 n
3 he thus
identified himself as one of the inner circle (halqa bih-gusha
4 n
4 , literally
‘ear-ringed [servants]’) of Hafi
4 z ‘Alı3 of Khayrabad, who had specifically
asked him to compose the book ‘for the pocket of the seekers (talibı
4 n
3 )’.66
Following on from this summoning of the authority of the initiatic chain,
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 laid out his purpose as being to instruct his audience in the real
nature of faith (ıma
3 n
4 ) and God-fearing piety (taqwa)4 and the importance
of mystical ‘passing away’ (fana)4 and ‘survival’ (baqa).
4 He then went on
to discuss the connection between Divine Reality (haqq) and the Prophet,
and thence between the Prophet and the Sufi shaykh who represented him
on earth.67 In a theological sense, this was the familiar customary doctrine
of the great chain of being, connecting God with the primordial light of
Muhammad (nur4 muhammadı)3 and thence to God’s saintly friends on
earth. But from a sociological perspective, Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 was attempting to
defend the institution of Sufi leadership and the brotherhood firm that
was coming under attack from other players in the marketplace.
For this reason, like other Sufi writers of the period Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 also
had to defend the doctrine of intercession (tawassul) by which the
Prophet, and in turn shaykhs such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 himself, were the necessary intermediaries between man and God.68 No salvation, no miracle
or act of grace, was possible except through the hands of such intercessionary shaykhs, the saintly middlemen in the economy of enchantment.
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Tawassul or ‘intercession’ was a doctrine whose legitimacy was sought in
the Quran and Hadith.69 In one of its most famous scriptural citations,
the notion of seeking a ‘medium’ or ‘means’ (wasıla
3 ) of coming close to
God is found in the Quran’s Table chapter (Su4rat al-Ma4’ida):
O ye who believe, be mindful of your duty to Allah and seek out ways
(wasıla)
3
of approach unto Him and strive in His way that you may
prosper.70

Over centuries of rumination, which included the elaboration of the model
of a cosmic chain of being mentioned above, it was into this ambiguous
notion of an intermediary ‘means’ of coming close to God that the Sufi
masters placed themselves and their own masters in turn. Having done
this in the opening section of Habıb
3 al-ta4libın
3 , in the second section Habıb
3
‘Alı3 summarized the theology of intercession by developing the idea of the
two ‘faces’ or ‘aspects’ (su4rat) of Muhammad. One of these aspects was
turned so as to face the world and the other turned to face away from it,
with the face of Muhammad that was turned towards the exoteric (za4hir)
world made manifest in the sharı‘a
3 . In the days of old when Muhammad
was physically present in the world, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 explained, there was no
need for the help of a shaykh intermediary such as himself. But since the
Prophet was no longer physically present, people needed the help of an
intercessionary master. Whoever is in an intermediary position with the
Prophet – such as a shaykh – could then pour blessing upon others.71 In
this way, the social institution of the Sufi shaykh found support in the
market from a metaphysical doctrine of intercession through which the
shaykh was able to mediate with the Prophet, who would in turn mediate
with God. Between the Muslim mill hand in Bombay and his God stood
Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 assuring him that there was no other route to the blessings of
God’s favour.
These ideas were developed further in Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 Habı b
3 al-bara4zikh,
the eponymous theme of which was the doctrine of the human interface
or isthmus (barzakh) between man and God.72 This was often explained
through the image of an isthmus between two seas, a recollection of the
Quranic metaphor of the ‘meeting of the two oceans’ (majma‘ al-bahrayn, Quran XVIII: 60). According to Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 there were two kinds of
interface, which he labelled as the major interface (barzakh-e kabırı
3 )3 and
73
the minor interface (barzakh-e saghırı
3 ).
3
While the major interface was
the Prophet Muhammad, the minor interface was the living Sufi shaykh.
Thus, for the Muslim who wished to reach God with his prayers, it was
necessary to clasp the hands of such a living human interface between
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human and divine worlds – in practice, by grasping the hand of a shaykh
in the ritual pledge of allegiance (bay‘at) to his brotherhood. Even though
Muhammad was obviously in closer communion with God, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3
went on, with his external aspect (za4hir) manifesting the divine attributes
(safa4t-e haqq) and his inner aspect (ba4tin) the divine essence (za4t-e haqq),
it was impossible to immediately achieve direct contact with Muhammad,
whom Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 presented as too ontologically removed from ordinary
humans like his followers to be reached by individual effort.74 Here there
came a simple metaphor that surely echoed the oral tenor of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3
preaching: just as an ant cannot walk all around the Ka‘ba on its own
but must climb upon the foot of a pigeon in order to make its circumambulation, so does the ordinary human need to attach himself to a guide
(rahbar) to make the journey towards God. Pushing his point further,
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 reminded his followers that in order to be made perfect, even
Muhammad had needed the angel Gabriel. Given the minimal level of
formal education of most of his followers, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 found it expedient
to reiterate certain themes through easily memorizable doggerel:
Chu4 mumkin nıst
3 raftan bı3 dalıl3
biba4yad Mustafa4-ra Jabra’ıl3
§
It’s just not possible to go with no guide:
Muhammad had Gabriel there by his side.

By the same token, he explained, it was impossible for the ordinary
Muslim to reach paradise without the help of a guiding shaykh, who was
himself the ‘minor interface’ (barzakh-e saghırı
3 )3 who would rescue his
humbler protégés. Indeed, such was the centrality of the shaykh to the cosmic order that he was himself the living manifestation of Divine Reality
(mazhar-e haqq)! Like the miracle stories and printed hagiographies of
Chapter 3, here the success of rituals of enchantment in the religious
economy can also be connected with new forms of mechanical reproduction. For this reason, the key practice that Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 expounded was
the ritual of ‘picturing the shaykh’ (tasawwur-e shaykh) as intermediary.
This practice required the follower to form a mental image of his master
and meditate on it through the use of a range of visualization techniques
accompanied by the ritual repetition of sacred formulae.75 This was not
to be considered a part-time pursuit, since the follower should endeavour
to never allow himself to be ‘empty’ of his master’s image by allowing his
attention or affections to drift elsewhere.76 An important new means for
the rapid spread of the ‘picturing the shaykh’ ritual in the late nineteenth
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century was the emergence of cheap photography. Photographic technology had first reached Bombay in the early 1850s, with two daguerrotypists being listed in the Bombay Almanac for 1853 and a photographic
society (which included Indian members) being founded a year later.77
By the late 1850s Bombay businessmen such as Hurrychund Chintamon
were establishing studios specializing in the formal studio portraits that
religious entrepreneurs also favoured. Such photographs enabled disciples to carry the image of their master, which could be used as either a
meditational aid for the tasawwur-e shaykh ritual or a talismanic device
to call on the shaykh in times of need. For as the accounts of seaborne
miracles in Chapter 3 showed, the focusing of ‘attention’ (tawajjuh) on
the shaykh’s image summoned his miraculous intercession. By the early
twentieth century, the carrying of shaykhs’ photographs for such purposes was no less common among Iranian followers of the Ni‘matulla4hı3
shaykhs, while in distant West Africa the photographic image of shaykh
Amadou Bamba M’Backe (d. 1346/1927) would become the definitive
ritual object of his Senegalese followers.78
Like other religious entrepreneurs of the period (including Safı 3 ‘Alı3
Sha4h and the A"gha4 Kha4n) Habıb
3 ‘Alı 3 similarly made use of several
Bombay photographic studios. Treasured by his followers, these photographs have survived to the present day. The spread of photography
also aided the reproduction of other aspects of custom: its adoption into
Muslim marriage arrangements, for example, allowed visual assessment
of the possible spouse without breaking the customary ban on meeting
outside wedlock. Like the other new technologies at work in Bombay,
photography could empower different parties, including women. A few
years after Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 death, a Christian missionary reported from
Bombay that ‘in a local Urdu paper a few months ago, I was astonished
to see an ishtihar [advertisement] by a Moslem damsel wanting a husband, asking for the photo and other particulars of the suitor to be sent
to the mushtahire [advertisor], care of the editor’.79 Looking beyond
India, a more significant example of new photographic practices was the
widespread dissemination in the late nineteenth century of chromolithographic postcards of a photograph of a beautiful Algerian youth taken
to be the picture of the Prophet Muhammad.80 If a question mark hangs
over the precise date at which photography intertwined with the ritual
of ‘picturing the shaykh’ in Bombay, as in the use of printing discussed
in Chapter 3, the absorption of photography into the strategies of firms
competing in the religious economy points to the same pattern of the
enchantment of technology.
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figure 16. Devotional photograph of the dockyard Sufi preacher Habıb
3 ‘Alı3
Sha4h (d. 1906)

Intercession in the Marketplace
If the previous pages have outlined the theology and rituals that Habıb
3
‘Alı3 distributed in the dockyards, the following pages interpret their
appeal in this labourers’ corner of the marketplace. The theory and practice of the tasawwur-e shaykh ritual can first be understood in terms of
the importance lent to intercession (tawassul) as the ideological basis of
institutions of Sufi leadership that were facing competition from a range
of alternatives between which the religious consumer could choose.
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Not least among these alternatives, the similar marketing strategy of personal legal emulation (taqlıd-e
3
shakhsı)3 was promoted by the Reformist
madrasa firm at Deoband through which every Muslim was encouraged to
choose an individual legal scholar (‘alim
4 ) and model his behaviour after his
example.81 Although Deoband’s stake in the Bombay marketplace was limited, the availability of ‘do-it-yourself’ cheap-print handbooks on religious
practice meant that living Sufi shaykhs were no longer the sole means of
accessing the powers or salvation that intercession brokered. Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3
Habıb
3 al-in‘am
4 therefore formed a compromise with the popular Urdu
occult manuals, providing similar kinds of ‘licit magic’ but welding them to
the master–disciple institution of the brotherhood firm through the centrality of the genealogical shajara and the pledge of loyalty to the shaykh that
its ritual repetition involved. The same attempt to seal the bonds between
producer and consumer, shaykh and disciple, can be seen in Habıb
3 al-talibı
4 n
3 ,
where the reader was constantly reminded that the devotion to the shaykh
that brought blessing and salvation required loyalty and obedience to the
shaykh. The lexicon used to describe this relationship was based on the
wholesale appropriation of kinship relations. In terminology of decorum,
respect and obedience, the relationship between master and disciple paralleled the norms of behaviour between father and son, transposing the
duties, affection and loyalty a son owed his father onto his Sufi shaykh or
pır3 (literally ‘elder’). The washing of shoes and kissing of the shaykh’s foot
(qadambusı
4 )3 described in Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 writings had strong echoes of filial
loyalty, while the kin-based sociability of the pır-bha
3
ı4 3 (‘under the old brother
man’) by which fellow disciples were encouraged to think of one another
further illustrates the brotherhood firm’s semantic co-option of kinship.82
Anecdotes from Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 hagiography Manaqib
4
al-habıbı
3 n
3 illustrate
the ways in which the ‘parallel family’ the firm offered to its followers could
be of practical use in industrializing urban India. One anecdote described
the long train journey undertaken between Bombay and Delhi by one of
Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 followers from the latter city. The traveller was making this
journey across India alone (an undertaking that would itself have voiced
an implicit sense of danger to Indian readers) when en route he came down
with a sickness that left him drifting in and out of consciousness. To make
matters worse, the itinerary he had chosen required a number of train
changes to travel via Hyderabad. At one point the traveller woke to find
himself in a completely empty rail carriage; the train had stopped at a station but he had no idea which one it was. Sick, lost and alone in the middle
of India, he was relieved when a stranger appeared, whom he asked where
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he was. Falling into conversation with the stranger, the lost traveller learned
that the stranger was in the service of a ‘big man’ sitting further along in
the first-class carriage. When the stranger learned that the sick traveller was
hoping to pass through Hyderabad to visit his shaykh Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 he suddenly dashed off the train and along the platform. Returning from the firstclass carriage, he then exchanged the lost traveller’s ticket and assured him
that he and his master in the first-class carriage would see the lost traveller
safely to Hyderabad. On eventually reaching Hyderabad, the lost traveller
learned that his first-class benefactor was a fellow disciple of Habıb
3 ‘Alı.3 He
had been rescued because the rich man sitting further along the train was his
‘brother under the master’ (pır-bha
3
ı4 )3 in the same religious firm.83
Though the new pan-Indian railway made travel far easier than before,
the story illustrates the fact that rail travel did not rid travellers of the
sense of danger and insecurity they felt in being far from their homes and
supporting networks of kin. The rail traveller might no longer face the
dangers of wild animals and bandits, but to be alone among unfamiliar Indians with whom one had no ‘connections’ (rishtada4rı)3 was worry
enough in itself. Here at a ‘national’ level lay parallels to the tensions
of cosmopolitan interactions seen in Bombay’s Iranian travelogues and
shrine histories. The railways and the neighbourhoods of hotels and the
drifting and transient populations that surrounded every significant station in India were the operating grounds for a whole range of tricksters,
robbers, false friends and confidence men who were the heirs to the roadside ‘thugs’ of the pre-rail era. Sick and lost in the middle of India, the
predicament of the traveller in the story was that he had no ‘connections’
with anyone he could trust until he was rescued by a representative of the
expanded surrogate family based around Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 who presided over
his charges with his miraculous gaze. Here was the practical expression
of the doctrine of intercession found in Habı3b ‘Alı’s
3 teachings, the kind
of rescue that his many humbler followers hoped to receive in similar
moments of crisis.
Other anecdotes from Mana4qib al-habıbı
3 n
3 recount incidents in which,
while more spectacularly supernatural, Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 intercession was
directed towards similarly mundane perils in this age of industrialized
movement. Many of these narrative advertisements focused on other pitfalls of travel. One disciple was miraculously rescued from a tiger when
lost in the jungle surrounding Bombay; another invoked Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 when
the steamship (a4gbu4t, literally ‘fire ship’) on which he was travelling
ran into danger.84 In all such situations, the emergency ritual procedure
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recommended remained the same: call out, ‘O, Shaykh Muhammad Habıb
3
‘Alı,3 be present! O, Shaykh Muhammad Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 I am in your refuge!’
(Ya4 Shaykh Muhammad Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 ha4zir ba4sh! Ya4 Shaykh Muhammad
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 dar pana4h-e tu4 am!). In cheap-print Urdu, here was a neat
and simple ritual production aimed at an abundant market of displaced
Muslim labourers. For the Konkani Muslims sailing in and out of the
docks at Mazagaon through the industrialization of their old maritime
trade, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 was clearly a useful man to know – or, better still, to be
‘connected’ to by a pledge of mutual allegiance. Parallels can be found in
the ‘conditions and culture’ of Calcutta jute mill workers of the period,
for the widespread notions and practices of ‘inequality’ to which Dipesh
Chakrabarty has drawn attention were no less present among the mill
workers of Calcutta than Bombay.85 On one level this was a question of
the larger formations of caste or caste-like community structure, but it
also filtered through to the quotidian practices of the workplace in both
cities where the sarda4r or muqaddam labour contractor loomed large in
labourers’ lives, not least through the physical violence and bribery that
the contractor exacted on them. Seen in this light, Sufi brotherhood firms
begin to look like reproductions of customary associations for a portion
of the marketplace not served by the voluntary and charitable associations founded by Bombay’s Reformist middle class.
Such protection, however, came at a price. Shaykhs such as Habıb
3
‘Alı3 expected the cultivation of self-discipline in return for their protective intercession, a theme echoed repeatedly in the moral admonitions
of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 writings, admonitions which particularly concerned the
behaviour of his lower-class fellowship at the shrine festivals seen flourishing in Bombay in Chapter 2.86 Since moral sentiments are best cultivated
by example, Habıb
3 al-ta4libın
3 recounted stories about how the misdeeds
of disciples brought an inevitable comeuppance through the supernatural authority of the paternalist shaykh. This image of the shaykh as
paterfamilias acted as the nexus through which Sufi firms interacted with
consumers in the marketplace around them. For in nineteenth-century
Bombay, as elsewhere in India, the Sufi shaykh operated both literally and
figuratively as a godfather. He was the ‘big man’ to whom children were
taken at birth to receive the miraculous blessing with which came the
promise of lifelong ‘protection’ (hima4yat) in reward for lifelong loyalty
to the brotherhood firm. Like the mobster, that other production of the
industrializing city, the shaykh sat at the hub of a wide-reaching network
of allegiances to people who each owed him loyalty for the protection he
offered them. In the words of a more recent Indian Sufi disciple,
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The pir [master] is like a father. He looks after all aspects of the murid’s
life, both his spiritual welfare and physical welfare. The pir will take
away the worldly difficulties of the murid [disciple] through his prayers.
If he wants success, wealth, etc, the pir will give it to him.87

This relationship needs to be seen in the context of Bombay labour conditions, for in economic terms the lives of the migrant labourers who
formed so many of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 followers were dominated by the ‘jobber’
labour contractor (variously known as a sarda4r or muqaddam in the mills
or a toliwalla or sarang in the docks) who acted as middlemen between
employers and workers. The relationship between worker and jobber
was one of client and patron and, as a result of the influence this gave
the jobbers, they were feared and powerful figures in Bombay’s workers’
neighbourhoods.88 Amid a labour culture dominated by such hierarchical
relationships, intercessionary shaykhs such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 found an easy –
and, in a sense, ready-made – position. One of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 most influential followers in the Mazagaon dockyards was Muhammad Mungı,3
whose occupation was precisely that of a jobber for the dockyards and,
according to the oral tradition of Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 family, Mungı3 would often
find jobs for Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 poorer followers in the dockyards.89 In similar
terms, Chapter 3 recounted how after a widow asked the Iranian holy
man Sayyid ‘Alı3 A"gha4’ı3 Mazandara4nı3 for help, the shaykh drummed up a
subscription of 5,000 rupees from the merchants in the Bombay bazaar
where her husband had died.90 The result of such Sufi big men’s intercession was as material as it was metaphysical.
With a theology predicating an entire universe governed by such
client–patron relations, in which, like a metaphysical jobber, the shaykh
mediated between his dockyard disciples and the riches of God and his
Prophet atop the cosmic chain of command, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 fitted neatly into
wider structures of socio-economic relations in the industrial city. This was
not unique to Bombay and, in their reproduction of inequality, the ideology and rituals produced by Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 firm echoed the spread during
the same years of spirit-summoning cults among North Indian labourers
in Bihar. As these cults spread among both landowners and their workers,
‘ritual practices associated with spirit cults not only bore the imprint of
caste hierarchy but also became instruments for articulating and securing social hierarchy’.91 As a sharıf3 Muslim of the Hyderabadi aristocracy
teaching rural migrant workers to beg for the intercession of similarly
sharıf3 -born holy men, Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 thus reproduced a customary social
hierarchy for a new industrial marketplace. From this perspective, the
contrast between Customary Islamic brotherhoods and the trade unions
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that also emerged among Bombay’s labourers around 1900 appears more
clear. For as with the spirit protectors sought by agricultural labourers in
Bihar, what many of Bombay’s workers sought was not a bureaucratic
union but a patron blessed with supernatural agency. As living patrons
who were more tangible but no less potent than the ghosts of Bihar, intercessionary shaykhs such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 held understandable appeal to their
labour constituents, whatever the hierarchical trade-off in social relations
that membership of their brotherhoods required. In this way, the success
of brotherhood firms such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 in the religious economy was
tied to the wider workplace economy of their clients. These developments
in the lives of rural and small-town migrants to Bombay reflected the way
Sicilian peasants were dragged into a new global economy through the
industrial boom in sulphur and the naval trade in lemons that saw the
first Mafia firms emerge during the 1870s.92 Based on oaths of initiation,
secrecy and loyalty, and organized through infiltrating and imitating the
structures and norms of kinship, in their social formation the early Mafia
associations had much in common with the Sufi firms of industrializing
India. Whether through the idioms of Sicilian omerta or Indian adab, both
sets of firms also promoted strong moral codes. We can only speculate as
to whether Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 relations with his poorer clients also involved the
forms of financial patronage associated with the Sicilian ‘godfathers’, but
descriptions in his biography of wealthy merchants among his followers
suggests that connecting his poorer and wealthier clients together didindeed take place. Other evidence shows this was certainly the kind of
service expected of South Asian Sufi shaykhs.93
For Calcutta, Chakrabarty has similarly pointed to parallels between
the gangster (goonda) and labour contractor (sarda4r) in terms of behaviour and status.94 But while the goonda ultimately had little legitimacy
for his authority, ‘the respect that the sarda4r commanded had roots in
certain other aspects of the culture to which both the sarda4r and the
worker belonged. It derived from a precapitalist culture with a strong
emphasis on religion, community, kinship, language, and other, similar loyalties.’95 The same could be said of the authority commanded by
shaykhs such as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h, whose success in the market was deeply
rooted in the inegalitarian traditions of labourers to whom he preached.
Both Sufi and contractor were understood as giving ‘commands’ (hukum)
that brooked no dissent and so, whether in the daytime commands of the
sarda4r in the factory and the toliwalla in the dockyard or in the behavioural edicts issued by Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 in the evenings at his meeting house, a
common pattern was at work of the reproduction in the industrial city
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of pre-capitalist modes of social domination.96 As with the labour contractor, whose ‘bribes’ and ‘extortions’ found legitimacy through being
termed ‘introductions’ (sala4mı),
3 ‘offerings’ (bakshısh
3 ) or simply ‘custom’
(dastu4rı),
3 the authority of the shaykh had easy appeal to a market of
Indian labourers in the industrial age.97

7
Bombay Islam in the Ocean’s Southern City

A Missionary Marketplace in Natal
In the course of the nineteenth century, Bombay developed numerous
connections with the new port city of Durban on the southern reaches
of the African continent. The traffic between the two ports has usually
been framed in the familiar terms of colonialism and modernity, a role in
which the transit of political forms – of imperialism or nationalism, of the
apparatus of empire or new democratic associations – has loomed largest.
Imperial careers certainly played a large part in trans-ocean exchanges,
whether in the elevated ranks of such personnel as Henry Bartle Frere
(1815–84), sometime Governor of Bombay and High Commissioner for
Southern Africa, or the humbler offices of Sikh and Pathan sepoys in the
policing of British Africa.1 The key example of the anti-colonial side of
the same modern coinage is the founding of the Indian National Congress
in Bombay in 1885 and its echo across the ocean in the establishment of
the Natal Indian Congress in Durban in 1894. The most famous figure
to connect the two movements was Mohandas Gandhi, who departed
India through Bombay on his journey to South Africa. Having helped
found the Natal Indian Congress, at the end of this book’s period it was
at Bombay’s Apollo Bunder that Gandhi disembarked in 1915 to join in
the struggles of its Indian sibling.2 Yet the travels of the young lawyer
between Bombay and Durban were part of a larger traffic between the
two ports that included religious no less than secular transactions. Like
Gandhi’s own transformation from a barrister into a mahatma celebrated
in miracle tales that spread through a circuit of train stations, this was
a modernity that functioned through acts of enchantment no less than
208
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the cold prose of constitutions.3 It is towards the reach of Bombay’s religious economy in Africa that this chapter turns, moving to the southern reaches of Bombay’s oceanic hinterland to trace the exports there
of its religious firms. For in the second half of the nineteenth century
the same forces that created a competitive religious economy in Bombay
were also at work in Natal, whose cosmopolitan and uprooted population offered expanding markets for a wide array of missionary firms. As
the religious dimension of the great scramble for Africa in which Muslim
entrepreneurs were no less active than their Christian counterparts, as in
other regions of the continent many such missionary societies targeted
black Africans. But with the emergence of a large Indian community,
Natal also tempted missionaries with the familiar quarry of Indians on
whom the effectiveness of their proselytizing had already been tested in
the subcontinent. Around the displaced communities in Natal, of whom
Indians formed only one example, there developed a missionary marketplace in which Hindu and Muslim organizations operated alongside their
Christian competitors. As part of an oceanic religious economy, many
of South Africa’s Christian missions were transferred from India rather
than exported directly from Britain, manned by missionaries who had
been trained in India and Ceylon, from where after moving to Africa they
received financial support in addition to that from the colonial centre in
Britain. In this way, the Christian firms should also be located among the
new pattern of more varied and competitive religious production that circulated the Indian Ocean and in which Bombay played a central role.
Echoing the catalytic impact of Christian missions on Muslim religious
productivity prior to the arrival of Muslim and Hindu firms in Bombay,
Natal received a disproportionately high number of Christian missions
devoted to its Indian population.4 With their funding and methods
already in place from India, and with their long-standing contact with the
low castes who made up much of the indentured workforce in Natal, the
Christian missions were swift in their pursuit of the shiploads of indentured labourers. In Durban as in Bombay, the Christian missionaries were
well ahead of their competitors, establishing the first school for Indian
children in Natal as early as 1867, and by the early 1870s several more
mission schools and other charitable institutions.5 As in Bombay again,
Hindu and Muslim religious firms were slower in their outreach to the
new proletarians, a reflection of the newness of the idea of Hindu and
Muslim religious professionals pandering to the poorest and, in terms
of traditional prestige, the least rewarding sectors of Indian society. But,
once established, the Hindu and Muslim competition proved effective,
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and the swift success of their own missions led to serious concern among
the Christian organizations that had by 1900 dominated the Natal religious marketplace for several decades.6 So it was that in the early twentieth century members of such neo-Hindu missionary firms as the A"rya4
Sama4j began to travel to Natal in the wake of the British missionary
societies, with an eye to the nominal ‘Hindus’ among the region’s labour
force. Although the A"rya4 Sama4j had been founded in Bombay in 1875, it
took until 1908 for their representative Swa4mı3 Shankara4nandajı3 Ma4ha4ra4j
to arrive in Durban and preach the society’s principles. This same period
saw the entry among the Natal indentured class of Ghula4m Muhammad
‘Su4fı3 Sa4hib’ (d. 1329/1911), the franchise representative of Habıb
3 ‛Alı3
7
Sha4h, whose dockyard theology was explored in the last chapter. Ghula4m
Muhammad’s career comprised the export of a brotherhood firm reared
among the poor and displaced in Bombay’s dockyards to the similar
port setting of Durban.8 For all his energy and independence, Ghula4m
Muhammad remained only one player in a larger market in which he had
to compete with rival firms promoting other versions of Islam, including
the spread from Bombay of adherence to the A"gha4 Kha4n.9
Like his master before him, Ghula4m Muhammad responded to market
transformations through the conditions of labour. He produced carnivals, processions and customary shrine practices for an originally rural
Muslim workforce, while at the same time promoting an intercessionary
theology stressing the soteriological role of the shaykh. Like Habıb
3 ‛Alı3 in
Bombay, Ghula4m Muhammad represented the novelty of missionary outreach to new labouring groups, in his case by way of indentured labourers
rather than mill and dock workers. As such, his project was part of a panoceanic process of drawing the people of the countryside into the urban
marketplaces of the new religious economy. Ghula4m Muhammad was by
no means the only Indian Sufi to make use of the expanded opportunities
of travel afforded by Bombay’s infrastructure of travel. In 1910, fifteen
years after Ghula4m Muhammad sailed from Bombay to Durban, another
determined Sufi entrepreneur left Bombay destined for New York.10 Like
Ghula4m Muhammad, ‘Ina4yat Kha4n (1299–1345/1882–1927) was a disciple of a Hyderabadi shaykh, Abu4 Ha4shim al-Madanı3 (d. 1325/1907),
who, like his exact contemporary Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h, instructed him to dis11
tribute his teachings overseas. From his home city of Baroda, which
had been connected to Bombay since the laying of its earliest major railway, Bombay’s infrastructure had allowed ‘Ina4yat Kha4n to travel regularly between Baroda, Bombay and Hyderabad, moving on the same
rail network that was seen used by the followers of Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h in
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Chapter 6. Having first been pained by what he saw as the vulgarity of
Bombay’s ‘Westernization’, ‘Ina4yat Kha4n eventually used Bombay’s very
modernity to travel to New York, and from there access the vast religious
marketplace that few Muslims had reached in the New World.

A Muslim Religious Market in South Africa
The earliest Muslim community in the territories of what would in 1910
become the Union of South Africa emerged around the Cape under the
Dutch East India Company, through the deporting of political exiles
from the Indonesian archipelago and the settling of slaves of African,
Indonesian and Indian origin.12 Despite the distinct origins of the ‘Malay’
Muslims of the Cape from the community of Indian Muslims that developed in Natal from the 1860s, common patterns are nonetheless apparent in the transformation of their religious life around 1900. Through
intermarriage with African women by the middle of the nineteenth century, what had been a dispirited and fractured Muslim population of
political exiles and former slaves from the Dutch Empire had developed
into a new and coherent community concentrated in the district of Cape
Town known as Bo-Kaap.13 The coming of British government to the
Cape brought new possibilities for its Muslims, who from 1804 were
granted religious freedom they had not possessed under Dutch rule. As
in Bombay, the removal of overt state regulation of religious activity was
an important enabling factor in the development of a more competitive
religious economy. But if Muslim worship was now unrestricted, during
the first half of the nineteenth century the institutions to support it were
relatively rudimentary, and the only mosques in the Bo-Kaap consisted of
informally adapted houses or shops.14 South Africa offered a ripe, underdeveloped market for religious firms and entrepreneurs from elsewhere.
One such intervention in the South African market was the dispatching of the Ottoman Kurdish Reformist Abu4 Bakr Effendı3 (d. 1297/1880)
from Istanbul to Cape Town in 1862.15 Sent by the Ottoman government
at the suggestion of a European diplomat, with his formal education at
the famous madrasa at Shahrazur, Abu4 Bakr was keen to promote the
formal observance of sharı‘a
3 among the Cape Muslims. Unfortunately,
his education in and subsequent promotion of Hanafı3 law was to cause
problems, for the Cape Muslims’ own sense of the Law was based on the
Sha4fi‘ı3 rite of their Malay ancestors. Despite the controversies, Abu4 Bakr
achieved his greatest influence through his composition of Baya4n al-dın
3
(Exposition of the faith), a lengthy text printed in ‘Muslim-Afrikaans’
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(that is, Afrikaans in the Arabic script) on the regulations of sharı‘a
3 and
interspersed with the author’s commentary. As part of the larger oceanic
movement of printed books described in Chapter 3, the text was published in Istanbul in 1873 and shipped in bulk for distribution in Cape
Town.16 With his connections to the translation of scriptural and legalistic works into vernacular print, Abu4 Bakr reflected the production methods of Reformist Islams in Bombay. In doing so, Abu4 Bakr contributed to
the pluralization of South African religious productions afforded by new
steamship and print communications. This pattern of increasing religious
production was reflected in Natal, where in the 1880s and 1890s the
religious lives of Indian agricultural labourers were transformed through
the migration of Muslim missionaries and the foundation of an Islamic
urban geography of religious franchise institutions. However, in the case
of Ghula4m Muhammad, it was a Customary Islam that was promoted
which maintained a role for the shrines and saints that Abu4 Bakr hoped
to stamp out. As in Bombay, demand fed the marketplace.
Unlike at the Cape, the introduction of Islam to Natal came through
the migration of indentured labourers from India during the 1860s, with
a second, larger, movement following from the 1870s onwards.17 Between
1860 and 1911 over 150,000 Indian labourers arrived in Natal.18 The
greatest proportion of these early migrants was shipped from Madras,
with between 7 and 10 per cent of the first shipments between 1860
and 1868 being classified as Muslims.19 With shipments of labourers
also arriving from Calcutta, the activities of the up-country middlemen
responsible for enlisting labourers meant that the Indian indentured
workers who arrived in Natal were socially variegated. While the limited data on individual labourers preserved in the ‘Ships Lists’ does show
regional concentrations of recruitment, indenture cut across the kin and
caste networks by which the Indian peasantry of the nineteenth century
organized and identified itself.20
As the twentieth century approached, the economy of Natal expanded
greatly, through not only the sugar plantations that the original indentured
labourers had been sent to cultivate, but also through the opening of the
diamond fields and other mines around Johannesburg and the Transvaal.
As Durban’s port became arguably the most developed in Africa, its genteel
esplanade lined with tea shops and hotels, the city began more and more
to resemble Bombay. From the 1880s a key role in this transformation of
Durban’s economy and society was played by the Isma‘ılı
3 3 and Sunni ‘Arab’
merchants from the Bombay Presidency regions of Gujarat and the Konkan
who established branches of their trading houses in Natal in connection
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with their larger outposts in Bombay.21 It was one such Muslim merchant,
Abu4 Bakr Amod Jhavery, who in 1893 was famously responsible for
bringing Gandhi to Natal to represent him in a business dispute with his
brother.22 Such was the scale of immigration of the ‘Passenger Indians’
such as Gandhi who represented the next generation of Indians that by
the early 1890s the opposition of white traders led to discriminatory laws
against Indian merchants. Aside from the banning of Indian representation from the Natal legislature which provoked Gandhi and his mercantile friends to form the Natal Indian Congress in 1894, it was the
Immigration Restriction Act (Natal) of 1897 that was most effective in
controlling the immigration of petty merchants and other small- and medium-scale economic migrants from India.23 Other laws, such as the 1897
Natal Dealers’ Licences Act (No. 18), restricted Indian trading and land
purchasing. Nonetheless, indentured immigration continued unabated
until 1911, maintaining a steady flow of peasant migration from India in
the period with which Bombay Islam is concerned. Since most of these
labourers chose to stay on in Natal after their indenture expired, even by
the early 1870s a sub-community had emerged of formerly indentured
‘free Indians’. Many of them chose to buy small plots of land in Durban’s
rural hinterland, and by 1884 there were already 2,000 Indian freeholders settled within two miles of Durban borough.24 Alongside these new
freeholders, ongoing indentured migration ensured that the influx of an
Indian merchant elite – some of whom controlled vast international businesses and possessed great fortunes by any standards – remained a small
proportion of Natal’s overall Indian population, albeit one that is seen
below having considerable influence in the religious economy through
patronizing the activities of Ghula4m Muhammad among their poorer
Muslim cousins.25
While numerous historians have traced the formation and dissolution
of the Indian communities in eastern and southern Africa, the lack of
primary source material has meant that ‘voices’ from written sources in
Indian languages have been almost entirely absent from such work. While
extremely rare, such sources do exist and, in addition to the Urdu hagiography of Ghula4m Muhammad discussed below, an Urdu travelogue from
the same period lends a more intimate sense of the immigrants’ perceptions of Africa. With its accounts of the African peoples and unfamiliar
flora and fauna of British East Africa, the travelogue suggests the strangeness of Africa for the Indian settlers who moved there in the same period
as Natal’s settlement.26 Written in 1901, the Safarna4ma-ye U"ganda4 wa
Mumba4sa4 (Travelogue on Uganda and Mombasa) began with a survey of
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East Africa’s history which, as in such texts as the hagiography of Pe4dro4
Sha4h published a year earlier in Bombay, sought to present an Islamic
aetiology for the region. Showing the common concerns of travel, historical and hagiographical texts, like the presentation of Natal in the
hagiography of Ghula4m Muhammad discussed below, the Safarna4ma-ye
U"ganda4 wa Mumba4sa4 pictured East Africa before Muslim settlement as
a land of jungles with ‘no government (saltanat), judges (qa4zı),
3 lawyers
27
(muftı)3 or law (qa4nu4n)’. While fully aware of the rise of British power
and administration in East Africa, the author nonetheless emphasized the
much earlier activities of Muslim immigrants in originally civilizing the
‘wild and blood-drinking (wahshı3 aur khu4nkhwa4r)’ African peoples of the
region.28 Yet after stressing the foundational role of pre-colonial Muslim
settlers, the author went on to celebrate the achievements of British law
and order and the affection in which the new rulers were held by all sections of East Africa’s population.29 What is most striking about the travelogue is therefore its vision of the opening up and ‘taming’ of East Africa
as a joint Muslim and British project in which the Indian Muslim settlers
for whom the author was writing played the central teleological role as
the zenith of this long-term Anglo-Muslim project. In view of its intended
readership of would-be Indian Muslim travellers from Bombay, much of
the central portion of the text was devoted to practically minded information on the infrastructure, peoples and economy of Mombasa and
Uganda. Yet the region’s Islamic credentials never slipped from view, with
detailed descriptions of Mombasa’s mosques featuring next to accounts
of its modern bridges, waterfront and newspapers.30 Although this chapter focuses on the case of South Africa, the travelogue’s discussions of the
passage through Bombay of Islam, settlers and even Urdu have bearings
on the history of East Africa in this period.
Just as Indian Muslim settlers in East Africa conceived their new environment through the historical and religious discursive frameworks of
Urdu, in Natal the uprooted labourers also drew on older customary
idioms – of ritual and entertainment no less than language – to help their
home-making in distant Africa. As with the wide market appeal of recognizable custom in Bombay, the use of such customary idioms also helped
create new forms of sociability for early migrants who other than their
conditions of labour often had little in common to identify with. In these
quintessentially modern conditions of deracination and displacement, like
the rural migrant labour force of Bombay itself, the indentured labourers
of Natal found solace in religious productions directed towards their conditions, a process that echoed the emphasis on a long-term and inclusively
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‘Islamic’ (rather than caste- or region-based) community in East Africa
in the Safarna4ma-ye U"ganda4 wa Mumba4sa4. Despite the arrival in Natal
of small numbers of black ‘Zanzibari’ migrants, the Muslim marketplace
that emerged there was of overwhelmingly Indian origin. Indeed, the
Zanzibar Muslims (many of them escaped or manumitted slaves) were
officially classified as ‘Indians’.31 Drawn as the majority of the first generation of Natal Indians were from the rural peasantry, like so many
of the labour migrants to Bombay, their religious culture held much in
common with the Customary Islam of the Tamil and Bengali countryside
from which they originated. As in Bombay, mass rural migration into
a cosmopolitan urban environment helped fuel a religious economy in
Natal with strong cultural ties to the Indian subcontinent. Although few
survive from the first generation, oral folk songs composed originally in
the period of indenture reflect the collision of cultures experienced by
Indians finding themselves a minority in a society of Zulus, Britons and
other immigrants, a society no less cosmopolitan than the Bombay of
Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Sha4h. The quick shedding of the ways of the village that similarly characterized Hyderabadi and Konkani migrant life in Bombay is
echoed in these Natal Indian folk songs:
Tu chal ja4 pagadandı3
. . . Pahire ulta4 sa4rı3
Tu4 cho4r diye kuwala4 ke cha4l.
§
You go out walking down the roads
. . . And wear your sari back-to-front
You’ve abandoned family traditions.32

These anxieties about the exilic loss of custom would in turn create
demand for the religious forms of the homeland, demand which was met
with the arrival from Bombay of Ghula4m Muhammad.

Expanding the Franchise
The family brotherhood firm that Ghulam
4 Muhammad established in
Natal was an export from Bombay’s religious economy into a larger oceanic market. Like the Gujarati entrepreneurs seen in Chapter 2 establishing franchise shrines in Bombay, as a deputy (khalıfa
3 ) in Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 Shah’s
4
firm, Ghulam
4 Muhammad established an African franchise of his master’s
brotherhood. He was helped in this by the ‘accreditations’ that were publicized of his close connection to the master in Bombay, ultimately through
the printing of an Urdu biography of Ghulam
4 Muhammad in Bombay
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for distribution in Natal.33 According to this Bombay-printed Riyaz-e
4 sufı
4 3
(Labours of the Sufi), Ghulam
4 Muhammad was born in 1269/1852 in
Ibrahimpatan, a small ocean port in the Ratnagiri District of the Konkan
coast of the Bombay Presidency.34 From his family archive it is also known
that Ghulam
4 Muhammad claimed to be of Arabian descent, for this was
testified to in a genealogical certificate (shajara) demonstrating his belonging to a long line of Muslim scholars and judges (qazı
4 ).
3 Such Arabian ancestries were commonplace among the Muslims of the Konkan, and the small
ports of the Konkan littoral were able to maintain their centuries-old trading and pilgrimage links with the Arabian peninsula well into the colonial
period. In his move to Bombay, and then Durban, Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s
itinerary echoed that of his master Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 from Hyderabad to Bombay,
with older religious centres providing religious entrepreneurs to the new
urban markets. In placing him as a member of the ashraf (noble) birth-line
among India’s Muslims, Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s ‘Arab’ ethnicity served to
place him on equal terms with the new middle class of Indian Muslim
merchants in Natal, who likewise considered themselves as Arab traders with roots in Arabia and branches all round the ocean, not only in
India.35 Their investment followed. Just as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 was a Hyderabadi
notable preaching to the mill hand, Ghulam
4 Muhammad was a sharıf3
Indian ‘Arab’ preaching to the indentured labourer. In Natal Ghulam
4
Muhammad addressed himself mainly to fellow Konkani Muslims, on the
one hand, and Muslim indentured labourers, on the other. Although more
of Natal’s indentured Muslims were from Tamil-speaking regions of India
than Hyderabad, they were known in Natal as Hydrabadee.36 Among the
Konkanis and ‘Hyderabadis’, even in South Africa Ghulam
4 Muhammad
worked among a remarkably similar group of religious consumers to
those whose loyalties his master had cultivated among Hyderabadi and
Konkani migrants to Bombay.
Ghula4m Muhammad’s own relocation from his home town to Bombay
in the early 1890s reflected this larger migration of Konkani Muslims to
the urban labour markets. Like Ghula4m Muhammad’s own subsequent
sea journeys, the occupations of many migrants in the Bombay docks
and shipping lines represented a pattern of continuity with pre-modern
Konkani Muslim life: the sea was as familiar to the Konkani working
man as it was to the new missionaries who emerged from their community. In its connections to overseas travel, Ghula4m Muhammad’s career
bore certain echoes of that of his fellow Konkani Muslim Sarda4r ‘Abd alHaqq (1853–96), who similarly left the Konkan as a young man, before
entering the Hyderabad civil service and later travelling to London as
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the Agent of the Hyderabad State Railways. In the years before Ghula4m
Muhammad’s death in 1329/1911, many other Konkani Muslims followed the new itineraries of empire by migrating to Natal as well as to
the Transvaal and the Cape Colony.37 In line with these larger movements
of Konkani Muslims, a few years after he became Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 disciple in
1895, Ghula4m Muhammad left Bombay aboard the steamship Hoosen
to distribute allegiance to his master’s firm among the new Indian markets in Natal. However, Ghula4m Muhammad’s own journey reflected
less the sea-crossings of the indentured than the travels of the ‘Passenger
Indians’ who had been setting up Muslim business in Durban as a result
of the spread of cheap screw-propelled ocean-liner travel in the 1880s.
The steamships on which he sailed on his several subsequent journeys
between India and Natal – the Umzinto XI and Hoosen – were those
used by Indian merchants of the ‘Passenger’ class. Announcements and
recommendations for these ships featured in the advertising section of the
Durban Indian Opinion newspaper founded by Gandhi and supported
by a merchant readership, part of an industrial infrastructure of travel of
which Ghula4m Muhammad was able to take advantage.
According to Riya4z-e su4fı,3 Ghula4m Muhammad was specifically
instructed to go to South Africa by Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 in order to spread ‘the light
of Islam and encourage people to keep the commands of God and the
Prophet’.38 While such hagiographical allocations of motive should be
read with caution, this sense of deliberate purpose rings true in a period
characterized by increased competition, production and distribution by
Bombay’s religious firms. By 1909, when the Certificate of Domicile with
which Ghula4m Muhammad was eventually issued recorded his profession
as ‘priest’,39 he was by no means the only professional Muslim ‘priest’
working or seeking work in Natal, and his success overshadowed the failures of many other Muslim entrepreneurs eager to establish themselves
in Durban. Colonial law did occasionally intervene in the religious market and, as in the case of A"gha4 Kha4n I in Bombay, this could work to the
advantage of particular Muslim players. In Ghula4m Muhammad’s case,
this was seen in the way in which immigration regulations limited the
‘supply’ or migration of Muslim entrepreneurs to the Natal marketplace.
An article in Durban’s Indian Opinion from 1911, for example, described
how ‘a Moulvi or Mahomedan priest’ was denied permission to land in
Durban, despite having the money to pay the required deposit of £10 on
arrival.40 In response to local Muslim criticism of this refusal, the immigration officer claimed that there were already five such ‘Mahomedan
priests’ staying in Durban under the visiting pass scheme alone. If by
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figure 17. An official entry to the marketplace: Ghula4m Muhammad’s immigration papers
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no means a monopoly, such an oligopoly was good enough for Ghula4m
Muhammad. Even so, entry to Durban was not in itself an assurance of
success there, and although Ghula4m Muhammad was allowed to land on
his first journey of 1895, his attempts to gain a following and investors
were unsuccessful on this initial expedition. He was to return to India
several times over the next fifteen years, in classic migrant strategy persuading other male members of his extended family to join his firm and
support his overseas venture.41
Although over time Ghulam
4 Muhammad would prove to be the most
influential religious entrepreneur among Natal’s Muslims, he was by no
means the earliest figure to found Muslim religious firms in the colony.
While no information survives on the religious practices of the first Muslim
indentured migrants in the 1860s and 1870s, it seems likely that prayers
were offered in sugar-cane fields and dormitories before the foundation of
Natal’s first mosques. It was not until some twenty years after the arrival
of the first indentured Indian Muslims that the earliest formal site of
Muslim worship emerged with the establishment of the Friday mosque
in Durban’s Grey Street in 1881. This was six years after the founding of
the earliest recorded Hindu temple in Durban, located in the Magazine
Barracks in Durban’s dockyards.42 The mosque came about when a small
brick building on Grey Street was purchased in 1880 by the Memon
merchant and subsequent employer of Gandhi, Abu4 Bakr Amod Jhavery
(d. 1304/1887) for the sum of £115 for use as a mosque.43 The establishment of the Grey Street Mosque occurred in the same decade in which
formal mosque construction began in Cape Town with the relaxation of
building restrictions for the Cape’s non-Christian communities. The activities of the immigrant Muslim and Hindu missionaries can be seen as a
response to the liberalization of South Africa’s religious marketplace that
occurred in the 1880s and 1890s. Although the initial plot purchased on
Durban’s Grey Street for the mosque was a small one – measuring only six
by four metres – it lay at the heart of the commercial district in which the
new Indian trading class was establishing itself, and just a few minutes’
walk away from Abu4 Bakr Amod’s own shop. As a result of the donations of other merchants, in 1884 the original mosque was demolished
and rebuilt, before being twice extended again in 1903 and 1905.44 As
such, the founding of the Grey Street Mosque was a direct result of the
arrival in Durban of the Indian Muslim ‘Passenger’ merchant investors.
Nonetheless, the first decades of the mosque’s history saw its antechambers echoing with disputes as rival Muslim groups sought to establish their
control of a place of worship founded by Indian members of the same
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Memon merchant community seen in Chapter 1 building mosques and
schools in Bombay.45 By the 1890s the mosque was riddled with disputes
between those maintaining the Memons’ Customary Islamic affiliation and
donation to saintly shrines (particularly of ‘Abd al-Qadir
4 in Baghdad) and
Reformists who exported from India the critique that such customs were
nothing more than a wasteful borrowing from Hindus.46 As in Bombay,
the many Muslim groups brought together in Durban generated religious
competition as older local socio-religious hierarchies clashed in the cosmopolitan arena of the port city. This was seen in the struggle to control the
Grey Street Mosque, which saw the reproduction of a religious economy
that had already formed in Bombay as different parties competed in the
promotion of an increasingly diverse array of religious productions.
Ghula4m Muhammad represented the next stage in this process. In
April 1896, a few months after his arrival in Durban, he bought a plot of
land at Umgeni, part of the Riverside area on the northern outskirts of the
city. There, just near the ocean, he built the first mosque, khanaqah and
madrasa of the many that he and his followers would found in the next
three decades. The area that he chose to settle closely followed the trajectory of earlier Indian immigration, for over the previous two decades
the region around the River Umgeni to the north of Durban had been
extensively settled by former indentured labourers.47 By the mid-1890s
the smallholders’ success began to attract other Indians to the region,
and the social profile of the Riverside area began to change, seeing the
establishment of Indian workshops and trading outlets in addition to the
farmsteads.48 By the time of Ghula4m Muhammad’s arrival in 1895 much
of the logistical and legal apparatus for his venture was therefore already
in place through the enterprise of the pioneer indentured labourers and
merchants. In this respect, the legal means by which Ghula4m Muhammad
founded his complex at Umgeni are particularly revealing. Although in a
transoceanic relocating of the shrine legends of the Bombay Presidency
described in Chapter 2, the account given in Riya4z-e su4fı3 of Ghula4m
Muhammad’s arrival and foundation of a mosque at Umgeni depicted
him stamping out Hindu idol worship and ousting a fearsome monster,
the picture that emerges from more bureaucratic documentation is quite
different.49 The Deed of Sale that acting as a lawyer Gandhi oversaw
for Ghula4m Muhammad’s initial land purchase at Riverside records the
agreed price for the land as £185.50 Despite the public image of custom
with which Ghula4m Muhammad’s firm surrounded itself, each of his outposts was founded on the commercial bedrock of colonial property law.
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After the initial land purchase, he subsequently employed the English
lawyers J. P. Calder & Calder Conveyancers to establish the legal mechanisms by which the foundation and management of his mosques, shrines
and madrasas could be achieved through the Common Law of Trusts.51
Here his strategy reflected that of the Me4mon founders of the Grey Street
Mosque a decade earlier, who in 1891 established the Natal Porbander
Trust to ensure that control of the mosque and its associated properties remained in the religious firm of a small number of Me4mon families.52 The fact that this trust was a copy of the earlier Porbander Trust
founded in 1884 in the eponymous port in the Bombay Presidency shows
how Muslim religious firms in South Africa were founded through an
extension of legal and organizational mechanisms previously developed
in greater Bombay. The centrality of kinship to these institutional religious productions also points to the way in which the religious as much
as the commercial economy operated on the family business model, with
Ghula4m Muhammad in Durban no less than A"gha4 Kha4n in Bombay. In
the legal paperwork that established his firm in South Africa, Ghula4m
Muhammad thus inserted legal clauses to ensure that ultimate control
over these institutions should remain with his family, who by the same
token to warrant their trusteeship had to work in the service of Islam.
Like the European missionaries with whom he competed, Ghula4m
Muhammad used these institutions to supply basic amenities as much
as metaphysics to his labouring clientele. As well as a medical dispensary
and madrasa lessons for poor Muslim children, he founded an orphanage for the children of the many labourers whose lives were cut short
through overwork. Charitable donations were collected for medicines
which were made up in a dispensary at the Umgeni complex and for
the proper burial of poor Muslims in the cemetery he also founded.53
Echoing the dockyard following of his master in Bombay, a number of
lascars and other Muslim sailors were also buried there over the years;
among them was Shaykh Bilal Hasan (d. 1336/1918), the ship steward
of HMS Trent. Another means of helping the labourers was the refuge
nicknamed the mawlı3 kha4na (‘house of the good-for-nothing’). It was
intended as a shelter for the homeless mawlıs,
3 effectively meaning ga4nja4
(cannabis) smokers, though toddy drinkers were probably also admitted.
The scale of ga4nja4 use among the indentured found an echo in mournful Durban folksongs in Bhojpuri dialect of a type known as ‘Riverside
songs’ due to their association with performers in the area where Ghula4m
Muhammad and his formerly indentured neighbours dwelt.
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Ga4nja4 pı3 ke sa4iya4 a4we4
Jhaghara4 maccha4we4la4
Jab ham kucchu4 bo4le4
§
My husband comes home high on ga4nja4
And raises havoc.
Should I say something?54

Ghula4m Muhammad also established a madrasa for the distribution of
the intercessionary theology of his master, Habıb
3 ‘Alı.3 Competition was
present here too in Natal’s diversifying religious economy, and Ghula4m
Muhammad was by no means the sole Indian Muslim involved in the
establishment of such schools. In other Indian settlements, members of
the merchant class were investing in schools and mosques and appointing their own mawlwı3 religious instructors, just as they had previously
founded the Grey Street Mosque in Durban in 1881. In 1912 the Muslim
merchants of the inland Natal trading station of Nottingham Road took
it upon themselves to establish a madrasa behind ‘Shop No. 1’ to educate their children, bringing a certain Munshı3 Jama4l al-Qa4dirı3 from India
to act as teacher.55 However, Ghula4m Muhammad’s madrasas formed
a self-conscious Counter Reform to both these local rituals and to the
Anglo-Hindustani Schools promoted in Bombay by his fellow Konkani
and Reformist namesake, Ghula4m Muhammad Munshı.3 56 More importantly, his activities reflected a larger pattern of distribution by Sufi brotherhood firms around the Indian Ocean that was as important to Africa
as to India. The same years thus saw Ghula4m Muhammad’s Egyptian
contemporary Muhammad al-Dandara4wı3 (d. 1328/1910), the heir of the
Moroccan Sufi Ahmad ibn Idrıs3 (d. 1253/1837), enter the Indian Ocean
via the Suez Canal to expand into Somalia.57 In both eastern and southern Africa, Customary Islamic firms responded effectively to the social
changes of the Indian Ocean in the age of expanding capitalism.58
Between 1904 and 1905 Ghula4m Muhammad expanded his franchise
by founding several more mosques and madrasas in other districts of
Durban. His second outpost, at Westville (around ten miles west of central
Durban), reflected the character of his first. Like Umgeni, when Ghula4m
Muhammad arrived Westville was an agricultural settlement on Durban’s
periphery that was just being connected to the urban economy. Westville’s
early settlers were Germans involved in the cotton trade, but by the time
Ghula4m Muhammad established himself there the area was also becoming the home to wealtheir Indian market gardeners who had served out
their indenture.59 The mosque established at Springfield two years later
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in 1906 was similarly located among a community of former indentured labourers, a class of self-bettering religious consumers with a little
more cash at their disposal than in their days of indenture.60 By 1910
Ghula4m Muhammad had founded branches of his original Umgeni complex in Cape Town, Tongaat, Springfield, Ladysmith, Pietermaritzburg
and Kenville, all under the leadership of his sons or kinsmen.61 In these
towns Ghula4m Muhammad was again no first-generation pioneer, and
as in Durban he also followed the movement of Indian merchants. Most
of the Indian migrants moving to the new towns of the Natal interior or
the Transvaal were small-time traders who were following the expansion
of the mining industry and the railway in South Africa to set up shop.62
Although Indians began to arrive in Pietermaritzburg in the Midlands
of Natal as early as 1863, Indian Muslims did not start to settle there
until around 1890.63 Ghula4m Muhammad established his mosque in
Pietermaritzburg two decades later, in 1909, by which time the Indian
population had reached almost seven thousand.64 The mosques and
madrasas he founded in the uplands of Natal – at Springfield, Ladysmith
and Kenville – were similarly connected to the secondary migration of
Indian traders. In the Transvaal, for example, as early as 1870 a marquee tent had been erected to serve as a mosque among the other miners’ shanties in Johannesburg, with a proper mosque built on the site
in 1888, which again preceded Ghula4m Muhammad’s expansion to the
area by several decades.65 The mosque Ghula4m Muhammad founded in
Cape Town in 1903 reflected this pattern, being set up in the wake of
the migration to the Cape of Muslim merchants from his home Indian
region of the Konkan; his brother-in-law, ‘Abd al-Latıf3 (d. 1334/1916),
was appointed as its head.66 Here was an Indian reflection of the kinbased strategies of Chinese migrants in the east Indian Ocean.67 Through
his family brotherhood firm in the economy of enchantment, Ghula4m
Muhammad repeated on a smaller scale what the family of the A"gha4
Kha4n had accomplished in Bombay a few decades earlier.
Ghulam
4 Muhammad was not always successful, and his most ambitious venture was a failure. Having established himself so effectively in the
South African marketplace, he attempted to connect his outposts in Africa
with a madrasa he hoped to establish in his home town in the Konkan
region of the Bombay Presidency, so cementing the connections he had
made between the Durban and Bombay markets. The plan took shape
some time after the death of his master Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 in 1906, when Ghulam
4
Muhammad travelled back from Durban to pay a visit to his master’s tomb
4
in Hyderabad.68 Instead of travelling directly back to Durban, Ghulam
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Muhammad returned to the port of Kalyan in the Konkan. According to
the biographical Riyaz-e
4 sufı
4 ,3 he bought a plot of land there which he established as a waqf endowment for the foundation of a mosque and madrasa
from which to spread Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 teachings.69 According to the Census of
India of 1901, a few years before Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s visit the population of Kalyan stood at nearly 11,000, among whom was a large Muslim
community chiefly involved in the rice-husking industry and so in similarly
agricultural activities to the indentured Muslims of Natal.70 The madrasa
at Kalyan was envisaged as a partner to those he had already established
in Natal, intended to facilitate the exchange of students between India
and Natal in the pursuit of a theology emphasizing intercession and custom. Once again, other Bombay entrepreneurs were already active in the
area, and around the same time, having already founded a large madrasa
on New Kazi Street in Bombay, the Konkani notable Muhammad Hasan
Muqba opened a madrasa for girls in his own neighbouring hometown of
Ratnagiri.71 But shortly before Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s madrasa was completed, news came by telegraph from South Africa that the father of his
deputy and brother-in-law ‘Abd al-Latıf3 had died, and as a result he had
to return to Natal. The momentum was lost, and Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s
plan to tie Natal into a formal pedagogic network spanning both sides of
the ocean was to remain incomplete.72
Amid his failures and successes, Ghula4m Muhammad was clearly
not the sole supplier of Islam to the Natal Muslims, and his Customary
Islam was not the only Islam on offer in its marketplace. The Reformist
Anjuman-e Isha4‘at al-Isla4m (Society for the propagation of Islam) was
also active among Natal’s indentured Muslims and, in the person of
Dın
3 Faqır3 Yu4suf, Ghula4m Muhammad faced an especially well-qualified competitor. Born in Durban to indentured parents in 1879, Faqır3
Yu4suf was a founder member of the Natal wing of the Anjuman-e Isha4‘at
al-Isla4m that Chapter 1 described as active in Bombay at the same time.
In 1899 Faqır3 Yu4suf managed to find colonial investment for his mission by being employed as an interpreter in Durban’s prison and later
law court.73 This connection to the colonial state served him well, and
when the disputes for control of the city’s central mosque in Grey Street
resulted in outside intervention he was nominated by the solicitors Doull
& Stuart as the mosque’s trustee. Many of Durban’s former indentured
and otherwise working-class ‘Hydrabadee’ Muslims saw such appointments as a threat to their own customary religious practices, ‘because
the control of mosques meant the power to impose traditions, beliefs
and practices as hegemonic’.74 If Faqır3 Yu4suf’s entry to the prison and
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mosque shows how the modern apparatus of the state at times intervened in the religious economy on behalf of Reformists, the following
section shows how Ghula4m Muhammad responded by creating alternative institutions appealing to the market demand for enchantment.

A Geography of African Enchantment
Among such competitors as Faqır3 Yusuf,
4
Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s ties to a
Customary Islam of saints and shrines lent him potential advantages in
a religious market of indentured rural migrants, the same class of people whose migration to Bombay had stimulated the development of the
shrine firms discussed in Chapter 2. Responding to this demand, in what
was ultimately his most successful venture Ghulam
4 Muhammad and his
family established parallel shrine franchises in Durban by first constructing a shrine and then teaching the rituals to accompany them. Given that
even more than Bombay, Durban lacked an existing sacred geography
bequeathed by an earlier Muslim presence, it was in this that Ghulam
4
Muhammad showed his greatest entrepreneurial flair – first by identifying
a recently deceased labourer as an unnoticed saint, and second by promoting in Durban the Muharram carnivals that were so important a feature
of Bombay labour culture. According to the rumours preserved by his
followers, on his arrival in Durban Ghulam
4 Muhammad realized through
a dream that an obscure indentured labourer called Shaykh Ahmad was
one of the hidden ‘friends of God’ (awliya4 allah
4 ). Whether he also knew
of the dead labourer from conversations with other Durban Indians, who
remembered Shaykh Ahmad as a wandering beggar in the Grey Street
market, remains uncertain.75 Shaykh Ahmad had died only a year earlier in 1312/1894, allowing Ghulam
4 Muhammad to locate his pauper’s
grave and build a simple platform to mark the spot, and subsequently construct a wood-and-iron shelter above the grave that within eight years of
Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s own death was replaced in 1919 by a domed mausoleum in the style of the shrines of India.76 A well-chosen spot it was, for
the platform and subsequent mausoleum that Ghulam
4 Muhammad established over Shaykh Ahmad’s grave was not only a few minutes walk from
the city’s central mosque on Grey Street, in which he was never able to
gain a foothold, but also right behind Durban’s main market. As with the
shrine to ‘Abd al-Rahman
4 we earlier saw established in Bombay’s bazaar
a few years later, in terms of attracting a following this was prime cultic
property. Gathering income from the pious donations of the marketmen,
the original rough shelter that he constructed was eventually replaced by
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an arched and domed reproduction of the saintly shrines of India. Like
the insignia of all successful franchises, the deliberate modelling of the
shrine enabled it to buy into an easily recognizable ‘brand’ with immediate
appeal to the Indians of the nearby market. The appearance of the shrine
echoed in Muslim form the wider architectural traffic between Durban
and Bombay seen in the commonalities in the official built environment of
colonial offices and public buildings in the two ports.77
Who Shaykh Ahmad actually was is obscure in the early sources from
Ghula4m Muhammad’s circle. He appears as a mysterious and somewhat
marginal figure in the earliest Urdu source, Riya4z-e su4fı,3 where he is only
mentioned in the familiar hagiographical role of predicting Ghula4m
Muhammad’s arrival in Durban.78 According to the oral tradition transmitted by Ghula4m Muhammad’s followers, Shaykh Ahmad had sailed
from Madras as part of the earliest shipment of labourers and arrived in
Durban on the Truro in November 1860 to work in the sugar-cane fields
at Tongaat.79 In line with the customary ‘ancestor saints’ found all round
the Indian Ocean, the story emphasized Shaykh Ahmad’s role as a community founder or settler-saint among the earliest Muslim migrants to
Natal.80 However, the passenger manifest or Ship List for the Truro does
not contain the name of any indentured passenger by the name of Shaykh
Ahmad.81 There is listed the name of a sixteen-year-old female passenger ‘Ameena Bee’ (Amına
3 Bı),
3 who registered a ‘Sheik Ahmed’ as her
father.82 Given that several generations of the same family often moved
into indenture together and listed related labourers in Natal as their
next of kin, this suggests some measure of fact in the rumoured account.
This seems to be supported by documentation of an indentured Indian
Muslim from Masulipatam listed as ‘Sheik Ahmed’ who disembarked in
Durban a month later in December 1860 from the Lord George Bentinc.
Although this was not the Truro, the Lord George Bentinc was one of
the first generation of indentured ships and arrived only slightly later
than the emblematic ‘first Indian ship’, the Truro.83 At this time ‘Sheik
Ahmed’ was twenty-four years of age, which means that by the time of
the death in Durban of the former labourer of the same name in 1895 he
would have been around fifty-nine years old. While its historicity cannot
be established with certainty, the story of a former indentured labourer
spending his last years wandering and begging around the market and
mosque on Grey Street reflects what is known about the poorest Natal
Indians in the late nineteenth century, a state of affairs to which the
colonial government responded by passing a Vagrant Law to limit the
movements of this drifter underclass. Although over the fifty-one-year
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period in which the indenture programme was in operation, seven other
labourers by the name of ‘Sheik Ahmed’ appear among the thousands of
other indentured Indians in the Ship Lists, the labourer aboard the Lord
George Bentinc fits most closely with the dates described in the story
of Shaykh Ahmad, the labourer who became a hobo and who upon his
death was recognized as a saint. Apart from recording the height of this
‘Sheik Ahmed’ as five foot nine (relatively tall by the standards of his
shipmates), the name of his father (simply ‘Abdool’), and his registered
home of the port of Masulipatam on the eastern coast of India, nothing
is recorded of him in the Ships List data by way of distinguishing marks
(such as the facial pox marks recorded for so many of the indentured) or
the employer to whom he was contracted. There is a certain poignancy in
the biographical obscurity of the working man buried beneath the dome
in the Brook Street cemetery, a monument of the unknown labourer.
Whether or not the man buried in the grave in actuality was this ‘Sheik
Ahmed’ who sailed on the Lord George Bentinc, Ghula4m Muhammad’s
efforts ensured that the grave was quickly transformed into a place of
pilgrimage. Miracle stories were spread about the dead man’s powers
and the cult that Ghula4m Muhammad established there reproduced the
rituals of saint veneration and financial gift-giving that were so central
to the teachings of his master in Bombay. For now that he was custodian
of a shrine, Ghula4m Muhammad could promote the festival of the death
anniversary (‘urs) that his master had written about in such detail. As in
Bombay, a key part of the ‘urs festival was the musical concert that held
great attraction for the urban masses. Here, Ghula4m Muhammad reflected
the strategies of that other Indian Sufi entrepreneur, ‘Ina4yat Kha4n, whose
own travels also began in Bombay. Sailing to New York and eventually
California in the early 1900s, ‘Ina4yat Kha4n made the same use of custom
as Ghula4m Muhammad in Natal, drawing followers through the attraction of the Sufi musical performance.84 While Reformists shunned the
religious use of music, by promoting customary musical rituals (mahfil-e
sama4‘) their competitors held a considerable advantage.
Ghula4m Muhammad next constructed another mausoleum in
Durban – apparently intended for Habıb
3 ‘Alı,3 but destined, in the event,
for himself. By the time of his death in 1911 Ghula4m Muhammad’s following was extensive, and his obituary in the Natal Mercury on 1 July
1911 described large numbers of merchants as well as labourers among
the hundreds at his funeral.85 After his death, his family promoted his
own ‘urs festival at the mausoleum he had himself built, enabling even in
death the continuity of the family firm. Here for the Muslim worker was
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a kind of licit entertainment on the ‘holy day’ of the ‘urs. Like the boxingrings of British labour groups, the ‘urs fairs contained a rough appeal to
their audience, with photographs from the 1912 ‘urs initiated at Ghula4m
Muhammad’s own shrine showing black ‘Zanzibari’ Muslims performing the self-mutilating sword-and-skewer displays known as ratiep.86
It was in response to the instigation of Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s ‘urs that
the biography Riyaz-e
4 sufı
4 3 was printed in Bombay in 1331/1913, containing a long appendix of Urdu litanies that allowed it to serve as a prayer
book for the congregation around his tomb. After the biographical section,
the second half of Riyaz-e
4 sufı
4 3 consisted of Urdu na‘at and munaqib
4 , prayer
songs addressed to the Prophet and to Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 and Ghulam
4 Muhammad
as his intercessionary heirs.87 Riyaz-e
4
sufı
4 3 also supplied a whole repertoire of hymns to accompany the ceremonies of the procession (jalu
4 s4 ), the
rubbing of sandalwood into the tomb (sandalmalı
4 )3 and the laying of the
‘flower blanket’ (phulu
4 n
4 kı3 chadar
4 ).88 Each of the ritual stages in the festival’s symbolic creation of a marriage bed for the saint and his divine bride
(‘arus4 ) was directed to the fealty to the shaykhs that tied Durban Indians to
Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s family firm and prompted their donations. Here in
simple songs printed for Durban Muslims in Bombay was a liturgical echo
of the theological principles of intercession that featured in the writings of
Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s teacher in Bombay. In this way hagiographical narrative ritual song, labour migration and Bombay’s lithographic print industry were all partners in the success of Ghulam
4 Muhammad’s firm.
Along with the ‘urs of Shaykh Ahmad, during his lifetime Ghulam
4
Muhammad had also promoted other aspects of Customary Islam that
were familiar to the Konkani and Tamil Indian consumers in Natal’s religious marketplace, particularly the celebration of Muharram, replete with
processions from his Umgeni complex bearing the customary decorated
standard (‘alam) and coffin (ta‘ziya) of the martyred Husayn.89 His promotion of Muharram occurred in competition with the city’s Hindu kavadı 3
processions, which he was concerned that the city’s Muslims were joining.90
As with the ‘urs, Ghulam
4 Muhammad was thus able to draw on the new
urban needs for distraction and entertainment with the aim of channelling
boredom into binding discipleship. The style of Muharram procession that
Ghulam
4 Muhammad promoted closely reflected those of Bombay, with the
glittering symbolic coffin carried for hours until its final deposition in the
Umgeni River. With their African drummers and sword-swallowing faqır3 s,
the processions were an echo of the customary processions of the AfroIndian nawwabs
4 of Janjira to the ‘urs of Makhdum
4 ‘Alı3 in Bombay, where
the nawwab
4 and his African-descended retainers marched behind bands
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figure 18. Advertisement for Durban ‘urs festival in Urdu and Tamil (1912)
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of tumblers, drummers and chest-slashers.91 For all the lessons Ghulam
4
Muhammad had learned from his master Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 about the importance
of proper decorum (adab) on such occasions, in a district of Durban that
was still heavily populated by Indian agricultural workers the processions
frequently ended in raucous shambles. But where the shaykh’s control
failed, the state waded in, and the Durban constabulary served to bolster
his moral orchestrations. The pattern was again reflected in Bombay, and
in 1913 Bombay’s Muharram processions were effectively prohibited by
the Police Commissioner S. M. Edwardes, a regulation enforced by armed
soldiers, who finished up shooting illegal celebrants.92

An Afterlife in Print
When Ghula4m Muhammad died, his family in Durban sponsored the
printing in Bombay of his hagiography, Riya4z-e su4fı,3 a production of the
Bombay marketplace that would consolidate his family firm’s stake in
the smaller and connected religious economy of Natal. Building on the
enchanted print industry seen in Chapter 3, here was a transoceanic hagiography produced for an overseas market. Printed in Bombay in 1913,
for all its enchanted characteristics, Riya4z-e su4fı3 was still a product of a
competitive religious economy. Amid the printing of many such hagiographical chap-books, the tales of Ghula4m Muhammad were but one
voice in a clamour of tales carried into the port of Bombay by the hustlebustle of travellers. In this market of stories, Riya4z-e su4fı3 would need
more than the flourishes of miraculous convention to promote Ghula4m
Muhammad’s fame. So the character of the stories in the text was adapted
in response to these competitive demands, spicing older Indian narratives
with the newer flavours of Africa to appeal to the new Indian consumers of Durban. While continuing to rely on the familiar appeal of certain
customary tropes, its account of Ghula4m Muhammad’s arrival in Africa
echoed the more plural religious economy that had spread through the
Indian Ocean during his lifetime.
After the model of the Christian missionaries and their Reformist
Muslim acolytes, in Riya4z-e su4fı3 Ghula4m Muhammad’s purpose in coming to South Africa was explicitly presented as ‘establishing the light
of Islam and stamping out disbelief (kufr)’. Magnifying his role in the
moral no less than the miraculous economy, before Ghula4m Muhammad
arrived, the text claimed, Natal’s Muslims were effectively ‘unacquainted’
(na4-a4shna4) with the basic rules of Islam.93 If the resemblance to the rhetoric of European missions to Africa is striking, given the competitive
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marketplace that Ghula4m Muhammad entered in Natal this is not surprising. However, the most effective way in which Riya4z-e su4fı3 competed
in this market was through the section it devoted to the miracles Ghula4m
Muhammad performed in Natal. While the text boldly claimed that he
performed literally thousands of miracles, the author demurred that there
was only space to recount a few of the most special ones. The first of these
reflected the maritime miracles seen in Chapter 3 being reinvigorated in
this period of increasing ocean travel through the printing in Bombay
of miraculous chap-books. According to Riya4z-e su4fı,3 a few days out of
port from Bombay to Durban, cholera (hayza) broke out on board ship.
Terrified at what at the height of the global cholera epidemic of the 1890s
was a dreaded prospect, the passengers turned to Ghula4m Muhammad
for ‘refuge’ (iltija4). Resorting to a technique that was central to the service
repertoire of custom, Ghula4m Muhammad asked to be brought some
water and, reciting from the Quran, blew on it before then passing the
‘breathed water’ around the passengers to drink. Consequently, each of
them remained immune to the disease for the duration of the journey.94
Here was not only a customary miracle on the decks of the steamship, but
an effective printed endorsement of the kinds of miraculous services still
available at the holy man’s shrine in Durban. While miracles of this kind
were familiar enough in a period of expanding Indian migration to Natal,
the locus of the tale in a book that was itself shipped there from Bombay
was fitting, for this was a journey that was approached with much apprehension. Echoing the anxieties of train travel among the stories printed
about Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 in Bombay, among the text’s readers in Natal the story
would have stirred vivid memories of their own sea crossing. Similar miracles were associated with Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 himself. In one of these tales, Habıb
3
‘Alı3 is said to have issued a warning to a merchant not to set sail, but the
advice was ignored, and when, as Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 had foreseen, the ship sank,
the saint was forced to supernaturally rescue him from the waves. Back
on dry land, at the moment of rescue Habıb
3 ‘Alı’s
3 sleeve was seen drip95
ping with seawater. As a book printed for an overseas market, Riya4z-e
su4fı3 represented the reproduction and export of such stories from the
religious market of Bombay to its smaller sibling in Durban.
Another miracle recorded in Riya4z-e su4fı3 more vividly relocated the
Indian imagery of religious competition to its new overseas setting.
The story recounted how when Ghula4m Muhammad arrived in Natal,
he chose to settle in a neighbourhood near to the harbour (a strategy that reflected that of Habıb
3 ‘Alı3 locating himself in the Mazagaon
96
However,
a
Hindu
temple had already been built there
dockyards).
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by earlier settlers, and opposite the temple was a rock beneath which
lived a fearful izhdiha4. Since in Urdu the term izhdiha4 can refer to both
a python and a dragon, it is unclear which meaning was intended, and it
seems a certain ambiguity was deliberate in order to summon the dangerous exoticism of the new African environment.97 A decade earlier, the
Urdu travelogue Safarna4ma-ye U"ganda4 wa Mumba4sa4 had already ended
its account of East Africa with a detailed and exoticizing description
of such strange creatures as the giraffe (jıra
3 4f), zebra (zıbra
3 4), rhinoceros
(gında
3
4 or gorg-shır3 , literally ‘wolf-lion’) and ostrich (shutar-murgh, literally ‘camel-bird’).98 As to the izhdiha4 itself, an illustration printed around
this time in the Bombay Urdu lithographic edition of the travels and
adventures of Ha4tim Ta4’ı3 gives a visual sense of the appearance of such
a creature in the popular imagination. Whatever the precise zootomy of
the beast that Ghula4m Muhammad confronted, by the time he arrived
in Durban the Hindu worshippers in the temple were so petrified that
they were unable to leave for their homes. Seeing him arrive, the Hindus’
priest ran up to him and with clasped hands described the izhdiha4 and
the worshippers’ predicament, begging the Muslim holy man for help.
Feeling pity, Ghula4m Muhammad walked over to the izhdiha4’s cave and
shouted: ‘Bha4’ı ,3 brother, you will have to leave here now, because the
bearer of Gharıb
3 Nawa4z’s flag has come!’ On hearing this invocation of
the great Muslim saint of Ajmer in India, the creature quit its lair, headed
straight to the sea, and disappeared in the waves. Naturally, everyone was
amazed and, having witnessed what was clearly a great miracle (i‘ja4z),
the priest made all of the property and buildings of the temple over to
Ghula4m Muhammad and left. The story ended by explaining that it was
on this land that Ghula4m Muhammad founded his first mosque, and
nearby the madrasa and shrine in which he was later buried. Written in
Bombay at a time when the A"rya4 Sama4j was expanding from Bombay
into Natal to win the support of ‘lapsed’ Hindus and Muslims, Riya4z-e
su4fı3 presented as a supernatural envisioning of the communal market
rivalries seen in the miraculous role of Pe4dro4 Sha4h in the collapse of the
Hindu-owned bar in the Sita Ram Building in Chapter 2. Amid the rising
price of property, the competition for community space and the entrepreneurial requirement to set up shop in these twin cities on either side of the
ocean, the forces of the competitive economy found expression in tales of
miraculous land-grabbing, expulsion and defeat. Natal’s Indians would
no longer go to the temple firm whose gods had failed to save them from
the monster, but turn as they had in the story to the superior services of
Ghula4m Muhammad, who had in any case acquired the very property of
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figure 19. Enter the dragon: Bombay-printed lithographic drawing of an
izhdiha (1908)
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their temple.99 In its reproduction of older tropes, the story exported the
old stories of Muslim saints conquering idolatrous and demonic spaces
that we earlier saw imported to the Bombay marketplace from older
shrine towns of the hinterland. Just as Ha4jjı3 Malang conquered the monstrous glowing-headed goddess from the property that would become
his own shrine in Ghula4m Muhammad’s home town of Kalyan, so in
Durban did Ghula4m Muhammad expel the dragon from the place where
he would be buried in turn. Not only the saintly architecture of Bombay,
but also its narrative and imaginative trappings were being reproduced
by Bombay’s religious firms for export to South Africa.

Conclusions

Writing in Bombay around 1890, the colonial administrator James
Douglas recounted tales of former times, when, far from hearth and home,
spirits of the Anglo-Saxon dead warned friends and family of impending
danger or rescue in supernatural ways that were strongly reminiscent of
Muslim seaborne miracle stories heard in previous chapters.1 All such
stories, and the anxieties that fed them, were products of circumstances
that fed religious demand. But near the century’s end Douglas was convinced that Bombay could no longer harbour such fantasies:
The utility of these ghostly exhibitions has been altogether superseded
by the introduction of the electric telegraph. Fed and nourished by the
nervous excitement about friends in far-off countries, from whom they
were separated by stormy oceans and arid deserts, the devotees of this
religion – for it was a religion – gave up their belief as soon as it was
found possible to communicate with individuals instantaneously on the
other side of the world. The truth is, the electric telegraph has flashed
this class of spirits out of existence.2

Like other Victorian champions of scientific progress and the rational
utility of technology, Douglas saw in the industrializing city around him
an arena of disenchantment, an urban workshop for the dismembering
of old religions and customs. Such attitudes have weathered surprisingly
well: Thompsonian Methodism and the occasional study of plebeian
Liverpudlian séances aside, the nineteenth-century city continues to be
policed by the historiographical heirs of Bentham and Weber. But far from
flushing out the old ways into the tide of history, the previous chapters
have shown how with its printers, factories and steamships the industrial
235
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age instead placed more religious ‘consumers’ into situations on the high
seas or in the threatening metropolis which fuelled demand for the old
saints and miracles no less than its technologies supplied entrepreneurs
with new means to reproduce and distribute these enchanted products
and services. For many of its Muslims, especially among the labouring
classes, Bombay’s industrialization was inseparable from the enchantment of its mills, stations and dockyards by the providers of religious services that ranged from supernatural medicines to social support networks
and licit entertainments. If Bombay Islam is a Muslim story, it is part of
a larger one of an industrialization that in its many locations fuelled new
forms of religious productivity. By the side of James Douglas we might sit
his American contemporary Mark Twain, who in two essays from 1878
and 1895 likewise recounted incidents of supernatural communications
between family and friends and the possibility of cultivating such communications through a ‘phrenophone’.3 But for Twain, these supernatural
incidents were neither subjugated to nor separate from the times in which
he lived; they were, in his fitting phrase, acts of ‘mental telegraphy’.4 There
is ultimately no better example of the ways in which Victorian technologies were generative of new forms of enchantment than in the development of the very word ‘telepathy’, first attested in 1882, as the religious
and semantic by-product of ‘telegraphy’.
Through the successful adaption of new technologies (social, mechanical or commercial) Bombay’s religious entrepreneurs were thus able to
respond to the demands of a large and diverse urban populace through
the distribution mechanisms of missionary organization, steam power
and print capitalism. Through such a ‘domestication’ of what were initially colonial or Christian technologies, even the ideological impact of
empire was diluted to leave its technologies at the service of more indigenous cultural productions, a process symbolized in the printed stories of
Muslim saints lifting steamships on their shoulders.5 In showing that, even
when confronting one another in the same market, Customary Islamic
firms were more successful than either their colonial or Reformist rivals.
Bombay Islam presents a picture of Muslim ‘conservatism’ that is at odds
with more familiar images of an age of modernizing reform. The conservative market appeal of custom did not mean that Islam stood still. As the
previous chapters have shown, the re-producers of custom were canny
entrepreneurs operating in the new religious economy created by industrial urban life. The ongoing economy of this adaptive conservatism helps
explain why even today tens of millions of Muslims in India, Pakistan and
elsewhere retain their allegiance to the ‘tested products’ of a Customary
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Islam of holy men, miracles and shrines. This suggests in turn that, outside the bureaucratic and comprador classes most exposed to European
ideas in the long nineteenth century, the colonial impact on Muslim religious forms was considerably less than has often been imagined. If the old
economy of feudal land grants and peasant clienteles that supported the
religious economy of pre-colonial Islam in India was gone, the industrial
cities provided opportunities for customary firms operating in a newly
industrialized economy of religious production and consumption.
By closing its survey in 1915, Bombay Islam deliberately stops at the
moment at which proponents of Muslim nationalism or Pan-Islamism
did become significant players among Bombay’s Muslim market through
such organizations as the Muslim League and the Khilafat
4 movement. But
despite their projections backwards in time, such homogenizing trends were
more products of the twentieth than the nineteenth century.6 By closing
off a distinct time period between around 1840 and 1915 it has been possible to see the religious productions of the period in their own terms, and
not those of later globalizing or nationalizing moments. The city described
here was one with a pluralistic and competitive religious economy, which
reared Reformist firms promoting Quranic scripture and English education no less than family firms of charismatic itinerant holy men and nocturnal possession services in dockyard mausoleums. Not only a city of the
‘progress’ (taraqqı)3 of the Muslim Modernists, Bombay was also a space of
the enchantment (hayrat) generated as the religious response to industrial
and commercial growth as social processes. In the industrial cosmopolis
of the west Indian Ocean, Bombay’s different Muslims did not collapse
themselves into a coherent or unified community based on either nation
or religion. Instead, they participated in a pluralizing religious economy
which drove the increasing production of a variety of Islams by a spectrum of new migrant entrepreneurs and relocated firms that ranged from
modernist associations to the brotherhoods of custom. Seen against this
background, the appeal after 1915 of discourses of unified communities
of religion and/or nation appears not as an innately ‘modern’ trajectory
towards homogeneity, but as a reaction to a prior process of pluralizing
religious productivity shaped by the specific historical condition of the
industrializing and globalizing nineteenth century.7
In order to explain the modern persistence of enchantment, the previous chapters have made a case for seeing Bombay as both a crucial factory
and market for an Islam that while neither disenchanted nor otherwise
‘Protestant’ was no less a product of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries than its better-known Reformist and Modernist competitors.
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While no claim is made here of providing a complete picture, the previous chapters have sought to uncover a different urban history from
the familiar tropes of factory conditions, trade unionism and amelioration societies that have long dominated the historiography. In view of the
problems that have long vexed Indian labour history, whether in Bombay
or Durban, the stake of the Indian workers in an economy of religious
enchantment helps explain the continuity of the ‘traditional’ hierarchical social relations that the rise of industrial labour was once seen as
challenging.8 As the production of hierarchical social and workplace
environments, Customary Islam offered no democracy of souls such as
that promised by the middle-class Reformists. By showing how a hierarchical conscience of patrons and intercessors was perpetuated by the
metaphysical visions of workplace preachers and the miraculous interventions of popular printing, Bombay Islam explains the absence of an
egalitarian ethic among Indian workers that once so perplexed the heirs
of E. P. Thompson. Placing the religious consumption patterns of Muslim
labourers into the context of a larger religious economy on both sides of
the Indian Ocean shows how workers’ lives were shaped by the reproductions of religious customs and services that ultimately drew demand
from the conditions of workers’ lives.
Through the cosmopolitan port of Bombay, India not only continued
to operate in older transnational networks such as those connecting it
with Iran, but also established new networks connecting it with such
unfamiliar regions as South Africa, routes for both the import and export
of concrete religion by way of ‘firms’ promoting charismatic persons,
books or practices.9 Although enabled by what were originally by-products of colonial communication requirements by way of steamship routes,
ultimately these Muslim firms expanded according to the demands of a
Muslim passenger traffic that moved beyond the territories of empire into
Iran and the Hijaz. Whether in terms of relocated population markets
or industrialized communication networks, the transformative effects of
empire – and Bombay as their urban embodiment – provided resources
which various kinds of religious entrepreneur were quick to make use of.
It is striking here that the most successful Muslim entrepreneurs examined in the previous chapters migrated to Bombay from beyond the formal geography of British rule, whether from overseas in Iran or from
inland in Hyderabad. Here on the ocean’s edge was a distinct trajectory
of religious development from that which emerged in the better-documented townscapes of northern India, and one whose diversity – indeed,
its increasing diversification – was a reflection of the range of religious
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producers and consumers from within and without the oceanic boundaries of India. In the period of Bombay’s greatest influence, this ‘oceanic’ as
much as ‘imperial’ India played an increasingly important role in a maritime marketplace that, as older pre-colonial culture routes were serviced
by the steamship, was expanded rather than diminished by the opportunities of empire.
The development of Bombay’s religious economy enables us to place
India into the development of a larger oceanic economy of Muslim religious exchange whose growth in the nineteenth century led to an increase
of religious production and consumption between East Africa, Arabia and
South-East Asia no less than between India, Iran and South Africa.10 While
these oceanic patterns of religious exchange were by no means invented
in this period, they were radically transformed by the development of new
industrial sites of the production of religion (whether the missionary firm
or the printing-press) and the consumption of religion (whether by industrial labourers or exiled indenture markets). These transformations in the
overall economy of religious transactions placed Bombay at the centre
of the newly industrialized oceanic marketplace, whereas it had scarcely
even featured in the pre-industrialized religious economy of the period
before the mid-nineteenth century. On a larger global and comparative
scale, these developments reflect the production and dissemination of new
Christianities in the Atlantic marketplace, not least through the parallel
nexus of labour migration, printing, ‘providential’ supernaturalism and
empire that witnessed the oceanic expansion of Methodism, Mormonism
and Spiritualism in the same period.11 Like the steamship travels of New
York’s Spiritualist missionaries to England’s industrial north or the transoceanic printing operations of expansive American Mormons in Liverpool,
the rise of Bombay as a centre of Muslim religious production was part of
a larger global moment in which industrialization shifted the configurations of older economies of religious supply and demand. This enabled
former sites of religious consumption (of Islam in India or Christianity in
America) to become centres of production and export to their former overseas suppliers, whether in England or Iran, while at the same time finding
new and unexpected markets (Mormonism in Denmark or Customary
Islam in South Africa) on the crest of the new waves of steam communications, printing and labour migration.
In the economy of Muslim religious exchanges with which this book
is concerned, this traffic of holy men and books, of doctrines and ritual
services, saw Bombay emerge in its own right as a site for the production
and reproduction of a dizzying ‘product range’ of Islams, each forced to
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distinguish itself from its competitors by alternative strategies of representing newness or custom, reason or charisma. The success and scale of
Bombay’s religious economy were enhanced by its location as the nodal
point of ‘pre-colonial’ and ‘colonial’ networks. From this position as commercial and technological centre of the west Indian Ocean, Bombay did
not simply import religious products, firms and entrepreneurs from its
continental and maritime hinterlands, but re-produced and re-exported
them with the distinct stamp of its own marketplace. The manner in
which Bombay was able to reproduce custom in response to the demands
of new urban consumers (particularly merchant and labour groups) and
the opportunities of new production and distribution mechanisms helps
explain why, despite the transformations of modernity, the Customary
Islam of saints, miracles and shrines continues to flourish throughout
South Asia and the Indian Ocean to this day, even if the place of Bombay
within it has long diminished. Even in the nineteenth century oceanic
epicentre of industrial modernity, Customary Islam did more than simply stand still and survive. Through the technological adoptions of its
purveyors and their successful outreach to both the displaced communities of the metropolis and the less developed religious economies of such
places as South Africa and Iran, the consolations of custom were reproduced in ways that responded to the new experiences and anxieties of the
3
based on regular communications with a
age.12 From a Neo-Isma4‘ılism
living imam to the towerblock-shattering miracles of the moral protector
of Muslim shopkeepers, the varied religious products and services that
this book has collected in a metaphorical aisle marked Customary Islam
were each the result of successful firms’ opportunistic adaptations to a
new religious economy born from the transformations of empire, industry and capital.
This brings us to the model of the religious economy that has been
used to frame the interaction of these different ‘producers’ and ‘consumers’ of the variable productions of Islam. The previous chapters have
argued that Bombay’s economic, demographic and more broadly industrial expansion after 1840 enabled the creation of a new kind of religious
economy that was more pluralistic, competitive and productive than its
pre-industrial predecessors. What was new about this marketplace was,
first, the number and diversity of participants interacting on both the supply and demand sides as a result of the new merchant and labour communities attracted to Bombay by the cosmopolitan pull of capital. Second,
fed by acts of comparison no less than consumption of religious products
and services, increasing religious productivity was accompanied by an
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intensified degree of competition for a stake in an increasingly polemical market in which not only Muslims but Hindus, Christians, Jews and
Parsis also inspected, compared and critiqued the religious productions
of others. The introduction to this book argued that the development
of this ‘liberal’ economy of religious exchange had several enabling factors. The first of these was the official agenda and mentality of colonial
governance, for just as a laissez-faire ideology afforded the emergence of
powerful Gujarati industrialists and Iranian merchants, so did a parallel
policy of official non-interference in religious affairs enable local entrepreneurs to create a competitive religious economy in which, despite certain advantages, colonial Christian players were ultimately less successful
than religious firms with a better sense of local demand.
However, the pluralizing forces of the religious economy should not be
framed in the familiar dichotomy of the colonial and indigenous, for the
usefulness of the market model is the way it highlights the perpetual transactions of the borrowing and adaptation of technologies and techniques
between all players in the market, as well as the places it provided to new
firms (such as Reformist anjumans) and old firms (such as Sufi brotherhoods) or to local entrepreneurs and more distant migrants from the oceanic hinterlands of the main Bombay marketplace. In the background lay
the arrival from around 1820 of the Christian missionary firms which,
though winning few converts, were highly influential catalysts of the
new market through introducing a new social apparatus of ‘the mission’
which in practical no less than conceptual terms enabled new patterns
of the production and distribution no less than the ‘exchangeability’ of
religion. The fierce new polemics that missionary firms introduced to the
economy through their investment in vernacular printing and the organizational innovations that ranged from subscriber revenues to proletarian
outreach were all quickly (and more successfully) adopted by the other
firms that entered the city over the following decades. Rather than seeing
these multidirectional polemics through a dichotomous model of ‘dialogue’, Bombay Islam has attempted to show that the model of religious
economy provides a clearer conceptual framework for dealing with the
multiplicity of religious competitors that emerged in the nineteenth century and the webs of interaction that linked them. The logic and thereby
the usefulness of the marketplace model is precisely the sense of complexity and contingency of interactions that it supposes: neither dichotomized
nor dialogical, the marketplace is typified by the cacophony of multiple
players. To adopt this model does not involve the reduction of religion to
materialistic forms of exchange. Many of the ‘products’ and ‘services’ on
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offer in Bombay and its hinterlands had no clear financial value (though
many clearly did). The usefulness of the economistic model is rather the
way in which it allows us to track the social life of Islam as a set of
exchanges and interactions between specific parties – between notional
‘suppliers’ and ‘consumers’ – whose cultural tastes and social relationships shape the characteristics and fortunes of any religious production
under scrutiny. In turn, the language of production gives life to the category of Islam as a ritual and discursive mine of deployable resources
used for specific industrial or collective purposes rather than as a set of
static ‘traditions’ that once founded are passively handed down until they
become ‘reformed’ in a decisive ‘modern’ epoch.
Conceiving Bombay as the market for a range of Muslim productions
shaped in response to demand driven by the social conditions of specific
consumer groups enables us to move beyond Weberian analyses seeking
axiomatically ‘modern’ or ‘Protestant’ forms of Islam, and thereby make
sense of the survival – and even expansion – of the enchanted religious
productions that this book has grouped together as Customary Islam.
In place of the singular trajectory of Weberian sociology,13 the market
model shows how the many different Muslims of Bombay’s Indian Ocean
demanded a corresponding range of different religious products and
services and, though ‘individualist’, ‘Protestant’ or ‘disenchanted’ forms
appealed to a certain stratum of society, even in the oceanic engine room
of industrial and capitalistic change, the greater proportion of market
demand was for firms promoting intercessionary holy men and their
miraculous services. This demand in turn laid the basis of an economy of
enchantment which, through travelling holy men, entrepreneurial shrine
founders and printed books, was distributed to the far corners of an
oceanic marketplace in which Bombay became the largest urban player.
The market conceived here was not limited to Bombay itself, but was
oceanic in scope, its traffic and exchanges in different degrees affecting
many regions of the west Indian Ocean and ultimately involving new
forms of Hindu, Zoroastrian, Jewish and Christian religious productivity no less than Muslim. By way of example, earlier chapters looked
at South Africa and Iran, where the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed an unprecedented availability of new religious products
and the social ramifications incumbent on such pluralism. However,
the analysis might alternatively have traced the foundations of the first
Hindu temples in Zanzibar by Bombay Presidency traders or the role of
Bombay in the creation of a satellite religious marketplace in Aden. The
point has not been to claim all of these developments as being ‘made in
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Bombay’, and the development of a more plural religious economy in
each of these other sites as influenced by local as much as oceanic factors. Instead, what the previous chapters have argued is that between
around 1840 and 1915 Bombay emerged as the most competitive and
productive single urban marketplace in a larger oceanic economy of religious transactions, and that such was its centrality to its oceanic and
continental markets that its opportunities of demand and supply inevitably had an impact on the smaller and less developed religious marketplaces in such places as South Africa and Iran.
Ultimately, this holistic model of a religious economy based on countless interactions helps explain why certain forms of what has usually
been termed ‘traditional’, ‘popular’ or ‘mystical’ Islam avoided the disenchantment of a Weberian modernity to not only survive but expand
in the modern era.14 It also helps redress the misinterpreted trajectory
of Islam in the modern world that has posited a diminishing of diverse
‘local’ Islams under the hegemony of the ‘Protestant’, ‘disenchanted’, ‘uniform’ or ‘globalized’ forms of an apparently standardized Islam.15 What
is suggested by the experience of Bombay’s oceanic marketplace is that
in creating a liberally competitive and efficiently productive economy of
religious exchange, in the absence of state religious monopolies, modernization enables the ritual, organizational, material and ideological productions of a dizzying range of Muslim religious firms whose visions,
whether rationalizing or enchanting, answer to the needs of the heterogeneous Muslims of an uneven world. The bewildering array of Islams
ready for inspection and comparison in the global market of the twentyfirst century represents the expansion of the same forces that gave shape
to Bombay Islam.
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